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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

'The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) is a combat support agency providing world-wide 
logistics support and related services throughout the Department of De-fense (DoD) in the 
zueas of contract management, supply management, and distribution management. The 
primary focus of the Agency is to support the warfighter both in time of war and peace. DLA 
also supports humanitarian relief efforts in times of national emergency. DLA's vision is to 
tle the provider of choice, around the clock and around the world, by providing logistics 
readiness and enabling weapon systems acquisition at reduced cost. 

?'he Agency's commitment to its customers is to provide high quality, responsive, affordable 
logistics services. The Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) process provides the 
opportunity to examine the Agency's infrastructure and identi@ opportunities to effectively 
use excess space to consolidate or merge activities, achieve significant operating efficiencies, 
rcduce costs, and leverage the synergy that exists among the Agency's logistics support 
fimctions. 

The Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 (Public Law 101 -5 10, Title XXIX, 
a:; amended) and Section 2687 of Title 10, United States Code, established requirements and 
PI-ocedures for base realignments and closures within the DoD. The Act and related policy 

Wv guidance from the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) and Joint Cross Service Groups 
established the foundation for the BRAC analysis process which has been followed by DLA. 
DLA's analysis process incorporated applicable law, OSD guidance, including the DoD 
Selection Criteria, and DLA Decision Rules developed for the BRAC 95 process. The 
general steps in the DLA BRAC 95 Selection process are shown in the figure below: 

Figure 1 
DLA BRAC 95 Selection Process 

Evaluate Excess Capacity 

Analvze Militan, Value 
I 

Analyze Return on Investment 

h Develop Recolnmendations 1 
Determine Impacts 

Finalize Recomrnendiitions -- 

Because of the breadth of DLA's customer support, our analysis considered projected DoD 
force structure impacts in terms of the types of support or services provided by DLA, i.e., 

'ilyI 
coritract management, supply management, and distribution management. To address these 
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issues, the Agency has developed a strategic plan for our combat support mission. We have 
refined this plan through Concepts of Operations that were developed and approved for each 
of DLA's business areas and service and support centers. 

The Concepts of Operations are broad planning documents. They discuss current and future 
operations of DLA activities with respect to general operating primciples, improved support 
capability, management initiatives, and anticipated responses to future Military Service 
requirements expressed in part through the DoD Force Structure Plan. 

The DLA BRAC Executive and Working Groups analyzedl the Concepts of Operations and 
followed the steps in the selection process shown above. We categorized activities, collected 
data, conducted excess capacity and Military Value reviews, developed alternatives, 
analyzed return on investment scenarios, and developed recormendations. Economic, 
community, and environmental impact assessments we:re corlducted to evaluate each 
recommendation in preparation for final review and approval by the Executive Group. 
Throughout the process, we were supported by the daily irivolvement of the DoD Inspector 
General's Office (DoDIG) who assumed responsibility for validating the certified field data 
and the use of that data in our analyses. Additional oversig;ht was provided by auditors from 
the General Accounting Office (GAO) who had complete access to every step of the DLA 
process. 

Many factors and types of analyses were considered during the evaluation process. They 
provided data points which, in consideration of law and DoD policy, allowed the DLA 
BRAC Executive Group to apply military judgment to the decision process, as illustrated 
below. 

Figure 2 
DLA BRAC Decision Tools 

(Distribution 

COBRA Model 

DLA Recommendations 

(Environment and Community) 

I 

DLA Final Decisions 
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'While each of these factors played a role, the major overarching influence throughout the 
process was the application of military judgment. Military judgment was critical to 
understanding the customer's requirements and assessing DLA's activities from the 
c:ustomer's perspective. Military judgment embodies the successful integration of the 
projected DoD Force Structure, anticipated logistics support requirements, and Agency 
t~usiness strategies that will enable DLA to continue as the warfighter's provider of choice 
around the clock and around the world. 

The following recommendations reflect the application of effective, informed military 
judgment in our detailed analysis process. These recommendations are submitted by the 
I)irector, DLA for consideration in the BRAC 95 process. Individual recommendations, 
rt:flecting the intent of the Concepts of Operations, maximize the opportunity to provide our 
customers with high quality, responsive, and affordable logistics support well into the next 
century. The recommendations have an anticipated total one-time cost of $342 million in FY 
915 dollars. The net of all costs and savings during the implementation period is a savings of 
$1 13 million. An annual recurring savings of $120 million is achieved beginning in FY 01. 
The net present value of the costs and savings over 20 years is a savings of $1,277 million. 
The DLA BRAC 95 recommendations are summarized below: 

w 
R_elocation 

Defense Contract Management District West (DCMDW), El Segundo, CA. This is a 
redirect of the BRAC 93 Commission recommendation. Relocate the DCMDW to 
Government property in the Los Angeles area, or to space obtained from exchange of land for 
space between the Navy and the Port AuthorityICity of Long Beach, or to a purchased office 
b~lilding. 

Defense Contract Management Command International (DCMCI), Dayton, OH. 
Realign the DCMCI (Gentile Air Force Station), Dayton, OH and merge its mission into the 
Defense Contract Management Command Headquarters, Ft. Belvoir, VA. 

Defense Distribution Depot Columbus, OH (DDCO). Realign DDCO and designate it as a 
storage site for slow moving/war reserve material. Active material remainin.g at DDCO at the 
time of realignment will be attrited. Remaining stockage will consist of slow moving items. 

Defense Distribution Depot Memphis, TN (DDMT). Close DDMT. Material remaining at 

w DDMT at the time of closure will be relocated to available storage space within the DoD 
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Distribution System. All DLA activity will cease at this llocatioi~ upon completion of this 
action. 

Defense Distribution Depot Ogden, UT (DDOU). Closr: DDOU. Material remaining at 
DDOU at the time of closure will be relocated to available storage space within the DoD 
Distribution System. A cantoned area for Army reserve iactivitiles will remain. All DLA 
activity will cease at this location upon completion of this action. 

Disestablishment 

Defense Contract Management District South (DCMDS), Marietta, GA. Disestablish 
DCMDS and relocate its missions to Defense Contract Management District Northeast, 
Boston, MA and Defense Contract Management District West, El Segundo, CA. 

Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC), Philadelphia, PA.. Disestablish DISC and 
realign DCSC and DGSC to distribute the management of Federal Supply Classes (FSC). 
Create one Inventory Control Point (ICP) for the management of Troop and General Support 
items at Philadelphia, PA. Create two ICPs for the management of Weapon System related 
FSCs at Columbus, OH and Richmond, VA. 

Defense Distribution Depot Letterkenny, PA (DDLP),, Disestablish DDLP. Material 
remaining at DDLP at the time of disestablishment will be relocated to available storage 
space within the DoD Distribution System. 

Defense Distribution Depot Red River, TX (DDRT). Disestablish DDRT. Material 
remaining at DDRT at the time of disestablishment will be relocated to available storage 
space within the DoD Distribution System. 
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The Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 (Public Law 101 -5 10, Title XXIX, 
as amended) and Section 2687 of Title 10, United States Code, established requirements and 
procedures for base realignments and closures within the Department of Defense (DoD). The 
Act and related policy guidance from the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) and Joint 
Cross Service Groups established the foundation for the Base Realignment and Closure 
(BRAC) analysis process which has been followed by the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA). 

I)LA is a combat support agency providing world-wide logistics support and related services 
tllroughout the DoD. The primary focus of the Agency is to support the warfighter in times 
of war and peace. DLA also supports humanitarian relief efforts. DLA's vision is to be the 
provider of choice, providing logistics readiness and enabling weapon systems acquisition at 
reduced cost. We accomplish this by leveraging our corporate resources against global 
logistics targets and finding savings through teaming, improved business practices, and 
technological breakthroughs. 

The Agency's commitment to its customers is to provide high quality, responsive, affordable 
qw logistics support and services. The BRAC process provides DLA the opportunity to examine 

its infrastructure and identify opportunities to effectively use excess space to consolidate or 
merge activities, to close unneeded bases, achieve significant operating efficiencies, reduce 
costs, and leverage the synergy that exists among the Agency's logistics support functions. 

Effectively supporting our customers was a primary concern throughout this analysis. Our 
charter includes the requirement to surge in full support of two simultaneous major regional 
ccmflicts. While meeting this surge requirement has geographic and infrastructure 
inlplications for the distribution business area, our ability to support our customers primarily 
relies on the knowledge and expertise of our people, the capability of our systems, and our 
ccmnmitment to the warfighter. With these concepts in mind, we conducted our analysis by 
following the guidance prescribed for the 1995 BRAC process. Effective. informed military 
hdgment was paramount to evaluating our options and developing recommendations that 
were made in the best interest of the Agency, the Department of Defense, and our ultimate 
customers: the warfighters themselves. 

DI,A applied the various Business Area Concepts of Operations to reflect the impacts of the 
DoD Force Structure Plan on the Agency and identify current and future mission 
requirements. These projected requirements were a primary input to the 1995 BRAC process 
in assessing potential opportunities for base realignment andlor closure. Individual 
recommendations, reflecting the intent of these planning document:;, maximize the 

V opportunity to provide our customers with high quality, responsive, and affordable logistics 
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support well into the next century. The Concepts of Operaltions are included as appendices 
to this report. 

This report presents the Agency's base realignment and closure recommendations and 
supporting rationale for consideration by the Secretary of Defense in the 1995 BRAC 
process. The recommendations reflect the application of effective, informed military 
judgment: the successful integration of the projected DoD Force Structure, anticipated 
logistics support requirements, and Agency business strategies that will enable DLA to 
continue as the warfighter's provider of choice around the cl.ock and around the world. 
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FORCE STRUCTURE PLAN 

13LA is the principal combat support agency of the Department of Defense (DoD). As such, 
IlLA provides world-wide logistics support and services to the Military Departments, other 
llefense Agencies, and certain allied nations. DLA, however, is not directly identified in the 
]>OD Force Structure Plan. The level and intensity of the support and services DLA provides 
does vary with respect to the size and composition of the forces which it supports. 

13ecause of the breadth of DLA's customer support, it is necessary to consider projected DoD 
force structure impacts in terms of the types of support or services provided by DLA: 
contract management, supply management, and distribution management. For example, 
reduced Military Department procurement budgets will have various effects on DLA 
business areas through impacts on the number of items managed by ICPs, the number of 
issues made from distribution depots, the amount of material flowing through reutilization 
and marketing offices, and the level of contract management support required. In addition, 
certain external influences such as changes to Federal procurement poli.cy also affect the 
nlanner in which DLA provides logistics support and services. 

To address these issues, the Agency has developed a strategic plan for our combat support 
mission. We have refined this plan through Concepts of Operations that were developed and 
approved for each of the following business areas and service and support centers: 

Contract Management 
Distribution Management 
Supply Management 
Defense Reutilization and Marketing Service 
Defense Logistics Services Center 
DLA Systems Design Center 

The Concepts of Operations are broad planning documents. They discuss current and future 
operations of DLA activities with respect to general operating principles, improved support 
capability, management initiatives, and anticipated responses to future Military Service 
requirements. They serve to effectively link customer support initiatives, changing 
technology, and emerging management practices 'to changes in the overall structure of the 
Defense establishment as reflected in the DoD Force Structure Plan. 
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BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT SELECTION PROCESS 

(Iverview of ~uidance. process relationships. and staffing 

The Defense Logistics Agency 1995 Base Realignment and Closure study process was 
guided by existing legislation and by Department of Defense policy. Public Law 101-510 
requires that BRAC decisions be based on a DoD Force Structure Plan for the Armed Forces. 
?'his plan assesses possible threats to the national security during a six year period. As DLA 
is not directly identified in the DoD Force Structure Plan, Concepts of Operations 
(Appendices) were developed to translate the effects of the Force Structure Plan within DLA 
niission planning. 

CloD guidance explicitly required application of the same selection criteria used in the 
p~revious BRAC study rounds, as shown below. DoD also required the use of the latest 
version of the Cost of Base Realignment Actions (COBRA) model for determining return on 
in.vestment. For BRAC 95, several Joint Cross-Service Groups were empowered to develop 
factors or measures for applying the criteria in common support areas and for determining 
cost and economic impact. DLA actively participated in the Depot Maintenance Cross- 
Service Group. 

Figure 1 
DUD BRAC Selection Criteria 

,Military Value: r I. The current and future mission requirements and the impact on operational readiness of the DoD's total 
1 force. 

I!. The availability and condition of land, facilities, and associated airspace at both the existing and 
potential receiving locations. 

3.  The ability to accommodate contingency, mobilization, and future total force requirements at both the 
existing and potential receiving locations. 

4 .  The cost and manpower implications. 

Return on Investment: 
5 .  The extent and timing of potential costs and savings, including the number of years, beginning with the 

date of completion of the closure or realignment, for the savings to exceed the costs. 

Impacts: 
6.  The economic impact on communities. 
7. The ability of both the existing and potential receiving communities' infrastructure to support forces, 

missions and personnel. 
8 The environmental impact. 

DLA activities were grouped into categories and subcategories by similarity of missions, 
capabilities, or attributes. Activities were evaluated by category to determine if excess 
capacity, i.e. physical space, remained based on resource levels anticipated in the DLA 

w 
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Program Objectives Memorandum (POM). The Military Value Criteria 1-4 in Figure 1 were 
used to conduct a Military Value analysis of candidate DLA activities. Evaluations were 
performed by applying DLA's Measures of Merit tailored to each category or subcategory. 
These measures are fully described later in this section. Realignment and closure scenarios 
were developed and evaluated based on military judgment, which integrated a knowledge of 
DLA's Strategic Plan, the Concepts of Operations, and an informeld assessment of acceptable 
mission risk. The COBRA model then calculated return on investment for each scenario. 
Finally, impact assessments were performed for selected scenarios. Impact assessments 
included economic, community infrastructure, and enviromiental c:oncerns. 

Completing our analysis involved a wide variety of processes, responsibilities, and 
experienced personnel. An overview of the processes, influences, and relationships are 
shown below. It is important to note that the repeated application of capacity analysis, 
Concepts of Operations, interservice coordination, and fiorce structure implications were 
critical at several stages within the process. Personnel were organized to support this process 
from across the Agency. In addition, we were supported by the daily involvement of the 
DoD Inspector General's Office (DoDIG). The DoDIG assumed responsibility for validating 
the certified field data and the use of that data through our analysis process. Auditors from 
the General Accounting Office (GAO) provided oversight throughout the DLA process. 

Figure 2 
DLA BRAC Process Re1ation:rhips 

Force Stmctum Plan 
6 Requirements 

I 1 
- 

DLA Strategic I 
Plan 

Crosswalk DoD Criteria 
to DLA Mission Criteria [)evelopmen1 
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BLA BRAC studv orsanization 

T'he Director, DLA established a DLA Base Realignment and Closure Executive Group 
comprised of appropriate senior executives from the Agency's business and staff areas. The 
Crroup included both senior level civilian and military personnel, and was chaired by the 
Principal Deputy Director, DLA. 

The Executive Group served as senior advisors to direct the 1995 study effort and present 
DLA activity realignment and closure candidates for the Director's final recommendation to 
the Secretary of Defense. Voting members of the Executive Group represented DLA's 
Contract Management, Supply, and Distribution business areas in addition to representation 
from the Corporate Administration business area, Comptroller, and General Counsel. Non- 
voting members provided insight from various staff functions including Installation Services, 
E~lvironrnental Policy, Information Services, and Congressional and Public Affairs. 

A DLA BRAC Working Group was also established under the direction of the Executive 
Group. The Working Group consisted of a core team of full-time technical experts as well as 
H~zadquarters and field experts made available on an as needed basis. During the course of 
th: BRAC study effort, the Working Group developed analytical tools, collected and 

Qlv' analyzed certified data, developed and evaluated alternative scenarios for Executive Group 
consideration, conducted sensitivity analyses, and compiled documentation to support the 
final DLA recommendations. The DLA BRAC analysis process is illustrated in Figure 3 
below. 

Figure 3 
DLA BRAC Analysis Process 

I Categorize Activities I 
Col lec t  Data 1 - - . . . . . - -. - I 

Evaluate Excess Capacity 

h Analvze Militarv Value 1 
7 1  ' I 

b Develop Alternatives 1 

To successfully complete this effort, the DLA BRAC analysis process followed the 
requirements of applicable law and DoD policy guidance to ensure that all DLA activities 

r were evaluated fairly and equitably. Formal charters were developed for the Executive 
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Group and the Working Group. At the beginning of the BRAC 95 process, audit and internal 
control plans were developed to document the collection and use of accurate certified data in 
the analysis and decision process which is described in the f;ollowirig sections. 

Figure 4 
Step 1 - Categorize Activities 

I Cate~orize Activities b 
Collect Data j 

l~valuate Excess capacity1 

Analyze Military Value I 
1- L)( Develop Alternatives I 

Catqorize activities 

To evaluate DLA's infrastructure and activities for potential realignments or closures, the 
Executive Group first aggregated activities into categories and subcategories based on 
similarity of mission, capabilities, and attributes. The categories were derived from the broad 
missions of the Agency: command and control, distributi'on of materiel, contract 
management, inventory control, and logistics service and support functions. From these 
mission functions, the following categories were defined: 

Command and Control 

Distribution Depots 

Inventory Control Points 

ServiceISupport Activities 

Subcategories were defined within the Command and (Control and Distribution Depot 
categories to ensure that these activities were evaluated in a fair arid consistent manner. The 
Command and Control category was comprised of subcategories for Defense Contract 
Management District (DCMD) Headquarters, including the Defense Contract Management 
Command International (DCMCI), the Defense Distribution Region Headquarters, and the 
Defense Reutilization and Marketing Service Operation Centers. The ServiceISupport w 
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category included activities that do not have peer organizations within DI,A because of their 
unique nature, mission, and function. The Inventory Control Points category consisted of 
supply centers for the major commodities managed by DLA. The Distribution Depots 
category consisted of all distribution depots within the continental United States. This 
grouping was further subdivided into Stand-Alone Depots (i.e., large independent wholesale 
distribution centers) and Collocated Depots (distribution centers collocated with their primary 
customer). Activities considered within each category and subcategory are shown below. 

Figure 5 
Mission Function Categories 

Defense Logistics Agency I 
Command and Control Sewice/Support 

* Defense Contract I I Defense Logistics 
Management Districts Services Center 

Defense Distribution I I Defense Reutilization 
Regions and Marketing Service I 

* Defense Construction Stand-Alone Depots 
Supply Center 

Collocated Depots 
Defense Fuel Supply 
Center 

Defense General Supply 
Center 

Defense Industrial Supply 
Center I I 

I Defense Personnel 1 1 I 
Support Center I- 

Where possible, activities were compared to peers of similar function and size. DCMCI was 
evaluated separately from the DCMDs since its workload is not comparable to the DCMDs. 
Military Value for the Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC) and the Defense Fuel 
Supply Center (DFSC) Inventory Control Points, were evaluated separately since the nature 
of the workload managed at these activities prevented peer comparisons of mission scope 
diversity. Activities identified for closure as a result of previous BRAC decisions were not 
evaluated. DLA BRAC 95 categories, subcategories, and activities are shown on the 
fo;!lowing page. 

The six installations which DLA operates under Army permit were also evaluated. Those 
installations house several DLA activities or organizations, which were evaluated within their 
respective categories. Analyzing the Military Value, the installation as a whole integrated the 
activity analyses, as well as infrastructures issues attendant on being the installation 
operation. 
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Figure 6 
DLA BRA C Categories 

I 

- 
Command and Control 

Contract Management Diitriets 
DCMDN Defense Contract Management District Northeast Boston, MA 
DCMDS Defense Contract Management District South Marietta, GA 
DCMDW Defense Contract Management District West El Segundo, CA 
DCMCI Defense Contract Management Command International Dayton, OH 

Distribution Regions 
DDRE Defense Distribution Region East New Cumberland, PA 
DDRW Defense Distribution Region West Stockton, CA 

Reutilization & Marketing Operations 
DRMSE Defense Reutilization & Marketing Service Operations E.ast Columbus, OH 
DRMSW Defense Reutilization & Marketing Service Operations Vl'est Ogden, UT 

Distribution Depots 
Stand-Alone Depots 

DDCO Defense Depot Columbus Columbus, OH 
DDMT Defense Depot Memphis Memphis, TN 
DDOU Defense Depot Ogden W e n ,  UT 
DDRV Defense Depot Richmond Richmond, VA 
DDJC Defense Depot San Joaquin TracyIStockton, CA 
DDSP Defense Depot Susquehanna New Cumberland- 

Mechanicsburg, PA 
Collocated Depots 

DDAA Defense Depot Anniston Anniston, AL 
DDAG Defense Depot Albany Albany, GA 
DDBC Defense Depot Barstow Barstow, CA 
DDCN Defense Depot Cherry Point Cherry Point, NC 
DDCT Defense Depot Corpus Christi Corpus Christi, TX 
DDHU Defense Depot Hill Ogden, UT 
DDJF Defense Depot Jacksonville Jacksonville, FL 
DDLP Defense Depot Letterkenny Chambersburg, PA 
DDMC Defense Depot McClellan Sacramento, CA 
DDNV Defense Depot Norfolk Norfolk, VA 
DDOO Defense Depot Oklahoma City Oklahoma City, OK 
DDPW Defense Depot Puget Sound Puget Sound, WA 
DDRT Defense Depot Red River Texarkana, TX 
DDDC Defense Depot San Diego San Diego, CA 
DDST Defense Depot San Antonio San Antonio, TX 
DDTP Defense Depot Tobyhanna Tobyhanna, PA 
DDWG Defense Depot Warner Robins Warner Robins, GA 

Inventory Control Points 
DCSC Defense Construction Supply Center Columbus, OH 
DFSC Defense Fuel Supply Center Alexandria, VA 
DGSC Defense General Supply Center Richmond, VA 
DISC Defense Industrial Supply Center Philadelphia, PA 
DPSC Defense Personnel Support Center Philadelphia, PA 

Senice/Support Activities 
DLSC Defense Logistics Services Center Battle Creek, MI 
DRMS Defense Reutilization and Marketing Service Battle Creek, MI 
DSDC DLA Systems Design Center Columbus, OH 
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Figure 7 
Step 2 - Collect Data 

Analyze Military Value 

Develop Alternatives 

Analyze Return on Investment ( 
Develop Recommendat~ons 

Determine Impacts 

Finalize Recommendations 

C:ollect data - 

Comprehensive data calls covering costs, personnel, mission performance, technology 
infrastructure, facility condition, tenant activities, and services provided or received were 
designed to support analysis of excess capacity, Military Value, and economic, 
ellvironmental and community impacts. Data elements were identified by the DLA BRAC 
Working Group following meetings with various Headquarters and field hnctional experts. 
Data call questionnaires were developed in consultation with Headquarters functional 
personnel and field experts for each category of activities. The data call questionnaires were 
carefully designed to ensure uniform interpretation of questions, level of detail, and 
documentation requirements. Sources for the data were specified to the greatest extent 
practical. A workshop was held to orient representatives fiom all involved DLA activities on 
the questionnaire's contents, requirements, and procedures. Additional workshops were held 
to provide further guidance to representatives from the distribution depots. 

Environmental data 

E~ivironmental questions reflected agreed upon common data elements developed by a DoD 
Joint Cross-Service Group, as well as elements reflecting the unique nature of DLA 
in:stallations. Detailed environmental questionnaires were sent to those field activity 
commanders where DLA is the host activity. These facilities are permitted to DLA by a 
Military Service which retains title to the real property. Activities which are tenants of 
another Service or DLA activity were asked to coordinate with their host activity in 
responding to a limited set of questions. All activities (including those in leased space) were 
required to respond to questions regarding the Clean Air Act. 
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Facility data 

The Norfolk Public Works Center (PWC), working under a contract to develop master 
planning data for DLA ICPs and distribution regions and depots, provided input to DLA's 
field commanders for use in responding to data call questions dealing with the installation's 
buildings and facilities. The DLA Operations Support Office ((DOSO) provided a space 
utilization survey of all administrative space to activity commanders and facility condition 
inspection reports to commanders of the DCMDs and other activities in leased space. The 
accuracy of PWC and DOSO data was verified by local activity facility engineers and was 
certified by the field activity commander for use in the BWiC analysis. 

Role of internal controls and external audits 

A DLA Internal Control Plan for the collection and analysis of data was developed for the 
BRAC 95 process. It incorporated lessons learned during BRAC '33. The plan was reviewed 
and approved by the DoDIG and representatives of the GAO. The plan, issued 23 May 1994, 
provided overall policy guidance and procedures to ensure that data was: 

Consistent and standardized 
Accurate and complete 
Certified as required by law 
Verifiable by business area functional experts 
Audited by internal and external audit and inspection agencies 
Replicable using documentation developed during d.ata collection 

A DLA BRAC Internal Control Checklist was developed as a working document to ensure 
that data was collected according to the data collection plan, and to1 document an audit trail for 
third party verification. The Internal Control Checklist provided field commanders with 
reasonable assurance that data could be certified as accurate and complete. To further ensure 
the validity of field data, functional experts on the DLA BRAC Working Group traveled to 
all field activities. Additional visits were made to those activities requesting assistance in 
responding to the data call. 

The DoDIG worked with the Agency to validate the responses to the data call questionnaires. 
DoDIG personnel fully participated in the DLA BRA(: Executive and Working Group 
meetings and observed the Working Group analysis process. Teams of DoDIG, DLA Office 
of Internal Review, and DLA field personnel ensured that accurate and supportable data was 
used throughout the DLA BRAC review process by .verifyimg data and assessing the 
adequacy of audit trails. To maintain independence, field auditors did not review the data 
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collection process of any activity within the same category or subcategory as his or her own 
z~ctivity. 

The GAO is required to provide the Congress and the Defense Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission with a report on the DoD BRAC 95 recommendations and selection process by 
15 April 1995. GAO auditors began their review of the DLA BRAC 95 process in March 
1 994. GAO representatives attended Executive Group meetings, observed the Working 
Group analysis process, and visited selected field activities to observe the data collection and 
data validation process. 

Figure 8 
Step 3 - Evaluate Excess Capacity 

I Caiegorize Activities I 
I .  1 Collect Data I 

Develop Alternatives I 
I - -- 

m A n a l y z e  Return on Investment I 
I 

Determ~ne Impacts 

Flnallze Recommendations ( 

Evaluate excess capacity 

DLA conducted an excess capacity analysis for each of the BRAC activity categories and 
subcategories. The intent of this analysis was to determine the Agency's usage of physical 
space and compare it with anticipated requirements. Where significant amounts of excess 
capacity were found, these sites could be considered as possible receiver sites in potential 
realignment recommendations. Capacity requirements were developed with respect to the 
following influences: 

Projections for Military Service draw downs in the DoD Force Structure Plan 

Military Service basing and operational changes, including the impact of the DoD 
Joint Cross Service Groups 

Initiatives expected to improve DLA operational efficiencies and effectiveness 
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The Working Group developed a series of objective questions for each DLA activity to 
determine the total amount of physical space and capacity availaible and used at each DLA 
location. Activity commanders could refer to administrative space surveys conducted by 
DOSO if necessary. 

Excess capacity considerations included total space available (administrative and warehouse), 
space required by the current base population, space used, space: available or space which 
could be renovated to accommodate changes, and buildable acreage. Information on 
available DoD and Federal properties in the immediate area and a.vailable commercial space 
within the Metropolitan Statistical Area was also collected. Capacity analysis excluded the 
consideration of land or facilities which were unavailable for use because of natural features, 
environmental concerns, or usage constraints such as historic sites. Responses to excess 
capacity surveys were objective in nature and were not subjlectively evaluated or ranked. The 
results of the excess capacity evaluation were used to support BFLAC scenario development 
and evaluate potential realignment and closure options. 

Figure 9 
Step 4 -Analyze Military Value 

Evaluate Excess Capacity 

-=ze ~ilitar-h 

w ~ n a l ~ z e  Return on 1;-1 

e d l i z e  Recommendations I 

Analvze Military Value 

The purpose of the Military Value analysis was to detennine the relative ranking of each 
activity with respect to other activities in the same category or subcategory. OSD provided 
the Services and the Defense Agencies with a list of selection criteria to be used as part of the 
Military Value analysis. The Military Value selection criteria shown in Figure 1, as part of 
the DoD Selection Criteria, were primarily concerned with: 

Mission requirements and impacts on operational readiness 
Availability and condition of land, facilities, and associated airspace 
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Accommodation of contingency, mobilization, and future force requirements 
Cost and manpower implications 

'The DoD Military Value selection criteria were designed to broadly cover the many roles and 
~nissions of the Military Services and other DoD components. The DLA Executive Group 
determined that more distinctive measures should be developed to assess the Military Value 
of DLA activities. To accomplish this, DLA considered the four DoD Military Value 
selection criteria, in addition to reviewing the environmental conditions and characteristics at 
e:ach installation. Combining these selection criteria resulted in the Measures of Merit 
cleveloped by DLA for the 1993 BRAC process. These same Measures of Merit have been 
used again in the BRAC 95 process. The only modification was to change the name of 
h4ission Essentiality to Mission Scope, which reflects the broader intent of the measure. 

Figure 10 
DLA Measures of Merit 

Mission Scope (DoD Selection Criteria 1 and 3). The mission assigned to the installation/activity plays a 
essential role within DoD and additionally benefits non-DoD customers. The fi~nctions performed i 
accomplishing the missions(s) may be unique. The strategic location of the facility and span of control ar 
important to effective mission accomplishment. 1 
I Mission Suitability (DoD Selection Criteria 1, 2, 3). The installation/activity supports assigned 

Suitability includes the age and condition of facilities, quality of life, location, and proximity to transportatio 
links. 

Operational Efficiencies (DoD Selection Criteria 2 and 4). The installation/activity's mission is performed 
economically. Installation/activity operation costs include: transportation, mechanical system, (mechanize 
material handling equipment, etc.), space utilization, and personnel costs, and facility operating costs. I 
I Expandability (DoD Selection Criteria 1,2, 3). The installation/activity can accommodate new missions and 

increased workload, including sustained contingencies. Expandability considerations included requirements for 
space and infrastructure, community encroachment, and increased workload. I 
To refine our analysis, we drew upon our BRAC 93 experience and functional expertise from 
the business areas and field activities. Several Executive and Working Group meetings were 
held to discuss the best measures of Mission Scope, Mission Suitability, Operational 
Efficiencies, and Expandability for each category and subcategory in our analysis. These 
meetings were designed to tailor the Measures of Merit for each category and subcategory 
and to establish an evaluation process in advance of the Executive Group's review of any 
da.ta call inputs. 
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Subelements were developed under each Measure of Merit in order to more specifically 
evaluate each activity. Functional representatives developed the subelements by assessing 
the relationship between the Agency's Strategic Plan, Concepts of Operations, and the 
appropriate Measures of Merit using a 1,000 point scale. F~ormulas for point allocation were 
developed to ensure that data was interpreted objectively and consiistently. 

Two different methodologies were used to allocate points to the Military Value analyses. 
The first, or primary method, was to allocate points based upon the relationship of the 
responses received from the various activities within each c,ategory. When using this method, 
the activity with the best answer for each question received 100 percent of the points. All 
other activities received a percentage of the available points based on the ratio of the value of 
their reply to the value of the best answer received. For example, if the best answer received 
for a given question was 100, the activity would get 100 percent of the available points for 
that question. If another activity responded with 80 as their answer, they would receive 80 
percent (80 divided by 100) of the available points. This method did not work well, however, 
if the best answer to a question was a zero or a one. In those instances, a second method of 
awarding points was used. 

Like the primary method, the second method assigned the best answer 100 percent of the 
available points, but the worst answer receives zero points. Answers with values between the 
best and worst get a percentage of the points relative to the range of the replies. For example, 
if answers provided for a particular question had values of' 0, 1 and 20, and the best answer 
was 0, the 0 answer gets 100 percent of the available points, 20 gets no points, and 1 gets 95 
percent of the points. 

Points were awarded to each activity using the certified data provided in the data call 
responses. Points were tallied to arrive at a final score for each activity's Military Value. 
The results of this analysis were presented to the DLA 13RAC Executive Group for each 
activity category and subcategory. The identity of the inldividual activities was masked to 
facilitate an objective review and comparison with other $activities in the same category or 
subcategory. 

DLA's Military Value analvsis addressed a wide variety of concerns 

Several factors influenced the development of DLA's Measures of Merit and the subsequent 
Military Value analysis. In addition to OSD guidance, these factors included the following: 

The Force Structure Plan 
The DLA Corporate Plan 
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The DLA Strategic Plan 
DLA Concepts of Operations 
Infrastructure reduction and storage management plans 
Military Service coordination 
Installation analyses 
Expanded environmental data call and analysis requirements 

\mile each of these factors had a role in the Military Value analysis, the major overarching 
influence throughout the evaluation was the application of informed military judgment. 
Edilitary judgment was critical to understanding the customer's requirements and assessing 
clur activities from the customer's perspective. Where quantitative data resulted in relatively 
close numeric scores between competing activities, military judgment was applied to ensure 
that evaluations were made in the best interest of DoD. Potential alternatives for base 
realignment and closure actions were thus developed based on the results of Military Value 
analysis, other BRAC analyses and the application of sound military judgment. 

Figure 11 
Step 5 - Develop Alternatives 

I Cateeorize Activities 1 
1 . -  I 

I Collect Data 1 
l~valuate Excess Caoacity 1 

Analyze Ml~tary Value 

I F e l q  Alternatives -1 
I Analyze Return on 

Develop Recommendations 

I Determine Impacts - I 

Develo~  alternatives 

The next step in the DLA BRAC analysis sequence was to identify potential realignment or 
closure candidates and eliminate the remaining activities from further consideration. Military 
Value, in conjunction with military judgment, was the primary consideration in determining 
p~:ospective realignment or closure candidates. 

The operating philosophies expressed in the DLA Strategic Plan and the Business Area 
Concepts of Operations formed the basis of all scenarios considered by the Executive Group. 

Y 
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Future mission requirements were based on workload projections which took into 
consideration the DoD Force Structure Plan, long-term DoD streamlining initiatives, the 
National Performance Review, and DLA efficiency and effectiveness improvements. An 
overview of the process to develop BRAC alternatives is described below: 

Figure 12 
Developing and Refining Alterrtatives 

Applying previous experience and military judgment led to the process shown above. Once 
an alternative was conceived, it was evaluated for reasonableness and then either refined or 
abandoned. 

Formulate 
Alternatives 

The DLA Base Realignment and Closure Working Group developed potential realignment 
and closure alternatives within the parameters established by the Executive Group. This 
included the consideration of Military Service decisio:ns. Alternative scenarios were 
evaluated to ensure that they conformed to the DLA Strategic Plan and Business Area 
Concepts of Operations. DLA worked closely with each R4ilitary Service Base Realignment 
and Closure office during this process to identify and consider potential excess space for joint 
use, to evaluate the impact of Military Service recommendations on DLA activities which are 
tenants on Army/Navy/Marine CorpsIAir Force installation~s, and to ensure that the impact of 
Service recommendations on the DLA business base was appropriately factored into our 
recommendations. Interservice communication was particularly critical in the distribution 
category because closure of a Service maintenance depot, the primary customer of most of 

Gather 
~nfolTlati0n 
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I)LAYs Collocated Distribution Depots, would significantly impact the value of that 
clistribution depot relative to the remainder of the Defense Distribution System. 

FLeasonable alternatives were then presented to the DLA BRAC Executive Group for initial 
review. The Executive Group applied a series of decision rules to evaluate an alternative and 
determine if that alternative should be abandoned, refined, or kept for further analysis. The 
decision rules used to develop and initially evaluate proposed alternatives are shown below. 

Figure 13 
Decision Rules for Scenario Evaluation 

Consistent with the law, base decisions on the DoD Force Structure Plan and the DoD Selection 
Criteria 

Achieve an infrastructure consistent with the DLA Strategic Plan and Business Areas Concepts of 
Operations 

Consistent with above, seek the most cost-effective infrastructure by (not in rank order): 

-- Minimize infrastructure costs; 

-- Close as a top priority; 

-- Eliminate duplications; 

-- Maximize use of shared overhead; 

-- Optimize use of remaining DLA space; 

-- Maximize cross-Service utilization of bases and support; 

-- Get out o f  leased space and on to DoD-owned installations 

Military judgment will be the overarching criteria for all decisions -- Optimally satisfy the 4 
military value criteria by balancing outputs of all analyses to achieve maximum military benefit. 

Orily those alternatives meeting the decision rules were retained for firther analysis. The 
following patterns emerged among alternatives for each category: 

Command and Control: Military judgment determined the need for the 
oversight capability, the level of oversight required by an organization and 
the amount of risk the Agency was willing to accept 

ServiceISupport Activities: Activities were considered for right-sizing 
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Distribution Depots: Alternatives regarding the Collocated Depot 
subcategory were driven by Military Service decisions regarding the 
collocated primary customer. Stand-Alone Depot alternatives were 
evaluated based on Military Value analysis, military judgment, and capacity 
requirements 

Inventory Control Points: Military Value analysis; generally identified those 
activities where realignment or closure might be detrimental to mission 
performance and customer satisfaction. Remainin:g activities were subject to 
further analysis 

As individual alternatives were developed and selected for further analysis, the DLA BRAC 
Working Group subjected those scenarios to the next step: analyzing return on investment 
(ROI) through the use of the COBRA model. The figure below identifies the ROI analysis 
step within the context of the DLA BRAC analysis process. 

Figure 14 
Step 6 -Analyze Return on Investmenr' 

I Categorize Activities 1 
Collect Data 

Evaluate Excess Capacity 

Analyze Military Value I -- 
Develop Alternahves -- Return 011 Investment b 

~~ ~ 

Develop Recommendation:i) 

h Determine l m o a c t s a  

Analvze return on investment 

The DLA BRAC Working Group evaluated potential realignment and closure scenarios using 
the Cost of Base Realignment Actions (COBRA) model as directed by DoD BRAC policy. 
Data for the model consists of DoD standard factors, DLA standard factors, static base data, 
and scenario-specific data which describes the actions and costs involved in a realignment or 
closure scenario. DoD standard factors used in the model were developed by a DoD Joint 
Process Action Team chartered to examine and improve the: BRAC 93 COBRA model and its 
execution. Agency-wide standard factors were developed from field-certified data and data 
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collected and certified by Headquarters organizations. Activity static information was 
gathered from field-certified data and OSD policy memo guidance. 

For BRAC 95 scenario analyses, DLA used a variety of data and support tools to ensure that 
scenario costs and savings estimates were accurate and reasonable. The various data and 
support tools, and their relation to each other, are indicated below: 

Figure 15 
CosUSavings Analysis Process 

Data 

m Site Static Data 
Standard Factors 
Personnel 

= POM Reductions 
Facilities 
Materiel 

Supporting Tools 

BOSIComm CostISavings Spreadsheet 
m Transportation Cost Calculation Spreadsheet 

TRACES Facilities Parametric Costing Model 
Realignment/Elirninations Spreadsheets I 

I COBRA MODEL EXECUTION I 
f 

Output Review 

Comparative Analysis of Scenarios 
Reasonableness Review I 

COBRA model data preparation 

First, to identify personnel actions in selected scenarios, DLA calculated realignments and 
el.iminations based upon projected workload. Calculations accounted for personnel 
reductions planned in the POM. These reductions were treated as force structure reductions, 
and resulted in no BRAC savings. 

Facilities assessments were done on each scenario to determine Military Construction 
(I'VIILCON) requirements. The results of category excess capacity analyses were used to 
assess facilities availability. Cost estimates for MILCON were generated using a variety of 
tools, including COBRA. Tri-Service historical construction costs, and the Tri-Service 
Automated Cost Engineering System (TRACES), a parametric cost modeling tool. 
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DLA also included various one-time costs and cost avoidances into realignment and closure 
scenarios. When considering distribution depot actions, packaging and transportation costs 
were developed off-line. These costs were estimated based on projected stock levels after 
implementation of DLA stock reduction plans. When realigning ICPs and DCMDs, costs 
were included for the movement of laboratory equipment, data processing equipment, and the 
purchase of systems furniture where necessary. DLA also accounted for cost avoidances 
associated with programmed MILCON projects. 

lations; 

DLA developed an independent approach to determine costs artd savings associated with 
non-labor base operating support (BOS) and communications. Th~e COBRA model normally 
performs these calculations by saving losing site costs and extrapolating receiving site costs 
for arriving personnel. Because DLA scenarios combi~ie activities with dissimilar cost 
structures, COBRA-generated BOS calculations do not always accurately portray BOS 
impacts resulting from realignment actions. For example., when moving an activity with a 
high cost structure (such as an ICP) to one with a low cost structure (such as a depot), the 
model saves all existing ICP costs, and extrapolates depot costs for the arriving ICP mission. 
This results in an overstatement in savings. 

To address this problem, DLA developed a spreadsheet to calculate non-labor BOS and 
communications costs and savings impacts off-line. Instead of basing future costs on the 
receiving site's cost structure, DLA used an approach that carries; losing site BOS non-labor 
costs to the receiving site. For purposes of COBRA execution., two states of nature were 
considered: realignment and closure. "Realignment" was defined as the movement of an 
activity such that the command structure would stay in place. "C:losure" was defined as the 
disestablishment of an activity's command. 

For each activity considered in DLA BRAC analyses, total non-labor costs were segregated 
into the following categories: 

Save Nothing 
Save All (Command-Related Costs) 
Save All (Facilities-Related Costs) 
Save on a Per-Person Basis for Each Person Eliminated 

When COBRA scenarios were developed, the BOS and communications spreadsheet 
calculated cost and savings impacts on each losing activity's costs. Variables that impacted 
savings were personnel eliminations, whether the facility was closed, and whether the 
command was disestablished. Outputs from this spreadsheet were entered into the COBRA 
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model as miscellaneous recurring costs and savings. Both the DoDIG and the GAO reviewed 
IILA's methodology in this area and agreed that the approach was reasona.ble. 

After DLA executed the COBRA model, comparative analyses were conducted to ensure that 
scenario assumptions were consistent, and cost and savings outputs were reasonable and 
s;upportable. Though savings was not a major driver in the decision process, net present 
values and steady state savings for each alternative were presented to the Executive Group 
(luring the decision process. 

Figure 16 
Step 7 - Develop Recommendations 

I I  Categorize Activities I 
I b[ Collect Data 1 

 valuate Excess Capacity 1 

Analyze Return on Investment 1 

Develo~  Recommendations b 
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h Finalize Recommendations 1 

Cbevelop recommendations 

A.fter base realignment and closure scenarios were evaluated with the COBRA model, the 
analysis results were reviewed by the DLA BRAC Working Group and presented to the 
Executive Group for further consideration. Each scenario was extensively reviewed, 
discussed, and analyzed during a series of Executive Group meetings. During the 
deliberations, the Executive Group evaluated each scenario with respect to the applicable 
Business Area's Concept of Operations, the DLA Strategic Plan, the DL,A Corporate Plan, 
and the projected Force Structure Plan. 
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Figure 17 
DLA BRA C Decision Toor's 

1 

Plan & (Distribution 
Military Judgment Optiorls 

BRAC Decision 

COBRA Model 

DLA Recommendations 

SHOW STOPPERS 
(Environment and Community) - 

Each scenario was considered in terms of its overall risk, benefit, and cost to the strategic 
direction of DLA and the interests of DoD. The Executive Group's deliberative process 
included confirmation that the scenario development process and COBRA evaluation process 
adhered to OSD policy and guidance, DoD Selection Criteria, data certification, internal 
controls, excess capacity evaluation, Military Value evaluiation, and DLA BRAC Decision 
Rules. 

Based on its review and best military judgment, the Executive Group made individual 
recommendations to the Director, DLA. Individual recommendations were then aggregated 
and once again reviewed for consistency and accuracy. After the conditional approval of the 
Director, DLA, recommendations were then returned to the Working Group for economic, 
community infrastructure, and environmental impact assessments. 
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Figure 18 
Step 8 - Determine Impacts 

Determine impacts - 

After a recommendation had been reviewed and conditionally approved by the Director, 
CbLA, the DLA BRAC Executive Group returned it to the Working Group for extensive 
irnpact analysis. The intent of the impact analysis was to determine if a recommendation had 

rllr unacceptable adverse economic, infrastructure, or environmental consequences. The DLA 
Working Group conducted impact analyses and reported its findings to the Executive Group 
for further consideration of each recommendation. The following sections describe the 
economic, infrastructure, and environmental impact analyses conducted by the DLA BRAC 
Working Group. 

Economic i m ~ a c t  

The economic impact on communities was evaluated with the Economic Impact Database 
distributed by DoD for use in accordance with DoD BRAC policy guidance. The Economic 
Irnpact Database reported changes to the unemployment of metropolitan statistical areas 
affected by DLA BRAC scenarios. The database combined personnel data from the COBRA 
model, including military, civilian, and contractor personnel, to develop net and percentage 
employment impact calculations for affected communities as a result of implementing a 
COBRA scenario. The model included both direct and indirect employment effects on local 
communities. 

Community infrastructure impact 

As directed in the DoD Selection Criteria, the selection process included an assessment of 
"the ability of both the existing and potential receiving communities' infrastructure to support 
forces, missions, and personnel" (DoD Selection Criterion 7). This assessment is required for 

r communities involved in the recommendations developed through the BRAC process. Our 
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assessment process consisted of gathering the following data for affected communities and 
then presenting information for Executive Group deliberation and clecision: 

Community Economics (Bond ratings and cost of living indicators) 
Transportation (Public transport, airports, and road systems) 
Utilities (Energy, Water, Electrical, Sewer, and Soliid Waste) 
Work Force Availability (Civilian staffing flexibility and local recruitment 
potential) 
Housing (New housing starts and availability) 
Education (Facilities and graduation statistics) 
Health Care (Accessibility and service ratios) 
Crime (Violent crime and property crime data) 
ClimateIEnvironment (Weather conditions and air [quality) 

The Executive Group concluded that the data did not present any evidence or indication that 
would preclude a recommended receiving community from absorbing the additional forces, 
missions, and personnel proposed in the recommended realignmenlr scenarios. The Executive 
Group further concluded that the data provided evidence of the ability of the infrastructure of 
DLA's existing communities to support existing levels of forces, m.issions, and personnel. 

Environmental impact 

In accordance with the criteria set forth by DoD, DLA considered the environmental impacts 
for both host and tenant activities in the BRAC 95 process. Our assessment process involved 
collecting data in the following areas: 

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 
-- Subtitle C: Hazardous Waste 
-- Subtitle D: Solid Waste 
-- Subtitle I: Underground Storage Tanks (UST) 
Natural Resources 
-- Wetlands and Sensitive Habitats 
-- Threatened or Endangered Species 
-- Farmlands and Forested Areas 
-- Historical and Cultural Resources 
-- Minerals and Energy 
Asbestos/Radon/Polychlorinated Biphenols (PCBs)/Lead-.Based Paint 
Air Quality 
Water Quality (Groundwater, potable, surface, and wastewater) 
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Upon receipt of the certified data calls, responses were reviewed, entered into a database, and 
analyzed for possible environmental constraints associated with each installation activity and 
potential BRAC action. No critical issues were raised regarding the environmental impact 
z~ssessment, and thus the recommendations were approved by the DLA, BRAC Executive 
Group. 

Figure 19 
Step 9 - Finalize Recommendations 

I Categorize Activities ( 1 

Determine Impacts 

y ~ i n a l i z e  Recommendations 

Finalize recommendations 

Upon completion of the impact assessments, recommendations were returned to the DLA 
B'RAC Executive Group. The Working Group presented the results of the impact analyses 
znd supported additional Executive Group deliberations. The Executive Group discussed the 
irnpact assessments, conducted an extensive review of each recommendation, and approved 
selected recommendations. 

The final approved recommendations were then prepared for inclusion in this report. 
Preparation included gathering supporting documentation, writing narrative descriptions of 
the analysis process, and preparing this report for submission to OSD. I3y completing this 
effort, the DLA BRAC Executive and Working Groups have fulfilled the requirements of the 
BRAC process, including compliance with the statutory, policy, and administrative guidance 
in a fully documented and audited process that included the following controls: 

DLA has created and followed an internal control plan to ensure unbiased, uniform, 
and accurate data collection, analysis, and certification 

DLA has provided free and open access to DoDIG, GAO, anti internal auditors 
throughout the entire process 
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DESCRIPTION OF ANAI,YSE!S 

The following sections describe the results of the detailed analysis performed by the members - 
of the DLA BRAC 95 Executive and Working Groups. The individual analyses have been 
organized by their respective DLA BRAC 95 categories and subcategories. The analyses are 
presented in the following order: 

Figure 1.1 
Organization of Analyses 

Title/Cntegory Subcateyory Section 

I Overview 1 

Installation Analysis Overview 

Command and Control Activities 3-5 
Contract Management Districts 3 
Distribution Regions 4 
Reutilization and Marketing Operations 5 

ServiceISupport Activities 6 
Defense Logistics Services Center 6 
Defense Reutilization and Mixketing Service 6 
DLA Systems Design Center 6 

Inventory Control Points 7 

Distribution Depots 
Stand-Alone Depots 
Collocated Depots 

Each section begins with a description of the DLA BRAC 95 category or subcategory 
followed by a summary of the Excess Capacity and Military 'Value analyses performed. 
Summaries of return on investment analysis and impact assessments are also presented for 
categories and subcategories where further analysis was required. Each section concludes 
with a brief summary describing the approved DLA 13RAC Executive Group 
recommendations for the appropriate category or subcategory. 
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INSTALLATION ANALYSIS 

IILA operates six bases by Army permit as shown in the figure below. DLA activities act as 
the installation host at those bases. All were considered in the installation Military Value 
analysis where we compared the value of the bases to the DLA and DoD missions. 

Figure 2.1 
Installations Hosted by DLA 

Activities included in this analysis were four distribution depot sites: New Cumberland, PA, 
TracyISharpe, CA, Memphis, TN and Ogden, UT, and two inventory control point sites: 
R.ichmond, VA and Columbus, OH. The Tracy and Sharpe facilities were reviewed and 
evaluated as one installation because they are near to each other and operate as a single 
Stand-Alone depot. The host is responsible for providing total base support, including 
silpport to tenant activities whether they are assigned to the Department of Defense or to 
other federal government agencies. 

The Columbus installation has the largest tenant population - over 3,500 people. Besides 
having two DLA tenants with significant missions (DSDC and DDCO), a large Defense 
Finance and Accounting Service Center (over 1,200 people), and a Defense Information 
Systems Agency megacenter (almost 500 people) are located there as well. Ogden has a 
tenant population of over 1,100, but more than 80 percent of this population is assigned to an 
Internal Revenue Service center. The only large tenant operation at Richmond is the 
distribution depot located there. TracyISharpe's largest tenant is the Defense Distribution 
Region West (DDRW), while New Cumberland has some Army tenants (U.S. Army 

ur Logistics Evaluation Agency, U.S. Army Security Assistance Command, U.S. Army 
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Battalion) and Defense Distribution Region East (DDRE). The ]Memphis installation has a 
small tenant population. 

Ca~acitv analvsis 

Excess capacity for installations was reviewed in terms of additional personnel that could fit 
into existing administrative space on the installation. The analysis identified the number of 
additional people the installations could accommodate without paying for more space, 
although some rehabilitation might be required. The results of the excess capacity analysis are 
shown below. 

Figure 2.2 
Installation Excess Capacity Anlalysis 

No. of additional people 
Existing who can be 

Administrative accommodated in 
Activity Space (Sq Ft) existing space 
DCSC 1,493,835 4,565 
New Cumberland 444,135 1,753 
DGSC 608,454 1,723 
TracyISharpe 342,185 1,542 
DDOU 347,816 1,372 
DDMT 433,993 2,458 

Excess capacity was based on the sum of total current existing administrative space, less any 
special use space, divided by the allowable net planning utiliization irate of 130 square feet per 
person (referenced in DoD Manual 4270.1 -M, DoD Construction Criteria). Installations 
having excesses to the allowable planning utilization rates have the capability to accept and 
house more missions and tenants. 

Militaw Value analvsis 

Military Value for installations captured several critical areas While many of these areas were 
similar to those reviewed in the activity category Military Value analyses, some were unique 
to the installation analysis. 

To capture Mission Scope at each of the DLA installations, the number of significant missions 
at the installations was identified. Federal government organizations located on the 
installation having 300 or more personnel were considered as being significant. The 300 
person threshold is consistent with BRAC law which applies at installations with at least 300 
authorized civilian personnel. The number of personnel assigned to both DLA and non-DLA 
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authorized civilian personnel. The number of personnel assigned to both I>LA and non-DLA 
tenant activities was also reviewed. This analysis provided an assessment of the magnitude of 
operations and potential operational disruptions if the installation were to close. 

The Mission Suitability portion of the analysis assessed the age and condition of facilities at 
each installation in a manner similar to what was accomplished in the activity category 
analysis. In addition, the condition of the infrastructure (supporting systems outside the 
building's 5 foot perimeter) on the installation was separately assessed. This measurement 
compared the net present value of backlog of maintenance and repair costs plus cyclic costs 
per square foot of buildings supported. 

The Operational Efficiencies category measured base operating support costs per base 
e~nployee and real property maintenance cost per square foot. 

The Expandability portion of the analysis was viewed as an important measure since an 
installation's ability to expand for contingencies and as a receiver of new missions becomes 
more important as DoD continues to downsize. The number of additional personnel that 
could be accommodated in existing administrative space was a subelement of this measure. 
Available land to build upon was also assessed based on a "worst case" scenario that would 

av provide sufficient space to construct both an inventory control point. and distribution 
complex. A total of 52 acres was determined to be the minimum necessary to accommodate 
this scenario. Installations having 52 acres or more were allotted the maximum Military 
Value points for this subelement. Another subelement to this analysis was the expandability 
of the installations' infrastructure. Additional capacity in terms of present excess capacity for 
electricity, water, and sewage was determined by considering the design capacity and peak 
demand based on historical consumption. Consideration of any environmental, historical or 
other inhibiting factors that could limit the installation's ability to expand was also assessed. 
In two cases, TracyISharpe and Ogden, environmental issues would have to be considered if 
the irlstallation were considered to receive additional missions andlor personnel. The 
following figure shows the topics and point values used in ranking Military Value. The next 
figure reflects the results of the Installations' Military Value analysis. 
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Figure 2.3 
Installation Military Value Elements 

Figure 2.4 
Installation Military Value Analysis Results 

i 

Mission Mission Operational 
Installation Scope Suitability 
Columbus, OH 298 85 106 
New Cumberland, PA 212 90 164 
hchrnond, VA 139 191 110 
TracyISharpe, CA 167 111 136 
Ogden, UT 96 137 174 
Memphis, TN 49 127 158 559 

Measure of Merit Points 
Mission Scope 300 

Significant missions (1 50) 
DLA tenants (1 00) 
Non-DLA tenants (50) 

Mission Suitability 200 
Age and condition of buildings (125) 
Condition of Infrastructure (75) 

Operational Efficiencies 200 
Base Operating Support costs (100) 
Real property maintenance costs (1 00) 

Expandability 300 
FacilitylInstallation expansion (280) 
Environmental, historical and other limiting facl.ors (20) 

Total Points 1000 

Surnrnarv 

The assessment of Installation Military Value was used to determine the relative ranking of 
each installation in the BRAC decision-making process. The assessment complies with the 
DLA BRAC Decision Rules by considering the minimization of inkastructure costs, favoring 
the maximum use of shared overhead, and providing data that coudd fbrther optimize the use 
of remaining DLA space. 
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COMMAND AND CONTROL - DEFENSE CONTRACT 
MANAGEMENT DISTRICTS 

Categorv Description (including DCMCI) - * 

The DCMDs and DCMCI are subordinate organizations of DCMC. DCMC was created by 
Defense Management Review Decision 916 to provide world-wide contract management 
services for DoD organizations, other U.S. Government entities, foreign governments and 
international agencies. The three DCMDs are regional headquarters elements which provide 
command and control, including operational support and management oversight, to 
g,eographically dispersed subordinate activities. In addition to command and control, 
individual DCMDs maintain operational "Centers of Excellence," which provide technical 
support Command-wide. DCMDs also support and integrate Command reinvention efforts 
tlvoughout their subordinate activities. DCMCI provides similar command, control and 
management oversight to subordinate activities located outside the continental United States. 

DCMD Northeast is located in Boston, Massachusetts, DCMD South is located in Marietta, 
Georgia, and DCMD West is located in El Segundo, California. DCMCI is located in Dayton, 
Ohio but, as a result of BRAC 93, is scheduled to move to Columbus, Ohio in 1997. 

Figure 3.1 
DCMD Headquarters Locations 

DCMD West 
El S~:gundo, CA 

Clauacitv analysis - 

I Northeast 
MA 

Excess capacity measured existing administrative space, space available to accommodate 
additional personnel, at a standard 130 net square feet per person and warehouse storage 
space for administrative support. The capacity analysis for DCMCI was accomplished as if it 

'(r 
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were already relocated to Columbus, Ohio as scheduled im BRA.C 93. A summary of the 
excess capacity results is shown in the following figure. 

Figure 3.2 
DCMD, Including DCMCI, Excess Capacity ~lnalysis 

No. of additional Other Utilization 
Existing people who can be Warehou~se Rate Other 

Administrative accommodated in Storage Space Warehouse 
Activity Space (Sq Ft) existing space (Sq 17t) Storage Space 
DCMDW 124,906 352 64,6:28 79% 
DCMDS 127,349 
DCMDN 169,517 
DCMCI 19,390 

The number of DCMDs can be evaluated in terms of the number of subordinate DCMAOs 
and DPROs for which operational support and management oversight is provided. A 
continuing decline in workload will hrther reduce the number of DCMAOs and DPROs 
resulting in reduced span of control reducing the requirement for the current three districts. 
The evaluation of declining workload was based on the following assumptions derived in part 
from implications and trends in the DoD Force Structure P1a.n: 

Decreasing procurement dollars 

Fewer major systems in full scale production 

More research and development contracts 

More maintenance, overhaul, and repair 

Reimbursable workload will grow as DCMC is ask:ed to provide more administrative 
support to civilian agencies 

Services/agencies will delegate more to DCMC 

An assessment of the appropriate number of DCMDs is, therefore, based on balancing span of 
control and existing workload. Responding to trends in the Do11 Force Structure Plan the 
number of DCMAOs and DPROs will continue to decline. The number and location of those 
DCMAOs and DPROs are determined by the geographic location of the contractors to whom 
contracts are awarded. 

Militarv Value analvsis 

Military Value for the DCMDs and DCMCI was assessed in four areas: Mission Scope, 
Mission Suitability, Operational Efficiencies, and Expandabi.lity. Mission Scope addressed the 
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need for the command and control functions performed and the diversity of the work 
performed by subordinate activities. Mission Suitability evaluated the relationship between 
the location of the activity and its subordinate elements, and the suitability of the facilities in 
which the activities are housed. Operational Efficiencies weighed the Base Operating Support 
and personnel costs. Expandability considered physical expansion capability and mobilization 
elxpansion. The following figure shows the topics and point values used in ranking Military 
Value. 

Figure 3.3 
DCMD Military Value Elements 

Measure of Merit 
Mission Scope 

Mission essential to DoD 
I CurrentFuture mission 

Mission diversity 

Mission Suitability 
Location suitability 
Facility suitability 

Operational Efficiencies 
Base Operating Support costs 
Personnel costs 

Expandability 
Facilityhstallation expansion 
Mobilization expansion 

Total Points 

Points 
175 
(50)  
(40) 
(85) 

?'he Military Value analysis was used to determine the relative ranking of each DCMD within 
the category. Final results of ranking the DCMDs resulted in the DCMD Northeast achieving 
the highest Military Value score, with DCMD West ranking second and DCMD South 
attaining the lowest score as shown in the following figure. 

Figure 3.4 
DCMD Military Value Final Ranking 

Mission Mission Operational 
Activity Scope Suitability Efficiencies Expandability 

DCMDN 171 247 334 43 
DCMDW 126 280 238 45 
DCMDS 132 21 1 259 54 656 

r 
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A similar Military Value analysis was conducted for DChACI but no points were awarded 
since it was not compared to the other DCMDs. Answers; to qulestions are displayed in the . 
figure below. 

Figure 3.5 
DCMCI Military Value Analysis 

I 
' Mission Scope 

Is the DCMCI mission essential to DoD? 
Does the DCMCI currently perform a unique mission? 
Will the DCMCI perform a unique mission in the future? 
How many DCMAOs report to DCMCI HQ? 
How many personnel in the DCMAOs are supported? 
DCMCI has lead responsibility for how many in the customer Prograrrk? 
How many contractors are provided oversight by DCMCI? 
How many contracts are provided oversight by DCMCI? 
On what obligated dollar value does DCMCI provide oversight? 
On what unliquidated dollar obligation does DCMCI provide c~versight? 
How many CACOsDACOs are in the DCMCI? 
How many ACAT I Programs are provided oversight? 

Mission Suitability 
Is the location essential? 
Is the DCMCI withm the center of work concentration? 
How many DCMAOs are within 150 miles of DCMCI HQ? 
Does DCMCI have access to trains, planes, or bus transportation? 
Is DCMCI located in DoD space? 
What is the buillng conltion? 
What is the buildmg age? 

Operational Efficiencies 
What are the Base Operating Costs per employee supported? 
What is the RPM cost per square foot? 
What is the ISA cost? 
What is the ratio of DCMCI HQ personnel to personnel suppoirted? 
What are the general and administration cost per person supported? 
What is the direct cost per person supported? 
What is the indirect cost per person supported? 

Expandabilitv 
How many additional personnel can fit in present space? 
Is there expansion room in the same building? 
Is other DoD space available? 
Are there any DoD buildable acres available? 
Does the DCMCI have surge capability? 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

13 
582 
20 

1,120 
4,991 

$10.4B 
$2.7B 

0 
0 

No 
No 

0 
Yes 
Yes 

Excellent 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

Yes 
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'The results of this Military Value analysis were used as a starting point to determine which of 
the DCMDs, if any, should be recommended for closure or mission realignment. The 
objective was to determine the feasibility of vacating space while minimizing risk and gaining 
efficiencies and economies through a reduction in the number of oversight activities. It was 
determined that streamlining of the District organizations could be accomplished by 
moderately increasing the span of control at each District remaining after consolidation. This 
will entail, at implementation, reconfiguring the DCMDs by realigning responsibility for the 
operational activities, thereby reducing the number of current District facilities which currently 
perform operational support and management oversight. 

'The approved DCMC Concept of Operations calls for continuous review and analysis of the 
business base to appropriately size the command. It also specifies that administrative support, 
which is currently provided by districts to the subordinate offices will be provided in the most 
efficient and effective manner available. Therefore, prior to developing scenarios, the total 
number of personnel employed in the intermediate management level known as the DCMD 
was evaluated. This organization is comprised of both management and administrative 
personnel who perform command, control and support functions. 

111 DCMC Team looked at potential impacts of the DoD Force Structure Plan, the DLA POM, 

yr and the DCMC Concept of Operations. The baseline staffing was developed based on 
expected fbture efficiencies, ADP systems enhancements, continued reductions in the 
requirement for contract management, and a reduction in the number of subordinate activities. 
'The baseline was then applied to all scenarios. 

'To determine the optimum location and configuration of DCMDs, a number of scenarios was 
evaluated which reconfigured the current three district structure into two Districts, as well as 
one large District. Using military judgment, it was determined that the scenario which 
realigned the current three Districts into one large District is not feasible due to span of 
control. The risk associated with the one District option was considered to be too high. 

two DCMD configuration carried a manageable level of risk and is consistent with our 
tlecision rules. Various scenarios reconfiguring the DCMDs from three to two were 
considered. Through the application of military judgment, which included knowledge of the 
13oD Force Structure Plan, and in consonance with the approved DCMC Concept of 
Operations and Strategic Plan, each scenario was independently evaluated for span of control, 
feasibility of providing oversight and support to more operating activities, net present value, 
imd return on investment. 
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DCMD South 

Through military judgment, it was determined that a presencse on both the east and west coasts 
is required. Therefore, the disestablishment of DCMD South and retention of DCMDs West 
and Northeast were recommended. Due to the concentration of higher dollar value of 
contracts and the significant weapon-systems related workload in that geographical area, a 
DCMD presence on the West Coast is required. Therefore, DCIVD West will be retained. 
DCMD Northeast was also reviewed. Again, a high concentration of workload in the 
Northeastern section of the United States was a great concern. Tlhere are a large number of 
DCMAOs and DPROs located within close proximity of DCMD Northeast. The number of 
contractors and the dollar value of contracts obligated were higher at DCMD Northeast than 
at DCMD South. The Military Value score for DCMD Northeast was higher than DCMD 
South (139 points). 

Figure 3.6 
DCMA 0 and DPRO Locatia~ns 

DCMAO & DPRO Offices 

U HQDCMC 
D District 
A DCMAO 
P DPRO 

The disestablishment of DCMD South resulted in the best balancing of span of control, in 
terms of activities provided oversight by the remaining DCMIIs, service levels to both 
customers and contractors, least numbers of personnel affected, and was considered a 
manageable mission risk. This recommendation is consistent with the DLA BRAC 95 
Decision Rules which mandate minimizing infrastructure: costs, reducing or eliminating 
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cluplication and maximizing use of shared overhead. A contingent of human resource and 
financial liaison personnel will remain in place to support DCMAOs and DPROs in the 
geographic area. 

DCMCI 

Like the DCMDs, DCMC International is also responsible for operational control and 
management oversight of field activities performing contract management services. All of its 
field activities are located outside of CONUS. DCMCI was excluded fiom analysis with its 
peer group since the number of contracts, the dollar value of contracts, and the number of 
contractors would not permit an equitable comparison. 

?'he DCMCI mission could be performed fiom any locality. Various scenarios were analyzed 
with regard to DCMCI including merging it with one of the three DCMDs, splitting the 
filnction between the East and the West, merging it into a single large district, consolidating it 
with a DCMAO, and merging it with DCMC Headquarters. Military judgment determined 
that merging the DCMCI mission with DCMC Headquarters in the Washington, D.C. 
rrletropolitan area affords the opportunity to capitalize on management oversight and 
operational control and maximize use of shared overhead with HQ DLA and DCMC. It also 

r affords the opportunity to take advantage of the location's proximity to the State Department 
and the International support infrastructure in Washington, D.C. and surrounding areas. 

DCMD West 

The DCMD West is currently located in GSA-leased administrative space in El Segundo, CA. 
The BRAC 93 Commission found it was cost effective for the DCMD West to move from 
leased space to DoD-owned property in Long Beach, CA. However, the President's Five- 
Point Revitalization Plan, which affords communities the opportunity to obtain installations 
without substantial compensation, has significantly impacted the Navy's ability to consummate 
th.e exchange of land at Long Beach. The Long Beach Naval Shipyard, which was another 
option, has been placed on the BRAC 95 list for closure. The Navy and the Port 
AuthorityICity of Long Beach have not amved at any agreement which would identifjr a site 
fclr the DCMD West. In order to attain the significant savings which will result by moving the 
organization into DoD space, the BRAC 93 recommendation should be revisedlexpanded to 
incorporate purchase of an existing office building by the Navy on behalf of DLA. This is a 
redirect of the Commission's BRAC 93 recommendation. 
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Return on investment 

DCMD South 

The total estimated one-time cost to implement this recornn~endation is $ 3.8 million. The net 
savings during the implementation period is $17.9 million. Annual recurring savings after 
implementation are $6.1 million with a return on investmeint expected in one year. The net 
present value of the costs and savings over 20 years is a savings of $75.8 million. 

The total estimated one-time cost to implement this recornnnendation is $3.1 million. The net 
savings during the implementation period is $8.7 million. Annual recurring savings after 
implementation are $3.1 million with a return on investment expected in one year. The net 
present value of the costs and savings over 20 years is a savings of $38.7 million. 

DCMD West 

The total estimated one-time cost to implement this recornm.endation is $10.3 million. The net 
savings during the implementation period is $10.9 million. h u a l  recurring savings after 
implementation are $4.2 million with a return on investmerit expected immediately. The net 
present value of the costs and savings over 20 years is a savjings of $5 1.2 million. 

Impact Assessment 

Economic assessment 

DCMD South. Assuming no economic recovery, this recommendation could result in 
a maximum potential reduction of 275 jobs (169 direct jobs and 106 indirect jobs) over the 
1996-to-2001 period in the Atlanta, Georgia metropolitan statistical area, which is less than 
0.1 percent of the area's employment. The cumulative e:conomic impact of all BRAC 95 
recommendations and all prior-round BRAC actions in the iarea over the 1994-to-2001 period 
could result in a maximum potential increase equal to less than 0.1 percent of employment in 
the area. The movement of personnel to DCMD Northeast will add 21 direct jobs and 13 
indirect jobs for a total of 34 jobs within this region. These job increases will affect overall 
employment by less than one tenth of one percent. The overall cumulative economic impact 
for the Essex, Middlesex, Suffolk, Plymouth, and Norfolk Counties, MA MSA is 0.1 percent. 
The movement of personnel to DCMD West will add 22 direct jobs and 14 indirect jobs for a 
total increase of 36 jobs within this region. These job increases will affect overall employment 
by less than one tenth of one percent. The cumulative overall impact for the Los Angeles- 
Long Beach, CA MSA is -0.4 percent. 
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DCMCI. Since this action affects unexecuted relocations resulting from prior BRAC 
recommendations, it causes no net change in employment in the Columbus, Ohio metropolitan 
 tatis is tical area. However, the anticipated employment increase of less than 0.1 percent in the 
employment base in this area will not occur. The movement of personnel to DCMC HQ, at 
1%. Belvoir, VA will add 52 direct jobs and 96 indirect jobs for a total increase of 148 jobs 
within this region. These increases will affect overall employment by less than one tenth of 
one percent. The overall cumulative impact for the Washington, D.C., MD, VA, and WV 
FdSA is -0.6 percent. 

DCMD West. The relocation of DCMDW to Long Beach will have no impact on the 
jobs within the region since all personnel will be relocated to the new sit.e. The cumulative 
overall impact for the Los Angeles-Long Beach, CA MSA is -0.4 percent. 

Communitv assessment 

DCMD Northeast. The addition of 2 1 personnel to the DCMD Northeast work force 
at Boston, MA will increase the personnel strength of the activity by approximately six 
percent. The impact of this increase, including dependents, on the population base of the 

r Eioston, MA metropolitan area is negligible. Community infrastructure data for this area 
gathered in the DLA BRAC 95 analysis provides evidence that the community can absorb this 
increase and can support the forces, missions, and personnel at DCMD Northeast. 

DCMD West. The addition of 22 personnel to DCMD West work force in Los 
kmgeles, CA area will increase the personnel strength of the activity by approximately seven 
percent. The impact of this increase, including dependents, on the population base of Los 
fmgeles County, CA metropolitan area is negligible. Community infrastructure data for this 
area gathered in the DLA BRAC 95 analysis provides evidence that the community can absorb 
this increase and can support the forces, missions, and personnel at DCMD West. 

DCMCI. The addition of 52 personnel to the DLA complex at Fort Belvoir, VA will 
increase the personnel strength of the DLA work force at this location by approximately one 
percent. The impact of this increase, including dependents, on the population base of the 
Washington, DC metropolitan area is negligible. Community infrastructure data for this area 
gathered in the DLA BRAC 95 analysis provides evidence that the community can absorb this 
increase and can support the forces, missions, and personnel at Fort Belvoir, VA. 

Environmental assessment 

The DCMDs, along with DCMCI, are administrative in nature and do not have activities or 
clperations that negatively contribute to the environment. DCMD West is currently a tenant 
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occupying GSA-leased space. GSA is responsible for th~e environmental impacts and 
environmental restoration costs at the installation. Only Air (Quality data was collected and 
analyzed to ensure that realignment scenarios would not conflict with the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency @PA) Clean Air Act regulations and the State Implementation Plan. 

A summary of the types of environmental conditions present at each activity, and the 
environmental impacts at the receiving locations associated with the BRAC decisions to 
disestablish DCMD South and realign DCMCI are represented below. 

Figure 3.7 
Environmental Site Summary 

Figure 3.8 
Environmental Impacts for DCMD South Disestablishment and .DCMCZ Realignment 

BRAC Receivers 

- DCMDW 

DCMDN 

DCMC HQ 
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DCMD Northeast. The realignment of DCMD South personnel to DCMD Northeast 
v~ill increase the daily tonnage of solid waste disposed; however., the increase is 
inconsequential in that it will not affect the current contract quantity. 

DCMD Northeast is located in the Metropolitan Boston Intrastate Air Quality Control 
Region. The area is designated by the EPA as nonattainment for ozone and carbon monoxide. 
I11 other words, the level of air pollutants in the area is higher than the level allowed by the 
fkderal standards. The relocation of DCMD South personnel to DCMD Northeast will have a 
negligible impact on air quality for the area, due to the small number of personnel resettling. 

The realignment of personnel will also increase the amount of wastewater requiring treatment; 
h80wever, the increase is inconsequential in that it will have a negligible impact on the current 
treatment processes. 

DCMCI. The realignment of DCMCI personnel to DCMC Headquarters, Fort 
Belvoir, will increase the average daily tonnage of solid waste disposed; however, the increase 
is inconsequential in that it will not affect the current contract quantity. 

r DCMC Headquarters at Fort Belvoir is located in the National Capital Interstate Air Quality 
Control Region. The area is designated by EPA as nonattainrnent for ozone and carbon 
monoxide. The relocation of DCMCI personnel to Fort Belvoir will have a negligible impact 
on the air quality for the area, due to the small number of personnel resettling. 

The realignment of personnel will also increase the amount of wastewater requiring treatment; 
however, the increase is inconsequential in that it will have a negligible impact on the current 
treatment processes. 

DCMD West. DCMD West is located in the South Coast Atr Quality District, which 
is currently classified as nonattainment for several criteria air pollutants. The installation has 
been required to implement a ride share program in order to comply with the State 
In~plementation Plan (SIP). The relocation of the DCMD South personnel to DCMD West 
will have a negligible impact on air quality for the area, due to the small number of personnel 
resettling. However, these personnel will be subject to the same special actions as outlined in 
the SIP. 
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COMMAND AND CONTROL - DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION REGIONS 

(7ateyory description 

IIDRE and DDRW provide operational oversight to 27 geographically dispersed distribution 
clepots, of which four (Charleston, SC; Pensacola, FL; Tooele, UT; and Oakland, CA) are 
undergoing closure as a result of BRAC 93. The current boundary for the two Regions is the 
Mississippi River. The Regions' primary function is to assure that their subordinate depots 
operate in a standard and cost effective manner through the provision of management control 
and oversight. As shown below, Region East is located in New Cumberland, Pennsylvania, 
and Region West is located in Stockton, California. Both Regions are collocated with Stand- 
Alone depots on DLA-operated bases. 

Figure 4.1 
Defense Distribution Region Headquarters 

DDRW 
Stockton. CA 

Capacity analvsis - 

Capacity at the Distribution Regions was measured as administrative space currently utilized 
by Region personnel. Excess capacity was measured as the number of additional personnel 
that could be accommodated in that space based on an allowable rate of 130 net square feet 
per person. The results of the Distribution Region excess capacity analysis are depicted 
br:low. 
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Figure 4.2 
Distribution Region Excess Capacity 

No. a ~ f  additilonal 
Existing people who can be 

Administrative accon~modated in 
Activity Space (Sq Ft) existing space 
Region East 208,472 753 
Region West 185,43 1 556 

Militarv Value analysis 

In DLA's military judgment, the basic command and con1:rol missions of the Distribution 
Regions are essential. The degree of depot oversight required depends on the relative 
dispersion of the subordinate operating entities, the complexity of the missions assigned, and 
the level of risk that management is willing to incur. 

Efficiencies achieved through consolidation of the DoD distribution mission depots under 
DLA and significant workload reductions have allowed DLA to reduce staffing from a high of 
25,700 to approximately 19,000. This reduction allowed DLA to move fiom a three region QW 
concept in 199 1 to a two region concept in 1993. 

Each Region now supports in excess of 9,000 people operating out of 13 depots in DDRW 
and 14 depots in DDRE. The Regions provide oversight to personnel who annually process 
35 million requisition (receipt and issue) lines fiom a $1 04 billion inventory stored in over 600 
million Attainable Cubic Feet (ACF) of storage space. Current :POM targets for staffing, 
combined with results of BRAC 93 and BRAC 95, will reduce personnel to about 5,500 in 
each Region. 

Military Value was assessed in four areas: Mission Scope, Mission Suitability, Operational 
Efficiencies, and Expandability. Mission Scope addresses the essentiality of the mission to 
DoD, unique missions, liaison with customers, and mission diversity. Mission Suitability 
evaluated the location's suitability and facility age and condition. Operational Efficiencies 
weighed BOS costs, personnel costs, and mission costs. E,xpandability considered physical 
expansion capability and the ability to surge for mobilization. The next figure outlines the 
topics and point values used in ranking Military Value. 
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Figure 4.3 
Military Value Elements for Distribution Region Headquarters 

Measure o f  Merit 
Mission Scope 

Mission essential to DoD 
Other DoD activities with mission 
Unique missionslother 
Mission Diversity 

Mission Suitability 
I 

Advantage of present location 
Access to transportation 
Distance to reporting depots 
Age and condition of buildings 

Operational Efficiencies 
Base Operating Support costs 
Real property maintenance costs 
Personnel costs 
Dollar value - reimbursable mission 

Expandability 
FacilityIInstallation expansion 
Mobilization expansion 

Total Points 

Points 
400 

( 100) 
(100) 
(75) 

(125) 

300 

(125) 
(25) 
(25) 

(125) 

200 

(30) 
(40) 

(120) 
(10) 

100 

(80) 
(20) 

1000 

Individual results of the Military Value analysis are shown in the following figure. 

Figure 4.4 
Military Value Analysis of Distribution Depot Region Headquarters 

Mission Mission Operational 
Activity Scope Suitability Efficiencies Expandability 

DDRW 390 260 156 90 
DDRE 399 243 180 60 

The high scores received by each Region in the Military Value analysis validates their 
m:lssion need and is in concert with the Distribution Concept of Operations through FY 01. 
Changing the command and control structure would present significant risks in the efficient 
mimagement of day-to-day operations, the ability to effectively support two Major Regional 
Conflicts (MRC) simultaneously, and the oversight and implementation of BRAC 93 and 

V 
BIUC 95 closure/realignrnent actions. 
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The two Regions are currently collocated with DLA's two llargest depots, Distribution Depot 
San Joaquin, CA (DDJC) and Distribution Depot Susquehanna, PA (DDSP). These locations 
allow Region personnel to provide hands-on management as necessary for oversight of two 
MRCs, implementation of major systems and programs ,at these sites, and fulfillment of 

4 

increased responsibilities when required. 

Summary 

There is a continued mission requirement for the two Defiense Distribution Region 
Headquarters. Span of control of future operations and our requirement to continue to 
accommodate contingency, mobilization and future total force: requirements make two 
Regions essential. Military judgment affirmed the synergy of locating the Regions with the 
largest depots. This decision is consistent with the Distribi~tion Cloncept of Operations. No 
further analysis was necessary. 
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COMMAND AND CONTROL - DEFENSE REUTILIZATION AND 
MARKETING OPERATIONS EAST AND WEST 

The Defense Reutilization and Marketing Operations East and West oversee numerous 
Defense Reutilization and Marketing Offices in the Eastern United States and the Western 
United States and the Pacific Theatre. While the Operations East and West are considered 
integral parts of the Defense Reutilization and Marketing Service (DRMS) Headquarters 
located in Battle Creek, MI, they are physically located in Columbus, OH and Ogden, UT, 
rt:spectively, as shown in the following figure. 

Figure 5.1 
DRMS Operations East and West 

Ca~acitv analysis - DRMS Ops East 
I 

DlWS Operations East has very little excess capacity, as the space it will occupy in 
Columbus Operations Center was sized to its population. DRMS Operations West 
capacity to absorb a modest increase in personnel as shown in the following figure. 

the 
has 

Figure 5.2 
DRMS Operations East and West Excess Capacity Analysis 

No. of additional 
Existing people who can be 

Administrative accommodated in 
Activity Space (Sq Ft) existing space 
DRMS Ops East 10,912 2 
DRMS Ops West 21,131 75 

-I 
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Militarv Value analvsis 

Military Value was assessed in four areas: Mission Scope:, Mission Suitability, Operational 
Efficiencies, and Expandability. Mission Scope addressed the need for the command and 
control hnctions perfbrmed by DRMS Operations East and West and the diversity of the 
support mission performed. Mission Suitability evaluated the advantages of the present 
location, including access to transportation and the type of space occupied, the age and 
condition of the buildings, and the buildings' ability to support electronic commerce. 
Operational Efficiencies weighed Base Operating Support and personnel costs. Expandability 
considered physical expansion capability, the ability to exparid for rnobilization, and the ability 
to assume additional missions without additional personnel. The :following figure shows the 
topics and point values used in ranking Military'Value. 

Figure 5.3 
DRMS Operations East and West Military Value Elements 

Measure of Merit 
Mission Scope 

Mssion essential to DoD 
Mssion unique 
Mission diversity 

Mission Suitability 
Location suitability 
Facility suitability 

Operational Efficiencies 
Base Operating Support costs 
Personnel costs 

Expandability 
FacilityAnstallation expansion 
Mobilization expansion 
Mssion expansion 

Total 1000 I 
The following figure reflects the results of the Military Value analysis. 
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Figure 5.4 
DRMS Operations East and West Military Value Ranking 

Mission Mission Operational 
Activity Scope Suitability Efficiencies Expandability 
DRMS Ops East 3 17 325 175 2 
DRMS Ops West 325 274 119 60 

Both DRMS Operations East and Operations West ranked high in Military Value, particularly 
irk the Mission Scope area. The need for an intermediate management 1a.yer to oversee the 
operations of the subordinate DRMOs on the east coast and the west coast/Pacific is essential. 
I11 DLAYs military judgment, the activities should be retained. 

Summarv - 
The DLA BRAC Executive Group considered consolidating both DRMS Operations East and 
MJest with DRMS Headquarters in Battle Creek, and also considered merging only DRMS 
Operations East with DRMS Headquarters. Both scenarios showed a modest return on 

(I 
investment. However, the Executive Group determined that, in their military judgment, 
fclrcing consolidation did not make sense. Both DRMS Operations East and West oversee 
gc.:ographically dispersed activities which can be better served from their present locations than 
from Battle Creek. Therefore, krther analysis was not considered necessary unless a 
recommendation impacted a host activity where the activity is a tenant. 

The Operations West, which is a tenant of the Defense Distribution Depot Ogden, UT, is 
impacted by the closure of the depot and the realignment of its tenants. DRMS Operations 
West is identified to be relocated intact to Defense Distribution Depot San Joaquin, in 
California, to retain its geographical proximity to the operational offices it oversees. The 
impact of this move is discussed in Section 8 of the Description of Analyses. 
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SERVICEISUPPORT ACTIVITIES - DEFENSE LOGISTICS SERVICES 
CENTER 

IILSC provides logistics information services for the Department of Defense, other 
government agencies, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, foreign governments, and 
private industry. It manages and maintains the largest automated catalog system in the world 
and operates the Federal system for identifying and locating technical drawings. It assigns 
n,ational stock numbers to allow integrated materiel management control, reference and 
standardization. It also disseminates diverse catalog publications. DLSC is located in Battle 
Creek, Michigan. Being a unique activity within the agency, DLSC could not be compared to 
clther DLA activities for the purpose of excess capacity or Military Value analysis. 

<:a~acitv analvsis - 

DLSC is a tenant in the Battle Creek Federal Center which is currently undergoing an 
extensive renovation. Upon completion of the renovation, DLSC would be able to 
accommodate considerably more people within its existing space. The DLSC excess capacity 

4l!w review is shown below. 

Figure 6.1 
DLSC Excess Capacity Analysis 

No. of additional 
Existing people who can be 

Administrative accommodated in 
Activity Space (Sq Ft) existing space 
DLSC 169,088 554 

Militat-v Value analysis - 

Military Value was assessed in four areas: Mission Scope, Mission Suitability, Operational 
Efficiencies, and Expandability. Mission Scope addressed the essentiality of the mission to 
DoD and the diversity of the mission. Mission Suitability evaluated the age and condition of 
the facility and the ability to accommodate electronic commerce. Operational Etficiencies 
weighed Base Operating Support and personnel costs. Expandability considered physical 
expansion capability, the ability to expand for mobilization, and the ability to accept additional 
mission without additional resources. The results of the Military Value analysis are shown 
below. 

V 
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Figure 6.2 
DLSC Military Value Analysis 

Mission S c o ~ e  
Is the mission essential to DoD? 
Does any other DoD activity perfonn the same or similar mission? 
What percentage of the total business is represented by non-DoD 
customer support? 

Publication Distribution (CD-ROM~Extracts & Hardcopy) 
Registered NSNs (6,908,560) 

Non-DoD Exclusive 
Non-DoD Overall (Note: DoD - 81%) 

Registered Logistics Remote Users Network (LOGRUN) 
(1 8,74 1 Total - 1 125 Non-DoD) 

LOGRUN Transactions (489,75 1 Total - 30,365 Non-DoD) 
Characteristics Search 

What percentage of the workforce (paid equivalents) performs support 
for non-DoD customers? 

Mission Suitability 
What is the age of the building? 
What is the current condition of the building? 
Is the facility infrastructure suitable to accommodate electronic 
commerce (i.e., data processing and communication)? 

O~erational Efficiencies 
What are the BOS costs per paid equivalent? 
What is the RPM costs per square foot? 
What is the Communication costs per paid equivalent? 
What is the rentalAease or ISA cost of the DLSC HQ space? 
What is the total General & Administrative costs per paid equivalent? 
What are the total Direct costs per paid equivalent? 
What are the total Indirect costs per paid equivalent? 

Expandability 
What are the number of people which can be accommodated in the 
present space? 
What is the availability of comparable leaseable federal space within 
the metropolitan statistical area? 
What is the availability of excess DoD govenunent real property within 
the metropolitan statistical area? 

Do you have the capability to assume additional workload/taskings 
(e.g., surge capabilities to support wartime or contingency operations)? 

Yes 
No 

Negli;gible/Incidental to DoD mission. 

63 
Good 

Yes 

554 

85,619 SF 

None 

Yes 
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l'he DLSC mission is essential to DoD. Because that mission is unique, no consideration was 
given to closure of the activity. While DLSC has indicated that it has the capability to assume 
additional taskings, we found none in DLA which were compatible. 

Return on investment analysis - 

Two scenarios were considered: Moving DLSC, as a distinct activity, to the DCSC 
compound in Columbus, OH, and moving DLSC to the Naval Aviation Supply Ofice 
compound in Philadelphia, PA. Relocating DLSC to either compound would be consistent 
uith the DLA decision rule to move fiom leased space to DoD-owned installations. While 
there is some synergy to be gained by simply collocating DLSC with an ICP, moving it 
resulted in only marginal savings after a six to ten year period. 

Summary - 

Although collocating data managers and the actual users of the data would be beneficial, 
attempting this significant change during a period when the DLA Supply Management 
business area was undergoing a profound restructuring was viewed as an unacceptable 
mission risk by the DLA BRAC Executive Group. Therefore, in the military judgment of the 

Y Executive Group, hrther realignment and closure analysis was unproductive. 
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!SERVICE/SUPPORT ACTIVITIES - DEFENSE REUTILIZATION AND 
MARKETING SERVICE 

1)RMS assumes personal property which is excess to the needs of a military activity and 
endeavors to reutilize it within the DoD. Personal property which is excess to the needs of 
the DoD is offered for transfer or donation to state and local governments and certain public 
benefit providers. DRMS also disposes of personal property which is not reutilized, 
transferred or donated, including hazardous material, through sales of property and scrap 
materials. DRMS Headquarters is located in Battle Creek, MI. DRMS Operations East and 
West, located in Columbus, OH and Ogden, UT, respectively, are considered part of DRMS 
Headquarters. The National Sales Office (NSO), located in Memphis, TN, is also part of the 
Headquarters. The operational mission is carried out by 192 Defense Reutilization and 
hlarketing Offices (DRMOs) world-wide. DRMS develops and disseminates operating 
procedures in the areas of reutilization processing, disposal, hazardous property management, 
hazardous waste disposal, and precious metals recovery. 

Capaci tv  analvsis - r 
The Battle Creek Federal Center, in which DRMS is currently a tenant, is undergoing an 
extensive renovation. Upon completion of the renovation, DRMS would be able to 
accommodate considerably more people within its existing space. The NSO has capacity to 
accommodate a modest increase in personnel. 

Figure 6.3 
DRMS Excess Capacity Analysis 

No. of additional people 
Existing who can be 

Administrative accommodated in 
Activity Space (Sq Ft) existing space 
DRMS HQ 84,503 202 
DRMS NSO 19,665 63 

Nlilitarv Value  analysis - 

Military Value was assessed in four areas: Mission Scope, Mission Suitability, Operational 
Efficiencies, and Expandability. Mission Scope addressed the essentiality of the mission to 
DoD, the relationship of the mission to non-DoD missions, and the diversity of the mission. 

w N[ission Suitability evaluated the age and condition of the buildings occupied, and their ability 
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to support electronic commerce. Operational Efficiencies weighed Base Operating Support 
and personnel costs. Expandability considered physical expansion capability, the ability to 
expand for mobilization, and the ability to assume additional rnissions without additional 
personnel. Since DRMS is a unique activity, no points were assigned. Results of the DRMS 
Military Value analysis are shown below, followed by resul~ts of the Military Value analysis of 
the National Sales Office (NSO). Results of the Military Value analysis of DRMS Operations 
East and West were discussed earlier in the Command and Control category. 

Figure 6.4 
DRMS Headquarters Military Value 

Mission Scope 
Is the mission essential to DoD? 
Does DRMS HQ perform any unique missions? 
Does any other DLA/DoD activity p a f a m  the same a similar mission? 

What percentage of the total business is represented by non-DoD austomer support? 
What percentage of the workface (paid equivalents) performs suppat f a  non-DoD 
customers? 
How many field activities or other entities (based cm support agrmnents) report 
directly to this ac t iv iv  
What percent of the workface (paid equivalents) directly suppat these field 
activities? 

Can additional missions be assumed by the identified activities ass~gned to DRMS? 

Mission Suitability 
What is the age of the building? 
What is the current condition of the building? 
Is the facility inkastructure suitable to accommodate electronic cormmerce (i.te., data 
processing and communication)? 

Owrational Etllciencies 
What are BOS costs oer oaid eauivalent at the DRMS HQ? . . 
What is the Real Roperty ~ a ~ t e n a n c e  (P930) Costs per square f a ~ t  at the DRMS 
HQ? 
What are the DRMS HQ total Communication (P970) Costs per paid equivalent at 
Regions and DRMOs (Supported by the DRMS HQ)? 
What are the DRMS HQ total General and Administrative Costs pcx paid equivalent 
at Regions and DRMOs (supported by the DRMS HQ)? 
What are the total Direct Costs per paid equivalent? 
What are the total Indirect Costs per paid equivalent? 

Exwndability 
What is the number of people A i c h  can be accommodated in the present spa.=? 
What is the availability of comparable leasable federal space within the 
metropolitan statistical area? 
What is the availability of excess DoD government real property within the 
metropolitan statistical area? 
Does the activity have the capability to assume additional workloacVtaskings (e.g., 
surge capabilities to support wartime a contingency operations)? 
Can additional related mission responsibilities to support customers be provi~led 
without additional personnel andlor inkastructure? 

Yes 
Yes 
No 

Yes 

9 1 
Good 

Yes 

None 

Yes 

Yes 
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Figure 6.5 
DRMS National Sales Office W O )  Military Value 

Mission S c o ~ e  
Is the mission essential to DoD? 
Does NSO perform any unique missions? 
Does any other DLADoD activity perform the same or similar mission? 

Yes 
Yes 
No 

What percentage of the total business is represented by non-DoD customer support? 4% 
' What percentage of the workforce @aid equivalents) performs support for non-DoD 

customers? <1% 
Do any field activities or other entities (based on support agreements) report directly 
to this activity? No 
What percent of the worHorce (paid equivalents) directly support these field 
activities? 97% 

Can additional missions be assumed by the identified activities assigned to DRMS? Yes 

Mission Suitability 
What is the age of the building? 52 
What is the current condition of the building? Fair 
Is the facility infrastructure suitable to accommodate electronic commerce (i.e., data 
processing and communication)? Yes 

O~erational Efficiencies 
What are BOS costs per paid equivalent at NSO? $13,824 
What is the Real Property Maintenance (P930) Costs per square foot at NSO? $4 
What are the NSO total Communication (P970) Costs per paid equivalent? $7,423 
What are the NSO total General and Administrative Costs per paid equivalent? $26,661 
What are the total Direct Costs per paid equivalent? $38,790 
What are the total Indirect Costs per paid equivalent? $7,35 1 

Ex~andability 
What is the number of people which can be accommodated in the present space? 63 
What is the availability of comparable leasable federal space within the 
metropolitan statistical area? 0 
What is the availability of excess DoD government real property within the 
metropolitan statistical area? 33,821SF 
Does the activity have the capability to assume additional workload/taskings (e.g., 
surge capabilities to support wartime or contingency operations)? Yes 
How much additional related mission responsibilities to support customers can be 
provided without additional personnel andlor infrastructure? Yes 

The DRMS mission, including the NSO, is essential to DoD. That mission is unique and 
therefore, DRMS was not considered for closure. While the activity indicated that it could 
assume additional missions, no related missions were identified. 
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Return on investment 

Scenarios considered differing degrees of physically uniting the activities which make up 
DRMS Headquarters, either in Battle Creek or at the DCSC coinpound in Columbus, OH. 
Moving DRMS Headquarters to a DoD-owned installation is in accord with the DLA BRAC 
Decision Rules to locate activities in DoD space. However, tlne return on investment is 
modest. 

Summarv 

In the military judgment of the BRAC Executive Group, the unique nature of the mission 
precludes closure or realignment and the disruption of a relocation is unacceptable at this 
time. NSO will be collocated with DRMS Headquarters im Battle Creek as a by-product of 
the BRAC decision to disestablish Defense Depot Memphis, TN. This realignment should 
result in productivity improvements. The impact of the NSO reloc,ation is discusses in Section 
8 of this report. 
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;SERVICEISUPPORT ACTIVITIES - DLA SYSTEMS DESIGN CENTER 

The mission of DSDC is to design, develop, deploy and maintain automated information 
systems (AIS). DSDC provides AIS support in application areas such as depot management, 
materiel management (food, hels, hardware, etc.), reutilization and marketing, contract 
a.dministration, cataloging, logistics support, and base support. In addition, DSDC develops 
and maintains systems to process logistics data and operates logistics processing systems in 
support of DoD and other government customers. DSDC coordinates new development and 
systems changes through a variety of interactions with DLA customers. Systems Change 
F1.equests (SCRs) are generated by customers to document requested changes to DSDC 
developed systems. DSDC then determines its available resources, establishes a project 
schedule, and determines the deliverables. Non-DLA customers are also supported by DLA 
through fee-for-service arrangements. 

EISDC provides technology support in the areas of capacity management, system sizing, data 
administration, and system software development. It also supports DLA telecommunications 
requirements, including network design, site surveys, and local area network development. 

w DSDC provides Information Resources Management (IRM) training to both DLA and non- 
DLA customers. It supports the DLA acquisition process for IRM hardware, software, and 
st:rvices through acquisition management, contract administration, and requirements 
documentation. DSDC7s principal location is Columbus, OH, but there are 12 other 
operational sites across the country in Battle Creek, MI; Chambersburg, PA; Dayton, OH; 
Fort Belvoir, VA; Kirtland AFB, NM; Memphis, TN; New Cumberland, PA; Ogden, UT; 
Philadelphia, PA; Richmond, VA; Tracy, CA; and Warner-Robins, GA. 

Capacitv analysis - 
DSDC is the only AIS design activity for DLA. It could not be compared to other DLA 
activities for purposes of excess capacity. Determination of excess capacity at DSDC was 
determined relative to space since the activity is a fee-for-service organization and cannot 
aiyord to have more staff than workload. A study of capacity utilization at DSDC was 
conducted by DOSO. The following figure depicts the results of DSDC excess capacity 
analysis for the principal site at Columbus, OH. 
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Figure 6.6 

DSDC Excess Capacity Analysis 

No. of additionall 

I Existing people who can be 
Administrative accommo~dated in 

Activity Space (Sq Ft) existing space - 
DSDC 115,433 173 

Militarv Value analvsis 

Military Value was assessed in four areas: Mission Scope, Mission Suitability, Operational 
Efficiencies, and Expandability. Mission Scope addressed the ess'entiality of the mission to 
DoD, uniqueness of mission performed, and the diversity of'the mi~ssion performed. Mission 
Suitability evaluated the advantages of the present locations, including access to modes of 
transportation and a qualified recruitment pool, and the age iind coridition of the buildings and 
equipment. Operational Efficiencies weighed Base Operating Support and personnel costs. 
Expandability considered physical expansion capability and the ability to expand for 
mobilization. Because DSDC is a unique activity, it was not: compared to other activities and 
no points were assigned to Military Value questions. The fiollowing figure shows the results 
of the Military Value analysis. 
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Figure 6.7 
DSDC Military Value Analysis - Columbus, OH Location 

Mission Scope 
IS the mission essential to DoD? 
Is the mission unique within DLA? Within DoD? 
Is the current location essential to mission accomplishment? 

I 
Can the current staff handle additional workload? 
Can other CDA missions be consolidated? 
Could another activity perform your mission? Within DLA? 

Within DoD? 
Con tractor? 

How many major Automated Information Systems does DSDC support? 
Legacy? 
Migration? 
CIM-Standard? 

What is the relative size of AISs supported? 

Are customers today likely to be continuing? 
Who are your customers? 

Does DSDC have a quality software process improvement initiative? 
What percent of the total revenue is represented by Non-DoD Customers? 
Is the Non-DoD support of value to DoD? 

Mission Suitability 
Does DSDC location provide access to bus, train and air transportation? 
Is DSDC collocated with its customer? 
Does DSDC provide ample supply of appropriately qualified new hires? 
What is DSDC's cuhent skill base? 

In what type of space is the DSDC located? DoD or Non-DoD? 
Are you collocated with another DLA/DoD activity? 
What is the age of the buildings? 
What is the condition of the buildings? 
Based on GSA definition, what is condition of ADP infrastructure? 

Operational Efficiencies 
What are the Base Operating Costs per paid equivalent for DSDC? 
What is the Real Property Maintenance Cost (P930) per sq A for DSDC? 
What are DSDC total communications costs (P930) per paid equivalent? 
What are the DSDC total G & A cost per paid equivalent? 

~ ~ 

What are the total indirect costs per paid equivalent? 
What are the total direct costs per paid equivalent? 
What are the total contractor support costs for technicallapplic support? 

Ex~andability 
Is there excess DoD space available within the Metropolitan Statistical Area? 
What is the number of additional people the activity can accommodate in space? 
Is there other DoD contiguous space available for expansion in present location? 
Does DSDC have environmental constraints? 
Is there excess government property available in the area on which to build? 
Does DSDC have capability to assume additional work for surge capabilities? 

Yes 
YeslYes 

No 
Yes 
No 
No 

Yes 
No 
130 
20 
70 
40 

From 3.44 to 46,884 
Function Pts 

Yes 
DLA, Services, DFAS, 

PCIM, n s c ,  DISO 
Yes 
1% 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Reqmts Definition, Design, 
Development & Test 

DoD 
Yes 

58 Yrs 
Good 

A4 

None 
173 
No 
No 
No 

Yes 
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While the twelve DSDC operational sites were not analyzed hlly i.n the capacity and Military 
Value areas, a reduced analysis was conducted. Results of that analysis are at Figure 6.8.  

Figure 6.8 
DSDC Operational Sites 
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DSDC is the Agency's only AIS design activity. It has 12 satellite organizations dispersed 
tlzroughout the U.S. in support of several migration and legacy systems. Some of the satellite 
sites are collocated with primary customers of the Automated Information System supported. 
Some of the smaller groups maintain legacy systems, which need to be supported until they 
are replaced by standard systems. The Executive Group considered consolidating some or 
most of the sites with the principal site at Columbus, Ohio. 

Two alternatives were considered: (1) Realigning all outlying satellites except the Defense 
A.utomatic Addressing System alternate backup site at Tracy, CA to Columbus, OH; and (2) 
R.ealigning the smaller satellite organizations (25 or fewer personnel) to their parent DSDC 
organization except the Defense Automatic Addressing System backup site at Tracy and the 
ClRMS National Sales Office support staff located in Memphis TN, which is collocated with 
its only customer. 

R.eturn on investment - 
Return on investment analysis using the Cost of Base Realignment Actions (COBRA) model 
showed a modest savings for both alternatives. However, the satellite sites are all well under 
the 300 authorized civilian personnel threshold of P.L. 101-5 10. Any realignment of these 

111 sites must also be accomplished in consonance with the implementation of standard systems so 
that legacy systems can still be maintained until they are replaced. 

Based on military judgment, it was determined that any consolidation actions at DSDC should 
be handled outside the BRAC process unless a host activity was closed. In the case of host 
closures, tenant DSDC sites would be realigned with their primary customer. 

The following DSDC satellite organizations were impacted by other DLA BRAC 
recommendations: 

Realignment of 17 employees located at the Defense Depot Memphis, TN, currently 
assigned to the DLA Systems Design Center (DSDC-NJ) in support of the DRMS 
National Sales Office to the Federal Center, Battle Creek, MI. This realignment is 
due to the closure of Defense Depot Memphis, TN. 

Realignment of 11 1 employees located at the Defense Depot Ogden, UT, currently 
assigned to the DLA Systems Design Center (DSDC-WW) to support DLA systems 
for distribution, warehousing, and shipping to DDJC, San Joaquin, CA. This 
realignment is due to the closure of Defense Depot Ogden, UT. 
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Realignment of 12 employees located at Defense Depot Letterkenny, PA, currently 
assigned to the DLA Systems Design Center (DSDC-SMA) to support standard 
depot systems/legacy systems for distribution to Defense Depot Susquehanna, PA, 
located in New Cumberland. This realignment iis due to the disestablishment of 
Defense Depot Letterkenny, PA. 
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INVENTORY CONTROL POINTS 

The five DLA Inventory Control Points (ICPs) provide combat support by ensuring that 
proper quality materiel is provided to meet the customer's mission needs at the correct time 
2nd place, for a reduced cost and best value in peacetime, national emergency, and war. 
IILA's ICPs manage approximately 80 percent of DoD's consumable items; i.e., items of 
supply (except explosive ordinance) normally expended or used up beyond recovery when 
used as designed or intended. An additional 200,000 to 400,000 items are scheduled to 
transfer to DLA management starting in 1995. ICP business processes include resource 
management, market research and marketing, requirements determinat.ion, techcal  and 
cluality support, and materiel and logistics services procurement. 

The ICPs include DPSC and DISC, located in Philadelphia, PA; DGSC, located in Richmond, 
\!A; DFSC, located at Fort Belvoir, VA; and DCSC, located in Columbus, OH. A sixth ICP, 
the Defense Electronics Supply Center (DESC), will close in 1997 as a result of BRAC 93; 
i1.s mission is being absorbed into DCSC, which was analyzed as if the consolidation were 
complete. DFSC was impacted by BRAC 88 decisions and was analyzed as if it were at its 

w new location. DPSC, which was impacted by BRAC 93, was analyzed at both its current 
location (South Philadelphia) and its new location (North Philadelphia). The ICP locations 
are shown below. 

Figure Z 1 
DLA Inventory Control Point Locations 

Defense Industrial 

Defense Personnel 

Defense Fuel Supply 

Defense General 
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Ca~acitv analysis 

Capacity within a system involves the ability to absorb atlditioniil workload within existing 
resources, the impact of improved and simplified busi~ness p:ractices, the effect of the 
introduction of increasingly sophisticated automation, and the ability to expand physically. 
The Executive Group determined that excess capacity did exist within the Supply 
Management business area as a whole. However, the discriminating factor among the 
individual ICPs was the ability to physically absorb an increased population, whether by 
renovating existing space or building additional administrative space. Therefore, excess 
capacity within the ICPs was measured by administrative space, the number of additional 
people who could be accommodated in that space at a standard 130 net square feet per 
person, and the availability of acres on which to build. DPSC and DFSC capacity was 
measured at their future locations. The result of the excess capacity analysis is shown below. 

Figure 7.2 
ICP Excess Capacity Analysis 

r -- - 

No. of additional 
Existing people who can be 

Administrative accommodatetl in Buildable I 
ICP Space (Sq Ft) existing space Acres I D c s c  1,630,947 3335 77 I 
DGSC 584,022 1,247 
DISC 281,953 108 
DFSC 49,034 0 0 
DPSC 522,626 . 0 0 

Militarv Value analysis 

Military Value was assessed in four areas: Mission Scope, Mission Suitability, Operational 
Efficiency, and Expandability. Mission Scope assessed the essentiality of the Supply 
Management mission to the DoD and the diversity of thr: workload at each ICP. Mission 
Suitability addressed the age and condition of the buildings occupied by the ICP, the ability to 
use electronic commerce, and the accessibility of transportaltion modes. Operational 
Efficiencies weighed the Base Operating Support and personnel costs. Expandability 
considered physical expansion capability, mobilization surge capability, and the ability to 
accept additional missions without additional personnel. Since all ICPs have mobilization 
surge capability, no points were assigned to that aspect of expandiibility. The following figure 
shows the topics and point values used in ranking Military Value. 
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Figure 7.3 
ICP Military Value Elements 

Measure of Merit 
Mission Scope 

Mission essential to DoD 
Unique mission 
Workload diversity 

Mission Suitability 
Age of buildings 
Condition of builhngs 
Suitable for Electronic Commerce 
Access to Transportation 

Operational Efficiencies 
Base Operating Support Costs 
Personnel Costs 

Expandability 
FacilityAnstallation expansion 
Mobilization expansion/surge capability 
Mission expansion 

Points 
400 

(100) 
(1 00) 
(200) 

I Total Points 1000 1 

Points were assigned to the hardware centers based on the certified data. In most cases, the 
ICP with 'best" answer received the total points available, and the others received a 
proportion of the points based on the relationship of their answer to the 'best" answer. Age 
o:F buildings (under Mission Suitability) was determined based on an average age of all 
buildings, normalized by the number of square feet in each. Building condition (also under 
Ntission Suitability) was determined by comparing the Long Range Maintenance Planning data 
developed by the Norfolk Public Works Center to the expected cyclic maintenance 
requirements of a new building, again, normalized by square footage. Hardware ICP Military 
Value results are shown below. 
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Figure 7.4 
Hardware ICP Military Value Analysis 

Mission Mission Operational 
ICP Scope Suitability Efficiencies 

DCSC 267 159 183 
DGSC 174 ,, 160, 163 1 
DISC 172 ' 150 162 

I The Executive Group did not consider the difference amorig the Military Value of the three 
Hardware ICPs significant enough, in itself, to point toward any obvious closure candidates. 
Further analysis of the entire Supply Management business area was necessary. 

Although the same Military Value elements were considered for id1 ICPs, DPSC and DFSC 
were evaluated separately because the nature of the commodities managed by those ICPs 
skewed comparison of workload diversity. Military Value for DlPSC and DFSC are shown 
separately in the figures below. 
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Figure 7.5 

DPSC Military Value Analysis 

Mission Scope 
Is the mission essential to DoD? 

Medical 
Yes 

Does any other DoD activity perform the same or similar mission? No 
Do any field activities or other entities (based on support agreements) 
report directly to this activity? 
What percentage of the workforce (paid equivalents) directly support 
these field activities? 
How many active NSNs are managed? 
How many inactive NSNs are managed? 
What is the dollar value of active NSNs managed? 
What is the dollar value of inactive ofNSNs managed? 
How many purchase requests were awarded? 
What is the total dollar value of contracts awarded? 

Yes 

What percentage of the total business (dollar value) is represented by non 
DoD customer support? 2 
What percentage of the workforce (paid equivalents) performs support for 
non-DoD customers? 2.1 

Mission Suitability 
What is the age of the building? 
What is the current condition ofthe building? 
Is the facility infrastructure sutable to accommodate electronic 
commerce (e.g., data processing and communication)? 
Does the location of the facility provide ready access to major 
transportation modes (air, bus, and train)? 

Operational Eficiencies 
What are the BOS costs per paid equivalent? 

What are the Real Property Maintenance (P930) Costs per square foot? 
What are the Communication (P970) Costs per paid equivalent? 

What are the total General and Administrative Costs per paid equivalent? 
What are the total Direct Costs per paid equivalent? 
What are the total Indirect Costs per paid equivalent? 

Expandability 
What are the total buildable acres as defined in the data call? 
1s there other acceptable DoD space available in the metropolitan 
statistical area? 
How many additional personnel can the activity accommodate in the 
present administrative space? 
How much excess DLA warehouse space could be allocated at this 
installation? 
Does the activity have the capability to assume additional 
workload/taslangs (e.g., surge capabilities to support wartime or 
contingency operations)? 
How much additional related mission responsibilities to support 
customers can be provided without additional personnel and/or 
infrastructure? 

Clothing & 
Textiles Subsistence 

Yes Yes 
No Yes 

Yes Yes 

50.17 Years 
Excellent 

Yes 

Yes 
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6. igure 7.6 
DFSC Military Value Analysis 

Mission Scope 
Is the mission essential to DoD? 
Does any other DoD activity perform the same or similar mission'' 
Do any field activities or other entities (based on support agreements) report directly 
to this activity? 
What percentage of the workforce @aid equivalents) directly support these field 
activities? 

1 How many active NSNs are managed? 
How many inactive NSNs are managed? 
What is the dollar value of active NSNs managed? 
What is the dollar value of inactive of NSNs managed? 
How many purchase requests were awarded? 
What is the total dollar value of contracts awarded? 
What percentage of the total business (dollar value) is represented by non-DoD 
customer support? 
What percentage of the workforce @aid equivalents) performs support for .non-DoD 
customers? 

Mission Suitability 
What is the age of the building? 
What is the current condition of the building? 
Is the facility infrastructure suitable to accommodate electronic commerce (e.g., data 
processing and communication)? 
Does the location of the facility provide ready access to major transportatioln modes 
(air, bus, and train)? 

O~erational Emciencies 
What are the BOS costs per paid equivalent? 
What are the Real Property Maintenance (P930) Costs per square foot? 
What are the Communication (P970) Costs per paid equivalent? 
What are the total General and Administrative Costs per paid equvalent? 
What are the total Direct Costs per paid equivalent? 
What are the total Indirect Costs per paid equivalent? 

Expandability 
What are the total buildable acres as defined in the data call? 
Is there other acceptable DoD space available in the metropolitan statistical area? 
How many additional personnel can the activity accommodate in the present 
administrative space? 
How much excess DLA warehouse space could be allocated at this installation? 
Does the activity have the capability to assume additional workloadtaskings (e.g., 
surge capabilities to support wartime or contingency operations)? 
How much additional related mission responsibilities to support customers can be 
provided without additional personnel andor infrastructure? 

Yes 
No 

Yes 

0 
Excellent 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
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Acquisition reform has led to a hndamental reevaluation of the Supply Management business. 
Troop and General Support items largely have different industry and customer bases, are more 
conducive to commercial support, and are consequently managed differently than Weapon 
Slystem items. Commercial acquisition processes differ significantly from military-specific 
acquisitions. Differing processes require different modes of management, different structures 
and different levels of oversight. 

As described in the Supply Management Concept of Operations, there is considerable synergy 
to be gained by concentrating management attention on a single mode of materiel 
management. Accordingly, all scenarios considered required concentrating management of 
Federal Supply Classes (FSCs) which were predominately comprised of Weapon System items 
or Troop and General Support items. For hrther analyses, senior Supply Management 
e:uecutives from the ICPs and the DLA Headquarters Supply Management Business Area 
jointly determined the appropriate designation of each FSC as Weapons System, Troop, or 
Gpeneral Support. 

Certified data from each ICP identified the number of hll-time paid equivalents engaged in 
managing each FSC. The number of paid equivalents supporting each FSC was hrther 

w identified as providing direct or indirect support. General and administrative support was 
prorated accordingly. General and administrative support equivalents required to operate the 
installation itself, or support tenant activities, were separately identified. The percentage of 
activity population in each labor category used in FY 94 in support of Weapon System, Troop 
Si~pport, General Support, and some miscellaneous support items, and in support of base 
operations, was used to extrapolate requirements to FY 99. Lead times necessary for 
planning, design, and renovation determined that FY 99 be the execution year for any scenario 
considered. 

The impact of the DoD Force Structure Plan was taken into account: by applying the 
workforce projection assumptions in the DLA FY 96 - FY 01 Program Objectives 
Memorandum to determine FY 99 total requirements. Given the lead t.ime involved, the 
E:recutive Group determined that personnel currently managing one type of FSC could be 
retrained to manage a different type of FSC, thereby minimizing disruption to the Supply 
Management mission. Therefore, projected force structure changes for both the closing 
activity and the principal gaining activity were assessed against the c.losing activity in 
de:veloping scenarios for hrther analysis. 

The Executive Group determined that the synergy which would be achieved by grouping items 
requiring the same type of management would result in some savings. The Executive Group 
decided that 5 percent of direct labor, and 25 percent of indirect labor could be saved by 
consolidating management of related FSCs. In support of the National Performance Review 

V 
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goal of reducing overhead, the Executive Group hrther determined that 50 percent of the 
general and administrative overhead associated with the management of FSCs would be saved 
by consolidation. General and administrative overhead associated with base operations would 
be eliminated only if an installation were disestablished. 'Those percentages, applied to the 
equivalents supporting moving workload, determined labor requirements at any given site for 
each scenario considered. 

Four of the five DLA ICPs manage differing mixes of Weapon System, Troop Support, and 
General Support items. The number of Troop and General Support items is relatively small, 
although such items have a high demand pattern. DLA manage!; nearly five times as many 
Weapon System items as Troop and General Support items combined. Given the smaller 
number of items (approximately 0.63 million) and the cornrn~ercial nature of many of the items, 
the Executive Group determined that a single Troop and General Support ICP was feasible. 
A single Weapon System ICP entailed a much higher level of risk, although some 
consolidation was clearly possible and desirable. Therefore, scenarios involving both one and 
two Weapon System ICPs were considered. 

Return on investment analvsis 

Scenarios which created one Weapon System ICP and one: Troop and General Support ICP 
clearly produced a higher return on investment and steady state savings. However, the risks 
inherent in such a scenario were considerably greater. The large number of items in Weapon 
System related FSCs (approximately 3.13 million), in itself, presented a considerable 
management challenge. The risk inherent in having a single point of failure for items as critical 
to the National Defense as Weapon System items had to be weighed as well. While any 
reapportionment of workload results in personnel turmolil and the loss of expertise and 
experience, the impact of a more ambitious consolidation is larger. Therefore, considerable 
military judgment was necessary to evaluate the trade-offs in each scenario considered. 

DPSC is almost entirely a Troop Support ICP. No other ICP manages Troop Support items. 
The percentage of General Support items at other ICPs is relatively small. Consolidating 
Troop and General Support items under DPSC management is the most logical course of 
action. It retains the experienced workforce accustomed to dealing with these unique 
commodities and significantly reduces the potential movement of' management responsibility 
between ICPs. 

DISC has the lowest Military Value of the three hardware ICPs. DCSC and DGSC are host 
activities of installations which house a number of DLA and non-DLA activities, conforming 
to the DLA decision rules concerning maximizing the use of sh,ared overhead and making 
optimum use of retained DLA-operated facilities. Both Richmortd and Columbus have high 
installation Military Value, and take advantage of the synergy of a Collocated Depot. Both 

w 
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have considerable expansion capability. The facilities at DGSC are the best maintained of any 
in DLA, while DCSC has several new buildings completed or in progress DISC is a tenant 
cln a Navy installation. 

P&er carehlly evaluating four basic scenarios, the Executive Group determined that 
disestablishing the Defense Industrial Supply Center and realigning DCSC and DGSC was 
most consistent with the DLA Strategic Plan, the Supply Management Concept of Operations, 
the DLA BRAC Decision Rules, and the DoD Selection Criteria. The three resulting ICPs 
(located in Philadelphia, Richmond, and Columbus) are roughly comparable in workload and 
personnel, as shown in the following figure. Furthermore, disestablishing DISC and delaying 
the relocation of DPSC to the AS0  compound until 1999 (directed in BRAC 93) allows the 
Agency to achieve a substantial cost avoidance by back-filling the space already occupied by 
IIISC and substantially reducing the amount of conversion of existing warehouse space. 

Figure 7 7 
Inventory Control Point Profile (3 activities) 

Weapon System I Weapon Svstem II Troop & General 
Workload: 

Nat. Stock #s 1.66M 1.47M 0.45M 
PRs 32% 32% 36% 
Sales 23% 24% 53% 

Personnel: 
Military 49 3 9 67 
Civilian 2,655 2,151 2,608 

The total estimated one-time cost to implement the recommendation was $16.9 million. The 
net of all costs and savings during the implementation period is a savings of $59.3 million. 
Annual recurring savings after implementation are $18.4 million, with a return on investment 
expected immediately. The net present value of the costs and savings over 20 years is a 
savings of $236.5 million. 

As a result of this action, the Philadelphia, PA area will lose 16 military and 369 civilian 
positions. The Columbus, OH area will lose 358 civilian positions. The Richmond, VA area 
 ill gain 12 military and 323 civilian positions. 
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I m ~ a c t  analysis 

Economic assessment 

Assuming no economic recovery, this recommendation coluld result in a maximum potential 
reduction of 1,198 jobs (385 direct jobs and 8 13 indirect jobs) over the 1996-to-2001 period 
in the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania-New Jersey metropolitan statistical area, which is less than 
0.1 percent of the area's employment. The cumulative e:conomic impact of all BRAC 95 
recommendations and all prior-round BRAC actions in the area over the 1994-to-2001 period 
could result in a maximum potential decrease equal to 1.2 percent of employment in the area. 

Assuming no economic recovery, this recommendation coluld result in a maximum potential 
reduction of 981 jobs (358 direct jobs and 623 indirect jobs) over the 1996-to-2001 period in 
the Columbus, Ohio metropolitan statistical area, which is 0.1 percent of the area's 
employment. The cumulative economic impact of all BFaC 95 recommendations and all 
prior-round BRAC actions in the area over the 1994-to-2001 period could result in a 
maximum potential decrease equal to 0.1 percent of employment in the area. 

The movement of personnel to DGSC will add 335 direct jobs and 520 indirect jobs for a total 
increase of 855 jobs within this region. These job increases will increase employment by 0.1 
percent. The overall cumulative economic impact on the Richmond-Petersburg, VA MSA is 'CI, 
0.1 percent. 

Communitv assessment 

The effect of this recommendation, coupled with the recommendation to close DDMT and to 
relocate 24 positions to DGSC (see Section 8) will add 359 personnel to the DGSC work 
force. This will increase the personnel strength of the activity by approximately 16 percent. 
The impact of this increase, including dependents, on the populat.ion base of the Richmond- 
Petersburg, VA metropolitan area is negligible. Community infia.structure data for this area 
gathered in the DLA BRAC 95 analysis provides evidence that the community can absorb this 
increase and can support the forces, missions, and personnel at DGSC, including the forces, 
missions, and personnel at the Defense Depot Richmond which is collocated with DGSC. 

Environmental assessment 

The ICPs are administrative in nature and do not have activities or operations that negatively 
contribute to the environment. A summary of the types of environmental conditions present at 
each ICP command, and the environmental impacts at the receiving locations associated with 
DLA's decision to disestablish DISC are represented below. 
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Figure 7.8 
Environmental Site Summary 

Figure 7.9 
Environmental Impacts for DISC Disestablishment 

BRAC Receivers 

DGSC J 4 J 

DPSC 

DGSC. The realignment of DISC personnel to DGSC will increase the daily tonnage 
of solid waste generated and disposed; however, the increase is inconsequential in that it will 
not affect the current contract quantity at DGSC. 

DGSC is located in an area designated as nonattainment for ozone. In other words, the level 
of air pollutants in the area is higher than the level allowed by the federal standards. DGSC 
has been recently requested to participate in a non-mandatory program to better the air quality 
UI the area. The personnel relocating to DGSC will have a negligible impact on air quality for 
the area; however, these personnel will be subject to the same non-mandatory program. 
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The realignment of personnel will also increase the amount of wastewater to be treated; 
however, the increase is inconsequential in that it will have a negligible impact on the current 
treatment processes. 

DPSC. DPSC, after the implementation of the BWiC 93 (decision, will be collocated 
at the Navy Aviation Supply Office (ASO). The realignment of DISC personnel to DPSC 
requires no physical movement of personnel. Hence, there will be: no environmental impacts 
at DPSC. 

Summary 

As the result of a multi-layered analysis process and the application of military judgment, DLA 
concluded that disestablishing DISC and realigning the remaining ICPs to concentrate 
management of related FSCs is in the best interest of the DoD. Reducing the infrastructure 
cost within the Supply Management Business Area will ultimately reduce the surcharge on 
items supplied to the Military Services. 
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DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOTS 

Distribution depots receive, store, and issue wholesale and retail (Service-owned) materiel in 
support of the Armed Forces world-wide. In this analysis, two subcategories of distribution 
depots were considered: Stand-Alone Depots and Collocated Depots, both of which are 
required in DLA7s Distribution Concept of Operations. Stand-Alone Depots perform normal 
distribution functions for a wide variety of customers world-wide. Collocated Depots 
primarily provide support to collocated Military Service maintenance operations, but also 
provide normal distribution services to other regional customers, and limited world-wide 
support for specialized Military Service managed items. DLA is committed to retaining 
d~stribution depots on Service Maintenance sites as long as the maintenance fbnction 
continues at that location. Activities within the distribution depot category are shown below. 
S tand-Alone Depots are designated in bold with an underscore. 

Figure 8.1 
Distribution Depots 

Cla~acitv analyses - 
Capacity for distribution activities is measured in two ways. The first measure is the ability to 
handle throughput of material in receiving, processing and shipping. The second measure is 
physical storage space capacity which is the ability to hold material in support of active issues, 
slow moving material, and war reserve material. Capacities of both Stand-Alone and 
Collocated Depots contribute to fblfilling DLA7s overall requirement and are discussed in 
detail below. 

r 
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Workload capacitv analysis 

The first measure of capacity is throughput or materiel processing which is lines issued 
(outgoing materiel), lines received (incoming materiel), and eachles (end-items). The figure 
below shows DLA7s current throughput capability under normal operating conditions - a 
single eight-hour shift, five days per week; and maximum surge capability during mobilization 
which allows a second shift and a seven day work week to support contingencies. 

Figure 8.2 
Distribution Depot Throughput Capacity Anralysis 

Depot Issues Receipts Eaches I DDAA 75 1 44 1 2,892 4,084 
DDAG 
DDCN 
DDJF 

DDIK 
DDTP 
DDWG 
DDBC 
DDCT 
DDDC 
DDHU 
DDMC 
DDOO 
DDPW 
DDRT 
DDST 
DDCO 
DDMT 
DDRV 
DDSP 
DDJC 
DDOU 7,414 1,270 0 8,684 27,307 
Total 106,291 36,641 5,349 148,2151 389,275 

* Note: Depot acronyms are found in the Appendix and in the Base Closure and Realignment 
Section. 
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E;ecause of DoD Force Structure and inventory drawdowns, depot workload is declining. 
'Ishis reduction is depicted in the figure below. 

Figure 8.3 
Actual and Projected Depot Workload 
(Receipt Lines Plus Issue Lines - 000s) 

Fiscal Depot 
Workload 

40.3 (Actual) 
34.8 (Actual) 
30.3 (Projected) 
28.8 (Projected) 

1997 27.2 (Projected) 
1998 25.3 (Projected) 

23.4 (Projected) 
2000 2 1.8 (Projected) 
200 1 2 1.3 (Projected) 

i 

u Physical ca~acitv analysis 

The second measure of capacity is physical storage space available and the requirement for 
that space. In FY 94, DLA had a total storage capacity of 618M (million:) Attainable Cubic 
Feet (ACF) against a valid storage requirement of 45 1M Occupied Cubic Feet (OCF). These 
figures include locations affected by previous BRAC decisions in addition to all DLA 
distribution storage sites within the continental United States. These totals are shown in detail 
in the following figure. The total ACF consists of bulk space and bin and rack locations. The 
total OCF is the amount of space which is currently occupied. 
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Figure 8.4 
Distribution Depot Excess Physical Cal?acity Analysis 

(Figures Expressed in Millions) 
Activity ACF OCF -- 
DDAA 18,965 1:2,178 
DDAG 
DDCN 
DDJF 
DDLP 
DDNV 
DDTP 
DDWG 
DDBC 
DDCT 
DDDC 
DDHU 
DDMC 
DDOO 
DDPW 
DDRT 
DDST 
DDCO 
DDMT 
DDRV 
DDSP 
DDJC 
DDOU 
Previously Brac'd Depots & Sites 
Satellite Site Locations 39,993 1:3,163 -- 

TOTAL 617,560~451,1871\1 

The Storage Management Plan (SMP) details all the addiitions and reductions to available 
space and valid storage requirements. Changes to physical space include current on-going 
military construction, maximum utilization of existing space through efficiency gains from 
proper storage aids, and discontinued use of substandard storage facilities which are beyond 
economic repair. Major initiatives that impact warehouse storage requirements are DLA and 
Service inventory reductions of 52 percent and 47 percent respectively through disposal of 
obsolete material. In addition, troop drawdowns and the end of the Cold War are also driving 
inventory requirements downward. DLA is emphasizing cre:ative methods of providing supply 
support without holding costly inventories. For example, DILA ICPs are aggressively 
pursuing innovative agreements with suppliers and customers tlhat include Direct Vendor 
Delivery, Prime Vendor Arrangements, and Buy Response vs. Inventory Contracts. However, 
adequate storage of DoD assets remains paramount as we accommodate new requirements, 
European Retrograde, and an increased requirement for clovered storage of materiel that is 
currently stored outside. 
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These initiatives coupled with previous BRAC actions are reflected in the S M P  and will result 
i l l  a 525M ACF against a storage requirement of 461M OCF. However, during the BRAC 
Elxecutive Working Group deliberations, other additions and reductions were calculated 
commensurate with the BRAC 95 recommendations and are reflected in the two figures 
below. 

Figure 8.5 
Capacity FY 94 - FY 01 

Storage Space (Sep 94 DD 805 Data) 
Increases Through FY 0 1 : 

New Construction 
Maximize Utilization 

Decreases Through FY 0 1 : 
Substandard Buildings to Vacate 
Vacate Outside BRAC 
Vacate Previous BRAC 
Vacate BRAC 95 

Total Available FY 0 1 

ACF ACF 

Figure 8.6 
Requirement FY 94 - FY 01 

OCF OCP 

Covered Storage Requirement (Sep 94 DD 805 Data) 450M 
Increases through FY 0 1 : 

Europe Returns 2M 
Out-to-Inside 18M 
AS0 Pubs 6M 
AMC Residual Spt DMRD 902 17M 

Decreases through FY 0 1 : 
DLA Inventory Reduction 7 1 
SVS Inventory Reduction 37 108M 

Subtotal 385M 
Plus 15% Operating Level 67M 

Covered Storage Requirement FY 0 1 452M 

BOTTOM LINE: SHORTFALL OF 2 1M 
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Ca~acitv analysis conclusion 

DLA's current and projected production capacity to proce.ss receipts and issues in the DLA 
Distribution System far exceeds current and projected requirements and can easily be met with 
any closure scenario considered by DLA. For example, imcorporating projected workload 
reductions through year 2001 and our BRAC 95 recommendations, we will require only 28.2 
percent of our bin throughput capacity; 77.9 percent of our covered bulk throughput capacity; 
and 54.0 percent of our open bulk throughput capacity. 

Our current and projected physical storage space capacity also filr exceeds our current and 
projected storage space requirements. While the need to store is the more limiting of the 
foregoing capacities, this known surplus is the rationale for diserstablishing/closing existing 
distribution depots. A recent GAO audit report confirms the existence of Government storage 
capacity far in excess of requirements. The FY 95 BRAC reco~nmendations will eliminate 
114M ACF of storage space resulting in a potential shori:fall of approximately 21M ACF. 
However, on-going and planned initiatives are projected which, when hlly implemented, will 
potentially result in excess capacity by the year 200 1. For example, Prime Vendor extended 
to a greater range of commodities; Direct Vendor Delivery extended to every feasible 
commodity class; Third Party Logistics which trades off DoD stolrage space for commercial 
distribution; discrete pricing which begins to charge S e ~ c e  custorners for storage space; and 
a range of other innovative agreements with suppliers and custorriers. The point is, DLA is 
shifting to commercial methods which, in some companies, have virtually eliminated 
inventories and warehouses. In the future, we will attempt to store only war 
readinesslcontingency material and those items which directly support maintenance. All of 
these factors were considered in projecting our future storage spiace requirements and were 
paramount in making our 95 BRAC recommendations. 

To posture ourselves to respond to anticipated inventory drawdowns, DLA is recommending 
maximum installation closures. To enable this to occur, we have established Joint Cross- 
Service arrangements with the Navy and the Air Force to obtain additional storage space to 
bridge the 21M ACF potential deficit on those Navy and Air Force installations where we 
already have a DLA storage and distribution presence in support of an active maintenance 
depot. The Navy has offered additional storage at Norfolk and the Air Force has offered 
additional storage at the Air Logistics Centers. It is in the best interest of DLA and DoD to 
take advantage of these offers and to hlly utilize these installa.tions. This gives DLA a 
prudent hedge at existing maintenance locations in lieu of keeping open an additional 
installation. Additionally, this action will allow us to eliminate excess warehouse space in a 
timely and organized fashion as our future storage requirements are reduced. 
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n4ilitarv Value analysis - 
Once excess capacity was determined, analysis of which sites provided the best contribution to 
the distribution mission was decided in two parallel evaluations: 

Military Value 
Strategic Analysis of Integrated Logistics System (SAILS) 

The Military Value analysis was done in two separate subcategories due to significant 
difference in mission. The Stand-Alone Depot subcategory is presented first followed by the 
Collocated Depot subcategory. 

Militarv Value analysis of the Stand-Alone Depots 

Stand-Alone description. The Stand-Alone Depots 'Stand-alone" in the sense that 
they are not located with a maintenance function, but distribute a wide range of materiel to 
customers in many locations. The six Stand-Alone Depots provide the full range of 
distribution support to world-wide customers. They store active consumable items and are 
gt:nerally configured to have sufficient surge and throughput capacity to be a significant 
receiver and supplier of materiel within a given region, as well as worldwide. DLAYs Concept 

rl of Operations calls for one large East coast and one large West coast depot to provide 
mobilization support. These depots store a significant amount of DoD's active inventory. 
They are also equipped with containerization and consolidation points to accommodate 
overseas and mobilization demand. 

The remaining Stand-Alone Depots are in support of these two depots and are primarily for 
storage capability and local area demand. Susquehanna and San Joaquin are host activities 
w.th two major sites, New Cumberland/Mechanicsburg, PA and SharpeITracy, CA, 
respectively. The Ogden, UT and Memphis, TN depots are also host activities. The 
Columbus, OH and Richmond, VA depots are tenants of other DLA activities. 

Militarv Value was assessed in four areas: Mission Scope, Mission Suitability, 
Operational Efficiencies, and Expandability. Mission Scope addressed the essentiality of the 
mission to DoD, the strategic location of the depot in regard to current and future missions, 
and the depot's role in contingency operational readiness. Mission Suitability evaluated the 
age and condition of the depot, unique facilities, storage and throughput capacity, and 
distance to transportation. Operational efficiencies weighed both the cost of operating the 
depot and transportation costs. Expandability considered physical expansion capability and 
the ability to surge for mobilization. The figure below shows the topics and point values used 
in ranking Military Value. 
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Figure 8.7 
Stand-Alone Depot Military Value Elements 

Measure of Merit 
Mission Scope 
Mission essential to DoD 
Other DoD activity performing 
Strategic location 
Contingency operational readiness 

Mission Suitability 
Age & condition of facility 
Unique facilities 
Storage capacity 
Specialized storage 
Throughput capacity 
Location 

Operational Efficiencies 
Base Operating Support costs 
Real property maintenance costs 
Transportation costs 

Expandability 
Facilityhstallation expansion 
Mobilization expansion 

Points -- 
2!)0 
(25) 
(25) 

(1 00) 
(140) 

Total Points 1000 I 
Results of the Military Value analysis are shown in the figure: below. 

Figure 8.8 
Stand-Alone Depot Military Value Final Ranking 

Mission Mission Operational 
Depot Scope Suitability Efficiencies 

DDJC 26 1 379 70 
DDSP 239 369 76 
DDMT 126 265 76 
DDOU 133 234 72 505 
DDRV 141 239 80 481 
DDCO 132 220 84 3 2 468 

The Military Value assessment for Stand-Alone Depots clearly show a preference for the 
DDJC and DDSP depots. The large throughput and capacity storage space available, in 
addition to the wartime contingency role, contributed to their significantly higher scores. The w 
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.DDMT and DDOU depots were ranked third, primarily because of large amounts of available 

.storage space and throughput. The two smallest depots, DDRV and DDCO, earned the 
:fewest Military Value points. 

:[n DLA's military judgment, two Stand-Alone Depots could be closed and one realigned 
without degradation of support to war or peacetime requirements. Although DDRV and 
IIDCO ranked last in Military Value for distribution depots, they are both tenants of a DLA 
1:CP. Military Value of the DLA Installations places Columbus (DDCOYs host) at number one 
and Richmond @DRVYs host) at number three. At the same time, Ogden's Installation 
Military Value was fifth and Memphis sixth out of a total of six. These factors were 
considered in making the decision to close DDMT and DDOU. DLA's future throughput 
requirement can be achieved through utilization of the remaining open depots. However, 
hecause of the amount of physical storage space required in the overall system, the decision 
was made to take advantage of DDCO's collocation with DCSC and keep the depot open in a 
clownsized/realigned status. It will be used primarily for slow-moving and war reserve 
material with the long-range intent of minimizing use of this site as storage requirements 
decline. Active items currently stored at DDCO will be attrited and stock. replenishment will 
ble sent to the two primary East and West coast depots, or to optimum locations in the 
distribution system. 

w Military Value analysis of the Collocated D e ~ o t s  

Collocated descri~tion. Collocated Depots are located on the same base with a 
slervice maintenance depot, which is usually the principal customer. While Collocated Depots 
niay support other nearby customers and provide limited world-wide distribution support, the 
primary reason for their existence is to provide rapid response in support of the maintenance 
operation. Collocated Depots are shown in the figure below. 

Figure 8.9 
Collocated Depots 

San Antonio ,, - \ A~liston 
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Militarv Value was assessed in four areas: Mission !Scope, Mission Suitability, 
Operational Efficiencies, and Expandability. Mission Scopt: addre:ssed the essentiality of the 
mission to DoD, the strategic location of the depot relative to its principal customers, special 
transportation requirements, and operational readiness. Mission Suitability evaluated the age 
and condition of the facility, storage and throughput capz~city, and distance from 
transportation terminals. Operational Efficiencies weighed operatimg costs and transportation 
costs. Expandability considered physical expansion capability, excess storage capacity, and 
mobilization surge capability. The figure below shows the topic,s and point values used in 
ranking Military Value for Collocated Depots. 

Figure 8.10 
Collocated Depot Military Value lZlements 

Measure of Merit 
Mission Scope 

Mission essential to DoD 
Other DoD activities with mission 
Strategic location 
Special transportation 
Operational readiness 

Mission Suitability 
Age & Condition of facility 
Unique facilities 
Storage capacity 
Specialized storage 
Throughput capacity 
Location 

Operational Efficiencies 
Base Operating Support costs 
Real property maintenance costs 
Transportation costs 

Expandability 
Excess storage capacity 
Facility/Installation expansion 
Mobilization expansion 

Total Points 
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Figure 8.11 
Collocated Depot Military Value Analysis 

Mission Mission Operational 
Depd Scope Suitability Eff~ciencies Expandal 

DDNV 163 385 52 114 
DDAA 233 292 6 1 88 
DDLP 213 284 68 80 
DDST 151 318 58 91 
DDRT 159 307 83 56 
DDWG 191 296 6 1 56 
DDDC' 181 306 60 57 
DDAG 176 240 120 65 
DDOO 175 299 59 35 
DDMC 203 264 52 41 
DDTP 204 248 71 2 1 
DDHU 188 245 33 45 
DDBC 194 193 62 53 
DDCT 223 181 75 13 
DDJF 196 188 52 23 
DDCN 179 179 68 14 
DDPW 142 203 55 20 

Total 

714 
674 
645 
618 
605 
604 
604 
601 
568 
560 
544 
51 1 
502 
492 
459 
440 
420 

Militarv Value influences. Military Value for Collocated Depots was influenced 
both by their capacities and their strategic advantage of being located with a major 
maintenance customer. In this category, when a Service-controlled Maintenance Depot is 
closed, the Military Value for the Collocated Depot is greatly reduced. The figure above 
p~:ovides Military Value analysis results for Collocated Depots prior to Service closure 
recommendations. 

SAILS application to DLA BRAC analvsis 

The second part of the DLA Distribution Analysis used a mathematical optimization model 
known as the Strategic Analysis of Integrated Logistics Systems (SAILS) model. The overall 
ol~jective of this model is to identi@ DLA's optimized depot configuration to minimize the 
relative distribution system operating costs. The SAILS model is a commercial software 
package that provides the capability to analyze complex distribution problems and is used by 
many of the Fortune 500 companies. 

The SAILS model was used to examine infrastructure and transportation costs under different 
depot mix configurations. The infrastructure costs in the model represent 'bverhead" 
required to maintain DLA's distribution system plant equipment and support services. The 
model also measured changes in overall transportation costs associated with the movement of 
materiel from suppliers to depots and from depots to customers under different depot 
configurations. 
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For this analysis, the total relative system operating cost from each fixed configuration was 
obtained as the measure of effectiveness for that configuri~tion. The objective of the effort 
was to identify the relative merits of closing each faci1it:y by c~omparison of system costs 
between runs. The Distribution Concept of Operation!; affirms DLA's commitment to 
maintain a presence at Collocated Depots not recommended for tlisestablishrnent or closure. 
Therefore, the model considered all collocated Depots not offered for closure as fixed. Local 
demand and storage requirements were satisfied by their capacity. Optimization runs looked 
at trade-offs between the Stand-Alone Depots. A significant factor in the analysis was 
inbound cost from suppliers to depot and outbound cost from depot to customer. Thus, the 
SAILS model would favor retention of that combination of' depot:; which provides the lowest 
operating cost. 

Because the SAILS analysis addressed only relative operating costs, it was imperative that 
results from it be used with other information in the development of closure 
recommendations. Operating cost information must be cornbined with closure cost 
information (as obtained from COBRA analysis) to obtain the complete cost picture. 
Additionally, because S A I L S  provided only a peacetime loolk at operations, the SAILS Model 
results was considered along with the Military Value analysis which included consideration of 
DLA's ability to respond to mobilization conditions and other, less quantitative factors. 
Results of the SAILS Model are shown in the figure below. 

'C11) 
Figure 8.12 

Stand-Alone SAILS Model Rt?sults 

Baseline-Total System (Workload Shift) 
Columbus 1 Memphis I Ogden I Richmond I San Joaquin I Susquehanna 

Total Relative 
Operating Cost 

luehanna 265,407 
luehanna 263,319 
~uehanna 263,244 
luehanna 267,966 
luehanna 258,169 

283,375 
juehanna 250,846 
juehanna 26 1,263 
luehanna - 255,539 

Depot X is closed 

Assumptrons: 
Realrgnment of Columbus 
Closure of Red River and Letterkenny 
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llnalvsis of alternatives 

IILA's analysis of distribution depots was greatly influenced by military judgment. There are 
several tenets that were held constant throughout the deliberative process: 

When a Military Service determined that a Maintenance Depot was surplus 
to their needs, DLA would consider closing collocated distribution functions. 
The logic was twofold: first, the maintenance depot is by far the biggest 
customer and primary reason for DLA presence; and second, complete 
closure of that facility infrastructure generates the best economic return to 
DoD. 

In the case of Stand-Alone Depots, throughput capacity and storage space to 
support a two front contingency scenario is paramount. Containerization and 
consolidation points (CCP) and airlift capability to support mobilization are 
required. Activities that can provide this type of support, one on each coast, 
are strongly favored for retention. 

To maximize efficiencies and reduce overall costs, take advantage of storage space 

Y at depots collocated with another activity. 

Analysis of staffing requirements to accommodate workload moving from a closed, 
d.isestablished, or realigned site considered POM reductions and other efficiencies gained from 
economies of scale. DLA has ongoing initiatives such as activity based costing, 
benchmarking, tailored logistics, Distribution Standard System, and discrete pricing. These 
initiatives, along with significant workload reductions, are projected to decrease DLA's 
distribution workforce prior to FY 01. Further, consolidation of workload at fewer sites is 
projected to improve productivity within direct labor by 25 percent. In addition, non-direct 
labor requirements are expected to reduce by 25 percent through elimination of duplicate 

- effort. Taking these factors into consideration, it is projected that only 60 percent of the 
direct labor would be required to perform the workload transferred from a disestablished 
d.epot to a gaining depot; and, only 35 percent of the non-direct labor would be required at the 
gaining depot. All percentages first allowed for previously programmed POM changes. In 
the case of a realigned depot, which will be used primarily for slow moving and war reserve 
materiel, only 20 percent of the workforce (after POM changes) will be transferred to an 
active depot. A small contingent will remain to perform distribution duties at the realigned 
site. 

I)LA looked at numerous scenarios that provided support to the overall Concept of 
Operations. The scenario disestablishing DDRT and DDLP; closing DDMT and DDOU; and 
realigning DDCO yielded the best mix of sustaining workload capacity, utilizing storage 

Y 
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capacity and maintaining sufficient Military Value across the Agency. It was the judgment of 
the DLA BRAC Executive Group that this combination provided the best future distribution 
operation for the Department of Defense. 

The analysis considered downsizing to accommodate our fbture requirements. In consonance 
with our Concept of Operations, Military Value, and the SNLS model analyses, DLA 
recommends closure of the DDMT and DDOU Stand-A1o:ne Depots, and follows the Army 
lead in disestablishing DDRT and DDLP. The realigmnent of DDCO is the result of 
requirements for inactive storage only, and the fact that active workload from DDCO can be 
accommodated most efficiently at the two primary East arld West coast depots (DDSP and 
DDJC). Because of the large amount of conforming hazardous materiel storage space, new 
construction and mechanization, close proximity to customers, and collocation with another 
DLA activity, DDRV remains without change. Additionall!,, beca~~se of the large amounts of 
storage and throughput capacities, CCP capabilities, and location to transportation ports of 
embarkation for contingency support, both DDSP and DDJC remain open in an active status. 
DLA distribution depots collocated with a maintenance deplot not selected for closure by their 
respective Service remain open. 

Return on investment analysis 

Starting in 1996 and ending in the year 2001, this scenario provided a one time cost of U P  
$308.2M and a total net savings of $16.2M. The net present value after 20 years was a 
savings of $874.4M and a steady state savings of $88M. This scenario efficiently utilized all 
available storage space in the system. 

I m ~ a c t  assessment 

Economic assessment 

Economic impacts of the DLA BRAC recommendation for distribution depots and Region 
Headquarters ranges from a small positive impact to a fairly significant negative impact. 
Anticipated changes in staffing, how those changes influence community support employment, 
and impact on local employment are provided in the figure blelow. 
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Figure 8.13 
Personnel Impacts Resulting From Depot Decisions 

Direct Indirect Total Percent Cummulative 
Change Change Change Impact Impact MSA 

1 Losing Sites 
DDCO -365 -632 -997 -0.1 

I DDLP -378 -370 -748 -1.2 
I 

DDMT - 1300 (55); -2049 -3349 -0.6 
DDOU -1113(11)* - 1834 -2947 -0.4 
DDRT -82 1 -781 -1602 -2.7 

Gaining Sites 

DDRE 89 115 204 0.1 
DDSP 297 163 460 0.1 
DDRW 29 1 387 678 0.3 
DDJC 2 13 117 330 0.2 
DDAA 539 503 1042 1.7 
DRMS HQ 97 42 139 0.2 
DGSC 24 38 62 ' 0.0 

* Number in parentheses represents contractors currently 
at the site. This number is included in the total. 

-0.1 Columbus, OH 
-8.5 Franklin County, PA 
- 1.5 Memphis, TN-Arkansas-Mississippi 
-0.3 Salt Lake City-Ogden, UT 
-7.7 Texarkana, TX-Arkansas 

0.2 Harrisburg-Lebanon-Carlisle, PA 
0.2 Harrisburg-Lebanon-Carlisle, PA 
0.6 Stockton-Mi, CA 
0.6 Stockton-Lodi, CA 

14.7 Anniston, AL 
0.2 Calhoun County, MI 
0.1 Richmond-Petersburg, VA 

Cornrnunitv assessment 

l'he addition of 89 personnel to the DDRE work force and the addition of 297 personnel to 
tine DDSP work force will increase the combined personnel strength of these two activities by 
approximately 12 percent. The impact of this increase, including dependents, on the 
population base of the Harrisburg-Lebanon-Carlisle, PA metropolitan area is negligible. 
Community infrastructure data for this area gathered in the DLA BRAC 95 analysis provides 
evidence that the community can absorb this increase and can provide support to the forces, 
nlissions, and personnel at DDRE and DDSP. 

DDRW and DDJC are located in San Joaquin County, CA. The addition of 291 personnel to 
the DDRW work force and the addition of 213 personnel to the DDJC work force will 
increase the combined personnel strength of these two activities by approximately 18 percent. 
The impact of this increase, including dependents, on the population base of San Joaquin 
County, CA is negligible. Community infrastructure data for this area gathered in the DLA 
E3RAC 95 analysis provides evidence that the community can absorb this increase and can 
provide support to the forces, missions, and personnel at DDRW and DDJC. 

1)DAA is located in Calhoun County, AL. The addition of 539 personnel to DDAA's work 
force will increase the activity's personnel strength by approximately 60 percent. Including 

w dependents, the potential population increase to the area associated with the influx of new 
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personnel to DDAA's rolls is approximately 1,650, or appr~oximately a 1.4 percent increase to 
Calhoun County's population base. Community intiastructure data for the Anniston, AL area 
gathered in the DLA BRAC 95 analysis provides evidence that the: community can absorb this 
increase and can provide support to the forces, missions, and personnel at DDAA. 

Community impacts for depot tenants affected by depot closure are as follows. The addition 
of 97 personnel to the Headquarters, DRMS work force at Battle Creek, MI will increase the 
personnel strength of the activity by approximately 20 percent. The impact of this increase, 
including dependents, on the population base of the Battle Creek, MI metropolitan area is 
neghgible. Community infrastructure data for this area gathered in the DLA BRAC 95 analysis 
provides evidence that the community can absorb this increase and. can provide support to the 
forces, missions, and personnel at DRMS, including the forlces, missions, and personnel at the 
Defense Logistics Services Center which is collocated with D n f S  at the Battle Creek, MI 
Federal Center. Impacts on the Richmond community are discussed in Section 7 of the 
Description of Analyses. 

Environmental assessment 

The environmental impacts associated with the BRAC 95 decisions; are negligible. A summary 
of the environmental conditions present at the Stand-Alone and Collocated Depots are 
identified in the figures below. w 

Figure 8.14 
Environmental Site Summary for Stanil-Alone Depots 
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Figure 8.15 
Environmental Site Summary for Collocated Depots 

A,ny realignment of personnel fiom one location to another will increase the generation and 
disposal of solid waste, increase emissions of air pollutants, and increase treatment of 
wastewater effluent. Depending on the realignment scenario, other impacts may also result. 
PL summary of the environmental impacts at the receiving locations is identified in the figure 
below. 
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Figure 8.16 

Environmental Impacts at the Receiving Locations 

DDJC. DDSP, DDAA, DGSC. The realignment of workload and associated 
personnel to these locations will increase the daily tonnage of solid waste generated and 
disposed and wastewater effluent to be treated. These inczreases do not exceed the current 
contract quantities established at the receiving locations; thelrefore ,the impact is negligible. 

The level of air pollutants emitted at the receiving locations will also increase due to the 
increase in workload and associated personnel. This increase may require certain operations 
or activities to mod@ and/or apply for new permits, which m,ay result in an increase in 
compliance costs. In addition, DDJC, DDSP, and DGSC are located in areas currently 
designated as nonattainment for one or more criteria air pollutants;. In other words, the level 
of air pollutants at these installation areas is higher than the level allowed by the federal 
standards. DDJC is currently undergoing special actions im order to comply with the State 
Implementation Plan (SIP) and DGSC is currently implementing a non-mandatory program. 
The realigning work force will also be subject to these actioins. 

Due to the substantial increase in workload and materiel storagie, receiving locations may 
incur an increase in hazardous waste generated and stored. Although there are no limitations 
on accepting this increase, modifications and/or applications for nelw permits may be required. 
This, too, may result in an increase in compliance costs. 
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DDRE, DDRW, DRMS HO. The work force realigned to these locations and the 
operations currently performed at these locations are administrative in nature. Although these 
ElRAC actions will impact solid waste, air quality, and wastewater, these impacts are 
negligible. DRMS HQ is a tenant occupying GSA-leased space. GSA is responsible for the 
environmental impacts and environmental restoration costs at the installation. Only Air 
Quality data was collected and analyzed to ensure that realignment scenarios would comply 
with EPA Clean Air Act regulations and the State Implementation Plan. 

The realignment of the work force will increase the daily tonnage of solid waste generated and 
disposed and wastewater effluent to be treated at the receiving locations. These increases do 
not exceed the current contract quantities established at the receiving locations; therefore the 
i~npact is negligible. 

T'he realignment of the work force will also increase the air pollutants emitted at the receiving 
locations. The impact is negligible due to the number of personnel, and their corresponding 
operations, relocating. The DDRW installation is located in an area designated as 
n,onattainment for several criteria air pollutants and is currently undergoing special actions in 
order to comply with the State Implementation Plan. The realigning work force will also be 
subject to these actions. 

w Other. DLA BRAC actions will move a considerable number of people to sites yet to 
be determined, referred to as "Base X" in the BRAC analysis. Workload and personnel will 
be distributed to optimum locations within the total distribution network. Because each of 
these bases will experience a small net increase in workload and associated personnel, it is 
anticipated that the environmental impacts will be negligible. 

Summarv - 

DLA's final recommendations are to close DDMT and DDOU; disestablish DDLP and 
DDRT; and realign DDCO. This action is based on an in-depth analysis of Military Value, 
anticipated future distribution requirements, optimal depot configurations, and the COBRA 
analysis. The proposals redirect infrastructure, reduce costs, and position DLA where it needs 
to be for the Twenty-First Century. These recommendations are based on the military 
judgment of DLA7s most experienced and senior managers and is the most appropriate course 
of action to pursue in the FY 95 Base Closure process. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Overview 

The following pages describe the recommendations developed during the DLA BRAC 95 
process. Each recommendation consists of a narrative statement describing the recommended 
a.ction, a justification statement describing the supporting rationale and overall military 
judgment applied to the recommendation, a summary of return on investment analysis, and the 
results of economic, community infrastructure, and environmental impact assessments. This 
section describes the following recommendations: 

Defense Contract Management District South, Marietta, Georgia 

Defense Contract Management Command International, Dayton, Ohio 

Defense Contract Management District West, El Segundo, California 

Defense Industrial Supply Center, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Defense Distribution Depot Columbus, Ohio 

Defense Distribution Depot Memphis, Tennessee 

Defense Distribution Depot Ogden, Utah 

Defense Distribution Depot Letterkenny, Pennsylvania 

Defense Distribution Depot Red River, Texas 
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DEFENSE CONTRACT MANAGEMENT DISTRICT SOIJTH (DCMDS) 
MARIETTA, GEORGIA 

Etecommendation: Disestablish DCMD South and relocate missions to DCMD Northeast 
and DCMD West. 

Justification: The DCMDs provide command and control, operational support and 
management oversight for 90 Defense Contract Management Area Operations (DCMAOs) 
and Defense Plant Representative Offices @PROS) located throughout the continental United 
States. Due to the impact of the DoD Force Structure drawdown, budget cuts and the 
rt:sulting decline in acquisition workload, a number of DCMAOs and DPROs have been 
disestablished thereby reducing the span of control responsibility at the DCMDs. As the 
drawdown continues, the number of DCMAOsDPROs is expected to decline even further. 
Based on the above, the closure of a district and realignment of assigned DCMAOs and 
DlPROs to the remaining two districts is feasible with only a moderate risk. 

Disestablishing DCMD South is consistent with the DLA BRAC 95 Decision Rules and the 
DCMC Concept of Operations. Although the difference between second and third place was 
not sufficiently broad to dictate a clear decision by itself, DCMD South received the lowest 

W v  Military Value score. 

Military judgment determined that a single DCMD presence on each coast is necessary. A 
West Coast DCMD is required because of the high dollar value of contracts and the 
si,gnificant weapon-systems related workload located on the West Coast. 

Tinere is a higher concentration of workload in the Northeast, in terms of span of control, field 
personnel provided support services, numbers of contractors, and value of contract dollars 
obligated, than in the South. In addition, the DCMD Northeast supports its DCMAOs and 
DPROs with a lower ratio of headquarters to field personnel than DCMD South. On the East 
Coast, due to the higher concentration of workload in DCMD Northeast, as well as its 
significantly higher Military Value score, there is a clear indication that DCMD South is the 
disestablishment candidate. As a result, the BRAC Executive Group recommended to the 
DLA Director, and he approved, the disestablishment of DCMD South. 

Return on Investment: The total estimated one-time cost to implement this 
recommendation is $3.8 million. The net of all costs and savings during the implementation 
period is a savings of $17.9 million. Annual recurring savings after implementation are $6.1 
million with a return on investment expected immediately. The net present value of the costs 
and savings over 20 years is a savings of $75.8 million. 
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Impact: Assuming no economic recovery, this recornmeridation could result in a maximum 
potential reduction of 275 jobs (169 direct jobs and 106 indirect jobs) over the 1996-to-2001 
period in the Atlanta, Georgia metropolitan statistical area, which is less than 0.1 percent of 
the area's employment. The cumulative economic impact of all BRAC 95 recommendations 
and all prior-round BRAC actions in the area over the 1994-to-2001 period could result in a 
maximum potential increase equal to less than 0.1 percent of employment in the area. The 
movement of personnel to DCMD Northeast will add 21 direct jobs and 13 indirect jobs for a 
total of 34 jobs within this region. These job increases will affect overall employment by less 
than one tenth of one percent. The overall cumulative economic impact for the Essex, 
Middlesex, Suffolk, Plymouth, and Norfolk Counties, MA MSA is 0.1 percent. The 
movement of personnel to DCMD West will add 22 direct jobs anti 14 indirect jobs for a total 
increase of 36 jobs within this region. These job increases will afrect overall employment by 
less than one tenth of one percent. The cumulative overall impact for the Los Angeles-Long 
Beach, CA MSA is -0.4 percent. 

The Executive Group concluded that the data did not present any evidence or indication that 
would preclude the recommended receiving communities from absorbing the additional forces, 
missions, and personnel proposed in the recommended realignment scenarios. 

We reviewed hazardous wastes and materials, wetlands and sensitive habitats, threatened and 
endangered species, historic and archeological sites, land use and composition, air quality, 

w 
water quality, and environmental cleanup and compliance costs for their impacts on the 
disestablishment of DCMD South and realignment of the wlorkforcie to DCMD Northeast and 
DCMD West. The environmental considerations present at these installations do not prohibit 
this recommendation from being implemented. 
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DEFENSE CONTRACT MANAGEMENT COMMAND 
INTERNATIONAL (DCMCI) DAYTON, OHIO 

Ikecommendation: Realign the DCMCI (Gentile AFS), Dayton, Ohio and merge its mission 
into the Defense Contract Management Command Headquarters (DCMC HQ), Ft. Belvoir, 
Virginia. 

Justification: The mission of the DCMCI is to provide command and control, including 
operational and management control and oversight, for 13 overseas Defense Contract 
h4anagement Area Operations (DCMAO) offices located outside of the continental United 
States. The DCMCI mission could be performed from any locality. Military judgment 
concluded that merging the mission with DCMC HQ affords the opportunity to capitalize on 
operational and management oversight and to maximize use of shared overhead with DCMC. 
It, also affords the opportunity to take advantage of the close proximity to the State 
Department and the international support infrastructure in Washington, D.C. and surrounding 
areas. This decision is consistent with DLA BRAC 95 Decision Rules, the DCMC Concept of 
Operations and the Force Structure Plan. 

R1.eturn on Investment: The total estimated one-time cost to implement this w recommendation is $3.1 million. The net of all costs and savings during the implementation 
period is a savings of $8.7 million. Annual recurring savings after implementation are $3.1 
million with a return on investment expected in one year. The net present value of the costs 
and savings over 20 years is a savings of $38.7 million. 

Impact: Since this action affects unexecuted relocations resulting from prior BRAC 
recommendations, it causes no net change in employment in the Columbus, Ohio metropolitan 
statistical area. However, the anticipated employment increase of less than 0.1 percent in the 
employment base in this area will not occur. The movement of personnel to DCMC HQ, at 
F.t. Belvoir, VA will add 52 direct jobs and 96 indirect jobs for a total increase of 148 jobs 
within this region. These increases will affect overall employment by less than one tenth of 
one percent. The overall cumulative impact for the Washington, D.C., MD, VA, and WV 
MSA is -0.6 percent. 

The Executive Group concluded that the data did not present any evidence or indication that 
w.ould preclude the recommended receiving community from absorbing the additional forces, 
m~issions, and personnel proposed in the recommended realignment scenarios. The 
e~lvironmental considerations present at the receiving installations do not prohibit this 
rc:commendation from being implemented. 
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DEFENSE CONTRACT MANAGEMENT DISTRICT WEST (DCMDW) 
EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA 

Ilecommendation: This is a redirect of the following BRAC 93 Commission 
recommendation: 'Relocate the Defense Contract Management District, El Segundo, 
California, to Long Beach Naval shipyard Los Angeles, California, or space obtained from 
exchange of land for space between the Navy and the Port AuthoritylCity of Long Beach." 
The current recommendation is expanded to read: Relocate the DCMD, El Segundo, CA, (a) 
to Government property in the Los AngelesILong Beach area, or, (b) to space obtained from 
exchange of land between the Navy and Port AuthorityICity of Long Beach, or (c) to a 
purchased office building, whichever is the most cost-effective for DoD. 

Justification: The DCMD West is currently located in GSA-leased administrative space in El 
Segundo, CA. The BRAC 93 Commission found it was cost effective for DCMD West to 
move from leased space to DoD owned property. The Navy has been involved in exploratory 
discussions on behalf of DLA. However, the President's Five-Point Revitalization Plan, which 
affords communities the opportunity to obtain installations without substantial compensation, 
has significantly impacted the Navy's ability to consummate a land exchange at Long Beach 

Y with the Port AuthoritylCity of Long Beach. The Long Beach Naval Shipyard, which was 
another option, has been placed on the BRAC 95 list for closure. 

I:n order to attain the significant savings which will result by moving the organization into 
DoD space, the BRAC 93 recommendation is revi~edl'ex~anded. This redirect eliminates the 
cost of a warehouse and reflects the requirement for reduced administrative space. This 
r~:commendation is consistent with the DCMC Concept of Operations and the DLA BRAC 95 
Decision Rules. 

E.eturn on Investment: This is a redirect of a BRAC 93 recommendation. The total 
estimated one-time cost to implement this recommendation is $10.3 million. The net of all 
costs and savings during the implementation period is a savings of $10.9 million. Annual 
recurring savings after implementation are $4.2 million with a return on investment expected 
immediately. The net present value of the costs and savings over 20 years is a savings of 
$5 1.2 million. 

Iimpact: The relocation of DCMDW to Long Beach will have no impact on the jobs within 
the region since all personnel will be relocated to the new site. The cumulative overall impact 
for the Los Angeles-Long Beach, CA MSA is -0.4 percent. 
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DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CENTER (DISC) 
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 

Ikcommendation: The Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) is disestablished. 
Distribute the management of Federal Supply Classes (FSC) within the remaining DLA 
Inventory Control Points (ICP). Create one ICP for the management of' troop and general 
support items at the Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC) in Philadelphia, PA. Create 
two ICPs for the management of weapon system related FSCs at the Defense Construction 
Slupply Center (DCSC), Columbus, OH and the Defense General Supply Center (DGSC), 
Pichrnond, VA. 

Justification: Four of the five DLA ICPs manage differing mixes of weapon system, troop 
support, and general support items. Troop and general support items largely have different 
industry and customer bases than weapons system items. They are also more conducive to 
commercial support, and are thus managed differently than weapon system items. 
C'onsolidating management of items by the method of management required will improve 
oversight, streamline the supply management process, increase internal efficiency, and reduce 
overhead. 

w DlLA manages nearly five times as many weapon system items as troop and general support 
items. A single troop and general support ICP is adequate. Two weapon system ICPs are 
necessary. DPSC is almost entirely a troop support ICP. No other ICP currently manages 
troop support items. The percentage of general support items at other ICPs is relatively small. 
S~ngling-up troop and general support items under DPSC management is the most logical 
course of action. 

DISC had the lowest Military Value of the three hardware ICPs. DCSC and DGSC are host 
activities of compounds which house a number of DLA and non-DLA activities, conforming 
to the DLA decision rules concerning maximizing the use of shared overhead and making 
ol~timum use of retained DLA-operated facilities. Both the Richmond and Columbus sites 
have high installation Military Value, and take advantage of the synergy of a Collocated 
Depot. Both also have considerable expansion capability. The facilities at DGSC are the best 
maintained of any in DLA, and DCSC has several new buildings completed or in progress. 
DISC is a tenant on a Navy compound. Disestablishing DISC allows the Agency to achieve a 
s~~bstantial cost avoidance by back-filling the space already occupied by DISC and 
substantially reducing the amount of conversion required to existing warehouse space. Based 
on the above, military judgment concluded that disestablishing DISC is in the best interest of 
DLA and DoD. 

Rleturn on Investment: The total estimated one-time costs tc) implement the 

Y recommendation is $16.9 million. The net of all costs and savings during the implementation 
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period is a savings of $59.3 million. Annual recurring savings aftelr implementation are $18.4 
million, with a return on investment expected immediately. The net present value of the costs 
and savings over 20 years is a savings of $236.5 million. 

Impact: Assuming no economic recovery, this recommen~dation could result in a maximum 
potential reduction of 1,198 jobs (385 direct jobs and 813; indirect jobs) over the 1996-to- 
2001 period in the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania-New Jersey nnetropolitan statistical area, which 
is less than 0.1 percent of the area's employment. The c~amulative economic impact of all 
BRAC 95 recommendations and all prior-round BRAC actions in the area over the 1994-to- 
2001 period could result in a maximum potential decrease equal to 1.2 percent of employment 
in the area. 

Assuming no economic recovery, this recommendation could result in a maximum potential 
reduction of 981 jobs (358 direct jobs and 623 indirect jobs) over ithe 1996-to-2001 period in 
the Columbus, Ohio metropolitan statistical area, whiclh is 0.1 percent of the area's 
employment. The cumulative economic impact of all BRAC 95 recommendations and all 
prior-round BRAC actions in the area over the 1994-to-2001 period could result in a 
maximum potential decrease equal to 0.1 percent of employrnent in the area. 

The movement of personnel to DGSC will add 335 direct jobs and 520 indirect jobs for a total 
increase of 855 jobs within this region. These job increases will increase employment by 0.1 
percent. The overall cumulative economic impact on the Richmortd-Petersburg, VA MSA is 
0.1 percent. 

The Executive Group concluded that the data did not present any evidence or indication that 
would preclude the recommended receiving community frorn abso~rbing the additional forces, 
missions, and personnel proposed in the recommended realignment scenario. 

We reviewed hazardous wastes and materials, wetlands and sensitive habitats, threatened and 
endangered species, historic and archeological sites, land use and composition, air quality, 
water quality, and environmental cleanup and compliance: costs for their impacts on the 
disestablishment of DISC. The environmental considerations present at the receiving 
installations do not prohibit this recommendation from being implemented. The movement of 
personnel is minimal and the environmental impacts are negligible. 
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DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT COLUMBUS, OHIO (DDCO) 

IXecommendation: Realign the Defense Distribution Depot Columbus, Ohio and designate it 
ois a storage site for slow movinglwar reserve material. Active material remaining at DDCO at 
the time of realignment will be attrited. Stock replenishment will be stored in optimum space 
within the distribution system. 

Jlustification: DDCO is a Stand-Alone Depot that supports the two large East/West coast 
clepots and is used primarily for storage capability and local area demand. The decision to 
realign DDCO was based on storage requirements and capacity estimates for FY 01 and the 
need to comply with BRAC 95 Decision Rules. DDCO ranked sixth of six depots in Military 
Value for the Stand-Alone Depot category. 

The other Stand Alone Depots were not considered for realignment for the following reasons. 
The higher Military Value of both DDSP and DDJC removed them fiom consideration for 
closure or realignment. DDRV was not selected for realignment because of the large amount 
cf conforming hazardous material storage space, new construction and mechanization, and 
collocation with DGSC, who has the best maintained facilities of any in DLA. Both DDOU 
and DDMT were selected for closure. 

?'he decision to realign rather than close DDCO was based on the need for inactive storage 
capacity in the overall system and with the long-range intent of minimizing use of this site as 
storage requirements decline. Moving highly active stock to DDJC and DDSP will allow 
DLA to take advantage of economies of scale from large distribution operations. The 
decision was also based on the fbrther consideration that Columbus, the highest ranking DLA 
location in the Installation Military Value analysis, will remain open and most likely expand its 
operations, thereby allowing DLA to maximize the use of shared overhead and optimize the 
use of retained DLA-operated facilities. In addition, the Strategic Analysis of Integrated 
Logistics Systems (SAILS) model favored the retention of DDCO over either DDOU or 
CIDMT. Realigning DDCO is consistent with the DLA BRAC 95 Decision Rules and the 
Distribution Concept of Operations. Military judgment determined that it is in the best 
interest of DLA and DoD to realign DDCO. 

Return on Investment: The total estimated one-time cost to implement this 
recommendation is $7.9 million. The net of all costs and savings during the implementation 
period is a savings of $5 1.2 million. Annual recurring savings after implementation are $1 1.6 
million with a return on investment expected in the first year. The net present value of the 
c'osts and savings over 20 years is a savings of $16 1.0 million. 

Impact: Assuming no economic recovery, this recommendation could result in a maximum 

V potential reduction of 997 jobs (365 direct jobs and 632 indirect jobs) over the 1996-to-2001 
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period in the Columbus, Ohio metropolitan statistical area, which is 0.1 percent of the area's 
employment. The cumulative economic impact of all BIWC 95 recommendations and all 
prior-round BRAC actions in the area over the 1994-to-2001 period could result in a 
maximum potential decrease equal to 0.1 percent of employment ,in the area. The movement 
of personnel to DDSP will result in 76 direct jobs and 42 indirect jobs for a total of 11 8 jobs 
within this region. These job increases will have a negligible impact on employment and a 
total cumulative economic impact of +0.2 percent in the Harrisburg-Lebanon-Carlisle, PA 
MSA. The Executive Group determined that the receiving community could absorb the 
additional forces, missions, and personnel proposed. 

We reviewed hazardous wastes and materials, wetlands and sensitive habitats, threatened and 
endangered species, historic and archeological sites, land use and composition, air quality, 
water quality, and environmental cleanup and compliance costs; for their impacts on this 
recommendation. The Executive Group concluded that environmental considerations do not 
prohibit this recommendation fiom being implemented. 
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DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE (DDMT) 

Itecommendation: Close Defense Distribution Depot Memphis, Tennessee. Material 
remaining at DDMT at the time of closure will be relocated to optimum storage space within 
the DoD Distribution System. As a result of the closure of DDMT, all DLA activity will 
cease at this location and DDMT will be excess to DLA needs. 

Justification: DDMT is a Stand-Alone Depot that supports the two large East and West 
coast depots and is used primarily for storage capability and local area demand. It is also the 
host for the Memphis complex. The decision to close DDMT was based on declining storage 
requirements and capacity estimates for FY 01 and on the need to reduce infrastructure within 
the Agency. 

DDMT tied for third place out of the six Stand-Alone Depots in the Military Value analysis. 
?'he higher scores for DDSP and DDJC in this analysis removed them from further 
consideration for closure. The variance of only 37 points out of a possible 1,000 between the 
third and sixth place depots in the Military Value analysis for this category reinforced the 
importance of Military judgment and compliance with the DLA BRAC 95 Decision Rules in 
the decision-making process. 

- 
A, further consideration was DLA7s desire to minimize distribution infrastructure costs. 
C'losure of an entire installation will allow DLA to reduce infrastructure significantly more 
than disestablishment of a tenant depot (DDCO at Columbus, OH and DIIRV at Richmond, 
A ) .  DDMT was rated six out of six in the Installation Military Value analysis. The 
Columbus installation ranked the highest. The facilities at Richmond are the best maintained 
of any in DLA. Both DDCO and DDRV take advantage of the synergy of a collocated 
Ir~ventory Control Point. This closure action conforms to the Decision Rules to maximize the 
use of shared overhead and make optimum use of retained DLA-operated facilities, while 
closing an installation. 

In addition, the Strategic Analysis of Integrated Logistics Systems (SAILS) model optimized 
system-wide costs for Distribution when DDOU and DDMT were the two Stand-Alone 
Depots chosen for closure. Sufficient throughput and storage capacity are available in the 
rt:maining depots to accommodate projected workload and storage requirements. Closing 
DDMT is consistent with the DLA BRAC 95 Decision Rules and the Distribution Concept of 
Operations. Therefore, military judgment determined that it is in the best interest of DLA and 
DoD to close DDMT. 
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Return on Investment: The total estimated one-time cost to implement this 
recommendation is $85.7 million. The net of all costs and savings during the implementation 
period is a savings of $14.8 million. Annual recurring savings after implementation are $23.8 
million with a return on investment expected in 3 years. The nelt present value of the costs 
and savings over 20 years is a savings of $244.3 million. 

Impact: Assuming no economic recovery, this recommendation could result in a maximum 
potential reduction of 3,349 jobs (1,300 direct jobs and 2,049 indirect jobs) over the 1996-to- 
2001 period in the Memphis, Tennessee-Arkansas-h4issisr;ippi rn~etropolitan statistical area, 
which is 0.6 percent of the area's employment. The cumulative economic impact of all BRAC 
95 recommendations and all prior-round BRAC actions in the area over the 1994-to-2001 
period could result in a maximum potential decrease equal to 1.51 percent of employment in 
the area. However, at DDRE and DDSP 213 direct jobs and 183 indirect jobs for a total of 
396 jobs will be added with a 0.1 percent positive impact on employment and a 0.2 percent 
cumulative economic impact on the Harrisburg-Lebanon-Carlisle, PA MSA. At DRMS HQ, 
97 direct jobs and 42 indirect jobs for a total of 139 jobs will be added with a 0.2 percent 
positive impact on employment in this area and a cumulative economic impact of 0.2 percent 
on the Calhoun County, MI MSA. At DGSC, 24 direct job:; and 38 indirect jobs for a total of 
62 jobs will be added with a negligible impact on employnnent in this area and a cumulative 
economic impact of 0.1 percent on the Richmond-Petersburg, VA MSA. The Executive 
Group determined that receiving communities could absorb the ,additional forces, missions, 
and personnel proposed. 

We reviewed hazardous wastes and materials, wetlands and sensitive habitats, threatened and 
endangered species, historic and archeological sites, land use and composition, air quality, 
water quality, and environmental cleanup and compliance costs for their impacts on this 
recommendation. The Executive Group concluded that environmental considerations do not 
prohibit this recommendation from being implemented. 
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DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT OGDEN, UTAH (DDOU) 

]Recommendation: Close Defense Distribution Depot Ogden, Utah except for a 36,000 
square foot cantonment for Army Reserve personnel. Material remaining at DDOU at the time 
of closure will be relocated to optimum storage space within the DoD Distribution System. 
As a result of the closure of DDOU, all DLA activity will cease at this location and DDOU 
will be excess to DLA needs. 

,Custification: DDOU is a Stand-Alone Depot that supports the two large East and West 
coast depots and is used primarily for storage capability and local area demand. It is also the 
host for the Ogden complex. The decision to close DDOU was based on declining storage 
requirements and capacity estimates for FY 01 and on the need to reduce infrastructure within 
I he Agency. 

13DOU tied for third place out of the six Stand-Alone Depots in the Military Value analysis. 
The higher scores for DDSP and DDJC in this analysis removed them from further 
consideration for closure. The variance of only 37 points out of a possible 1,000 between the 
r.hird and sixth place depots in Military Value ranking for this category reinforced the 
importance of compliance with the DLA BRAC 95 Decision Rules and Military judgment in 
I he decision-making process. 

,4 fbrther consideration was DLAYs desire to minimize distribution infrastructure costs. 
Closure of an entire installation will allow DLA to reduce infrastructure significantly more 
i.han disestablishment of a tenant depot (DDCO at Columbus, OH and DDRV at Richmond, 
'VA). DDOU was rated five of six in the Military Value Installation analysis. The Columbus 
installation ranked the highest. The facilities at Richmond are the best maintained of any in 
IILA. Both DDCO and DDRV take advantage of the synergy of a collocated Inventory 
Control Point. This action conforms to the DLA Decision Rules to maximize the use of 
shared overhead and make optimum use of retained DLA-operated facilities while closing an 
installation. 

:[n addition, the Strategic Analysis of Integrated Logistics Systems (SAILS) model optimized 
;system-wide costs for Distribution when DDOU and DDMT were the two Stand-Alone 
:Depots chosen for closure. Sufficient throughput and storage capacity are available in the 
1:emaining depots to accommodate projected workload. Closing DDOU is consistent with the 
IDLA BRAC 95 Decision Rules and the Distribution Concept of Operations. Military 
pdgment determined that it is in the best interest of DLA and DoD to close DDOU. 

Return on Investment: The total estimated one-time cost to implement this 
recommendation is $1 10.8 million. The net of all costs and savings during the implementation 
period is a cost of $27.8 million. Annual recurring savings after implementation are $21.3 
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million with a return on investment expected in 4 years. The net present value of the costs 
and savings over 20 years is a savings of $1 80.9 million. 

Impact: Assuming no economic recovery, this recommendation could result in a maximum 
potential reduction of 2,947 jobs (1,113 direct jobs and 1,834 indirect jobs) over the 1996-to- 
2001 period in the Salt Lake City-Ogden, Utah metropolitan statistical area, which is 0.4 
percent of the area's employment. The cumulative economic impact of all BRAC 95 
recommendations and all prior-round BRAC actions in the area over the 1994-to-2001 period 
could result in a maximum potential decrease equal to 0.3 percent of the employment in the 
area. However, at DDRW and DDJC 498 direct jobs and 4.96 indirect jobs for a total of 994 
jobs will be added with a 0.5 percent positive impact on employment and a cumulative impact 
of 0.6 percent in the Stockton-Lodi, CA MSA. The Executive Group determined that the 
receiving community could absorb the additional forces, missions, and personnel proposed. 

We reviewed hazardous wastes and materials, wetlands and sensitive habitats, threatened anci 
endangered species, historic and archeological sites, land use and composition, air quality, 
water quality, and environmental cleanup and compliance costs for their impacts on this 
recommendation. The Executive Group concluded that environmr:ntal considerations do not 
prohibit this recommendation from being implemented. 
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DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT LETTERKENNY, 
PENNSYLVANIA (DDLP) 

Ftecommendation: Disestablish the Defense Distribution Depot Letterkenny, Pennsylvania. 
h4aterial remaining at DDLP at the time of disestablishment will be relocated to DDAA and to 
optimum storage space within the DoD Distribution System. 

Justification: DDLP is a Collocated Depot located on the same installation with an Army 
maintenance depot, their largest customer. While Collocated Depots may support other 
nearby customers and provide limited world-wide distribution support, the primary reason for 
their existence is to provide rapid response in support of the maintenance operation. The 
Distribution Concept of Operations states that DLA's distribution system will support the size 
and configuration of the Defense Depot Maintenance System. Thus, if depot maintenance 
activities are disestablished, Collocated Depots will also be disestablished. 

The recommendation to disestablish DDLP was driven by the Army recommendation to 
realign Letterkenny Army Depot. The realignment of DDLP's primary customer and the 
A.gencyYs need to reduce infrastructure drove this recommendation. DDLP was rated 3 of 17 
in the Collocated Depot Military Value matrix. However, that Military Value ranking was 

(I based on support to the maintenance missions. With the realignment of the maintenance 
nlission to the Anniston Army Depot, Alabama, that value decreases significantly. Other 
ci~stomers within the DDLP area can be supported fiom nearby distribution depots. 
Production and physical space requirements can also be met by hlly utilizing other depots in 
the distribution system. 

Disestablishing DDLP is consistent with both the DLA BRAC 95 Decision Rules and the 
Distribution Concept of Operations. Military judgment determined that it is in the best 
interest of DLA and DoD to disestablish DDLP. 

Return on Investment: The total estimated one-time cost to implement this 
recommendation is $44.9 million. The net of all costs and savings during the implementation 
period is a cost of $21.2 million. Annual recurring savings after implementation are $12.4 
rr~illion with a return on investment expected in 3 years. The net present value of costs and 
s;ivings over 20 years is a savings of $1 02.1 million. 

Impact: Assuming no economic recovery, this recommendation could result in a maximum 
potential reduction of 748 jobs (378 direct jobs and 370 indirect jobs) over the 1996-to-2001 
period in the Franklin County, Pennsylvania economic area, which is 1.2 percent of the area's 
e~nployment. The cumulative economic impact of all BRAC 95 recommendations and all 
prior-round BRAC actions in the area over the 1994-to-2001 period could result in a 

w ~~~ax imum potential decrease equal to 8.5 percent of employment in the area. At DDAA 190 
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direct jobs and 177 indirect jobs for a total of 367 jobs will be added with a 0.6 percent 
positive impact on employment and a -14.7 percent cumulative economic impact in the 
Anniston, AL MSA. At DDSP 10 direct jobs and 6 indirect jobs for a total of 16 jobs will be 
added with a negligible impact on employment and a 0.2 percent cumulative economic impact 
in the Harrisburg-Lebanon-Carlisle, PA MSA. The DLA Executive Group determined that 
receiving communities could absorb the additional forces, missions,, and personnel proposed. 

We reviewed hazardous wastes and materials, wetlands and. sensitive habitats, threatened and 
endangered species, historic and archeological sites, land use and composition, air quality, 
water quality, and environmental cleanup and compliance costs for their impacts on this 
recommendation. The Executive Group concluded that environmental considerations do not 
prohibit this recommendation from being implemented. 
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DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT RED RIVER, TEXAS (DDRT) 

Flecommendation: Disestablish the Defense Distribution Depot Red River, Texas. Material 
remaining at DDRT at the time of disestablishment will be relocated to DDAA and to 
optimum storage space within the DoD Distribution System. 

Justification: DDRT is a Collocated Depot located on the same installation with an Army 
maintenance depot. While Collocated Depots may support other nearby customers and 
provide limited world-wide distribution support, the primary reason for their existence is to 
provide rapid response in support of the maintenance operation. The Distribution Concept of 
Operations states that DLA7s distribution system will support the size and configuration of the 
Defense Depot Maintenance System. Thus, if depot maintenance activities are disestablished, 
Clollocated Depots will also be disestablished. 

The recommendation to disestablish DDRT was driven by the Army recommendation to 
realign Red River Army Depot. The realignment of DDRT's primary customer and the 
P,gency7s need to reduce infrastructure drove this recommendation. DDRT was rated 5 of 17 
irk the Collocated Depot Military Value matrix. However, that Military Value ranking was 
based on support to the maintenance missions. With the realignment of the maintenance 

w' rrlission to Anniston, Alabama, that value decreases significantly. Other customers within the 
ClDRT area can be supported fiom nearby distribution depots. Production and physical space 
requirements can also be met by fully utilizing other depots in the distribution system. 

Disestablishing DDRT is consistent with both the DLA BRAC 95 Decision Rules and the 
Distribution Concept of Operations. Military judgment determined that it is in the best 
interest of DLA and DoD to disestablish DDRT. 

Return on Investment: The total estimated one-time cost to implement this 
recommendation is $58.9 million. The net of all costs and savings during the implementation 
period is a cost of $0.8 million. Annual recurring savings after implementation are $18.9 
million with a return on investment expected in 2 years. The net present value of the costs 
and savings over 20 years is a savings of $1 86.1 million. 

Impact: Assuming no economic recovery, this recommendation could result in a maximum 
potential reduction of 1,602 jobs (821 direct jobs and 781 indirect jobs) over the 1996-to- 
2001 period in the Texarkana, Texas-Arkansas metropolitan statistical area, which is 2.7 
percent of the area's employment. The cumulative economic impact of all BRAC 95 
rc:commendations and all prior-round BRAC actions in the area over the 1994-to-2001 period 
could result in a maximum potential decrease equal to 7.7 percent of the employment in the 
area. At DDAA 349 direct jobs and 326 indirect jobs for a total of 675 jobs will be added 

w with a 1.1 percent positive impact on employment and a cumulative economic impact of -14.7 
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percent on the Anniston, AL MSA. At DDSP 87 direct jobs and 48 indirect jobs for a total of 
135 jobs will be added with a negligible impact on emplo!yment and a cumulative economic 
impact of 0.2 percent on the Harrisburg-Labanon-Carlisle, PA MSA. At DDRW 6 direct jobs 
and 8 indirect jobs for a total of 14 jobs will be added with i% negligible impact on employment 
and a 0.6 percent cumulative economic impact on the Stockton-Lodi, CA MSA. The DLA 
Executive Group determined that receiving communities could absorb the additional forces, 
missions, and personnel proposed. 

We reviewed hazardous wastes and materials, wetlands ancl sensitive habitats, threatened and 
endangered species, historic and archeological sites, land use an.d composition, air quality, 
water quality, and environmental cleanup and compliance costs for their impacts on this 
recommendation. The Executive Group concluded that environmental considerations do not 
prohibit this recommendation from being implemented. 
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BUDGET IMPACTS 

?'he budgetary impacts associated with the DLA BRAC 95 recommendations are shown in 
Figure 7.1 below. All costs and savings are expressed in 1996 constant dollars. The DLA 
EiRAC 95 recommendations have an anticipated total cost of $464.2 million (one-time costs 
are approximately $342.3 million of this total). During the FY 96 to FY 01 timeframe, a 
si~vings of $577.3 million is projected, which results in a cumulative net savings of $1 13.0 
million. 

Figure 1 
DLA BRA C 95 Cost Summary - FY 96 Constant Dollars (Thousands) 

I Total 
I FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99 FY 00 FYOl FY96-01 
I 

Costs 54,388 66,848 124,282 116,380 67,150 35,174 464,222 
(Savings) (66.942) (23.964) (65.772) (1 18.71 7) (1 47.047) (1 54.8 18) (577.260) 
Net Cost/(Savings) (12,554) 42,884 58,510 (2,337) (79,897) (1 19,644) (1 13,038) 

V Cumulative Net (12,554) 30,330 88,840 86,503 6,606 (1 13,038) (1 13,038) 

Figure 7.2 below depicts the cumulative cost and savings impacts of implementing DLA's 
recommendations. Though a substantial initial investment is required in FY 96 through 
F'Y 99, savings and costs will break even in early FY 00. 

Figure 2 
DLA BRAC 95 Breakeven Diagram - FY 96 Constant Dollars (Thousands) 

FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99 FYOO FYOl FY02 
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Figure 7.3 summarizes the financial impacts that are expected as a result of each DLA 
recommendation. Rounded to the nearest hundred-thousand, the sum of the individual net 
present values of these recommendations is $1,276.6 milli~on, and the sum of the individual 
steady state savings is $1 19.8 million. . 

Figure 3 
DLA Financial Summary - FY 96 Constant Dollars (Millions) 

- 

I 
I Steady State 
I Activity Decision NPV Savings (Y r) 

1 DISC (DCSC, DGSC) Disestablish (Realign) 236.5 18.4(01) 
DDCO Realign 161.0 1 1.6(98) 
DDRT Disestablish 186.1 18.9(01) 
DDLP Disestablish 102.1 12.4(01) 
DDOU Close, Except 180.9 2 1.3(00) 
DDMT Close 244.3 23.8(99) 

I DCMD South Disestablish 75.8 6.1(99) 
DCMCI Realign 38.7 3.1(99) 
DCMD West Relocate 29.1 -0.5(00) 

Total 1,254.5 115.1(01) , 
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APPENDICES 

The following appendices contain the approved Concepts of Operations developed by each of 
the major business areas and major activities within DLA. The DLA BRAC Executive and 
Working Groups applied these Concepts of Operations throughout the BRAC 95 process. 
The following documents are attached as additional reference material for the DLA BRAC 95 
submission. 

Appendix A: Acronyms 

Appendix B: Defense Contract Management Command Concept of Operations 

Appendix C: Defense Logistics Service Concept of Operations 

Appendix D: Defense Reutilization and Marketing Service Concept of Operations 

Appendix E: DLA Systems Design Center Concept of Operations 

Appendix F: Supply Management Concept of Operations 

w 
Appendix G: Distribution Management Concept of Operations 

Appendix H: Economic Impact Database Results 
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APPENDIX A 

ACRONYMS 

IiCF 
ACPDB 
AIMS 
kdS 
ATS 
AWARES 
AWS 

CAP 
CCP 
COBRA 
COM 
CONUS 

DAAS 
Dl AISY 
DAMPS 
DCARS 

i. DCMC 
DCMCI 
DCMD 

5 

DCMDN 
DCMDS 
DCMDW 

4- 

Attainable Cubic Feet 
Automated Civilian Personnel Data Bank System 
Automated Inventory Manager Support 
Automated Information Systems 
Automated Transfer System 
Automated Warehouse and Retrieval System 
Automated Warehousing System 

Base Operating Support Costs 
Base Operations Support System 
Base Realignments and Closures 

Compliance Assistance Program 
Containerization and Consolidation Points 
Cost of Base Realignment Actions 
Commercial 
Continental United States 

Defense Automatic Addressing System 
Defense Reutilization and Marketing Automated Information System 
Defense Automated Message Preparation System 
DLA Contract Action Reporting System 
Defense Contract Management Command 
Defense Contract Management Command International 
Defense Contract Management District 
Defense Contract Management District Northeast 
Defense Contract Management District South 
Defense Contract Management District West 



DCSC 
DDAA 
DDAG 
DDBC 
DDCN 
DDCO 
DDCT 
DDDC 
DDHU 
DDJC 
DD JF 
DDLP 
DDMC 
DDMT 
DDNV 
DDOO 
DDOU 
DDPW 
DDRE 
DDRT 
DDRV 
DDRW 
DDSP 
DDST 
DDTP 
DDWG 
DESC 
DFAMS 
DFSC 
DGSC 
DISC 
DISMS 
DPSC 
DLA 
DNSP 
DLSC 
DMARS 
DoD 
DoDIG 
DOSO 
DRMOs 
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Defense Construction Supply Center 
Defense Depot Anniston, Alabama 
Defense Depot Albany, Georgia 
Defense Depot Barstow, California 
Defense Depot Cheny Point, North Carolina 
Defense Depot Columbus, Ohio 
Defense Depot Corpus Christi, Texas 
Defense Depot San Diego, California1 
Defense Depot Hill, Utah 
Defense Depot San Joaquin, California 
Defense Depot Jacksonville, Florida 
Defense Depot Letterkenny, Pennsylvania 
Defense Depot McClellan, California1 
Defense Depot Memphis, Tennessee 
Defense Depot Norfolk, Virginia 
Defense Depot Oklahoma City, Oklalhoma 
Defense Depot Ogden, Utah 
Defense Depot Puget Sound, Washington 
Defense Distribution Region East 
Defense Depot Red River, Texas 
Defense Depot Richmond, Virginia 
Defense Distribution Region West 
Defense Depot Susquehanna, Pennsylvania 
Defense Depot San Antonio, Texas 
Defense Depot Tobyhanna, Pennsylvania 
Defense Depot Warner-Robins, Georgia 
Defense Electronics Supply Center 
Defense Fuel Automated Management System 
Defense Fuel Supply Center 
Defense General Supply Center 
Defense Industrial Supply Center 
Defense Integrated Subsistence Manalgement System 
Defense Personnel Supply Center 
Defense Logistics Agency 
DRMS National Sales Program 
Defense Logistics Services Center 
Defense Messaging and Reporting System 
Department of Defense 
Department of Defense Inspector General 
DLA Operations Support Office 
Defense Reutilization and Marketing 0ffice:s 
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DRMS Defense Reutilization and Marketing Service 
CIRMSE Defense Reutilization and Marketing Service East 
DRMSW Defense Reutilization and Marketing Service West 
DSDC Defense Systems Design Center 

\ 

ClSS Distribution Standard System 

ECS 
EIS 
EIS HQ 
EMACS 

FED 
FLIS 
FSC 
F'Y 

GAO 

1c:ps 
In4C 
IEAS 
IFM 
I I;P 

Equipment Control System 
Executive Information System 
HQ Executive Information System 
Equipment Management and Control System 

Federal 
Federal Logistics Information System 
Federal Supply Class 
Fiscal Year 

General Accounting Office 

Inventory Control Points 
Integrated Materiel Complex 
Integrated Materiel System 
Information Resources Management 
Installation Restoration Program 

Logistics Information Networking System 

Management and Control System 
HQ Management Information System 
Mechanization of Contract Administration Services 
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NSO National Sales Office 

OCF 
OSD 

PMS 
POM 
PWC 

RPM 

SAILS 
SAMMS 
SCRs 
SDS 
SIS 
SHIRS 
SMP 

TRAD 
TRAMS 
TSDF 

WCS 

Occupied Cubic Feet 
Office of the Secretary of Defense 

Project Management System 
Program Objectives Memorandum 
Public Works Center 

Real Property Maintenance 

Strategic Analysis of Integrated Logistics System 
Standard Automated Materiel Management !System 
Systems Change Requests 
Standard Depot System 
Shipping Information System 
Safety and Health Information Reporting Sy,stem 
Storage Management Plan 

Transportation Routing and Documen.tation 
Transportation Automated Management Sysitem 
Treatment, Storage, Disposal Facility 

Warehouse Control System 
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APPENDIX B 

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS 
DEFENSE CONTRACT MANAGEMENT COMMAND 

I. PURPOSE: 

1'0 describe how the Contract Management functions will be accomplished from FY 95 
tluough FY 0 1. 

I:[. MISSION: 

The Mission of DCMC is to provide worldwide contract management in support of DoD 
components, National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and other designated 
kderal and international organizations. In the performance of this mission, DCMC serves as 
the information broker for our customers, manages our customers' interests in cost, delivery, 
technical and quality, accepts products for the government, provides program and buying 
office support, ensures that the contractor is paid and assesses the industrial base. 

(r I1 I. ENVIRONMENT: 

A. Force Structure: The Force Structure Plan reductions, beginning in 1.991 and projected 
through 1997 may not impact DLA as significantly as the Services. However, DCMC 
workload and resourcing have and will continue to track with the resulting downturn in 
P~:ocurement, and Research, Development, Testing and Evaluation (RDT&E) outlays. There 
is a two to three year lag between the Procurement and RDT&E outlay and its impact on 
DCMC workload. 

B. Customers: DCMC's major customers are the military services' buying activities and 
program offices, and DLA's inventory control points. DCMC's major civilian agency 
c~~stomer is NASA. 

C. Core and Critical Competencies: DCMC's greatest asset is its workforce. The 
workforce is composed of acquisition professionals who possess functional expertise in a 
wide range of commodities, programs and customers, and are knowledgeable of the past 
performance of contractors who are doing business with the government. 

D. Geo~raphic Location: One of the greatest assets that DCMC offers to its customers is 
that DCMC professionals are located worldwide in major defense industry plants or within 
easy traveling distance of those plants to provide timely and responsive service to its 

V customers. 
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E. Personnel Reductions: DCMC is required to achieve a rninimum of 4% personnel 
reduction per year through 1999. 

F. B F R e a l i g n m e n t :  The implementation of BRAC 93 decisions to 
disestablish the Mid-Atlantic and North Central Districts were completed by the end of June 
1994. 

G. Business Base: DCMC administers 388,000 contracts, valued at $840 billion, with an 
unliquidated dollar amount of $172 billion. DCMC currently administers contracts valued at 
$39.6 billion for NASA and $4.3 billion for other governmerit agencies. In 1993 this 
reimbursable work earned DCMC a total of $126 million. Customer assessment feedback 
indicates that civilian and military customers plan to increase demand rate for contract 
management in the future. 

H. Svstems: Many of the automated systems used to perform the DCMC mission and 
operate the Command's infrastructure are deficient. The systems are hard to change. 
technically obsolete with limited capacity to expand, require many manual functions, and 
have inadequate interface with DoD systems. These deficiencies result in slow processes and 
bad data. The purpose of DCMC's systems projects such as Integrated Contract 
Administration System (ICAS), DPACSIMOCAS interfacle, and Graphical User Interface is 
to remedy these limitations. 

IV. CURRENT OPERATION: 

A. Backpround: On 6 February 1990, the Deputy Secretary of Defense directed the 
consolidation of nearly all contract administration services (CAS), domestic and abroad, 
within the existing framework in DLA. The Military Servicles' contract administration 
offices, located within the United States, transferred to DCMC on 30 June 1990. 
International CAS components were transferred to DCWIC on 1 October 1990. In the 
transition, 44 Plant Representative Offices (PROS), comprising 5,400 people and 100,000 
contracts with a face value of $400 billion, were mergedl into the new Command. Upon 
completion of the transfer, DCMC had grown to having a Fiscal! Year 1991 budget of $1.1 
billion and 500,000 contracts for administration at a contract face value of $750 billion. 
Defense Management Review Decision (DMRD) 91 6, "Streamlining Contract Management," 
mandated the consolidation and directed significant saving:; to be accomplished. Cumulative 
savings were targeted at $537 million by 1997. DCMC has consistently exceeded its yearly 
targets and is on track to save $537 million and more by 1997. The objectives of DMRD 916 
are to streamline existing CAS organizations, promote uniform interpretation of acquisition 
regulations, improve implementation of DoD procurement policy. and upgrade the quality of 
the CAS workforce while eliminating overhead and reducing payroll. These objectives were, 
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and continue to be, the drivers in the establishment and evolution of DCMC. These 
clbjectives have shaped DCMC's concept of operations. 

El. Qrpanization Roles and Responsibilities: Early in the formation of DCMC, the 
Command issued its concept of operations. The basic tenets articulated in the concept of 
operations continue in application today with only minor augmentation. They address 
DCMC's organizational structure, roles, responsibilities, and guiding principles and are 
described below. 

F'rior to the establishment of DCMC in 1990, there were 141 CONUS contract administration 
offices (CAOs) with 10 intermediate headquarters which were responsible for performing 
C:AS in DoD. In July 1994 there were 92 CAOs and 3 districts in CONUS. 

(1. The DCMC Headquarters: Serves as the interface with senior Doll leadership, other 
Elxecutive Departments and Congressional representatives, develops and disseminates 
uniform policy and procedure, performs Command-wide oversight, and oversees DCMC- 
wide resourcing to include budget and personnel management. DCMC filrther serves as the 
principal advocate for CAS mission training. The Command is responsible for articulating 
the DCMC's vision and developing its business plan. 

V 
1,. District Organizations (DCMDs): Provide command and control, which includes 
operational and management support and oversight, for a designated group of Defense 
C'ontract Management Area Operations (DCMAOs) and Defense Plant Representative 
Cbffices (DPROs) and are responsible for the efficient and effective accomplishment of 
CbCMC objectives. DCMDs are catalysts for change by serving as the principal advocates 
and integrators of continuous improvement of CAS operations providing expertise as 
participants in the development of DCMC policies and procedures, ensuring the consistent 
implementation of those policies throughout their assigned territories, and evaluating the 
results for additional improvements. DCMDs provide technical guidance and assistance to 
their subordinate commands, to include performing mission duties, such as Centers of 
Expertise, as needed to meet peak business demands. They train and maintain employees 
with core and critical competencies for use DCMC-wide. Districts are the principal interface 
with senior Command leadership and with other government representatives for mission 
issues within their territories. DCMDs monitor and evaluate performance of DCMAOs and 
DPROs, and analyze and project workload trends to determine requirements, and obtain and 
allocate appropriate resourcing. They execute and implement the budget, and provide 
centralized support services to subordinate commands. DCMDs are responsible for . developing district-wide tasks and milestones in support of the DCMC business plan. In their 
"Lead District" role, Districts are assigned as the principal interface for major customers and 
are responsible for collecting and analyzing customer satisfaction data, supervising customer 

Y liaison representatives and resolving customer issues. 
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E. DCMAOs and DPROs: Serve as the principal interface with customers, contractors and 
non-customer constituents in the direct delivery of contract adrr~inistration services. They 
perform the mission and functions articulated in FAR 42.302 for the military services, 
civilian agencies and others as requested through negotiated delegations. DCMAOs provide 
geographic CAS for all contractors within a designated territory and DPROs provide in-plant 
CAS at selected contractor locations. Decision making within this structure is driven down 
to the lowest appropriate levels of the organization in order to empower individual employees 
on the firing line every day. DCMAOs and DPROs are letboratories for change by 
developing improved CAS processes and nominating these imprlovements to the district for 
adoption Command-wide as "Best Practices". DCMC's program integrators are the principal 
interface with our program office customers. Their primary role is to work closely with the 
program offices to identify priorities and to provide periodic a:ssessments and reports on 
problems, performance and progress. 

F. The DCMC Business Plan: DCMC's basic precept can be summarized as having the 
right number of people, in the right place, at the right time, doing the right things. DCMC 
identified four essential concepts that serve as the underpinning for this precept: 
empowerment of employees, teaming to achieve a searr~less alpproach to CAS, meeting 
customer requirements, and improving the work processes. In 1991 DCMC launched a series 
of initiatives to adopt these component concepts and fully implement the precept. It soon 
became evident that a continuous process for improvement was required to achieve this type 
and magnitude of change. DCMC manages this change process through a robust and 
dynamic business plan which provides a common understanding of DCMC's future, and 
guides the Command's initiatives. The DCMC Business Plan articulates the mission, vision, 
and objectives of the Command, and supports the DLA Strategic P:lan. 

G. Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA): DLA has been designated as one 
of the pilot agencies for immediate implementation of the Government Performance and 
Results Act (GPRA), and DCMC is an active participant. DCMC identified four goals which 
articulate its priorities and direction: (1) Perform contract management effectively and 
efficiently; (2) Continually improve organization and processes used to deliver quality 
products and services to our customers; (3) Identify, define, and quantify customer 
requirements and match our capabilities with customer requirements; (4) Promote a work 
environment that attracts, develops, and retains quality people. Elach goal is being pursued 
by supporting objectives, performance goals, tasks, and, metrics. DCMC funds these 
performance goals and tasks through the Agency's Planning, Programming, and Budgeting 
System (PPBS). Under the GPRA, all Federal agencies are required to perform Strategic I 

Planning. The GPRA mandates that agencies develop Strategic Plans to include the Agency's 
mission, vision, general goals, and objectives. Business plans are tleveloped as the vehicle to 
achieve the general goals and objectives. Business  plan:^ outline performance goals and w 
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related tasks which tie directly to the general objectives in the Strategic Plan. A key element 
o:F the GPRA requirement is the use of metrics to determine the extent to which goals and 
ol~jectives are met. DCMC is developing measures which identify the amount, rate, and 
quality of improvement which result from achievement of the goals. Proper implementation 
of the Plan will realize measurable successes. 

H. DCMC Organization Structure: The HQ DCMC restructuring was implemented in 
1993. A key element of the reorganization was the creation of cross-functional teams 
established to work on specific programs, problems, and issues. This new concept eliminated 
fi~nctional stovepipes and established groupings of people with functional expertise 
integrated into business teams. This provided more open communication and creative 
problem resolution. In January 1994, the Commander, DCMC, issued guidance to restructure 
districts, DCMAOs and DPROs by applying the same principles that proved successful in the 
HQ. The "Storefront" organization allows maximum flexibility while sustaining a consistent 
appearance to our customers. The new organizational structure has several advantages. It is 
designed to facilitate prompt decision making and enable DCMC to be flexible and meet new 
challenges rapidly and effectively. It ensures that DCMC is continuously responsive to 
customer requirements and empowers DCMC personnel to solve problems and continuously 
improve processes. It makes the best use of DCMC talent, regardless of organizational 'w dt:scription, and challenges each individual to meet his or her full potential. 

V. VISION: 

DCMC shares in the DLA vision, "Provider of choice for logistics services, around the clock 
and around the world." The DCMC vision statement supports the DLA vision: "DCMC is 
the provider of choice for contract management for the Department of Defense, other federal 
arid international organizations, and a valued customer to our suppliers." 

VI. FUTURE PROJECTIONS: 

DCMC is implementing the programs, described below, in order to achieve: its objectives and 
realize its vision. Implementation is initiated, and monitored by DCMC experts who provide 
technical guidance, assistance, and management oversight in fulfilling the role of "catalyst for 
change. " 

A. Force Structure: DCMC's planning, programming and budgeting will continue to track 
to the Services' requirements which are shaped by their force structure reductions. There 
will continue to be a two to three year lag between the outlay and its -impact on DCMC 
workload. 
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B. The DCMC quality Criteria, which are adopted froim the Malcolm Baldrige National 
Quality Award, are the framework for improving the overall organization operational 
performance. These criteria serve as a working tool for p1anni:ng and assessing DCMC's 
programs. 

C. Process Oriented Contract Administration Services (PROCAS) continues to make 
DCMC operate more effectively. PROCAS breaks down c:ontractor processes and examines 
the various steps involved. It looks for steps that can be e.liminated, combined, streamlined, 
or improved. Through cooperative efforts involving crolss-hnctional teams and selected 
contractors, PROCAS has realized such results as: unit productiori efficiency increase, hours 
per unit decrease, time to produce forward pricing rates decrease, and manufacturing rework 
decrease. DCMC's Reinvention Laboratory for Reduction of Oversight Costs envisions that 
in those contractor facilities where PROCAS is mature, successful, and substantiated by 
metrics, DCMC presence may be reduced without increasing ithe Government's and the 
Taxpayers' risk. 

D. DCMC ~rovides sup~or t  to maior Drograms earlv in the acauisition cvcle in ways 
not traditionally expected from DCMC. DCMC's workforce, in their role as information 
broker, provides insight and capabilities regarding contractor pel-formance and capabilities 
that are valuable to the military departments' decision making. DCMC's Early CAS 
Involvement includes participation in source selection reviews and Cost Schedule Control 
Systems Criteria (CISCSC) validations. These activities result in delivering cost savings and 
avoidances to DCMC's customers. 

E. In its FEDCAS program, DCMC pursues opportunities to provide contract management 
to all government agencies on a competitive basis and implements the Office of Federal 
Procurement Policy's recommendation that civilian agencies increase their usage of DCMC. 
The goal is to double the value of civilian agency  contract,^ administered by DCMC by the 
end of FY 95. 

F. DCMC is teaming with DoD to reduce the Department's unmatched disbursements, 
undistributed disbursements and negative unliquidated ob1:igations. The DoD-wide effort 
will integrate acquisition, logistics and financial systems, standardize data elements, field 
migration systems, and adopt ED1 enhancements. 

G .  The Overhead strate? develops a DCMC-wide approach to the analysis, evaluation, 
assessment, and negotiation of contractor overhead costs. These efforts will wrestle down 
contractor overhead costs. 
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EI. DCMC a~~ress ive ly  Dursues e x ~ i r i n ~  funds which is a key concern of its customers. 
> Ely working to achieve its goal to bring overage contracts down to 10% DCMC will save 

expiring funds and return excess funds to its customers. 

I,.. As a service-oriented activity, DCMC must measure customer feedback to ensure it is 
providing the product or service desired at the level of quality expected. Through the DCMC 
C'ustomer FOCUS program, a series of District-based assessments are conducted with DCMC 
customers to determine their satisfaction-level with DCMC products and services. The 
results shape DCMC's approach to CAS in order to meet the customers' needs with quality 
products at lower cost. 

J, The Process Manual, also known as the "One Book," has been compiled through a 
si~ccessful cross-functional team effort, and a working draft has been distributed throughout 
DCMC. The Process Manual supports a seamless approach to CAS by merging the contract 
rrlanagement, quality assurance, and program and technical support policy manuals into a 
single, unified process oriented manual. It takes the "best practices" of each process and 
consolidates them in a single manual, thus eliminating unnecessary duplication of effort and 
redundancies in DCMC's policies and procedures. 

w K .  Centers of Ex~ertise: DCMC is deploying centers of expertise to retain and sustain 
critical skills in functional areas. These centers will provide Command-wide services in their 
areas of expertise such as Overhead and MOCAS. 

L. National Performance Review: Support and implementation of this important executive 
initiative to streamline government will continue. 

MI. Summary: The DCMC Performance Plan is the instrument utilized to track progress 
against the plan on these initiatives. Successful implementation means; having the right 
number of people, in the right place, at the right time, doing the right things. DCMC will 
continue in its implementation of the management concept and approach that is described in 
the Government Performance and Results Act. Performance planning, programming and 
budgeting will provide the tools needed to gauge cost to outcomes. Administrative support, 
which is currently provided by districts to CAOs will continue to be provided in the most 
efficient and effective manner available. DCMC will continuously review and analyze the 
business base to right size the Command. DCMAOs and DPROs will be downsized as 
workload shifts occur. Intermediate levels of management will continue to perform a critical 
role in the management of the DCMC business to include the implementation of DCMC's 
major programs, and the development, allocation and assessment of the resources required to 
perform the mission and the formulation and tracking of budgets. 
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APPENDIX C 

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS 
DEFENSE LOGISTICS SERVICES CENTER (DLSC) 

I. PURPOSE: 

7'0 describe how the DLA Defense Logistics Services Center (DLSC) performs its mission 
from FY 1994 through 200 1. 

11. MISSION: 

IILSC performs logistics data management for items used by the U.S. government for the 
Department of Defense, federal civil agencies, North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 
and foreign governments, and industry. It assigns national stock numbers for integrated 
materiel management control, reference, and standardization. It develops and disseminates 
diverse catalog publications, provides training and data, and designs, develops, and maintains 
the largest automated catalog system in the world, the Federal Logistics Information System 
(FLIS). It operates the Military Engineering Data Asset Locator System (MEDALS), which 

.I i:3 the single point in the Federal government for identifying and locating all its technical 
drawings. 

DLSC processes logistics information on approximately 6 million items. The FLIS annually 
processes and approves the assignment of approximately 200,000 NSNs, 30 million 
tiransaction updates, 11 million on-line queries, and 30 million other types of data 
interrogations. MEDALS currently contains 25 million records and projects approximately 
34 million records by FY 96. This will be accommodated with existing workforce through 
tlhe information technology such as Compact Disk-Read Only Memory (CD-ROM). Also, 
F'ederal Logistics Data on CD-ROM (FED LOG) supports 20,000 users monthly and will 
continue to increase to 30,000 in the near future. 

111. ENVIRONMENT: 

A. Force Structure: The Force Structure Plan reductions, beginning in 1991 and projected 
through 1997, have been considered. These reductions may decrease i~ltroduction of new 
items but logistics data management on existing items will continue due to extended life 
cycle of weapon systems. 

I$. Geo~ra~hica l  location: While DLSC has been located in the Federal Center, Battle 
Creek, MI since 1962, its mission is not dependent on the geographical location. DLSC 

V should be located in an area that attracts and maintains the logistics functional and systems 
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design expertise necessary for efficient mission performar~ce. Any base realignment and/or 
closure should consider all risks that may affect loss andlor recruitment of that expertise. 1 

C. Personnel: From 1987 until 1994, personnel levels have been reduced from 1,000 to 
600. 

IV. CURRENT OPERATION OF DLSC: 

The Federal Catalog System was established in 1952 by Public Law 436 to perform 
management of logistics data. Specifically, every item that is used by the government is to 
be named, classified, described, numbered, and published1 in a single catalog. DLSC was 
established in 1961 to execute the statutory requirement for a Federal catalog of items used 
by the U.S. government. The infrastructure framework necessary to assign NSNs and modify 
data related to items of supply is provided by DLSC. 

The DLSC, as the U.S. National Codification Bureau, is the focal point for fulfilling U.S. 
responsibilities in the NATO Codification System. 

DLSC reports to HQ DLA through the Deputy Director Materiel Management via the 
Executive Director Supply Management. * 
V. VISION: 

DLSC is committed to being an essential part of their customers' success through the 
management and delivery of timely and responsive logistics information. DLSC will 
improve customer support through the attraction and retentiom of a quality workforce. 
Customer needs and expectations will be forecasted and accommodated. There will be a 
capability to customize customer products and services for changing requirements and an 
increase in information technology to support efficient aind effective logistics information 
management. Every government logistician needs some data managed by DLSC to do 
hisher job. 

VI. FUTURE PROJECTIONS: 

A. Personnel: DLSC plans to reduce the number of personnell by 3% during FY 94. A 
quality workforce will continue through use of training, facilities, employee recognition, and 
human services. 

B. Operational costs: In FY 95 DLSC will initiate operating; under the fee for service 
concept, wherein they will sell selected products and services to existing and future selected 
customers. 
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(3. B B :  DLSC recognizes the logistics information 
management spectrum far exceeds the basic NSN driven supply system. DLSC is developing 
systems and interconnected information availability over and beyond NSN dependent 
systems. An example of this is a DoD Health Affairs Corporate Information Management 
initiative requiring DLSC development of a DoD medical data repository. This data base will 
use commercial medical numbered items with commercial descriptions, and other descriptive 
data to produce medical supply publications for the medical treatment facilities. Capabilities 
\Nil1 expand to provide tailored customer products. 

13. Jnformation technolog: Use of technology infusion, such as CD-ROM and host-to host 
links, will continue to support business process improvements when appropriate. Data 
integrity and quality will continue to be provided for all customers. This will include 
maintenance of logistics data elements such as item names, groups, classes, and 
~nanufacturer's part numbers and will support readiness and the Industrial Base assessment 
process. 

13. DLSC is the DLA prototype for a document imaging system that automates a work flow 
process that was not efficient. Also, DLSC is providing support to the Joint Logistics 
Systems Center (JLSC) in the standard DoD materiel management system effort specifically 
in data modeling and data standardization. FLIS will be integrated as part of the standard 
system for item introduction/cataloging. 

IF. National: DLSC has taken the lead in a DoD joint business 
venture consortium to create a "world class logistics service delivery process." Starting in 
1:Y 95, DLSC and the Defense Automatic Addressing System Center (DAASC), in 
coordination with the Defense Logistics Management System Office (DLMSO), will develop 
:i near-term on-line data sharing of common databases and files. This will contribute to DoD 
corporate information management. 
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APPENDIX D 

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS 
DEFENSE REUTILIZATION AND MARKETING SERVICE 

I. PURPOSE: 

1'0 describe how the Defense Reutilization and Marketing Service (DRMS) operation will be 
performed from FY 94 thru 0 1. 

It. MISSION: 

DRMS manages the reutilization and marketing of useable materiel and scrap, hazardous 
property management, and precious metals recovery for DoD. This includes inspection and 
evaluation of the Defense Reutilization and Marketing Offices (DRMOs); implementing 
policy guidance through standard operating procedures; project management of the DRMS 
automated information systems; management of all DRMS personnel, health, safety, funds, 
fiicilities and equipment worldwide; and management of hazardous waste disposal contracts. 

Property that is in excess of DoD needs is turned in to the DRMOs. During FY 93, property 
with an acquisition value of $29.3 billion was turned in. After receipt, useable property 
valued at $2.3 billion was reutilized or transferred. In FY 93, donations for an acquisition 
value of $610 million were turned over to qualified donation recipients, which resulted in 
s;wings to state and local taxpayers. 

Hazardous property (hazardous materials/hazardous waste) is also turned in to the DRMOs. 
During FY 93, proceeds from the sale of hazardous materials were $2.4 million. The value of 
these sales goes well beyond the proceeds, because every sale reduces the amount of 
hazardous material that we must pay to dispose of as waste. A small percentage of hazardous 
vraste has reutilization or sales value. In FY 93, DRMS awarded and administered 1 15 
hazardous waste disposal contracts and provided hazardous waste disposal services to over 
1,300 DoD units generating hazardous waste. 

?'he Precious Metals Recovery Program promotes the recovery of silver, gold, and platinum 
fiunily metals from excess and surplus property turned in to the DRMOs. In FY 93, the 
market value of precious metals issued under the program was $1 0.0 million at an issue price 
of $8.0 million. This represented a cost avoidance of $2.0 million. 
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A. Force Structure: The Force Structure Plan and its reductions have resulted in a 
significant increase in business over the past 3 years. The disposal of useable items and scrap 
will continue at current levels as inventories are reduced and installations are closed. This 
will be followed by a decrease in business to a more constant baseline level as the final post- 
drawdown numbers are reached. 

B. Geo~ra~hica l  location: The location of DRMS hea.dquartczrs, to include the Deputy 
Commanders of Operations-East and -West, is not geographically dependent. The 
performance of management of DoD reutilization and marketing requires logistics and 
automated systems expertise. Thus, DRMS should be situated in an area that attracts and 
maintains that required talent. It would be advantageous with a snnall gain in efficiency to be 
located near a transportation hub. 

C. Personnel: Workload expansion has occurred with very srn~all increases in personnel. 
The workload fluctuations due to the Force Structure Plan reductions will be handled by the 
DRMOs without increases in personnel. 

D. Market conditions and other considerations: Uncertain mixket conditions, such as in 
the precious metals market, and factors, such as the Environmerital Protection Agency and 'ID. 
state environmental regulatory changes, will continue to affiect DRMS business areas. 

IV. CURRENT OPERATION OF THE DRMS: 

DRMS is headquartered in the Federal Center in Battle Creek, lVlI with over 190 DRMOs 
located worldwide. It develops and disseminates proced.ura1 guidance, evaluates 
performance, resolves systemic problems and develops functional process improvements. 
The Headquarters also performs centralized field hc t i ons  such as Foreign Military Sales; 
Contractor Inventory Redistribution Program; Precious Metals Recovery Program; and 
Recycling Control Program. 

The Deputy Commanders, Operations-West and Operations-East, and Region Commander- 
Europe are also a part of DRMS headquarters. There are two Deputy Commanders: Deputy 
Commander, Operations-West, in Ogden, UT as a tenant at Defiense Depot Ogden and the 
Deputy Commander, Operations-East, in leased space in Blacklick, OH. The Deputy 
Commanders and their staff provide assistance to the DRMS Commander and provide 
operational and command and control support to those DRhlOs within their assigned 
geographical area. They provide oversight, assistance and conduct operational evaluations of 
DRMOs under their control. In addition, critical support :is provided in the performance of 
on-site surveillance of hazardous property disposal/envirc~nmental compliance. They also 
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maintain liaison with military service activitieslother customers to assure adequacy of 
clisposal services and they operate a District Manager Program. The District Manager 
I1rogram is similar to that employed in civilian industry. District Managers provide hands on 
rnanagement of five to eight DRMOs to include assisting DRMOs in reutilization, planning, 
policy guidance, financial management, marketing, advertising, merchandising, sales, and in 
dietermining final disposition of all DoD surplus property. In essence, the Deputy 
Commanders, Operations-West, Operations-East, and Region Commander-Europe are 
essential for providing effective decentralized span of control for the DRMS Commander. 
There are 84 DRMOs in Operations West, 85 DRMOs in Operations East and 25 DRMOs in 
Ecurope. 

The National Sales Office, which is a part of the DRMS headquarters, is located in Memphis, 
IN. It manages the sales, advertising, and merchandising of excess DoD materiel on a 
national level. They market major property, including ships, aircraft, textiles and metal 
vvorking machinery; conducts all sales of hazardous and explosive property; and conduct all 
sales of Munitions ListfStrategic List items. The DRMOs perform disposal and marketing of 
useable DoD materiel and scrap, management of hazardous DoD property, and perform 
precious metals recovery. 

u LIRMS reports to HQ DLA through the Deputy Director Materiel Management via the 
E:xecutive Director Supply Management. 

1'. VISION: 

DRMS will maximize return to the taxpayer for investments made in National Defense by 
fi~cusing on reutilization, transfer, donation and then sale, to become a R.ecycling Center of 
E:xcellence for excess Department of Defense property. 

\'I. FUTURE PROJECTIONS: 

PL. Force Structure: Workload increases as a result of force structure drawdown, DoD 
inventory reductions, and BRAC's 88, 91, 93, and 95, peaked DRMS workload volume in FY 
93. This peak workload volume will remain relatively constant through FY 97 and begin to 
taper off to FY 89 levels in FY 01. As workload decreases, DRMS will become smaller. 

El. Increase revenue: DRMS will recover administration costs of hazardous waste disposal 
that could potentially increase annual revenue by approximately $70 million. DRMS will 
attempt to recover administration costs from the Military Services associated with packaging, 
crating, handling, and transportation of DoD excess reutilized property. DRMOs will be 
empowered to use local sales rather than national sales for non-hazardous property, if 
marginal revenue can be increased by 100 percent over average annual national sales figures w 
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obtained by the National Sales Office for the same product. DRMS will also expand its 
market to Eastern Europe as well as CentralISouth America, explore the use of high density 
storage to hold property until market conditions warrant sale, and create partnerships with 
civilian companies. 

C. Decrease overhead: Efforts will continue to decrease these costs through various 
initiatives, such as the recycling control point. This concept is designed to move information 
not property and should result in significant personnel savings over a two year period. 

D. National Performance Review: DRMS1s plan is to become ;a financially self-sufficient 
organization. To accomplish this, DRMS will improve processes and focus on becoming 
more business oriented. DRMS will continue to reutilize, transfer and donate property, and 
at the same time, concentrate on maximizing revenues throu.gh improving marketing, 
merchandising and advertising processes. All DRMS processes are under evaluation for 
reinvention in order to implement the best business practices. As these processes are 
identified, DRMS will determine if outsourcing is a course of action to be pursued from a 
"smart business" standpoint. This evaluation of processes covers all levels of the DRMS 
organization. 

E. Privatization/Outsourcing: Privatization/outsourcing of non-core functions, such as 
hazardous material and waste disposal, tank and armored vehicle destruction, and precious 

w 
metals recovery, will continue when it is identified as the best value to the government. The 
following processes are under consideration for outsourcing: ship sales program; aircraft 
reduction program; demilitarization and destruction efforts; high density storage; scrap 
operations; and privatization of small DRMOs. DRMS is benchmarking industry to identify 
their best business practices. 

F. Disposal 2000 concept: The Disposal 2000 concept will be pursued. This combines 
DoD and General Services Administration programs that mianage rnarketing and reutilization 
of excess materiel. This will entail fewer, more centralized sites. It will use a single system 
with multiple reporting methods, provide access to an electronic lbulletin board, and ensure 
automated access with electronic screening providing timeliness and real-time status. There 
will be new methodology that provides for automated freezing and requisitioning of materiel 
with electronic signature capability. Programmed logic will assist decision makers, when 
there are competing requests for property and to ensure that property is disposed of in 
accordance with mandated priorities. Information will be accurate and timely on materiel 
availability and accountability. 
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APPENDIX E 

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS 
DLA SYSTEMS DESIGN CENTER (DSDC) 

I. PURPOSE: 

7'0 make organic DLA Information Technology functions more cost effective by 
i~rnplementing a strategy that preserves and enhances the core Information Technology 
nnission through consolidation of resources into one fee-for-service organization.. 

11. MISSION AND VISION: 

The mission of the DLA Systems Design Center (DSDC) is to provide integrated 
Management Information Systems (MISS) in support of critical DLA and DoD business 
functions. In carrying out this mission, DSDC is the focal point for providing the full range 
of systems integration support. The DSDC core mission includes, but is not limited to, 
software design, development, deployment and post-deployment support functions, standards 

111 enforcement, technical system integration, business process integration, Information 
I'echnology contract administration and customer support. 

?'he collective vision of DLA-CAN and of DSDC, "To be the provider of choice for 
integrated Information Management support, delivering responsive, innovative solutions to 
the customer's needs," defines the information technology infrastructure that makes possible 
TILA'S attainment of its vision to be the "provider of choice for logistics services, around the 
clock and around the world." The DSDC vision encompasses a single corporate entity for all 
of DLA's MIS development and technical support needs, including Automated Information 
Systems (AISs), Executive Information Systems (EISs) and Decision Support Systems 
(DSSs). The structure will be a single organization, made adaptable and flexible by 
eliminating current stovepipes. The organization will be composed of highly skilled and 
motivated professionals committed to continuously improving software development 
processes, business processes and other corporate processes. The streamlined DSDC 
organization will be able to react to the ever-changing dynamics and direction of DoD's 
Information Management needs in order to provide quality and timely services to DLA and 
other customers. In addition to providing organic support, DSDC will able to acquire, 
manage and administer contractor services to meet software developrnent and technical 
support requirements when organic resources are not readily available or are not cost 
effective. 
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111. ENVIRONMENT: 

A. Scope. The DLA Systems Design Center will draw together missions and functions now 
assigned to four organizations. - 

Defense Automatic Addressing Systems Center (DAASC), Dayton, OH 

Defense Fuel Supply Center (DFSC), Alexandria, V.A 

Defense Logistics Services Center (DLSC), Battle Creek, hliI 

DLA Systems Automation Center (DSAC), Columbus, OH 

DLA Administrative Support Center (DASC), Alexandria, VA 

Enclosure 1 contains BRAC, workload, resource and financ.ia1 data. on each organization. 

B. Force Structure: The Force Structure Plan reductions, beginning in 1991 and projected 
through 1997, create a two-fold challenge in providing DLA with organic software 
development and technical services support. First, DL,A has been directed to reduce 
infrastructure so that sufficient funds remain available to DolD for its war fighters to 
accomplish their primary missions. From a force structure perspective, Information 
Technology can only be viewed as infrastructure and therefore must be drawn down. Second, 
in order to accomplish their mandated draw downs, the DLA. business areas need the 
improved AISs, EISs and DSSs produced by the DLA Systems Design Center's "touch 
labor." The challenge to the DLA Information Technology community is to decrease 
management and administrative components of our overhead cost structure while leveraging 
the combined "touch labor" pool to increase productivity in terns of software products and 
technical support delivered to customers. 

C. Resources: DLA has mandated a yearly 4% personnel reduction through the FY94-01 
period. Achieving this without Information Technology consolidation and overhead 
reduction will adversely impact the ability of the DLA business areas to achieve their 
mandated productivity increases and personnel drawdowns. To do more and better work 
with fewer people, each DLA business area needs the improved AISs, EISs and DSSs 
produced by Information Technology touch labor. Unrrianagetl Information Technology 
rampdown will also adversely impact other organizations. 

These include the Defense Distribution Support Center (DDSC), the Procurement CIM (P- 
CIM), and the Defense Environmental CIM (DE-CIM), all plarlning to use DLA organic 
software design and technical support resources for development and deployment of their 

'(111 
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standard systems. The Joint Logistics Systems Center (JLSC) may be adversely impacted 
t~ecause JLSC plans to use organic resources to develop legacy system interfaces and to 
maintain standard systems. Reductions may also delay DUSD(L)'s extension of MODELS at 
IIAASC. Contracting out for software development and technical support may offset some 
clf these impacts. 

I). Development Environment: Multiple software development activities drive costs for 
nlultiple development facilities. As a first effort to reduce development facilities costs, DLA- 
CJAN and DISAIDISO are now exploring the possibility of creating a single DLA testbed 
Eacility at one of the Defense Megacenters (DMC), using the Columbus development site as 
the lead. A single facility can eliminate duplicative costs in operations, hardware 
maintenance, and software licensing. A multiplier effect in savings can be achieved as other 
development facilities support services are consolidated. 

IV. ORGANIZATIONMANAGEMENT OF DLA'S INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
SERVICES: 

A,. The DLA Systems Design Center will report to HQ DLA via the Deputy Director, 
Corporate Administration. DSDC will perform the software development and technical 

w' silpport functions for DLA and will operate as a broker between DLA business areas and 
external IRM organizations and commercial systems integrators. 

B. The several current DLA CDAs will be reorganized to pool their touch labor resources in 
fkwer geographical locations. Dedicated business area support teams internal to DSDC will 
p:rovide direct customer liaison and requirements engineering. These DSDC business area 
silpport teams will contract internally with management of the software development and 
technical support pool for actual services on a "fee-for-service" basis. If the pool is 
ir~sufficient in numbers or technical capabilities to meet customer demand, the business area 
support team will obtain required services commercially. 

C. Although touch labor will be pooled in approximately the same numbers that exist today, 
management will be reduced to a ratio initially of 1-to-1 0, with a goal of 1 -to-30. 

Dl. Testbed support will be obtained from DISO, with an eye to expanding this 
concept into use of a single DoD development test facility. 

E. Traditional Central Design Activity (CDA) services for which no long-term customer can 
be identified or which are now targeted to be accomplished by another organization will be 
terminated or contracted out. 
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V. FUTURE ORGANIC INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS: 

* 

A. The DLA Systems Design Center will DELIVER, on tirne and within budget. 

B. DSDC will be driven by the needs and desires of FUNDIED CIJSTOMERS. 

C. DSDC will operate like a commercial systems integralor, less the profit motive. Firm 
fixed prices will be offered for the development of customer requirements received. Level of 
effort or time and materials will be used for support services requested by funded customers. 
Corporate capital funding for software development will be required when capital thresholds 
are exceeded. 

D. DSDC will have the ability to rapidly prepare bid proposals to satisfy customer needs. 
Customers will include DLA as well as other DoD Activities and Federal Agencies. The 
customer will always have the option to have software developnnent and technical support 
work performed internally by the DSDC organization or have DSDC contract for the required 
service using its resources as the COTR. This organic/s1~b-~on1:ractor pairing will greatly 
assist customers when responsibility for post-deployment !;upport. of contractor deliverables 
passes to organic resources. 

E. DSDC will ensure its staff is skilled in state-of-the-art technology, customer support, 
marketing, contracting, progrdproject management, and bid preparation. 

F. DSDC will continue to advance to higher levels in the Clapability Maturity Model 
developed by the Software Engineering Institute. DSDC will plan and manage software 
development and technical support projects in accordance with Level 2 capabilities (project 
planning and management for both organic and subcointractoir resources, configuration 
management, requirements management, and software quality a:;surance). Further, it will 
afford customer warranties in accord with its maturity level. 

G. DSDC will emphasize frequent effective communication with customers. To this end, it 
will hold monthly IPRs with all customers. 

H. Rightsizing will be pursued as funding and work are available from DLA business areas, 
DISA, CIM groups, and other DoD and Federal organizations. 

I. In support of DLA's role and responsibilities in attaining goals in the DoD Logistics 
Strategic Plan, DSDC will standardize the data and the 1n:rormation Management processes 
now supporting DLA business area applications. 
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VI. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: 

Leveraging information technology on behalf of the customers will be a hallmark of the DLA 
Systems Design Center's way of doing business: 

14. DSDC will lead migration to full compliance with open systems as defined in the 
Technical Architecture Framework for Information Management (TAFIM). The TAFIM 
fiarnework identifies using, to the maximum extent possible, commercially available 
relational data base management systems, open systems platforms. code generators, 
c:lient/server designs, graphical user interfaces and integrated CASE technology as they 
mature. 

1%. DSDC will be a focal point for DLA customers for data modeling and data 
aldministration, using the most modern methods and tools available. 

(3. DSDC will design, develop, and deploy systems which permit maximum customer 
tailoring at the end-user level while still enforcing data and process integrity. That is, 
systems will be deployed with a standard user interface which may be used as is or tailored 
t ~ y  the end-user/customer to meet specific needs. All systems delivered will provide for 
customer upload/download to meet end-user computing needs. In addition, DSDC will 

qu' provide end-user technical support by defining and disseminating Information 
b/ianagement/Information Technology standards, defining and supporting standard end-user 
tools and providing training in these standards and tools. 

7711. NATIONAL PERFORMANCE REVIEW: 

l'he DLA Systems Design Center will vigorously implement initiatives supporting National 
E'erformance Review goals of streamlining operations and improving customer support. 
1)SDC will both compete with and out-source to industry, whichever provides the greatest 
\.slue to the customer. DSDC will downsize overall, while right sizing internally. Its goal is 
to reduce infrastructure costs by consolidating the number of geographical locations, 
improving "touch labor" to managementloverhead ratios, and reducing, overall non-labor 
support costs while still delivering needed and valued software products and technical 
services to its customers. 

VIII. SUMMARY: 

l'he Technology and Requirement Automation Center will provide the full range of systems 
integration capabilities in support of critical DLA and DoD business functions. Successful 
implementation of this Concept of Operations will result in increased productivity and 
effectiveness. Translated into marketplace terms, this means cheaper, better and faster 
clevelopment and deployment of Management Information Systems that ultimately support 

Y the war fighter. 
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Concept of Operations 
for 

Defense Logistics Agency 
DLA Systems Design Center 

1. Defense Automatic Addressing Systems Center @&iSC). 

Geographic Location. Dayton, OH., Tracy CA., Alexandria., VA. 

Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC). Implementation (of BWiC 93 decisions to relocate 
Defense Electronics Supply Center (DESC) to Defense Construction Supply Center (DCSC) 
will result in DAASC being re-located to Wright-Patterson .Air Force Base. 

Workload Changes (IncreasedlDecreased Business). DAASC has 150 personnel assigned. 
Approximately 47 DAASC personnel provide direct cusitomer services support and 138 
DAASC personnel work in management, overhead, functi~onal requirements determination, 
standards, and Central Design Activity (CDA) support. The DAASC CDA workload in 
MODELS and ECIEDI is expected to grow throughout the period. DAASC is also expected 
to play a greater role in information dissemination as a result of ithe DLA Virtual Inventory 
Control Point (ICP) Concept. 

w 
2. Defense Fuel Supply Center (DFSC). 

3. Defense Logistics Services Center (DLSC) 

Geographic Location. Battle Creek, MI. 

Workload Changes (IncreasedIDecreased Business). DLSC CD14 workload is expected to 
remain constant over the POM period. 

4. DLA Systems Automation Center (DSAC). 

Personnel. The average level of education includes some college. The average employee has 
16 years of Federal service. A huge reservoir of business functional expertise has been 
developed and maintained. 

Enclosure 1 
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(2ontinuous Process Improvement. DSAC is using the Software Process Improvement (SPI) 
rnethodology to improve its core business functions and advance to higher levels of the 
software Capability Maturity Model (CMM). The CMM is a key predictor of competence 
2nd a proven means of reducing the normally high risk level associated with fielding 
e:ffective large Management Information Systems such as those supporting DoD businesses. 

Technology Innovation. DSAC has been a pioneer in developing and fielding systems in an 
open systems environment. Evidence include its implementing Electronic Commerce1 
Ellectronic Data Interchange (ECEDI) and its fielding mid-tier based clientlserver systems 
such as DRMS Automated Information System (DAISY). 

Technology Support. DSAC is DLA's primary repository of technology expertise. Despite 
transfer of some telecornrnunications and ECEDI functions to DISO and DISA, DSAC 
tt:chnical support remains a critical component of fielding effective large business systems. 

Geographic Location. Columbus, OH., Battle Creek, MI., Ogden, UT., Memphis, TN., New 
Chmberland, PA., Philadelphia, PA., Chambersburg, PA., Richmond, VA., Dayton, OH., 
Albuquerque, NM., Warner Robins AFB, GA. 

'uu EIase Realignment and Closure (BRAC). Implementation of BRAC 93 decisions to 
relocate the Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC) to the Aviation Supply Office (ASO) 
complex will result in the re-location of DSAC-V. 

FVorkload Changes (IncreasedIDecreased Business). DSAC has 1077 personnel assigned. 
Decreases are expected in the Supply (50%) and Distribution (7594 following DSS 
i~nplementation) business area AISs, as well as in infrastructure support (i.e., DACO support, 
II'C support, Test Lab support). Re utilization and marketing support will increase during 
FY95-96, then level out. Acquisition business area support should grow throughout the 
SYDP both in terms of MOCAS (DLA and DFAS) and DPACS (P-CIM). DSAC is expected 
to be the Defense Environmental-CIM (DE-CIM) CDA, and therefore, Dl:-CIM workload is 
expected to grow dramatically. DLA Base Level Support AIS workload (e.g., AMRS, 
EMACS, BOSS, and so on) is expected to remain constant. 

Enclosure 1 
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APPENDIX F 

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS 
SUPPLY MANAGEMENT 

I. PURPOSE: 

7'0 describe how the DLA Supply Management function will be accomplished from FY 94 
tlvu 01. 

11. MISSION DEFINITION: 

DLA Supply Management is the function that provides combat support by ensuring that the 
proper quality materiel is provided to meet the customer's mission needs at the correct time 
and place for a reduced cost and best value in peacetime, national emergency, and war. 

11: consists of the following business processes: resource management, market research and 
marketing, requirements determination, technical and quality support, and materiel and 
logistics services procurement. 

V 
HI. ENVIRONMENT: 

A,. Force Structure: The Force Structure Plan reductions, beginning in 199 1 and projected 
through 1997, may not impact DLA as significantly as the Services due to business 
expansion from the Consumable Item Transfer initiative. Current hardware Defense Supply 
Clenter (DSC) sales projections will remain relatively stable through FY 96, however, a sales 
decrease is projected for the personnel support and fuels DSCs. 

B;. Geographical Location: Inasmuch as the perfbrmance of the Supply Management 
filnction requires logistics expertise, the DSCs should be situated in an area(s) to attract and 
maintain the required logistics talent. The location must be convenient to a transportation 
hub to facilitate the acquisition process and negotiations. 

C1. Base Realiynment and Closure (BRAC): The implementation of the BRAC 93 
decisions to relocate the Defense Electronics Supply Center to the Defense Construction 
Supply Center and the Defense Personnel Support Center to the Aviation Supply Office 
compound will be completed by FY 97; and the implementation of the decision to relocate 
the Defense Fuels Supply Center and the Defense National Stockpile Center to Ft. Belvoir, 
\'A will be completed in FY 95. 
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D. Personnel: The DSCs will strive to achieve a 4 - 5 percent productivity increase through 
initiatives such as accommodation of new or increased busines:;, acquisition streamlining, 
and expanded use of Electronic Commerce/Electronic Data Interch,ange (ECEDI). 

E. Increased Business: DLA presently manages 80 percaent of ithe DoD consumable items 
supporting 1,400 weapon systems. This will increase: as DLA continues to receive 
consumable items from the Military Services and General Services Administration for 
integrated materiel management. Phase I of the Consumablr: Item Transfer initiative, 
consisting of approximately 750,000 items, will be completed by late FY 94. Phase I1 is 
tentatively forecasted to logistically reassign approximately 200,000 - 400,000 additional 
items to the DLA DSCs with a 1995 start date. 

F. Svstem Su~port: A DoD standard logistics system is being developed with a target 
implementation date of 1996. The primary focus of this efFort is to deploy a standard system 
across DoD in three years and to identify business process improvements for system 
enhancements to meet future needs. DLA will assist in this effo~~t by ensuring that a system 
is provided which meets the consumable and personnel support supply management needs of 
the DSCs. 

Additionally, the implementation of the Defense Finance and Accounting standard DoD 
financial migratory and future system will improve the efficiency of Supply Management. It 
will become an enabler for implementing commercial practices for Supply Management by 
providing more timely and flexible commercial bill paying necessary to ensure ongoing 
contractor support. Further, the Defense Information Systelms Agency (DISA) consolidation 
of large components of the technical DoD infrastructure !i.e., megacenter consolidation) will 
provide service equal to or better than DLA currently experiences. This entails installation of 
telecommunications network capabilities which eliminates any geographical proximity 
dependence between the DSCs and the data processing and information management support. 
There will be information processing continuity of operatio~~s for both peacetime, emergency, 
and wartime support. 

G .  Inventory: DLA inventory, less the consumable item transfix, will be reduced from a 
FY 93 value of $8.4B to approximately $6.OB by FY 97. Stocked inventory, as a method of 
support, will only be used when it is essential to maintain readiness and sustainability or it is 
economically justified. Acquisition will be streamlined artd maximum use will be made of 
direct vendor delivery and the commercial distribution system balanced with full and 
continued consideration of all socio-economic programs. Iitems justified for stockage will be 
positioned to maximize customer responsiveness and approved operation plans support and 
to minimize overall costs and personnel requirements. 
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IV. CURRENT OPERATIONS: 

A. The DSCs report to HQ DLA via the Deputy Director Materiel Management to the 
Elxecutive Director Supply Management. The DSCs perform the Supply Management 
function for DLA and operate as brokers between the DLA customers and the suppliers. The 
1)SCs determine the best method of supply support for the customer requirements and 
arrange for that support. The Supply Management functions performed are: 

- Manage market resources (maintain plans/procedures; budget for materiel and 
operations; decision support; manage information systems) 

- Perform market researcMmarketing 
- Provide for market requirements (manage and process requirements; support 

customers; maintain asset visibility and accountability) 
- Provide technical and quality support (manage technical data; provide cataloging, 

technical, and quality support; item evaluation and testing services) 
- Procure materiel and services (perform procurement management activities; provide 

transportation support) 

BI. While the DSCs manage some repairables (e.g., Federal Supply Group 344ndustrial Plant 

Wv E.quipment) and repair facilities, the DSCs primarily manage consumable items (i.e., items 
that are consumed through use or are repaired at the field level) which are categorized as: 

- Hardware (i.e., electronic, construction, general, and industrial items) 
- Personnel support (i.e., food, pharmaceuticals/ medical supplies and equipment, and 

clothing and textiles) 
- Energy (i.e., bulk fuel, natural gas, and other energy resources) 

Items are assigned to the DSCs by common characteristics and industrial base in order to 
achieve economies and efficiencies through: 

- Providing a single face to industry for procurement and industrial preparedness 
planning. 

- Contracting management of the hardware items that are common to multiple end 
items or subassemblies. 

- Allowing the DSCs to monitor their supply management performance by weapon 
system and apply intensified management to ensure that the supply support meets or exceeds 
the customers' expectation and requirements for the 50 percent of the hardware items that are 
identified to weapon systems. 

- Organizing the DSCs around commodity business units (i.e., product line groups) 
and weapon system groups that are multifunctional integrated, synergistic teams comprised 
of supply management, procurement, technical, and quality expertise providing optimal 

w silpply management. 
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V. VISION: 

The DLA Supply Management function ensures that DLA, as a colmbat support agency, is the 
provider or broker of choice for supplies, services, and iinformation to all of its customers 
because it is the best value. Best value includes, but is not limited to, evaluation of such 
factors as technical, quality, price, training, and delivery. It provides the required readiness 
at reduced cost and helps offset Service programmatic cuts. 

Business processes are guided by continual dynamic strategic planning assessing direction, 
goals, and policies. Functional business process improvements, streamlining and use of 
multifunctional teams, and information technology infusion eliminates non-value added 
activities, reduces overhead, and increases savings, efficiency and effectiveness. It also 
ensures integration and interoperability with the remainder of the DoD Enterprise 
model/corporation and optimized combat service support. 

VI. FUTURE PROJECTIONS: 

During the next decade, functional process improvement methodology and the use of best 
business practices benchmarking will be continually applied to orient the DSCs toward a 
weapons systems support or troop and general support operation. Supply support will be 
executed using the method of support best suited to the customer and the item of supply. 
This support will be provided within the market environment and military preparedness 
constraints. A DSC organization will be based on weapons systerns support versus troop and 
general support to facilitate family group/commodity assignment. Flexible methods of 
support, efficient acquisition planning and compliance with socio-economic programs, 
product compliance, proper quality, quantity, and best value will also be stressed. 
Commercial off-the-shelf or standard products will be used instead of uniquely military 
specification materiel to the maximum extent possible. Expainded use of ECEDI will 
continue. 

Also, increased emphasis will be placed on integration of decision support for 
budgetarylfunding, goals assessment, process control, and risk and operational analysis. 
Activity based costing will be used and unit cost reduction will be a critical success factor. 
There will be expanded use of multifunctional teams such as in problem solving or special 
initiative support. 

Business process improvements include initiatives such as: using organic manufacturing, 
prime vendors, and customer best value contracting, providing premium or specialized 
customer service, tailoring logistics support to categories of customers, and providing 
catalogs offering multiple choices among commercial item:; to the customers. w 
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A. Inventory: Inventory reduction will be ongoing as the use of the commercial distribution 
system (e.g., just in time approach, Direct Vendor Delivery (DVD), prime vendor) expands. 
Elficient acquisition will contribute to reduced administration and production leadtime 
1l:ading to reduced inventory. Total asset visibility and retail use of the DLA laser optical 
card will also contribute to lower inventory levels. 

1:nasmuch as the new world order and threat assessment has changed, operational planning 
vJill require increased combat support agency flexibility and industrial preparedness planning 
to ensure readiness and sustainability. With the operational plan and war reserve updates, 
i~nventory requirements will be reduced. 

El. Marketin~IMarket Research: Supply support methods used will be based on analyzing 
customer peacetime and wartime requirements, identifying industry capabilities to meet those 
requirements, and establishing business arrangements and industry leveraging and 
partnerships to provide the least-cost, most responsive support to the customer and comply 
with socio-economic programs. Long term indefinite or requirements type contracts, as 
opposed to one-time restrictive quantity contracts, will be used to efficiently procure the vast 
majority of materiel and logistics services support. In addition, DLA-wide and DoD-wide 

Wv corporate contracts will oftentimes replace individual contracts from each DSC with a given 
contractor source. 

'Technical, program, asset, manufacturing supplier survey, and sector study information will 
be aggressively pursued to provide decision support information for optimal peacetime and 
wartime support to the customer. Additional business process improvements include the use 
of organic manufacturing, and catalogs offering choices to the customers among commercial, 
brand name products that perform the same function. 

C:. A-: Flexible supply support strategies will differ based on 
c'haracteristics such as commercial availability and military peculiar technical, quality, or 
surge requirements. Depending on the customer requirement, a class of items may be 
supported by DVD from commercial vendor stocks or from government-owned, contractor 
held stock, a mix of DVD and government depot stock, shared production arrangements, 
Flexible Computer Integrated Manufacturing (FCIM), andlor other tailored. support methods. 

1). Personnel: Productivity will increase as the use of multifunctional teams expands, such 
as the commodity business units for Supply Management and teams for problem solving or 
special initiative support. These teams may be long or short term. General administrative 
s-upport areas will be reduced and centralized for efficient support of Supply Management. 
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E. Enpineeriny: Quality and value engineering will be emphasized and integrated 
throughout all business processes to furnish a quality product for peacetime and combat 
support. Value engineering will continue to provide a significant return on investment to 
DLA and the warfighter customer. Use of Cataloging Tools On Line (CTOL) and Federal 
Logistics Data on CD-ROM (FED LOG) will support efficient life: cycle Supply Management 
and customer satisfaction. The engineering and technical role will continue to expand to 
include specification preparing authority for all DLA managed items. Further, the 
engineering authority will be expanded to include decision:; relate'd to weapon systems items. 
The DoD Joint Computer-Aided Acquisition and Logistics Support (JCALS) program will 
provide the infrastructure modernization for the globall information highway for such 
initiatives as Computer-Aided Acquisition and Logistics Support (CALS) and the Integrated 
Defense System Database (IDSDB). These initiatives, using industry and government 
standards and allowing new technology insertion, will facilitate storage of and interactive 
access to "smart" engineering drawings and manufacturing data and new technology for 
Supply Management, customers, and manufacturers. 

F. Information Technolow: Information is one of the DSC1:s primary resources. Data 
integration, standardization, and shared access provides infrastructure support to Supply 
Management from item introduction through consumption. There will be optimized use of 
the information such as that provided by the Defense ]Logistics Service Center/Defense 
Automated Addressing System Office effort to integrate item and requisition data in order to 
produce vital consumer information. Also, innovations such ae readiness-based sparing, 
procurement linked to FCIM, use of ECIEDI in contracting, technology infusion, and use of 
expert and decision support systems will increase efficiency and effectiveness and reduce 
operating costs. 

ECIEDI use will be greatly expanded. EC is a culture change embraced by industry and the 
DSCs. ED1 will be the tool to facilitate the use of command business practices and 
implementation of business process improvements and other technical breakthrough 
strategies. It provides the automated link to our suppliers while rlecognizing socio-economic 
programs 

Technology will be utilized to electronically link geogra.phically separated DSCs. Thus, 
some, many, or all facets may operate as a single "logical" organization. A logical 
organization will permit seamless workload leveling and elimin.ate unnecessary redundant 
and non-value added functions. 

G .  National Performance Review: Support and imp1eme:ntation of this important executive 
initiative to streamline government will be ongoing. Equitable consideration of all DoD 
socio-economic programs will continue. There will be joint enterprises with General 
Services Administration (GSA) with either DLA or GlSA providing all of the federal 
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government supply and procurement support. DSCs will continue to migrate towards an 
c~rganizational structure that is aligned along weapons systems and troop and general support 
management. The strategy to provide for efficient supply management will be a flexible and 
clynamic infrastructure architecture to provide "logical/virtual" DSC operations. 
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APPENDIX G 

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS 
MATERIAL MANAGEMENT - DISTRIBUTION 

I. PURPOSE: 

7'0 describe how the Distribution business area function(s) will be accomplished from FY 95 
tllrough FY 0 1. 

I[. MISSION: 

1'0 satisfy customer distribution requirements and provide related services at lowest overall 
cost. 

III. ENVIRONMENT: 

A,. Force Structure: During the remainder of this century, reductions in defense operating 
forces in accordance with the DoD Force Structure Plan, will necessitate a similar reduction 
i11 the DoD logistics support infkastructure. Reduced customer demand, combined with 
material management initiatives such as direct vendor delivery and prime vendor, will result 
in a decreased annual workload to be performed by DLA's distribution depots. Enclosure 1 
details the projected decline in DoD workload. Sufficient thruput and storage capacity will 
bl? provided to efficiently and effectively handle the postulated workload. As decisions are 
made on the size and configuration of the Defense Depot Maintenance System, the 
distribution system will be sized to support these decisions. Alternatives to DLA's 
assumption of landlord responsibilities at closing bases will be commercial distribution or 
support of remaining geographic customers fiom other distribution sites. 

B. Base Realipnment and Closure (BRAC): As a result of previous BRAC decisions, 
d:~stribution operations will be terminated and distribution facilities will be closed at 4 sites. 
Defense Distribution Depot Charleston, South Carolina (DDCS) will close by 30 September 
1'395. Defense Distribution Depot Oakland, California (DDOC) and Defense Distribution 
Depot Pensacola, Florida (DDPF) will close by 30 September 1997. The Tooele facility of 
Defense Distribution Depot Ogden, Utah (DDOU) will close by 30 September 1997. 

A .  Command and Control Structure: As of 1 October 1994, there are 27 distribution 
depots located within CONUS. For BRAC purposes, DDOU's Hill facility counts as one 
depot, DDOU's Tooele facility counts as one depot and DDOU's Ogden facility counts as one 
depot. A number of the distribution depots have more than one operating site. The 

II 
d~stribution directorate at DLA headquarters, in conjunction with two Primary Level Field 
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Activities (Defense Distribution Region East and Defense Distribution Region West), forms 
the present command and control structure for the distribution depots. These activities are 
listed in Enclosure 2. 

B. Strategic Goals: 
* Warfighting and Contingency Support 
* Best Value Distribution 

* * Transportation and Stock Positioning 
** Storage 
* * Production Capacity 

* Accurate Inventory 
* Modern Workplace 
* Well-Trained Workforce 

V. VISION: 

To be the provider of choice for distribution services among DoD and other federal agency 
customers by providing best value at the best cost. 

VI. FUTURE PROJECTIONS: 

A. Warfi_~hting. and Contingencv Su~port: As a combat suplport agency, DLA must be 
ready to respond to the surge in business associated with mobilization from peacetime 
operations to wartime operations. The distribution system must be able to support the two 
Major Regional Conflicts (MRCs) as described in the Defense Guidance. In order to 
accomplish this task, the distribution system will use a Comm.and and Control structure 
which will consist of Eastern and Western Regions, and a distribution depot support network 
consisting of collocated and standalone distribution depots. In wartime, the distribution 
system must have the capability to accept direct vendor delivery items from suppliers and 
forward those supplies to deployed and deploying units when1 the vendor is unable to 
complete delivery directly to the customer. Material will be accepted and positioned in 
depots which have high thruput capacity and are able to perform Containerization 
Consolidation Point (CCP) operations and Air Line of Co~rnmunication (ALOC) operations. 
The proximity to ports of embarkation will be a consideration in the stock positioning policy. 
The distribution system must also have the capability to handle the accelerated fielding of 
new weapon systems and influx of other items. It will also be necessary to store war reserve 
material and slow-moving stock held for wartime or emergent requirements. While relatively 
inactive during peacetime, warehouse sites with this mission must have the thruput capacity 
to quickly issue material in response to mobilization requirements. 
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El. Best Value Distribution: As the force structure decreases and combatant commands are 
structured for increasingly diverse missions, the distribution system must adapt and be able to 
provide a wide range of services tailored to customer needs. As such, IILA must provide 
distribution services to standard while reducing total system costs and passing the savings on 
to customers. Examples of this include positioning of stock at depots to better satisfy 
demand at maintenance activities, use of all storage facilities by all inventory control points, 
providing visibility of in-transit assets, reducing delivery times, providing dedicated delivery 
service, customizing packaging and customizing order processing. Providing customized 
service in a cost effective manner requires immediate access to information about stock 
availability, storage and thruput capacities, and discrete cost data. This will be accomplished 
by aggressive cost containment measures, business process improvements, efficient use of 
fslcilities, and a discrete costing methodology which will ensure actual costs are captured for 
actual services provided. Charges for storage will be provided to inventory control points for 
use in stock positioning and inventory retention decisions. Overall DoD distribution costs 
mill be reduced by extending DLA's wholesale distribution network and replacing customer 
retained intermediate, retail, and consumer level inventories when possible. Costs will 
filrther be reduced, and the ability to support conflicts enhanced, by the concentration of high 
demand items in widespread use in high capacity distribution centers, in geographic locations 
to support the current Defense Guidance and two MRCs. Finally, information requirements 

rll to support customized service will be provided by the Distribution Standard System (DSS). 
The DSS will also standardize performance reporting and facilitate cost reducing business 
process improvements. 

* Transportation and Stock Positioning 

The Defense Logistics Agency will ensure the most effective balance of delivery response 
time and transportation costs for vendor materiel. In-Transit Visibility (ITV), the effort to 
identify delivery costs and value of materiel in the pipeline, will optimize costs and the 
effective management of the materiel. Additionally, this initiative will contribute to an 
effective supply and distribution system approach to the concept of direct vendor delivery. In 
support of an integrated distribution network, distribution facilities will be maintained as 
indicated by the stock positioning policy. Where demand patterns so indicate, material will 
be: stocked in close proximity to customers. However, general use items will be stocked in 
high thruput storage facilities, while specialized items will be stored and handled at sites 
where conforming or specialized storage and a specially trained workforce exists. Slow 
moving items will be stored at locations where the combination of storage and transportation 
cc~sts is most beneficial. This stockage policy, known as "best value," will also result in 
reduced costs and retention of those capabilities needed to support two major regional 
contingencies. 

* Storage 
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The Defense Logistics Agency Distribution business area, .working with the Supply business 
area, will develop and execute an integrated plan which capitalizes on private sector 
capabilities and commercial practices to minimize the need for distribution infrastructure. 
Examples of this approach are support methods which provide direct delivery to the customer 
such as Prime Vendor and long term corporate contracting where reduction in costs and 
improvements in response time can be obtained. This approach, combined with inventory 
reduction efforts which focus on reducing occupied storage space, (in addition to dollar 
value) will allow the distribution business area to significantly reduce infrastructure. In 
addition, our goal is the most efficient utilization of the requiredl warehouse space with all 
items properly stored in a manner which facilitates stock maintenance and Care of Supplies in 
Storage (COSIS). The majority of storage capacity is inow occupied by service owned 
inventories. Adequate storage capacity will be provided to properly store all material 
determined to be essential for stockage. Final storage requirements will also consider the 
effects of redistribution of material stored at depots identified for closure under Base 
Realignment and Closure (BRAC). Potential increase in storage requirements may occur as a 
result of the need to store material removed from decommissioned ships, disestablished units, 
and closed overseas bases, redistribution of DLA owned consumable item transfer (CIT) 
material currently stored at non-DLA sites, and the requirement to provide distribution 
services to an expanded non-defense customer base. Hazardous; material, subsistence and 
other specialized commodities will be stored in the minimum number of depots where 
conforming or specialized storage is available. Construction of new specialized warehouses 
will be minimized to those cases where cost benefit analysis shows clear advantage. The net 
result of the puts and takes may be that an existing depot(s) is no longer required for its 
thruput, but must be retained for its storage capacity. The imix of storage capacity owned by 
the government and that leased from the private sector will be based on cost effectiveness and 
military essentiality. 

* Production Capacity 

Production capacity is the ability to process workload (receipts, issues, container stuffing, set 
assembly, etc.) at a depot. A FY 93 study determined that our depots, on average, were 
operating at 57 percent of their nominal receipt and issue production capacity. Reassignment 
of high volume production workload to a smaller number of large volume sites, combined 
with a reduction in both variable and fixed costs associated with elimination of some 
facilities, will allow the distribution system to operate at improved efficiency passing cost 
savings to customers. 

C. Accurate Inventory: Inventory accuracy is essential to an effective and efficient 
distribution system. We have an ongoing program to measure inventory accuracy and to 
correct for inaccuracies created by the interaction of persorlnel with automated systems. We w 
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will implement Approved MILSTRAP Change Letter 8 (AMCL-8) which transfers 
accountability of material stored at depots from the inventory control points to the depots. 
Implementation of the Distribution Standard System (DSS) and the proper storage of material 
will contribute to improved inventory accuracy. 

I). Modern Work~lace: Modernization of our facilities includes planned replacement of 
old facilities and upgrades (such as better lighting, better storage aids, greater density of 
storage, more efficient heating and cooling systems, etc.) to existing facilities in order to 
improve thruput, reduce COSIS costs, improve inventory accuracy, and make better use of 
storage space. We should give preference to our more modern facilities where inherent 
efficiencies contribute to higher productivity and lower cost. 

1:. Well Trained Workforce: A depot workforce whose knowledge, skills, and abilities 
more closely matches the demands placed upon them will contribute to a more effective and 
efficient distribution system - one which operates at a lower cost. DLA is now the employer 
of the majority of DoD's distribution professionals. We are employing a training program to 
empower these employees to do better work and to support the logical progression of a career 
in distribution. Certain commodities (such as hazardous materials, subsistence, clothing & 
textiles, etc.) require certain special skills. A skilled workforce, combined with the proper 

w facilities for distribution of these commodities, is a combination which yields cheaper, better 
distribution. 

Pay consideration of transferring a specialized mission to another location must consider the 
workforce skills at the new location in addition to the facilities at the new location. The cost 
of properly training personnel at the proposed new site of a specialized mission may be a 
significant expense. 

F. National Performance Review: DLA is actively pursuing the goals of the National 
Performance Review (NPR) and the Defense Performance Review (DPR). Our achievements 
to date and plans for the future are summarized in a number of fact sheets which were 
iricorporated into DLA's first annual progress report on the NPRIDPR. The Distribution 
business area is DLA's office of primary responsibility for the following initiatives: 

* Depot Unit Costs - Better Unit Cost Accuracy Improves Pricing Rates 
* Premium Service - 24 Hours fiom Order to Delivery [Enclosure 41 
* Standardized ADP Systems - Unified ADP System for Distribution Business 

Will Save $590 Million 
* Automated Manifest System - Laser Card Reduces Processing Time and 

Labor by 66% Triples Productivity 
* Distribution Depot Consolidation - Storage Depots Cut 7,000 Positions, 

Save $686 Million to Date 
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* Inventory Accuracy - New Process Controls Will Enhance Depot 
Accountability 

Although the Distribution business area is not DLA's office of primary responsibility for the 
B 

following initiatives, each of these initiatives has a significant impact on the Distribution 
business area: 

* Contingency Planning - Support is Tailored to Meet Needs of 
Warfighting Commanders-in-Chief 

* Private-Sector Practices - Prime Vendor Cuts Storage and Distribution 
Costs for Food 

* Buy Response, Not Inventory - Defense Logistics; Agency Breaks New 
Ground to Reduce Cost of Operations by $3 Billion ....... 70% of Purchases 
on Electronic Commerce During FY 95.. ..... Reduced Unneeded Storage 
Capacity by 40% 
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I TOTAL MISSION WORKLOAD (RECEIPTS PLUS ISSUES) - 
FY 1993 

t FY 1994 34.7 MILLION (ACTUAL) 

~ F Y  1995 31.5 MILLION (PROJECTED) 

IFY 1996 

Enclosure 1 

30.2 MILLION (PROJECTED) 

PY 1997 
28.8 MILLION (PROJECTED) 
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DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION REGION WEST [DDRW) 

DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT BARSTOW, CA (DDBC) 
DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT CORPUS CHRISTI, TX (DIDCT) 
DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT McCLELLAN, CA (DDMC) 
DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT OAKLAND, CA (DDOC) * 
DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT OGDEN, UT (DDOU) 

HILL AFB, UT SITE 
OGDEN, UT SITE 
TOOELE, UT SITE * 

DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT OKLAHOMA CITY, OK (DDOO) 
DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT RED RIVER, TX (DIIRT) 
DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT SAN ANTONIO, TX (DDST) 
DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT SAN DIEGO, CA (DIDDC) 
DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT SAN JOAQUIN, CA (DDJC) 

STOCKTON, CA SITE 
TRACY, CA SITE 

DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT PUGET SOUND (DDPW) 

DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION REGION EAST [DDRE) 

DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT CHARLESTON, SC (DDCS) * 
DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT CHERRY POINT, NC (DDCN) 
DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT COLUMBUS, OH (DDCO) 
DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT JACKSONVILLE, FI, (DDJF) 
DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT LETTERKENNY, PA, (DDLP) 
DEFENSE DISTaBUTION DEPOT MEMPHIS, TN (DDRIIT) 
DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT NORFOLK, VA (DDNV) 
DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT PENSACOLA, FL (DDPF) 1' 
DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT RICHMOND, VA (DIDRV) 
DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT SUSQUEHANNA, PA (DDSP) 

MECHANICSBURG, PA SITE 
NEW CUMBERLAND, PA SITE 

DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT TOBYHANNA, PA (DDTP) 
DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOT WARNER ROBINS, IGA (DIDWG) 
* IDENTIFIED FOR CLOSURE IN BRAC '93 

Enclosure 2 
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APPENDIX H 

ECONOMIC IMPACT DATABASE RESULTS 

r 

BRAC 95 Cumulahve Cumulahve 
Military BRAC 95 l o b  Pemnt of Total lobs Percent of 

Economic A m  BRAC 95 Installahon Dept I)lrect ln&rnt Total Area lobs (1994 to 2001) Area lobs 

Anniston, AL Defme Ihshihhon Dcpd Amston DLA 539 503 1,042 17% 
&ston Army Depot Army 501 450 951 1.5% 
Fort McClellan Army (8,536) (2,184) (10,720) (17.3%) 

Total l(7.496): (1,231); (8,727): (14 1%)1 (9,118)1 (147%) 

Atlanta, GA Defme Contrad Mgmt District - South DLA (169) (106) (275) 0.0% 
Dobhns AFB Au F u a  58 37 95 00% 
NAS Atlanta Navy 326 164 490 0 0% 

Total 1 215 : 95 1 310 : 00%1 508 1 0 0% 

Calham County, MI Defme Rcutillratlon Msrketlng h a  DLA 97 42 139 0 2% 
Total 97 1 42 139 : 0.2%1 139 1 0.2% 

Cdumbus, OH Defense CautluNon Supply Cmter DLA (358) (623) (981) (0.1%) 
Defense Ihshibuhon Depot Columbus DLA (365) (632) (997) (0.1%) 

Total r (723): (1,255): (1,978): (0 2%)1 (1,181)1 (0.1%) 

Essex. Mlddlsu;  Suffolk, Rynouth, Defmse Contract Mgmt Ihst - Ncrtheart DLA 21 13 34 0.0% 
Nufdk  Counties, MA Hansmm AfB Au F u a  591 1,235 1.826 0.1% 

USA Nahck Rscarch L Developrnmt Ctr Army 162 338 5 W  00% 

NAS South Weynouth Navy (960) (518) (1,478) (0 1%) 
Total 1 (186): 1,068 : 882 : 0.0%1 (1,494)( (0 1%) 

Franklin Camty, PA Defense Dishibuhon Dcpd Letterkenny DLA (378) (370) (748) (1.2%) 
Ldiskmny Army Depd Army (2,090) (2,036) (4,126) (6.6%) 

Total (2,468): (2.406); (4,874): (7.8%)1 (5.271)l (8 5%) 

Harrisburg-Lebanon-Carlisle. PA Defense Dishibuhon Region Enst DLA 89 115 204 01% 
Defme Dishibuhon Dcpd Susquehanna 
( New Cumberland FaEillty ) DLA 297 163 460 0.1% 
Fort ln&antorm Gap Army (521) (268) (789) (0.2%) 

Total I (135): 10 ( 2 5  00%1 591 1 0 2% 

Lca Angdes-Long Beach, CA Defense Contract Mgmt Ihshlct - West DLA 22 14 36 0 0% 
NRC Pomona Navy (10) ( 5 )  (IS) 00% 
NSY Long Beach Navy (4,126) (9,467) (13,593) (0 3%) 
SUPSHIP Long Beach Navy (19) (11) (30) 0 0% 

Total l(4.133): (9.469): (13,602): (0 3%)1 (20,298)i (0 4%)) 

Memphu, TN-AR-MS Defme Dishibuhon Dcpd Mmphis DLA (1,300) (2,049) (3,349) (0 6%) 
Bureau of Penonnel ON) Navy 526 301 827 0 1% 

Total [ (774): (1,748): (2,522): (0 4%)1 (9,030)l (I 5%)1 

Ph~ladelph~a, PA-NI Defense Industrial Supply C m t s  DLA (385) (813) (1,198) 00% 
~ o r t  DX ~ r m y  (739) (425) (1,164) o 0% 
NAESU Philadelphia Navy (90) (55) (145) 0.0% 

Naval Air Technical S s n a s  Facil~ty Navy (227) (488) (715) 0 0% 
NAWCAD Warm~nata Navy (348) (732) (1,080) 0 0% 
NSWC Ph~ladelphla Navy 261 569 830 0.0% 

Total l(1.528); (1.944); (3,472); (0 1%)1 (31,744)l (1.2%)1 

bchmond-Petenhrg. VA Defense Gmsa l  Supply Cents  DLA 359 558 917 0 2% 
Fort Lee Army (205) (116) (321) (01%) 

Total 1 154: 442: 596: 01%1 610 1 0 1% 

Salt Lake Clty-Ogdm, UT Defense Ihstnbuhon Dcpd %dm DLA (1,113) (1.834) (2,947) (0 4%) 
NU AFB A a  F u a  (336) (263) (599) (0 1%) 

Total 1(1,449): (2.097): (3,546): (0 5%)1 (2,026)l (0 3%) 
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BRAC 95 Cumulahve Cumulabve 
Mt11tal-f BRAC 95 Jobs Percent of Total Jobs Percent of 

Ecmomlc Area BRAC 95 Installahm Dept D ~ r e d  Inmred Total Area Jobs (1994 to 2001) Area Jobs 

Texarkana, TX-AR 

Defense Dstnbuhon R ~ o n  W5t DLA 291 387 678 0 3% 
Def Dist Depot San Jmquin (Tracy) DLA 213 117 330 0.2% 
NAVCOMMSTA Stockton Navy (7) (3) (10) 0 0% 

Total 1 501 ; 998 : 0 5%I 1,328 I 0 6% 

Defense Disbibuhon Depd Red River DLA (821) (781) (1,602) (2 7%) 
Lone Star Annv Ammunitim Rant Army 510 709 1,219 2 0 %  
Red Rim A m y  Depot Army (2.901) (2,753) (.5,654) (9 5%) 

Total =(2,8U)i5,037)/ (10 1%)1 (4,583)l (7 7%) 

Washington. DC-MDVA-WV Defense Logistics Agency HQ DLA 52 96 148 0.0% 
Fort Dekrck Army 927 505 1,432 0 0 %  
Walter Reed Army Medical C m t s  A m y  193 % 289 0.0% 
NATNAVMEDCEN &thada Navy (146) (80) (226) 0.0% 
Naval Researdl Laha to ry  NaV 32 16 48 0.0% 
NDW Washington Navy (1,133) (688) (1,821) (0.1%) 
NSWC Cardcrock Naw 20 42 62 0.0% 
NSWC Wh~tc Oak ~ a &  (202) (444) (646) 0.0% 

Total (457): (714): 00%1 (16.821)) (0.6%)1 
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IN R K P L ' f  

CAAJ (BRAC) 

D E F E N S E  LOGlSTlCS AGENCY 

Inter-Ofjice Memorandum 

SUBJECT: DLA Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) Executive Group 
and Team Charter 

TO: DLA BRACEG Members 

1. Reference: CAAJ(BRAC) IOM, 3 Mar 94, subject as above 
(enclosure 1) . 
2. Since distribution of enclosure 1, the BRAC Executive Group 
and Team Charter has been revised to reflect the addition of the 
Materiel Management Deputy Executive Directors for Supply and 
Distribution as voting members of the Executive Group (enclosure 
2). 

3. We now need to finalize the designation of alternate 
functional representatives for the following BRACEG members: 

Deputy Director(Corporate Administration) 
Deputy Director(Materie1 Management) 
Executive Director(Supp1y Management) 
Executive Director(Distribution) 
Executive Director(Human Resources) 
General Counsel 
Deputy Executive Director(Supp1y Management) 
Deputy Executive Director(Distributi0n) 
Assistant Executive Director(1nstallations Group) 
Staff Director(Environment and Safety Policy) 
Executive Director(1nformation Services) 
Staff Director(Pub1ic Affairs) 

To ensure the integrity of the recommendation process, we must 
formally designate alternate voting members. We also must 
ensure that the non-voting advisory members are functionally 
represented in their absence by knowledgeable alternate members. 

2 Encl 
Team Chief 
DLA BRAC 

DLA FORM 11 11 
J U L  82 

PREVIOUS EDITION YAY DL 
U I I O  UNTIL LXMAUSTCD 



DE? ENSE LOGISTICS AGENC? 

Inter-Office Memorandum 

SUBJECT: DLA Base Realignment and Closure Executive Group 
(BRACEG) and Team Charter 

TO: DLA BRACEG 

1. The General Order and Charter reestetblishing the BRACEG and Team 
= ure one. VADM Straw were approved by VADM Straw and are at enclod 

determined that voting members of the BEUiCEG should be limited to the 
DLA Principal Deputy Director, Deputy Directors, Executive Directors, 
the Chief Financial Officer, and the General Counsel. 

2 .  To ensure that functional areas are represented at all meetings, 
each voting and non voting member shoulcl formally designate by IDM 
one alternate functional representative who will attend meetings and 
otherwise represent the member in his absence. This designation 
should be made by 14 March 1994 to CAAJ (BRAC). As stated in the 
charter, the alternate representative for a voting member may vote 
in that member's absence. 

1 Encl 

- 

DLA r o w  11 1 PREVIOUS COITION Y A Y  a C  
. - -  I,.. rn I,"... .."u.l..-..- 

Team Chief 
DLA BIUC Team 

u 



DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY 
HEADQUARTERS 

CAMERON =ATION 

ALEXANDRIA. VIRGINIA 223046100 

16 F e b r u a r y  1994  

GENERAL ORDER 
NO. 3-94 

I. AUTHORITY: DLA-D approval of CA Staff Summary Sheet dated 
10 December 1993, subject: ~eestablishment of the DLA Base 
Realignment and Closure (BRAC) Executive Group and BRAC Team. 

11. Pursuant to cited authority and effective 10 February 1994: 

A. The DLA BRAC Executive Group is reestablished to direct 
the DLA base realignment and closure process. The Executive 
Group guides DLA policies, procedures, and recommendations 
related to the development and implementation of base 
realignment and closure actions. The Director, DLA makes the 
final decision on which bases to recommend to the Secretary of 
Defense for realignment and closure and approves plans for 
implementation of base realignment and closure actions. The 
BRAC Senior Technical Advisors, non-voting members of the 
~xecutive Group, provide executive level technical support and 
advice to the votlng members of the DLA BRAC ~xecutive Group. 

B. The DLA BRAC Team is reestablished to provide technical 
staff support to the DLA BRAC Executive Group for development of 
BRAC recommendations and implementation of BRAC actions. The 
BRAC Team is divided into two working groups: The BRAC 95 
Working Group and the BRAC Implementation working Group. 

1. The BRAC 95 Working Group provides technical staff 
support to the DLA BRAC Executive Group in the following areas: 
development of policies and procedures, including DLA 
subelements to DoD selection criteria and definitions for excess 
capacity; internal controls; data collection; analysis to 
support recommendations for realignment and closure of DLA 
activities; and the development of the final report and 
supporting documentation. 

2 .  The BRAC Implementation Working Group provides 
implementation support for all approved BRAC actions for BRAC 
88, BRAC 91, BRAC 93, and BRAC 95. The BRAC Implementation 
Working Group develops plans for implementing approved BRAC 
recommendations; develops budget requirements in conjunction 
with Business vanagement Offices, Field Activities, and 
Financial Office Staff for submission to DoD; provides guidance 
and on-site assistance; schedules and tracks implementation 
milestones; and provides liaison with OSD, the Services, and 
losing/gaining sites. 



GENERAL ORDER 
NO. 3-94 

111. Attached is the Charter for the DLA BRAC Executive Group 
and the BRAC Working Team. 

BY ORDER OF THE DIRECTOR: 

Atch CHRISTINE Ll. GALLO 
Executive Director 
(Plans & Pcllicy Integration) 

DISTRIBUTION 
7 



DLA BASE REALIGNMENT AND CLOSURE (BRAC) EXECUTIVE GROUP 
AND BRAC TEAM CHARTER 

I. AUTHORITY 

The DLA BRAC Executive Group and BRAC Team were reestab- 
lished by General Order 3-94 to develop and implement DLA's base 
realignment and closure process, procedures, recommendations, and 
actions. 

11. BACKGROUND 

A. Reductions in the Defense infrastructure through base 
realignments and closures are being stressed by the Secretary of 
Defense to increase military efficiency and effectiveness and 
reduce the cost of the Defense establishment. 

B. The Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 (PL 
101-510), as amended, established a process and procedures for 
closing and realigning bases. OSD guidance elaborates on the 
requirements of the Act. 

1. Bases are grouped into categories with similar 
missions or capabilities/attributes. 

2. Categories are assessed for excess capacity to 
determine whether reduced requirements from the Military Services 
and other customers can translate into the realignment or closure 
of DLA activities within a category. 

3 .  Activities within a category identified as having 
excess capacity are evaluated against DoD selection criteria and 
DLA subelements to the DoD selection criteria. 

4 .  Specific DLA activities and space may be identified 
which will be candidates for closure/realignment. 

5 .  The Secretary of Defense must close and realign all 
:military installations recommended for closure and realignment by 
the BRAC Comxnission, unless the President does not approve the 
recommendations or a congressional joint resolution of disapprov- 
al is .enacted. 

6 .  The Secretary must initiate all the closures and 
:realignments within two years and complete all the closures 
within six years, beginning from the date the President approves 
the recommendations. 



7. DLA must provide to OSD any reco:mmended closures or 
realignments. Exceptions are 1) the closure of a military instal- 
lation where fewer than 300 civilian personnel are employed, or 2) 
the realignment of a military installation employing at least 300 
civilian personnel which reduces civilian personnel by fewer than . 
1,000 or by less than 50 percent. DLA iinstallations which meet 
these exceptions may be closed or realigned at DLA's direction 
without formal BRAC review. 

111. RESPONSIBILITIES 

A. DLA BRAC Executive Group: I 
1. Directs the DLA base realignment and closure process. 

2. Guides DLA policies, procedures, and recommendations 
related to the development and implementation, of base realignment 
and closure actions. 

3. Makes recommendations to the Director, DLA for his 
decision concerning any proposed DLA base realignment or closure 
which falls within the thresholds of the Act. 

4 .  Provides staff representatives to the DLA BRAC Team, 
either full or part time. 'CIY 

5. Includes the following voting members (one alternate 
may be identified to vote for each member in an "acting" capacity): 

Principal Deputy Director, DLA (Chairman) 
Deputy Director, Corporate Admi.nistration (First Vice 

Chairman) 
Deputy Director, Materiel Management (Second Vice 

Chairman ) 
Deputy Director, Acquisition 
Executive Director, Contract Manage~nent 
Executive Director, Procurement 
Executive Director, Supply Management 
Executive Director, Distribution 
Executive Director, Plans and Policy Integration 
Executive Director, Human Resources 
Chief Financial Officer 
General Counsel 
Deputy Executive Director, Supply Management 
Deputy Executive Director, Dist;ribu.tion 



6. Includes the following non-voting members who serve 
as Senior Technical Advisors and provide executive level techni- 
cal support and advice: 

Assistant Executive Director, Installations Group 
Staff Director, Environment and Safety 
Executive Director, Information Services 
Staff Director, Congressional Affairs 
Staff Director, Public Affairs 
Chief, DLA BRAC Team (Executive Secretary) 

7. The Principal Deputy Director: 

a. Serves as Chairman of the DLA BRAC Executive 
Group. 

b. Serves as the Agency senior leadership focal 
point for DLA base realignment and closure. 

c. Represents DLA at OSD BRAC Executive Group 
meetings. 

d. Schedules in-progress reviews, as necessary, 
with the DLA BRAC Executive Group to provide members with infor- 
mation and elicit direction. 

e. Provides general guidance to the Chief, DLA BRAC 
Team, to implement tasking or other direction from the DLA BRAC 
Executive Group. 

f. Monitors DLA BRAC Executive Group and BRAC Team 
progress. 

g. Reports progress on BRAC actions to the Direc- 
tor, DLA. 

. 8 .  The Deputy Director, Corporate Administration: 

a. Serves as the First Vice-Chairman of the DLA 
BRAC Executive Group. 

b. Is designated as the alternate to the Chairman 
in his absence. 

9 .  The Deputy Director, Materiel Management: 

a. Serves as the Second vice-chairman of the DLA 
BRAC Executive Group. 



b. Is designated as the alternate to the First 
Vice-Chairman in his absence. 

10. The Chief, DLA BRAC Team: . 
a. Serves as the Executive Secretary of the DLA 

BRAC Executive Group. 

b. Makes presentations to the DLA BRAC Executive 
Group concerning DLA BRAC Team developme!ntal and implementation 
efforts as well as other BRAC issues. 

c. Records proceedings of the DLA BRAC Executive 
Group. 

d. Takes direction from th~e Chairman, DLA BRAC 
Executive Group. 

e. Provides day-to-day direction to the DLA BRAC 
Team. 

f. Serves as the senior staff liaison for BRAC 
operational issues with other staffs from OS13, the Military 
Services, and DLA activities. w 

B. DLA BRAC Team: 

The DLA BRAC Team is divided into two working groups: the BRAC 
95 Working Group and the BRAC Implementation Working Group. 

1. The BRAC 95 Working Group: 

a. Provides technical staff support to the DLA BRAC 
Executive Group for BRAC 95. 

b. Develops policies and procedures, including 
definitipns for excess capacity, DLA subelemcants to DoD selection 
criteria, and internal controls. 

c. Collects data and performs analysis to support 
recommendations for realignment and closure of DLA activities. 

d. Writes the draft and final :reports and provides 
supporting documentation. 



2. The BRAC Implementation Working Group: 

a. Provides technical staff support to the DLA BRAC 
Executive Group related to BRAC implementation actions. 

b. Develops plans for implementing approved BRAC 
recommendations. 

c. Provides guidance to field activities and ensures 
consistency in all functional implementation actions. 

d. Provides on-site assistance to DLA field activities. 

IV. DURATION 

This charter is in effect until the DLA BRAC Executive Group and 
BRAC Team are disestablished by the Director, DLA. 

Approved : A m  Date : 16% 1qg.C 
EDWARD M. STRAW 
Vice Admiral, SC, USN 
Director 



Round 4 - Base Rea l i~nment  and Closure (BRAC) 

An Internal Control l?lan for 
the Collection and Analysis of Data 

13 APR 1994 

A. The objectives of the plan are to ensure that: 

1. The data are: 

a. Consistent and standard. 
b. Accurate and complete. 
c. Certifiable as required by law. 
d. Vexdiable by HQ DLA Busmess Area and PLF'A functional managers. 
e. Auditable by DLA internal review offices and external audit and 
inspection agencies. 
f. Fteplicable by a thlrd party using docunlentation developed during the 
data collection procedures. 
g. Stored and analyzed in a secure area and; 

2. There shall be a separation of duties so that the collection of data, the analysis 
of data, data v e r ~ c a t i o n ,  and site selections are accomplished by different groups 
of individuals. The Chief DLA BRAC Team will ensure t,he accompbhment of an 
unbiaeed and impartial BRAC procese. 

B. Procedures of the plan include the following: 

L. Unifim @dame dejiniw duta requhments and so~urra 

a. Functional representatives on the BRA,C Workmg Group are to define 
data requirements, sources of miormation, and data elements for their areas 
of reeponsibihty. The purpose of developing d o r m  guidance is to ensure 
that  collection of the data is consistent and stand.ard. 

b. Functional representatives on the BRAC Worlking Group wdl decide 
what data elements are to be collected, and wdl prepare plans for the 
collection of data. 

c. To ensure consistency and correctness of the data collection plans, the 
plans will be written and coordinated through the BRAC W o r h g  Group, 
approved by the Executive Group, and published for distribution. 

d. PLFAs are to submit data to the BRAC Working Group. 



e. Each category of activity will have a data collection plan and wdl include 
the following minimum dormation: 

(1) 'Type of data to be collected. 
(2) Type of facrlity from whch it is to be collected. 
(3) Source(s) of the data. 
(4) Method of collection, (e.g., extraction from manual files or ADP 
systems). 
(5) Time period represented by the data. 
(6) Time period during whch the data is to be collected. 
(7) Position or title of individuals who are to collect the data. 
(8) Medium in whch the data ie to be collected, (e.g., electronic, 
paper, data base, spreadsheet, etc.) 
(9) Format in which the data is to be reported. 
(10) Suspense date for reporting to the BRAC Worlung Group. 

2. Syskms fir verr;l51ing the oocumcy of data at all lewle of oanmand, ie., HQ 
DL4 PL- SLF& etc 

a. PLFA commanders have overall responeibility for the collection and 
submission of complete and accurate data. The BRAC W o r h g  Group will 
not accept submiesions of draft data. 

6. Commanders (and, where applicable, management team representatives) 
are to certrfy, to the best of their knowledge, that the data submitted a t  
the request of the BRAC Executive and Worlung Groups are accurate and 
complete. Commanders' certification is based on their confidence that the 
data have been verdied by management. The BRAC Internal Control 
Checklist is to be eigned a t  the level a t  whlch the data was collected. 

C. PLFA commanders are to appoint a BRAC Point of Contact (BRAC-POC) 
who will be responsible to the PLFA commander and the BRAC Workmg 
Group. The BRAC-POC will ensure: 

(1) Umform data collection guidance is followed in the data 
collection process. 
(2) Internal control checbsts  (see para B.20 are completed for 
every data collection plan. 
(3) Assistance in Internal review audits (see para B.2e) to insure on 
time completion. 
(4) Data to be certified by the commander are accurate and 
complete. 



(5) Data submissions to the BRAC 'Norlun~: Group are forwarded on 
w 

time. 

d. The DLA Internal Review Office (DDAI) is responsible for auditing the 
accuracy and completeness of data submitted for the BRAC process. 

e. DDAI wlll provide audit policy and perform on-eite verification of 
selective data. DDAI wlll be augmented by DoDIG, PLFA audit staffs and 
HQ DLA subject matter experts (engineers, facllity speciahsts, etc.) for 
performance of on-site verfications. 

(1) The purpose of the internal review audits is twofold: (a) serve 
as  part of the commander's certdication pracess; and (b) determine 
whether the data is supported by an. audit l t rd .  Auditors shall test 
data accuracy, verrfy that the data were collected in accordance with 
the data collection plan, and recommend co:rrective action. Internal 
audita of data can be completed before subnnission to the BRAC 
Working Group, but not later than 3'0 days after the initial 
submission of the data to the BRAC Working Group.. 
(2) Internal review auditors normally review .statistical samples of 
data. The actual level of effort must be enough to achieve reasonable 
assurance of data accuracy. 
(3) PLFA internal review office will not be used to collect data. 
except a s  required to perform audits. 

f. Internal Control Chechs t  

(1) A checkht  wlll be used by BRAC POCs to verlfy the accuracy 
and completeness of data and document an audit trad for third- 
party verification. 
(2) Third-party verification may be ;dTected, by the DoD IG, the 
GAO, the Defense BRAC Commission, etc. 
(3) The checkhst is to be included i r ~  the da~ta collection plans. 

g. Functional managers of the BRAC Worhng Group are responsible to the 
BRAC Executive Group for verlfylng data collected by the PLFAs. 
Vedications are to be performed on an as-needed basis and wlll consider 
vedcat ions  done by the PLFA personnel and audits by internal review 
personnel. 



h. Members of the BRAC Executive Group are responsible to the D~rector, 
DLA, for malung recommendations that fulfill the requirements and the 
intents of the Defense Base Closure and Reahgnment Act of 1990, P.L 101- 
510, as  amended and the BRAC Worlung Group is responsible for 
submitting the data to the Executive Group. All submissions and 
recommendations to the Director, DLA, wdl be certrfied by the Chef  DLA 
BRAC Team and the Chairman of the BRAC Executive Group @LA-DD). 
Finally, the Director, DLA, must certrfy to the Secretary of Defense that  
da ta  used in  makmg BRAC 95 recommendations to the Secretary are 
accurate and  complete to the best of hs knowledge and belief. 

3. Documentation justi,@ing wmdiona made to data mceived fm subordinate 
cunmm&L 

a. Corrections to previously certrfied data are to be submitted to the 
Director of the BRAC Worlung Group and copies furnished to DDAI for 
subsequent verfication. PLFA commanders who discover errors in da t a  
previously certified are  to submit such correctione a s  soon a s  the error is 
discovered, withm the time frames established by the BRAC Executive 
Group. If the BRAC Worlung Group discovers errors in previously 
certrfied data, the BRAC Workmg Group shall task the  PLFA(s) to make 
corrections, and establish appropriate suspense dates. 

6. AU corrections must be fully documented in writing. Documentation 
should consist of a t  least: 

(1) A reason for the correction. 
(2) The da ta  element(s) involved. 
(3) A comparison between original and corrected data. 
(4) Verification by the responsible PLFA manager. 
(5) Certfication by the PLFA commander. 

c. The BRAC Worlung Group is responsible for considering all properly 
justified and substantive corrections of data in the overall analysis. 

4.- Requests fnwn OSD cad the BRAC Commission &er the DLA 
narnmcndcdions have been pmided to OSD for odditionul analysis or data will be 
nvicwed by DDAI cad certified by the Director. An audit tmil will be maintained 



5. Adys i s  of data 

a. Responsibilities. The BRAC Worlung Group 19 responsible for 
performing and coordinating all BRAC relatled analyses. Members of the 
BRAC Workmg Group are responsible for performing BRXC related 
analyses for those DLA activlties where they have Sunctlonal responsibhty. 
The BRAC Workmg Group w d  request analyses from field activities 
or from the D M  Operations Research Office. Defense General Supply 
Center, Richmond, where the application of operations research or 
economic analysis is required. 

6. Procedures. The BRAC Workmg Group wdl develop an audit trail that 
wd maintain the integrity of all data submj.tted by the PLFAs. 

c. Classifixation of  Analysis. The BRAC Workung Group is to determine 
when analysis results w d  be class~fied above the cl.ose hold level. Normally 
t h s  wlll occur when the analysis has yielded signrficant findings, results, or 
conclusions that are envisioned as  recommendation.^ for Executive Group 
approval. Prior to t h s  time all workmg papers, da.ta, models, or 
preliminary results wdl be treated as  close :hold. ElRAC related information 
wdl  not be released to anyone outside the BRAC Executive or Workmg 
Groups (except the DoDIG and GAO) unlests authorized by the Director, 
DLA, Chairman of the BRAC Executive Group or the Principal Deputy. 

d. Analysis Evaluation. DDAI will be relsponaible for evaluating the 
analyses performed by the BRACWG. 

e.  Storage of Results. If analysis results are classfied Confidential or 
SECRET, they are to be secured in a n  area to be d.esignated by the Chef  of 
the BRAC Workmg Group. 

6. Pnxedums to check the aocumcy of the d y w s  made! frwn the &a 

a.  All new submissions of data wdl be analyzed to determine accuracy and 
changes to analyses will be made as appropriate. 

6. For audit trail purposes, the original analysis is to be retained and 
marked appropriately. 

c. DDAI wlll be responsible for evaluating all new submissions of data 
requested by the BRACWG in the time frames required to meet OSDIBRAC 
Commission suspenses. 



7. A n  aesesmnent by DDAI of the adequacy of the BRAC Internal Control Plan. 

a. The DDAI representative to the BRAC Worhng Group will determine 
whether the internal control plan is adequate by periodically reviewing: 

(1) Managerial (BRAC-POC) verifications of the data. 
(2) Internal review audit reports on data accuracy. 
(3) Commanders' certifications of data have been accomplished in  
accordance with the law. 

b. The BRAC Worlung Group will return data that  have not been collected 
in comphance with the internal control plan. Cognizant PLFAs w d  revise, 
a s  necessary, data that  have been returned in thls manner. 



DLA BRAC INTERNAL CONTROL C:HECKLIST 

1. Name of PLFA/SLFA: - 
2. HRAZPOC Identification: Alternate BRAC-POC Ident~ficatron: 

a. Name: a. Name: 
b. Office Symbol: b. Office Symbol: 
c. Phone: c. Phone: 

d. Fax d. Fax: 

3. Data Collection Plan Identification: 

[note: attach copy of data collection plan1 

4. W o r k ~ a ~ e r s  - For each data collection plan: 

a. Do workpapers exist? Y e s ,  No- 
b: Are workpapers neat, leg~ble, 
and organ~zed? Yes,, No- 
c. Do workpapers show dates the 
data was collected? Y e s ,  No- 
d As appropr~ate, do the workpapers 

'Clr 
show e~ther  the "beg~nn~ng and end~ng 
dates" of the perlod covered by the 
data, or  the 'as of date" of the data? Y e s ,  No- 

5 Data Collection Personnel - Review the workpapers for this data collection p lan Do the 
workpapers indicate: 

a. The name, office symbol, and 
phone number of the individua!lsl 
who collected each element of data 
for thrs collectron plan? Yes-- No- 

b. That the data was verlfled or 
by management personnel independent 
of the data collection process? Yes,, No- 



6. Sources of Data - Review workpapers for thls data collect~on plan. For each data 
element, answer the following questions. 

a. If data came from existing files, 
do the workpapers indicate the files 
used and locations of the files? Y e s  N o  N/A- 

b. For all computations, do the workpapem indicate: 

1) The raw numbers/figures that went into 
the computation? Y e s  N o  N/A- 

2) The files or other source of data for the 
raw numbers/figures? Y e s  N o  N/A- 

3) The method of computation? Yes,, N o  N/A- 

4) Whether computations have 
been verified? Y e s  N o  N/A- 

51 Do the computations ensure 
the val~dify of the data projected 
for 33 September 1994? Y e s  N o  N/A- 

c. For data ckulopd through mmlymis, do the workpapers indicate: 

1) The person who performed 
the analysis? Y e s  N o  N/A- 

2) The source[s) of information 
used in the analysis? Yes- N o  N/A- 

31 The type of informat~on in 
the analys~s? Y e s  N g  N/A- 

41 The method of analysis? Y e s  N 3  N/'A- 



d. If the woriqepers include testimonial information lor data, do the  workpapers indicate: 

I )  The name, pos~tion, title, 
grade, office symbol, and phone 
number of the person(s1 who 
gave the testimony? Y e s  N o  N/A- 

2) The name, position, t~t le, 
grade, office symbol, and phone 
number of the person(s1 who 
recorded the testimony? Y e s  N o  N/A- 

3) The date the testimony 
was given? 'Yes-, N o  N/A- 

8. If th. workp.(#r+ conuin data based on observations te.g., physical me~urrments,  
work c o w ,  item countsl, indicrts: 

1) The name, position, title, 
grade, office symbol, and phone 
number of the personlsl who 
made the observattons. Yes-- N o  ' N/A- 

2) The date and time the 
observations were made. Yes,, N o  N/A- 

3) The specific method of 
observation, (note: the ltst 
of examples in paragraph 5.e 
IS not an all inclusive 11s:). Yes-- N 3  N/A- 



7. Audit of BRAC Dsta 

a. Has an audit of t h ~ s  data been scheduled by the 
Internal Review Office (DDAI]? (Note: If an audit 
has not been scheduled, or if there IS no plan to 
schedule an audit, do not complete item 7.b - 7.0. Y e s  No- 

b. Has the audit been started? Y e s  No- 

c. Has the audit been completed? Y e s  No- 

d. If the audit has started, but not yet completed, 
will it be completed within 30 days after certification 
of the data and submission to the BRAC Working 
Group? Y e s  No- 

'ec I f  the audit has been completed, has a report 
been published; does the BRAWOC have a copy 
on file; end has a copy of the report been submitted 
to ODAl in accordance with the BRAC Audit Guidance? Y e s  No- 

f. If the completed audlt report contains recommen- 
dations for the improvement of data, has there been 
compliance with those recommendations? Y e s  No- 

SIGNATURE DATA PREPARE9 

PRINTED NAME. OFFICE SYMBOL, TELEPHONE N3. 



THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENISE 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301 

7 JA!I 7933 w 
MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY :DEPARTMENTS 

CHAIRMAN OF THE J O I N T  CIiIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEAIXCH AND ENGINEERING 
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
COMPTROLLER 
GENERAL COUNSEL 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION 
ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATIO'N AND MANAGEMENT 
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGEiNCIES 

SUBJECT: 1995 Base Real ignments  and Closures  (BRAC 95) 

Reducing t h e  Depar tment ' s  unneeded i n f r a s t r u c t u r e  t h r o u g h  
b a s e  c l o s u r e s  and r e a l i g n m e n t s  i s  a t o p  Defense p r i o r i t y .  W e  
have made good progress so far ,  but there  are more r e d u c t i o n s  w e  
can  and must accompl ish .  The 1995 round of base r e a l i g n m e n t s  and 
c l o s u r e s  (BRAC 95) i s  t h e  l a s t  round of  c l o s u r e s  a u t h o r i z e d  under  
P u b l i c  Law 101-510. Hence, our  e f f o r t s  t o  b a l a n c e  t h e  DoD b a s e  
and f o r c e  s t r u c t u r e s ,  and p r e s e r v e  r e a d i n e s s  t h r o u g h  t h e  
e l i m i n a t i o n  o f  u n n e c e s s a r y  i n f r a s t r u c t u r e ,  a r e  c r i t i c a l .  
Consequently,  w e  must b e g i n  t h e  BRAC 95 p r o c e s s  now. wv 

I look t o  you, i n d i v i d u a l l y  and c : o l l e c t i v e l y ,  t o  recommend 
f u r t h e r  i n f r a s t r u c t u r e  r e d u c t i o n s  c o n s i s t e n t  w i t h  t h e  Defense  
Guidance and DoD's p l a n n e d  f o r c e  reducztions. The Defense 
Guidance BRAC 95 g o a l  o f  an  o v e r a l l  15% r e d u c t i o n  i n  p l a n t  
replacement  v a l u e  s h o u l d  be c o n s i d e r e d  a minimum DoD-wide g o a l .  

S i g n i f i c a n t  r e d u c t i o n s  i n  i n f r a s t r u c t u r e  and overhead  c o s t s  
can  o n l y  be a c h i e v e d  a f te r  c a r e f u l  s t u d i e s  a d d r e s s  n o t  o n l y  
s t r u c t u r a l  changes  t o  t h e  b a s e  s t r u c t u r e ,  b u t  a l s o  o p e r a t i o n a l  
and o r g a n i z a t i o n a l  changes ,  w i t h  a s t r o n g  emphasis  on c r o s s -  
s e r v i c e  u t i l i z a t i o n  of common suppor t  a s s e t s .  

The a t t a c h e d  g u i d a n c e  e s t a b l i s h e s  p o l i c y ,  p rocedures ,  
a u t h o r i t i e s  and r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s  f o r  s e l e c t i n g  b a s e s  f o r  
r e a l i g n m e n t  o r  c l o s u r e  under  P u b l i c  L a w  101-510, a s  amended by 
P u b l i c  Law 102-190 and  P u b l i c  Law 103.-160. T h i s  gu idance  
s u p e r s e d e s  Deputy S e c r e t a r y  of Defense mem.oranda of  May 5, 1992, 
and a l l  o t h e r  Office of t h e  S e c r e t a r y  of Defense guidance  i s s u e d  
r e g a r d i n g  making recommendations f o r  ' the 1 9 9 3  round of b a s e  
r e a l i g n m e n t s  and c l o s u r e s .  n 

Attachment 



1995 Base Realignments and Closures (BRAC 95) 
Policy, Procedures, Authorities and Responsibilities 

Part A, Title XXIX of Public Law 101-510, as amended by 
Public Law 102-190 and Public Law 103-160, establishes the 
exclusive procedures under which the Secretary of Defense may 
pursue realignment or closure of military installations inside 
the United States, with certain exceptions. The law established 
independent Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commissions to 
review the Secretary of Defense's recommendations in calendar 
years 1991, 1993 and 1995. 

The guidance herein establishes the policy, procedures, 
authorities and responsibilities for selecting bases for 
realignment or closure for submission to the 1995 Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Commission (the 1995 Commission). 

This guidance supersedes Deputy Secretary of Defense 
memoranda of May 5, 1992, and all other Office of the Secretary 
of Defense Guidance for the 1993 round of closures. 

DoD Components must reduce their base structure capacity 
commensurate with approved roles and missions, planned force 
drawdowns and programmed workload reductions over the FYDP. For 
BRAC 95, the goal is to further reduce the overall DoD domestic 
base structure by a minimum of 15 percent of DoD-wide plant 
replacement value. Preserving readiness through the elimination 
of unnecessary infrastructure is critical to our national 
security. 

It is DoD policy to make maximum use of common support 
assets. DoD Components should, throughout the BRAC 95 analysis 
process, look for cross-service or intra-service opportunities to 
share assets and look for opportunities to rely on a single 
Military Department for support. 

This guidance applies to those base realignment and closure 
recommendations which must, by law, be submitted to the 1995 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission (the 1995 
Commission) for review. This guidance also applies to 
recommendations which are forwarded to the 1995 Commission for 
review, though not required to be forwarded under the law. 



This guidance does not apply to implementing approved 
closures and realignments resulting from the recommendations of 
the 1991 and 1993 Defense Base Closure and Realignment 
Commissions. 

public Law 101 - 510, Numerical Thresholds 
Public Law 101-510 stipulates tha~t no action be taken to 

close or realign an installation that exceeds the civilian 
personnel numerical thresholds set forth in the law, until those 
actions have obtained final approval pursuant to the law. The 
numerical thresholds established in the law require its 
application for the closure of installations with at least 300 
authorized civilian personnel. For realignments, the law applies 
to actions at installations with at least 300 authorized civilian 
personnel which reduce and relocate 1000 civilians or 50% or more 
of the civilians authorized. 

DoD Components must use a common date to determine whether 
Public Law 101-510 numerical thresholds will be met. For 
BRAC 95, the common date will be September 30, 1994. 
Nonappropriated fund employees are not: direct hire, permanent 
civilian employees of the Department of Defense, as defined by 
Public Law 101-510, and therefore should not be considered in 
determining whether the numerical thresholds of the law will be 
met. W 
Exceptions 

Public Law 101-510, as amended, does not apply to actions 
which: 

o Implement realignments or closures under Public Law 
100-526, relating to the recommendations of the 1988 Defense 
Secretary's Commission on Base Realignment and Closure (the 1988 
Commission) ; 

o Study or implement realignments or closures to which 
section 2687 of Title 10, United States Code, is not applicable; 

o Reduce force structure. Reductions in force structure 
may be made under this exception even if the units involved were 
designated to relocate to a receiving base by the 1988, 1991, or . 
1993 Commission; or 

0 Impact any facilities used :prima.rily for civil works, 
rivers and harbor projects, flood control, or other projects not 
under the primary jurisdiction or control of the Department of 
Defense . 



Activities in Leased Space 

DoD Component activities located in leased space are subject 
to Public Law 101-510, as amended. Additional guidance on how to 
apply this requirement will be issued by the Under Secretary of 
Defense for Acquisition and Technology. 

Policv Guidance 

Basis for Recornrnendationg 

Base realignment, closure or consolidation studies that 
could result in a recommendation to the 1995 Commission of a base 
closure or realignment must meet the following requirements: 

o The studies must have as their basis the Force 
Structure Plan required by Section 2903 of Public Law 101-510; 

o The studies must be based on the final criteria for 
selecting bases for closure and realignment required by Section 
2903; and 

o The studies must be based on analyses of the base 
structure by like categories of bases using: objective measures 
for the selection criteria, where possible; the force structure 
plan; programed workload over the FYDP; and military judgement 
in selecting bases for closure and realignment. 

o The studies must consider all military installations 
inside the United States (as defined in the law) on an equal 
footing, including bases recommended for partial closure, 
realignment, or designated to receive units or functions by the 
1988, 1991 or 1993 Commissions. 

Cross-Service O~~ortunities 

DoD Components and BRAC 95 Joint Cross-Service Groups 
should, where operationally and cost effective, strive to: retain 
in only one Service militarily unique capabilities used by two or 
more Services; consolidate workload across the Services to reduce 
capacity; and assign operational units from more than one Service 
to a single base. 

Chanaes to Previous ~ecommendations 

DoD components may propose changes to previously approved 
designated receiving base recommendations of the 1988, 1991 and 
1993 Commissions provided such changes are necessitated by 
revisions to force structure, mission or organization, or 
significant revisions to cost effectiveness that have occurred 



since the relevant commission recommendation was made. 
Documentation for such changes must involve clear military value 
or significant savings, and be based on the final criteria, the 
force structure plan and the policy guidance for the BRAC 95 
process. 

Authorities 

The BRAC 95 process must enhance c1pport:unities for 
consideration of cross-service tradeoffs and multi-service use of 
the remaining infrastructure. Since BFAC 95 is the last round of 
closures authorized under Public Law 101-510, these efforts are 
critical to balancing the DoD base and force structures and to 
preserving readiness through the elimination of unnecessary 
infrastructure. Sharing authority among the Military 
Departments, Defense Agencies and the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense is essential to sound decision making and taking 
advantage of available cross-service asset sharing opportunities. 
The authorities of the DoD Components and the joint groups 
established by this policy guidance fol.10~ and are depicted in 
Appendix A. 

BRAC 95 Review Grou~ Vw 
The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and 

Technology (USD(A&T)) will chair a senior level BRAC 95 Review 
Group to oversee the entire BRAC 95 process. The members of the 
BRAC 95 Review Group will be: a senior level representative from 
each Military Department; the chairperson of the BRAC 95 Steering 
Group; the chairperson(s) of each BRAC 95 Joint Cross-Service 
Group; senior representatives from the Joint Staff, DoD 
Comptroller (COMP), Program Analysis and Evaluation (PACE), 
Reserve Affairs (RA), General Counsel (GC) , Environmental 
Security and the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA); and such other 
members as the USD(A&T) considers appropriate. The BRAC 95 
Review Group authorities include, but are not limited to: 
revie~~ng BRAC 95 analysis policies and procedures; reviewing 
excess capacity analyses; establishing closure or realignment 
alternatives and numerical excess capacity reduction targets for 
consideration by the DoD Components; reviewing BRAC 95 work 
products of the DoD Components and BRA(: 95 Joint Cross-Service 
Groups; and making recommendations to the Secretary of Defense, 
including cross-service tradeoff reco~nendati0n.S and 
recommendations on submission of below-threshold actions to the 
1995 Commission. 



The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security 
(ASD(ES)) will chair a BRAC 95 Steering Group of study team 
leaders from: the Military Departments; DLA; each Joint Cross- 
Service Group; representatives from the Joint Staff, COMP, PAGE, 
RA, GC and Environmental Security; and such other members as the 
ASD(ES) considers appropriate. The purpose of the BRAC 95 
Steering Group is to assist the BRAC 95 Review Group in 
exercising its authorities and to review DoD Component 
supplementary BRAC 95 guidance. 

BRAC 95 Joint Cross - Ser vice G r o u ~ ~  

BRAC 95 Joint Cross-Service Groups are hereby established in 
six areas with significant potential for cross-service impacts in 
BRAC 95. 

The purpose of the five functional area joint cross-service 
groups is: to determine the common support functions and bases to 
be addressed by each cross-service group; to establish the 
guidelines, standards, assumptions, measures of merit, data 
elements and milestone schedules for DoD Component conduct of 
cross-service analyses of common support functions; to oversee 
DoD Component cross-service analyses of these common support 
functions; to identify necessary outsourcing policies and make 
recommendations regarding those policies; to review excess 
capacity analyses; to develop closure or realignment alternatives 
and numerical excess capacity reduction targets for consideration 
in such analyses; and to analyze cross-service tradeoffs. 

The purpose of the economic impact joint cross-service group 
is: to establish the guidelines for measuring economic impact 
and, if practicable, cumulative economic impact; to analyze DoD 
Component recommendations under those guidelines; and to develop 
a process for analyzing alternative closures or realignments 
necessitated by cumulative economic impact considerations, if 
necessary. 

BRAC 95 Joint Cross-Service Groups shall complete the 
analytical design tasks above and issue guidance to the DoD 
Components, after review by the BRAC 95 Review Group, no later 
than March 31, 1 9 9 4 .  The six BRAC 95 Joint Cross-Service Groups 
are : 

o Depot Maintenance: The group will be chaired by the 
Deputy Under Secretary Defense for Logistics (DUSD(L)) with 
members from each Military Department, the Joint Staff and DLAt 
and other offices as considered appropriate by the DUSD(L1. The 
DASD(ER&BRAC) and the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Production Resources will also serve as members. 



o Test and Evaluation: The group will be jointly chaired 
by the Director, Test and Evaluatirn (I),T&E) and the Director, 
Operational Test and Evaluation (D, OThE) with members from each 
Military Department, Defense Research and Engineering ( D R & E ) ,  and 
other offices as considered appropriate by the chairpersons. The 
DASD (ER&BRAC) will also serve as a member. 

o Laboratories: The group will be chaired by the 
Director, Defense Research and Engineering (D,DR&E) with members . 
from each Military P~.~partment, T&E, OTCE and other offices as 
considered appropria~e by the D,DR&E. The DASD(ER&BRAC) will 
also serve as a member. 

o Military Treatment Facilities including Graduate 
Medical Education: The group will be chaired by the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs (ASD (HA) ) with members 
from each Military Department and other offices as considered 
appropriate by ASD (HA) . The DASD (ER&B:RAC) will also serve as a 
member. 

0 Undergraduate Pilot Training: T h ~ e  group will be 
chaired by the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Personnel and 
Readiness (ASD(P&R)) with members from each Military Department 
and others as considered appropriate by the ASD(P&R). The 
DASD(ER&BRAC) will also serve as a member. w 

o Economic Impact: The group will be chaired by Deputy 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic: Reinvestment and BRAC 
(DASD(ER&BRAC)) with members from each Military Department, the 
Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) and other offices as 
considered appropriate by the DASD(ER&BRAC). 

The Secretaries of the Military Departments, the Directors 
of the Defense Agencies, and the Heads of other DoD Components 
shall (without delegation) submit their rec:ommendations for base 
realignments or closures under Public Law 101-510, as amended, to 
the Secretary of Defense. Recommendations and supporting 
documentation shall be delivered to the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Economic Security for appropriate processing and 
forwarding to the Secretary of Defense. 

- Heads of DoD Components will designate the individuals to 
serve on the joint groups as describedl above. 



The joint groups and DoD Components, in pursuing their BRAC 
95 work, should coordinate with each other and should take into 
account other analyses or studies external to the BRAC process 
which may impact their deliberations. For example, the Test and 
Evaluation joint group should consider input from the Test and 
Evaluation Executive Agent Board of Directors. 

USD (AGT) -- Additional Guidance 
The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and 

Technology (USD(A&T)) may issue such instructions as may be 
necessary: to implement these policies, procedures, authorities 
and responsibilities; to ensure timely submission of work 
products to the BRAC 95 Review Group and Joint Cross-Service 
Groups, the Secretary of Defense and the 1995 Commission; and, to 
ensure consistency in application of selection criteria, 
methodology and reports to the Secretary of Defense, the 1995 
Commission and the Congress. The authority and duty of the 
Secretary of Defense to issue regulations under Title XXIX of 
Public Law 101-510, as amended, is hereby delegated to the 
USD (A&T) . The USD (ACT) should exercise this authority in 
coordination with other DoD officials as appropriate. 

Selection Criteria 

The BRAC 95 Review Group, chaired by the USD(A&T), will make 
a recommendation to the Secretary of Defense on whether an 
amendment to the selection criteria is appropriate no later than 
January 31, 1994. If the recommendation is to amend the 
criteria, the recommendation will include the proposed amendment. 

If the Secretary of Defense approves amending the criteria, 
USD(A&T) will publish the proposed amendment in the Federal 
Register by February 15, 1994, for a 30 day public comment 
period. The B M C  95 Review Group will review the public comments 
received, incorporate appropriate comments and make a 
recommendation to the Secretary of Defense on the final criteria 
no later than March 31, 1994. 

Force Structure Plan 

The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in coordination 
with the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy (USD(P)), the 
Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology 
(USD(A&T)), the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Reserve 
Affairs-, General Counsel, DoD Comptroller, Director Program 
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A n a l y s i s  and Eva lua t ion ,  and such o t h e r  o f f i c i a l s  a s  may be 
w 

a p p r o p r i a t e ,  s h a l l  deve lop  t h e  f o r c e  s t r u c t u r e  p l a n  i n  accordance  
w i t h  P u b l i c  Law 101-510, a s  amended, alnd submit it t o  t h e  
S e c r e t a r y  of  Defense f o r  a p p r o v a l .  Pending i s s u a n c e  of t h e  f i n a l  
f o r c e  s t r u c t u r e  p l a n  by t h e  S e c r e t a r y  of Defense, DoD Components 
s h a l l  u s e  a n  i n t e r i m  f o r c e  s t r u c t u r e  p l a n  t:o be  developed and 
i s s u e d  i n  accordance w i t h  t h e  above c o o r d i n a t i o n  p r o c e d u r e s  by . 
t h e  Chairman of t h e  J o i n t  Chiefs of S t a f f .  The i n t e r i m  f o r c e  
s t r u c t u r e  guidance s h a l l  be i s s u e d  no l a t e r  t h a n  January  31, 
1994. A d d i t i o n a l  f o r c e  s t r u c t u r e  guidance s h a l l  be i s s u e d  a s  
soon a s  p r a c t i c a b l e  a f t e r  t h e  FY96-FYCt1 Program Review is  
completed i n  t h e  Summer of 1994. The f i n a l  f o r c e  s t r u c t u r e  p l a n  
s h a l l  be i s s u e d  a s  soon a s  p o s s i b l e  a f t e r  f i n a l  f o r c e  d e c i s i o n s  
a r e  made d u r i n g  t h e  p r e p a r a t i o n  of  t h e  FY96 budget ,  b u t  no  l a t e r  
t h a n  December 15, 1994. The i n t e r i m  and f i n a l  f o r c e  s t r u c t u r e  
p l a n s  must i n c l u d e  gu idance  on o v e r s e a s  deployed f o r c e s .  

Nominations 

P u b l i c  Law 101-510, a s  amended, 1:equi:res t h a t  commiss ioners  
be nominated by the P r e s i d e n t  no l a t e r  t h a n  January  3 ,  1 9 9 5 ,  o r  
t h e  1995 b a s e  c l o s u r e  p r o c e s s  w i l l  be t e r m i n a t e d .  T h e  Counselor 
t o  t h e  S e c r e t a r y  of  Defense and Deputy S e c r e t a r y  of  Defense  w i l l  
c o o r d i n a t e  a l l  m a t t e r s  r e l a t i n g  t o  t h e  S e c r e t a r y ' s  
recommendations t o  t h e  P r e s i d e n t  f o r  appointments  t o  t h e  1995 
Commission. A l l  i n q u i r e s  from i n d i v i t l u a l s  i n t e r e s t e d  i n  s e r v i n g  
on t h e  Commission s h o u l d  be r e f e r r e d  t:o t h e  Counselor .  

Commission SuDDort 

The Under S e c r e t a r y  o f  Defense f o r  A c q u i s i t i o n  and 
Technology (USD(A&T)), a s s i s t e d  by t h e  D i r e c t o r  o f  A d m i n i s t r a t i o n  
and Management ( D l  A&M) , w i l l  p r o v i d e  t h e  Departmentt s s u p p o r t  t o  
t h e  1995 Commission. 

Primarv P o i n t  of Con tac t  

The USD(A&T) s h a l l  be t h e  primary p o i n t  of  c o n t a c t  f o r  t h e  
Department o f  Defense w i t h  t h e  1995 Commission and t h e  G e n e r a l  
Accounting O f f i c e  (GAO). Each DoD component s h a l l  d e s i g n a t e  t o  
USD(A&T) one o r  more p o i n t s  of  c o n t a c t  w i t h  t h e  1995 Commission 
and t h e  GAO. The USD(A&T) s h a l l  e s t a b l i s h  p r o c e d u r e s  f o r  
i n t e r a c t i o n  w i t h  t h e  1995 Commission and t h e  GAO. 

I n t e r n a l  C o n t r o l s  

The DoD I n s p e c t o r  Genera l  s h a l l  be  a v a i l a b l e  t o  a s s i s t  t h e  
DoD Components i n  d e v e l o p i n g ,  implementing and e v a l u a t i n g  
i n t e r n a l  c o n t r o l  p l a n s .  



De~ot Maintenance Outsourcinu and Industrial Base Considerations 

USD(A&T) is currently analyzing depot maintenance 
outsourcing considerations and is assessing public and private 
industrial base capabilities. Key policy decisions resulting 
from this review should be promulgated, if practicable, by 
March 1, 1994, in order to maximize possible efficiencies in 
maintenance depot infrastructure. 

Procedures 

Record Kee~inq 

DoD Components and joint groups empowered by this memorandum 
to participate in the BRAC 95 analysis process shall, from the 
date of receipt of this memorandum, develop and keep: 

o Descriptions of how base realignment and closure 
policies, analyses and recommendations were made, including 
minutes of all deliberative meetings; 

o All policy, data, information and analyses considered 
in making base realignment and closure recommendations; 

o Descriptions of how DoD Component recommendations met 
the final selection criteria and were based on the final force 
structure plan; and 

o Documentation for each recommendation to the Secretary 
of Defense to realign or close a military installation under the . 
law. 

Internal Controls 

DoD Components and joint groups empowered by this memorandum 
to participate in the BRAC 95 analysis process must develop and 
implement an internal control plan for base realignment, closure 
or consolidation studies to ensure the accuracy of data 
collection and analyses. 

At a minimum, these internal control plans should include: 

o Uniform guidance defining data requirements and 
sources; 

o Systems for verifying the accuracy of data at all 
levels of command; 



0 Documentation justifying changes made to data received w 
from subordinate commands; 

o Procedures to check the accuracy of the analyses made 
from the data; and 

o An assessment by auditors of the adequacy of each 
internal control plan. 

Data Certlflcatioq 1 

Public Law 101-510, as amended, requires specified DoD 
personnel to certify to the best of their knowledge and belief 
that information provided to the Secretary of Defense or the 1995 
Commission concerning the closure or realignment of a military 
installation is accurate and complete. 

DoD components shall establish procedures and designate 
appropriate personnel to certify that data and information 
collected for use in BRAC 95 analyses are accurate and complete 
to the best of that person's knowledge and belief. DoD 
Components' certification procedures should be incorporated with 
the required internal control plan. Both are subject to audit by 
the General Accounting Office. 

Finally, Secretaries of the Military Departments, Directors 
of Defense Agencies, and heads of other DoD Components must 
certify to the Secretary of Defense that data and information 

'Iq) 

used in making BRAC 95 recommendations to the Secretary are 
accurate and complete to the best of tiheir knowledge and belief. 

DoD Components and BRAC 95 Joint Cross-Service Groups must 
develop one or more measures/factors for applying each of the 
final criteria to base structure analyses. While objective 
measures/factors are desirable, they will not always be possible 
to develop. Measures/factors may also vary for different 
categories of bases. DoD Components and BRAC 95 Joint Cross- 
Service groups must- document the measi~res/factors used for each 
of the final criteria. 

Cateaories of Baseg 

'One of the first steps in evaluating the base structure for 
potential closures or realignments must ir~volve grouping 
installations with like missions, capabilities, or attributes 
into categories, and when appropriate, subcategories. 
Categorizing bases is the necessary link between the f0rce.s 
described in the Force Structure Plan, programmed workload, and 
the base structure. Determining categories of bases is a DOD 



Component and BRAC 95 Joint Cross-Service Group responsibility. 
DoD Components and BRAC 95 Joint Cross-Service Groups should 
avoid over-categorization in order to maximize opportunities for 
cross-service or intra-service tradeoffs. 

Reserve ComDonent Impact$ 

Considerable overall DoD savings can be realized through 
maximizing the use of Reserve component enclaves and through 
joint use of facilities by the Reserve components. However, 
these overall DoD savings may not be identified during the BRAC 
95 process. Consequently, DoD Components should look for 
opportunities to consolidate or relocate Reserve components onto 
active bases to be retained in the base structure and onto 
closing or realigning bases. 

DoD Components must complete Reserve component recruiting 
demographic studies required by DoD Directive 1225.7 to ensure 
that the impact on the Reserve components of specific closures 
and realignments are considered. 

Cost of Base Realianment Actions (COBRA) cost Model 

DoD Components must use the COBRA cost model to calculate 
the costs, savings and return on investment of proposed closures 
and realignments. The Army is executive agent for COBRA and 
model improvements are underway. 

Communitv Preference 

DoD Components must document the receipt of valid requests 
received from communities expressing a preference for the closure 
of a military installation under Section 2924 of Public Law 101- 
510. DoD components will also document the steps taken to give 
these requests special consideration. Such documentation is 
subject to review by the General Accounting Office, the 
Commission and the Congress. 

~eleasb of Information 

Data and analyses used by the DoD Components to evaluate 
military installations for closure and realignment will not be 
released until the Secretary's recommendations have been 
forwarded to the 1995 Commission on March 1, 1995, unless 
specifically required by law. The 1995 Commission is required to 
hold public hearings on the recommendations. 

The General Accounting Office (GAO), however, has a special 
role in assisting the Commission in its review and analysis of 
the Secretary's recommendations and must also prepare a report 
detailing the Department of Defense's selection process. AS 



such, the GAO will be provided, upon request, with as much 
information as possible without compromising the deliberative 
process. The DoD Components must keep records of all data 
provided to the GAO. 

pissemination of Guidance 

DoD Components shall disseminate this guidance and 
subsequent policy memoranda as widely as possible throughout 
their organizations. The BRAC 95 Steering Group will review DoD . 
Component supplementary guidance. 

The timelines described in this memorisndum are depicted at 
Appendix B. 
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ACOUISITION AND 
7'ECHNOLOGV 

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

301 0 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON. DC 20301-3010 

MAY 3 1 1394 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
COMPTROLLER 
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
GENERAL COUNSEL 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION 
ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 

SUBJECT: 1995 Base Realignments and Closures (BRAC 95) -- Policy 
Memorandum One 

Deputy Secretary of Defense memorandum of January 7, 1994, 
(attached) established policy, procedures, authorities, and 
responsibilities for selecting bases for realignment or closure 
under Public Law (P.L.) 101-510, as amended, for the 1995 base 
closure process (BRAC 95). This memorandum is the first in a 
series of Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and 
Technology (USD(A&T)) policy memoranda implementing the Deputy 
Secretary's BRAC 95 guidance. 

F ~ ~ l i c a t i o n  of P.7,. 101 - 510 Thres holds 
This guidline amplifies the DepSecDef January 7, 1994, 

policy guidance on P.L. 101-510 numerical thresholds. 

In determining whether the Act1s numerical closure or 
realignment thresholds are met, independent actions that result 
in closures or realignments shall be considered separately. In 
other words, independent actions affecting an individual 
installation need not be aggregated to apply the numerical 
thresholds of the Act. However, closure or realignment actions 
shall not be broken into smaller increments for the purpose of 
lavoiding application of the Act. Subject to the foregoing, 
independent closure or realignment actions that do not exceed the 
]numerical thresholds set forth in the Act may proceed outside the 
established BRAC 95 process. Questions regarding whether or not 
]?reposed actions are independent should be referred to DoD 
Components1 General Counsel. 



Conversely. as the DoD Components review their base 
structure or conduct functional- studies with base closure or 
realignment impacts, a determination must be made as to whether a 
comprehensive review or study impacting more than one 
installation should be considered a single rhction under P.L. 101- 
510. To be considered a single action, the review or study must: 

8 

(1) Result in the closure or real.ignment of at least one 
installation which would trigrger t:he numerical 
thresholds of P.L. 101-510; a~nd t 

(2) Involve inextricably linked eilements, in that failure 
to proceed with any one elememt of the action would 
require reevaluation of the eintirtc action. 

Ga~acitvlMilitarv Value m v s e s  

An early step in BRAC 95 evaluatialns is determining whether 
a category/subcategory has potential excess capacity for the end 
state force levels contained in the Force Structure Plan. Should 
no excess capacity be found in a category/s~rbcategory, there is 
no need to continue analyzing that porttion of the base structure, 
unless there is a military value or oth~er reason to continue the 
analysis (such as a cross-category opportunity to look at 
installations with similar capabilities, but: in different 
categories). Bases in such categories/subcategories shall remain 
subject to joint cross-service review a.nd remain available as 
potential receivers of missions or func!tions. 

Conversely, if a DoD Component recommends a base for closure 
or realignment, the supporting analysis must have considered all 
bases within that categcry/subcategory, as well as cross-category 
opportunities. If, in applying the military value criteria, you 
find bases that are rnilitarily/geographically unique or mission- 
essential (such that no other base could substitute for them) you 
may justify that fact and exclude these bases from further 
analysis, Bases so excluded shall remain subject to joint cross- 
service review and remain available as potential receivers of 
missions or functions. y 

Return on investment must be calculated, considered and 
reported with DoD Components8 justifications for each recommended 
installation closure or realignment packagem All costs and 
savings attributable over time to a closure or realignment 
package, subject to the below guidance, should be calculated, 
including costs or savings at receiving locations. Costs or 
savings elements that are identified, but determined to ba 
insignificant, need not be calculated. Howc!ver, DoD Component 
records should indicate that determination. w 



The Cost of Base Realignment Actions (COBRA) model 
calculates return on investment. DepSecDefls January 7, 1994, 
policy memorandum requires the DoD Components to use the most 
current COBRA version, in order to ensure consistency in 
methodology. Although the model does not produce budget quality 
data, it uses standard cost factors and algorithms to estimate 
costs and savings over time which permit a consistent comparison 
of bases in a functional or installation category. 

We recognize that DoD Component planning and accounting 
mechanisms are sufficiently different to warrant some 
Department/Agency specific standard cost factors in the COBRA 
model. DoD Component documentation must justify the use of such 
cost factors, particularly when performing cross-service 
analysis. 

Specific instructions follow for the calculation of discount 
and inflation rates, health care costs, Homeowners Assistance 
Program, and savings for input to the COBRA model. 

Discount and mlation Rates o OMB Circular A-94 
specifies the discount and inflation rates to be used in ROI 
calculations. 

o Health Care Costa 

00 P U S  Cost Base closures and realigments can 
have an impact on CHAMPUS costs DoD-wide. These net cost impacts 
must be included in analysis of closures or realignments 
involving Military Treatment Facilities. 

o Bomeowners Assistance Proaram (w The Secretary of 
the Army will provide each DoD Component with a list of 
installations that have a reasonable probability of having a HAP 
program approved, should the installations be selected for 
closure or realignment. HAP costs will be included for each of 
the installations so identified by the Secretary of the Anay. 

o Land Val Given existing law and practice regarding 
the disposal of re: property, especially public benefit and 
economic development transfers, proceeds from the sale of land 
and facilities generally may not be realized. In cases where 
some proceeds can be expected, DoD Components must estimate the 
amount to be received for such real property. Estimated land and 
facility proceeds will generally be based on the anticipated 
reuse of the land and facilities, assuming appropriate zoning. 
Also, where an installation has unique contamination problems, a 
portion of the installation may have to be segregated from 
disposal so that community reuse may proceed on the balance. 
Estimated proceeds should be adjusted: for any such parceling, 
including discounting proceeds when sale of contaminated property 
is possible only after the cleanup remedy has been installed and 



approved; for reduced prices where property is likely to be sold 
for restricted uses; or, when significamt public benefit or 
economic development transfers are anti.cipat:ed. 

o Force Structure ~avinus The savings associated with 
force structure drawdowns shall not be included in the return on 
investment calculations. While declini.ng force structure, as 
depicted in the required Force Structure Plan, will often be the 
underlying reason for recommending base! closures or realignments, 
the savings associated with closing bases should generally be 
founded on the elimination of base operating support (BOS), 
infrastructure and related costs. 

o Hilitarv Construction DoD Componelnts will describe 
anticipated construction requirements (barracks square feet, 
etc.) to implement a BRAC recommendation and not actual projects. 
These requirements only become projects during the implementation 
phase after the 1995 Commission reports to the President and 
after installation site surveys are conducted and formal project 
documents (DD 1391s) are prepared. 

o Construction Cost Avoidances Closing and realigning 
bases can result in construction cost avoidances. Cost 
avoidances should include FY96-01 programmed military and family 
housing construction that can be avoided at the closing or 
realigning bases, other than new-mission corrstruction. 

COBRA Model Assum~tions 

The following statements clarify certain cost assumptions 
written into the COBRA model: 

o Local Moves Moves of less than 50 miles will not incur 
PCS moving costs. 

o Placement Svstem Costs. Sixty percent of all 
employees will be placed in other jobs through the DoD priority 
Placement Program. Fifty percent of all employees placed in 
other jobs through the Program will be relocated at government 
expense. These percentages are based on hisltorical data. 

o lovee Attrition a d  Turnova. Fifteen percent of 
all aploy% will not need to be placed or severed due to normal 
attrition and turnover. 

0 m e m e n t  Factors. Fifteen percent of all employeem 
are eligible for retirement. Five perc~ent of those are eligible 
for normal retirement and ten percent are eligible for early 
retirement. 



o Homeowner's Assistance Prwram (m. The HAP home 
value rate is 22.9 percent. The HAP receiving rate is 5 percent. 

o Students For the purposes of return on investment 
calculations, relocation of students will only impact the COBRA 
model's calculation of overhead costs, and as appropriate, 
estimates of military construction requirements. 

peceivina Rases 

DoD Components must identify receiving bases for large units 
or activities, including tenants, which are to be relocated from 
closing or realigning bases. Such relocations must be included 
in DoD Component's recommendations to the Secretary of Defense. 
The COBRA model will calculate the costs for relocating such 
units or activities. DoD Components do not need to identify 
specific receiving bases for units or tenants with less than 100 
civilian/military employees. Finding homes for these activities 
can be left to execution. However, DoD Components should 
establish a generic "base XI' within the COBRA model to act as the 
surrogate receiving base for the aggregation of these smaller 
units or activities, in order to ensure completeness of cost and 
savings calculations. 

Reserve Enclaves 

This expands on the DepSecDef January 7, 1994, policy 
guidance on Reserve Component impacts. 

On each base designated for closure or realignment, the 
future of guard and reserve units of all ~ilitary Departments 
residing on or receiving support from that base must be 
considered. Once a decision has been made to include an enclave 
or to relocate guard and reserve units, the affected unit 
identifications must be included in the DoD Components' 
recommendations to the Secretary of Defense. Military 
construction and repair costs of fitting out an enclave for 
reserve component or guard use will be estimated and included as 
part of the return on investment calculations. 

prlncipat Deputy Under Secretary of 
. Dotenso (Acquisition 6 Technology) 
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SECURITY 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF CIEFENSE 
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A w a b e r  23, 1994 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MIUrI'ARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT (CHEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFEN!SE 
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
ASSISTANT SECRETARES OF DEIENSE 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPIQRTMENT OF DEFENSE 
INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION 
ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETARY' OF DEFENSE 
DIREmOR, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGlENCIES 

SUBJECT: 1995 Base Realignments and Closures (BRAC 95) a- Policy Memorandum Two -- 
Joint Cross-Service Group Functional Analysis Process 

This memorandum summarizes the process. involving both Joint Cross-Service Groups 
(JCSGs) and the individual Military Departments, for developing BRAC alternatives in situations - -- 
involving such common support functions as labs, depots, test &. evaluation, undergraduate pilot 
training and medical facilities. '4w 

JCSGs will determine a functional value for each of the common support functions at 
each activity within their jurisdiction. These functional values will be independent of the 
military value of any installation, which is separately determined by the Military Departments. 
The assessments of functional value and assessments of functional capacity and requirements, 
using certified data, will then be incorporated into JCEG analyses of possible functional closure 
or realignment alternatives. The JCSG's (which include representatives from the Military 
Departments) will use their expertise and judgment to develop these functional closure or 
realignment a1 ternatives. 

To'assist them as an analytic tool in this process, the JCS(3 will use a linear 
programming optimization model (documentation attached) to the maximum extent possible. 

- 
The model provides a basis for further analysis and the application of judgment in developing 
functional alternatives. While the model has value in assessing alternatives for relocations and 
consolidations of common support functions, it cannot by itself nuke recommendations 
regarding closures or realignments of installations. Those can be made only by the Military 
Departments or the BRAC 95 Review Group, reflecting judgment concerning the military value 
of installations, based on the final criteria and the six-year force structure plan. 



Each JCSG is currently supponed in its evaluations by a Joint Cross-Service Working Group 
(JCSWG). variously referred to as "sub-groups", "study terns" or "technical and support groups." 
JCSWGs will adapt the linear programming (optimization) model to assist each JCSG in its analysis 
and aid in developing alternatives. All JCSGs will be supported by a single Tri-Department BRAC 
Group consisting of representatives from each Military Department, whch will execute runs of the 
linear p rogramng  (optimization) model, using certified data, according to the objective functions 
and policy imperatives provided by the JCSGs and the management controls required by the internal 
control plan. JCSG alternatives can be derived from any number of combinations of objective 
functions and policy imperatives as long as they have been previously approved by the Chairman of 
the BRAC 95 Steering Group. 

The Military Departments will conduct their individual BRAC processes in parallel with the 
JCSG analyses, to determine the relative military value of their installations. JCSG products such as 
functional value may be used to assist in determining installation military value. If it is useful to a 
JCSG in developing its alternatives for analysis, a JCSG may solicit the guidance of the Military 
Departments concerning the military value of installations. It must be recognized that any such 
guidance must necessarily be preliminary and will not constitute a final determination of military 
value or of suitability for closure or realignment. 

The JCSGs and the Military Departments will then review the sets of optimization model 
outputs. Working together, the JCSGs and the Military Departments will apply their collective 
judgment to develop feasible functional alternatives to facilitate cross-service actions that will strive 
to maximize infrastructure (overhead) reductions at minimal cost. This cooperative work by the 
JCSGs and the Military Departments should be completed in time for the BRAC 95 Review Group 
to consider any issues that may be appropriate and to leave sufficient time for the Military 
Departments to formulate their recommendations. The JCSGs and Military Departments will 
continue to interact during November and December as the Military Departments consider cross- 
service alternatives in their respective BRAC analytical processes. 

The Military Departments will present their recommendations for closure and realignment to 
the Secretary of Defense no Iater than mid-February, 1995. The Military Departments will provide 
the Secretary of Defense a status report, to include all preliminary closure and realignment 
candidates, by January 3, 1995. The Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic 
Security will staff the Military Department recommendations within the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense. Tlie BRAC 95 Review Group or OSD principals may solicit the opinion of or task the 
JCSGs during this period, if and as appropriate. 

The process described above involves appropriate interaction between JCSG and Military 
Department analyses and pennits consideration of joint functional alternatives to be incorporated 
within the existing BRAC process of the Military Departments. If you have questions concerning 
the process, please contact Mr. Robert Bayer, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Installations, 703-697- 177 1. 

Attachment 



lo int  Cross-Service Analysis Tool User's Guide 

Executive Summary 

Background 

The Deputy Secretary of Defense estabkshed policy for the Department of Defense 1995 - 
base reakgnment and closure (BRAC 95) process with strong emphasis on cross-service opportu- 
nities. Thu document describes operations and capabilities of the common analytical tool to 
assist Joint Cross-Service Groups (users) in the development of' cross-service alternatives as part - 
of the BRAC process. 

Analytical Tool 

A standard too1 often used to develop optimal sdutiomr to complex allocation problems 
is the mixed-integer, linear program (MILP). The cross-service analysis of allocations of com- 
mon support functional requirements to Mhtaxy Depament sites and activities is a complex 
allocation probiem. 

The MII.2 formulation described in ths docum.ent can1 be used to develop cross-service 
functional alternatives. The data elements required for hs tooil are derived from the c e d e d  
data avdable to the user. Policy imperativei and othe:r constraints and considerations can be 
incorporated into the model to Aow ihe dor ing  of formulatio~ns to accommodate functional 
attributes and perspectives. 'I 

The tool provides the capability to vary the objective function for a formulation in order 
to obtain families of solutions. A solution debes  a set of functional allocations and idenhfication 
of sites or activities where cross-service functional workload could be assigned. An objective 
function that combines military value of sites and activities with functional values is discussed in 
thls document. ThLs particular objective function will tend to consolidate common support func- 
tions into hlgh military value sites or activities. At the same time, hs objective function wdl as- 
sign common support functions to sites having high functional values. The weighting between 
these two goals can be parameterized to obtain farmlies of solutions for further consideration. 

Second and third best dternatives for a given formulation can be obtained using meth- 
ods desnibed in this document. These alternatives may be considered as additions to the set 
for further review. 

- 

Other objective functions that the user may wish to consider in addition to the one men- 
tioned above, indude minimizing excess functional capa.city, minimizing the total number of 
sites performing cross-service functions, and maximking the sum of functional values. This tool 

- 

d also allow the user to explore the sensitivity of the optimal solution for a given formulation 
to particular model inputs. 

The MILP foxmulation described provides the basic anarly-bcal tool to generate cross- 
service functional alternatives. 
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User's Guide Organization 

Thu user's p d e  provides an overview of the an~alytlcal methodology in the next section. 
That section describes the products of the methodology and &cusses terminology relating to 
what a site or activity is relative to a function 

Section 2 describes the basic data elements that ;are useti in the methodology. Section 2 
also &cusses data elements in tenns of what these elem.ents arc! meant to represent. 

The merent optimization problem formulations that the user may choose to use to ex- 
plore alternatives are &cussed in section 3. These indude findling a small set of high mrktary 
value sites or activities that can perfom the functional nquirmsnt, mhhizing excess capacity, 
and minimizing the number of sites. All of these formulations are parameterized in such a way 
that the user can explore tradeof& between different facton, suach as military value or excess 
capacity, and assignments of functional requirement based up011 functional value. This section 
also &cusses the incorporation of policy imperatives in the opti-on problem formulations. 

Section 4 demonstrates the application of each of' these fonnulations to a notional set of 
data. Section 5 describes the methodology for obtaining the second and thud best solutions to a 
given formulation. Finally, section 6 idenhfres the cornm~eraal software product that was used to 
solve the optimization example problems. Input fiies for this solver are included in the 
appendices. 

1. Analytical Methodology Overview Qv 
The optimization formulations described in th~s document require a set of data elements 

as inputs. All of the formulations require a functional value and functional capacity for each site 
capable of performing that s p e d c  cross-service function. The IIoD requirement for each cross- 
service function is needed. Some of the formulations dl also require the rniktary values for 
each site. 

A prekrmnary formulation that allocates cross-senice functional requirements based 
upon functional capacities and functional value wdl be conducted. The objective function of 

formulation WLU assign the DoD requirement for each cross-service function to sites or activi- 
ties having the highest functional value for each function. These assignments will only be con- 
strained by the functional capacities at each site. T ~ I S  analysis will not require the military 
values for the sites. 

The primary formulations optimize the assignment of cross-service functions based upon 
rniIit.ay values of sites, functional values, and capacities. These Ibmulations are very flexible in - 
that multiple objective functions and policy imperatives modeled, as constraints may be used to 
explore Merent solutions. 

A standard resource allocation tool comprises the core of' this analytical approach. A 
standard tool used to 6nd optimal solutions to complex allocation problems h the mixed-integer, 
linear program (MILF'). Allocation of common support filnctiond requirement, to d t a r y  d e  
partment sites and activities subject to constraints is a coniplex allocation problem. 

'1111 



Process Produce 

The foliowing table lists the vanous products of the analytical approach defined in thu 
document. 

Hierarchical Structure 

Process products 
Capacity r n d ~ u  

Requirements 
urdpes  

Funct iod  vdue (FV) 
uresnmentr 

Optimize functional 
requirement docs- 
tiom (~re'iminuy 
formulation) 

Optinrize rllocrtionr 
of functiond req&e 
merit. high nr i l i tq  

Or 

ties (primary 
formulations) 

The O5ce  of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), the departments, and other groups all use 
different t e r n  to describe the various components of drastructure that are to be considered by 
the users. In &.IS document a n'k refers to an installation, base, or station. An activity refers to 
a component of the site such af depot or test iadkty residing on the site. A site may have one 
or more activities. Afinction is the capability to perform a particular support action or pro- 
duce a particular commodity. A common support hrnction is a function. An activity includes a 
collection of functions. For example, a depot (an activity) may repair engines and airhmes. 
These would be two functions performed at this activity. A function may be further broken 
down into subfunctions or facilities required to perform functions, but the approach described 
here does not consider the subfunctions or facilities. Subfunctions or fadties can be incorpo- 
rated into the process described here if the appropriate data is avdable. The following diagram 
illustrates th~s hierarchical structure. 

Description 

Develop methodology to measure the capacity of a site or activ- 
ity to perform a function. Use data call responses to calculate 
capacities. 

For each function, develop methodology to estimate the out- 
year DoD requirement to perform the function. Calculate the 
required capacity and idenafy excess capacity reduction goals. 

Develop measures and weights for assessing the value of per- 
forming a function at a site or an activity based upon data call 
responses. Provide FV for all appropriate functions and 
sitelactivity combinations. 

Find the best allocation of functional requirements to sites or 
activities based solely upon functional capacities and functional 

Develop solutions based upon the b t  three products, above, 
and policy imperatives. Solutionr d be developed using the 
optimization formulations described later in this document as a 
too1 to explore alternatives. 

i 



Hierarchical St nacture 

I Site I 

2. Data Elements 

The analpcal approach assumes that the followin.g data be avdable for all of the 
sites and functions: 

Data 
Elements 

Description 

ma1 hlilitary value of site s expressed as 3 (high), 2 (medium), or 
1 (low). 

f Functional value for performing hctiori f at site/activity s 
expressed as a number bom 0 (low) to 1100 (lxgh). 

Cap ~f Capacity of site/activity s to perform funlction f. 

' t4f  The total DoD requirement or goal to perform function f. 

The rmlitary value of a site, mv,, should measure the overall value of the site. 

The fv,! functional d u e  for performing function / at site (or activity) s measures the 
capabrlity and quality of performing work of type f at site (or activity) s. Capacity to perform a 
specialized subfunction that is not one of the functions called out in the formulation can be con- 
sidered in calculating functional value. 

3. Optimization Formulations 

The mixed integer linear programming 0 model formulations, that are described 
below, serve as the basic analytical tools to assist users in the development of cross-service alter- 
native, allow for modification of formulations, and incorporation of policy imperatives.' 

'Apblicy irnprratior u P statement that restricts the solutiom that arc acceptable and that can be modeled u r con- 
rtrrint in the fomuirtlon. An example of a policy impedve is inclucied in orle of the examples. 



Re- Formulation. 

The prekrmnary formulation of the optimization problem d be solved once the inihal 
data i fvff,  cat,, , reql ) are avdable. Thu formuhaon, called ruXW will mximize the func- 
tional values weighted by the assigned workload and normalized by,the functional rquirement. 
No constraints other than the functional capacities at each site and the requirement to meet the 
DoD requirement for each cross-service function are included in ttus formulaiion. T ~ I S  solution 
wdl save as a baseline of what is possible if no other factors, such as rmiftary values of sites or 
costs, are considered. 

For each function, thts formulation will load as much of the functional DoD requirement 
as it can into the site or activity having the highest functional value for that function. I€ that site 
or activity does not have the capacity to accommodate the full requirement, the site or activity 
having the next hghest functional value wrll be allocated any remaining requirement up to its 
capacity, and so on. 

The mathematical description of this formulation follows: 

subject to : 

Z I E s  I f f  = r e q ~  : for all functions f E F, 

l d S k d ~ c a p d :  for a l l s i t e s s~  S a n d f ~  F, 

o, I EfCi kIf  : for all sites s E S, 

k q I o , :  for a l l s i t e s s~  Sand f~ F, 

kIf  I - 'I' . . for all functions f E F and rites r E S, Qxrop~ 

0 I o, 5 1, intcger : for all sites s E S, 

0 I kg S 1, integer : for all sites s E S and functions f e F; 

where 

S= The set of all sites under consideration by joint cross-service groups; 
F =  The set of all functions under consideration by joint a o s s - s e ~ c e  groups; 

0 = 1 if any functional requirement is assigned to the site, and 0 otherwise; 

a= 0.01. No assignment of less than one percent of capacity will be allowed. 

Decision variable 

= amount of the DoD requirement for function f to be assigned to site s. 

k = 1 if any amount of function f is assigned to site s, 0 otherwise. 
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The o, vanables are induded in h formulation only to keep count of the number of 'II(11 
sites that actually have some functiond reqwement assigned to them. Their induston in the 
model does not affect the assignment of the functional requirtment to sites or actiwties. The 
two constraints involving the o, variables are used to ensure t lut  these variables are set to the 
correct values. 

The kq vanables that are structural vanables that indicate whether or not any functional - 
workload of type f has been assigned to site s. The a parameter can be wed to prevent small 
functional workload assignments. If a is set to 0.01, then the minimum workload assignment of 
a function to a site, given that any functional workload for this function is made to ttus site, 
would be one percent of that site's capacity to perfonn that hation.  The a parameter may be 
adjusted as required to meet the requirements of the p i a r t i ~ h r  user. 

Primary Formulrtionr 

These fomdations explore potential cross-service fun~ctional alternatives. The basic for- 
mulation is shown below. Speclfrcation of the objective functi~on, f(o,, Zr6, k*), wiU create a ckf- 
ferent optimization problem. 

Minimize f(o,, I&,  kd) 
01, ly, kd 

subject to 

ZIES ZI/ = reyf : for all functions f E F , 

o, S Eiec k,j : for all sites s E S, 

0 I I,! S k J f x  capd : for all fwrtions f E F and iiites s E S, 

kqSo,: f o r d s i t e s s ~  Sand f E  F, 

kd 5 & : for d hurctiom f E F and sites s E S, 

0 I o, S 1, intcgcr : for all sites s E S, 

0 5 k4 5 1, integer : for d sites s E S and functions f E F, 

where 

S= The set of all sites under consideration by joint aoss-service groups; 

F The set of all functions under consideration by joint cross-service groups; 

a = 0.01. No aignment of less than one percent d capaciv will be dowed. 

Decision vorirbler 

a, = 1 if any uoswervice functional requirements are assigned to the site or 
activity, 0 otherwise; 

l,f = amount of the DoD requirement for hurcdon f to be assigned to site or 
activity s. 
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k,/ = 1 if any DoD requirement for function f is to be assigned to site s, 0  
o t h e m e .  

Three Merent optmiation formulations that vary only in the spe&ca.tion of the objec- 
tive function are &cussed next. 

The MINNMV Fonnuhtion. Ths fomdmon 4 find a small number of sites having 
the highest rmlitary value that can accommodate the DoD required workload. In addtion, it 
wdl assign the DoD requirement for each cross-service function to the retained sites (or activities) 
having the hghest functional value for that function. The purpose of thLs formulation is to as- 
sign, to the extent possible, the cross-service functional requirements to sites or activities having 
lugh d t a r y  d u e  and high functional values. The rationale for this approach is that sites hav- 
ing Iugh miLtary value are the ones most likely to be retained by the rmlitary departments. The 
objetive function for this foxmulation is as follows: 

1CO-w Minimkt f ( o J , l y ,  kd) = (:) xZ, ,o ,  x nmv, - (-;;-) x Z , s Z f i F l y  x  fndrcq8 

O J , ~ ~  

where 

0 I w I 100 Weight parameter used to vary the emphasis between rmlitary 
value and functional value, 

ui LO,u? LO ul = Z , e r ( 4 - m ~ I ) ,  ~ 2 = Z ~ r y f ~ ~  

nmv, = 4  - mu$. 

l h i  formulation d be referred to as the MINNMV model since it minimizes the sum 
of 4 - ma, for retained sites or activities. Site or activities having a high military value (3) wiU 
have 1 as their value. Site or activities with low mditary value (1) wdl have 3 as their value. 

The parameters u l  and uzare used to scale the two components of the objective function. 
Scaling the components of the objective function enhances the ability of the solver to find a solu- 
tion. Apart from the weight parameters, these scaling parameters will scale the components of 
the objective function to values near 1.0 . 

The weight parameter, w ,  can be varied to change the emphasis the formulation gives to 
military value versus functional value. If w = 0 ,  ths formulation matches the preliminary for- 
mulation (MAXFV) as site military value would have zero weight. Conversely, if w is set to a 
large d u e  (w = 99), functional value would have little weight. The MA- and lldINNMV for- 
mulations are the same formulation, only differing in the parameter w  . Varying win the for- 
mulation allows the model to be used to create a family of solutions. These points are illustrated 
by an example in the next section. 

The component of the objetive function that addresses military value of sites, 
CIeS O, x nmu, = ZnS o1 x (4  - mv,), aEects the optimal solution as follows. (For this discussion 
we will ignore the functional value component of the objective function, 
-Ems ZflF l y  x fvylr(q8 .) If there were no constmints in the formulation, i.e., satisfy the 
DoD requirement, the minimum value of the objective function would be achieved by setting 



o, = 0 for all sites since 4 -mu, 2 1 for all sites. Given that some sites have to be open, all else 
being equal, it is better to open a site mth mu, = 3 because it increases the objective function by 9 
the least amount. 

The MINXCAP Formulation. If the parameter w  is set, to a large value (w = 991, this 
problem formulation w d  find the set of retained sites having tile smallest total functional capac- 
ity but stdl able to perform the DoD functional requirement. Depending on w ,  functional assign- 
ments are also optimized. The objective function for this formulation is: 

If w = 0 ,  this foxmulation, like the MINNMV formulation, is also equivalent to the 
MAXFV fomulation. If w is set to a large d u e ,  exces:s capacity is reduced as much as possible 
without regard to functional values. As in the M m  formulation, ul and u2 are used to 
scale the components of the objective function. For this formuhon ul= 1,s ZfeF capJf/reqf. 
The other scale parameter uz is set to the same value for all folmulations. 

The MlNSlTES Formulation. Thu formdabon, depenchg on the value of w ,  wdl find 
the minimum-sized set of site or activities that can perform the DoD functional requirement. As 
in the previous formulations, if w = 0 ,  this formulation is also equivalent to MAXN. The objec- 
tive function for this formulation is given by: 

If w is set to a large value, the cross-senice functional workload is assigned to the small- 
est possible number of sites regardless of functional values. For thu formulation ul = IS], the 
number of sites in the set S. 

The MAXSFV formulation. ' lhs formulation miudmizes the sum of the functional vd- 
ues for all of the retained sites. The objective function for ths fbrmulation is given by: 

For ths formulation ul = ZfC ZIEs f u J f .  I f  the number of sites to be retained is not con- 
strained, all of the sites will be retained in the solution since the objective function is maximized * 

when o, = 1 for all sites. Obtaining meaningful results with h formulation, therefore, requires 
a constraint on the number of sites retained. 

Policy Imperatives 

A policy imperative is any statement thai can be formulated as a constraint in the model. 
The model described here is very flexible in its capaaty to handle imperatives. Examples of 
imperatives that can be modeled indude: 



assigrung functions in groups, 

increasing the average DoD d t a r y  value of the sites assigned any 
cross-senice functional workload, 

requiring the weighted functional value for a given common support function 
to be at least as great as some value, 

h t i n g  the number of sites that have any cross-service functional workload 
assigned to them, 

requiring that each department's average d t a r y  value is not allowed to go 
below some level, 

requiring a certain number of sites in a geographic area to remain open, and 

requiring the disMbution of functional workload to follow a certain pattern, 
e.g., in one department, in one location, or on both coasts. 

'Ths is not an exhaustive list of the possibdities for policy imperatives. An example of a 
policy imperative added to the MINNMV formulation is given in the following section. 

Consistent Alternatives 

The functional data and constraints from all of the users may be combined into a single 
formulation. In the event that two users obtain solutions that are inconsistent (e.g., the solutions 
have a site or activity receiving cross-service functional workload in one, and losing all of its 
cross-senice functional workload in the other) this capability can be used to resolve the 
inconsistency. 

4. Optimization Examples 

The following examples use representative, notional data to demonstrate the formula- 
tions. Three different departments, X, Y, and Z, each have 5 sites (A, B, C, D, and E). Six 
functions are considered: air vehicles, munitions, electronic comb& fixed-wing avionics, conven- 
tional missiles and rockets, and satellites. Table 1 shows the basic data for these sites. Table 1 
aIso shows the DoD requirement by function and the percent of excess capacity. Percent excess 
capacity is calculated as 

Preliminary Formulation (MAXFV). 

Results for the MAXFV fomulaeion are shown in table 2. If there is no functional r e  
quirement assigned to a site, the capacity for that function is shown as zero at that site even if 
the site has requirements for other functions assigned. Notice that, for this solution, all silts h u e  
some cross-seroice functional wotkload assigned. 
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The column m table 2 labeled W$t FV shows the weighted functional value for each 

function. Wgt FV for function f E F =  L I E  s / D , / x ' ~  I/ . Wgt FV is an indicator of the quaLty of 
w 

G c  s M Q ~ /  

the cross-service allocation of the functional requiremalt across all sites and activities. The aver- 
age FV, the weighted average W, and the weighted percent excess capacity are also shown in 
the table. These three numben are gross measures of the quality of the solution. 

Primary Forrnuiation (MINNMV). 

Table 3 shows the data for the optuna solution to the MUWMV formulation with 
w = 99. The number of sites having cross-service functi,onal workload assigned has been re- 
duced from 15 to six. Excess cap* is greatly reduced. The weqhted percent excess capadty 
is only 31 percent compared to 60 for the MAXFV forniulation- The DoD miktary value average 
is increased by 28.8 percent The military d u e  averages for die two departments with any sites 
retained have both been increased. The weighted funcrional d u e  scores are not as good as the 
scores obtained from the =V fomulation. The average EV score is almost 14 points lower 
than for the MAXFV fomulation. 

Primary Formulation (MINNMV) with Policy l m p e n h  

As an example of a policy imperative, consider the following. Suppose the user respon- 
sible for the missile function detemines that only two sites should perform the conventional mis- 
siles and rockets hnction. The optimal solution to the or ipal  ~UNNMV formulation assigned 
the missile function to four different sites. ModSymg tht! MINNMv formulation such that only 
two sites are dowed to perform the missile function renllts in tile solution shown in table 4. 
The optimal solution stdl requires only six sites to perform the cross-service functions, but the 
sites are Merent. Only four of the sites are common to both solutions. Since the model has an 
additional constraint, the average military d u e  has decreased compared to the o r i p a l  
MINNMV formulation. 

Parameterization of the MINNMV Formulation 

Table 5 summarizes the results of varying the parameter w in the MINNMV formulation 
over the values 0, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 60, and 99 . As is to be expected, the number of sites 
and activities with cross-service functional workload assigned anti weighted functional value d e  
crease as w increases. The average military value generally increases as w increases. Though 
these results pertain only to this particular example, they dearly illustrate qualitative differences 
between the MAXFV and MINNMV formulations. The optimal solutions to the formulation do - 
not change as w varies over the range of 60 to 99. 

This example illustrates how the parameter w can be used to generate a family of cross- 
service functional solutions. For instance, a user with table 5 before him could decide that from 
this f a d y  of solutions, the solution obtained by setting u = 20 is worth exploring further since 
the weighted functional values are very dose to the best values olbtained in the MAXPV formu- 
lation and the weighted average percent excess capacity has been reduced &om 60 to 17 per- 
cent. Table 6 displays the full output born this formulation. w 
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Figure 1 &plays ttus information in graphical form. The figure shows the sharp de- 
crease in the average functional value for conventional msiles and rockets when w is changed 
from 20 to 30. The figure also &plays the increase in average rmlitary value that is adueved by 
using the WNNMV formuhon. 

Primary Formulation (MINXCAP) 

Table 7 shows the output of the MINXCAP formulation with w = 99. As would be ex- 
pected, t h ~ ~  formulation produces a solution that greatly reduces excess capacity, but the 
weighted functional values have suffered. The weighted average percent excess capacity has 
been reduced to almost 6 percent. 

Primary Fonnulation (MINSITES) 

The results of using the M l N f m f  formulation with w = 99 are given in table 8. The opti- 
mal solution retains only six sites. The sites are drfferent than the sites retained in the 
solution. 

Primary Formulation (MAXSFV) 

The results of using the MAXSFV formulation with the number of retained sites con- 
strained to be no more than six are displayed in table 9. 

Summary of Formulation Results 

5. Generating Alternatives 

The following table summarizes the basic statistics for the five formulations. 

Altexnafive solutions, in terms of the retained sites or activities, may be obtained by a- 
duding a set of retained or open sites from a formulation. For example, the optimal solution 
obtained horn the MINNMV formulation (see table 3) retains sites XA, XC, XD, ZAt ZB, and 
ZD. To h d  another optimal solution with the same objective function value or the next best 
solution, we define the set A,  = {&I, XC, XD, Z4, ZB, ZD) and add the following constraints to 
the MlNNWl formulation: 

Statistics 
Sites retained 

Weighted avg. 
percent excess 
caprciv 

Weighted aver- 
age FV 

Averrge mili- * vdne 

MAXFV 

15 

60.37 

84.7 

2.2 

MINNMV 

6 

31.39 

73.9 

2.83 

MAXSFV 

6 

24.1 

62.9 

2.67 

MINXCAP 

7 

6.11 

74.2 

2 

MINSITES 

6 

12.14 

76.5 

2.67 
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Z,rS-d, 0, 2 p (condtion 2) 
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A solution that satisfies either condtion 1 (a = 1 )  or condition 2 (p = 1 )  vnll be Merent 
from the o r ipa l  optimal solution. The f o m u l ~ o n  given above guarantees that at least one of 
these two conditions vnll hold at the optimal solution. The second best solution to the 

formulation is given in table 10. The second-best solution retains sites XC, XD, YC, 
ZA, ZB, ZD. % solution actually has weighted functiolnal valiues that are superior to those of 
the original optimal solution for some of the functions. Comparing values in tables 3 and 10, it 
would be a c u l t  to argue that the optimal solution is dearly superior to the solution given in 
table 10. 

If we define the set A2 = {XC, XD, YC, 24, ZB, 211) , then the following formulation can 
be used to h d  the thud best solution: 

ZIEAlrd2 0, I /A l  nA21 -a (condtion 1) 

ZICAlrd2 O, 2 P (condition 2) 

Any solution that satisfies any one of the three c~~ncktiois will be different &om the &st 
two solutions. Table 1 1  shows the h d  best solution. Compaxilg table 1 1  to tables 3 and 10 
results in a less compelling case for the strength of the thrd best alternative. Based upon this 
type of comparison, the h t  two solutions would be subjected to further analysis before selecting 
one as a recommendation. 

6. Optimization Software 

n;r solutions to these optimhtion problems were obtained using the commercially- 
available, IBM Optimization Subroutine Library (OSL)2 iriterfaced with AMPL3. The text d e  
describing these formulations in the AMPL format is contained UI appendix k Note that all of 
the Merent  objective functions are defined in h s  single text He. T ~ I S  file contains the code 
required to generate the second and thKd best alternatives. The AMPLformat data d e  for the 

'@hinitorion luith OSL by Ming S. Hung, Walter 0. Rom, and Allan D. Wuen, published by The Scienttffc Reu. 
3 AMPL A Modeling Longurrgt for Mathtmatical Programming by Robert Fourer, David M. Gay, and B r h  &I. 
nighan, published by The ScienU6c F'reu, 1993. II 
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example is given in appen& B. These files are processed by the AMPI/OSL package to pro- 
duce the outputs &cussed in the examples section of hi document. 



Table 1. Joint Cross-Servlce Analysis Example 
Basic Data 

Air vehicles 450 7000 2500 0 
Munitions 850 200 4500 0 

Electronic combat 3000 0 0 0 
Fixed-wing avionics 0 0 250 3500 

Conv. mlssileslrockets 0 0 200 0 
Satelites 0 0 300 4000 

Department 

Function N Scores 
Air vehicles 50 70 68 0 

Munitions 88 71 58 0 
Electronic combat 67 0 0 0 

Fixed-wing avionics 0 0 02 94 
Conv. missileslrockets 0 0 62 0 

Satelites 0 0 71 58 

X I Y 1 z 
Function A I B I C I D I E  I A I B ] C ( D ~ E [ A I B ~ C ~ D ~ E  

Do0 P d .  

Totals 

Functlon reg. excess 
Air vehicles 9,463 137.8 

Capacities - 

Munitions 5.503 79.0 
Electronic combat 3.234 133.9 

Fixed-wing avionics 3,775 301.3 
Conv. missiles/rockets 3.743 164.5 

Satelites 2,480 206.5 



Table 2. MAXFV Model Output 

DoD average MV 
Percent change 

Function 

Retain-1, ClorepO 

Deprrbnmt MII. Val. 

Cap.clUea 
Ail vehicles 

Munilions 
Eledronic combat 

Fixed-wing avionics 
C m .  missilerlrockels 

SaleHes 

Workload asslgned 
Air vehicles 

Munitions 
Eledroniccombat 

Fixed-wing avionics 
Conv. rnissiledrodcets 

Satelites 

hpmtm8nt avg. h N  
Percent change. 

Functlon I FV 
Air vehides 1 81.2 

Munitiis 79.6 
Eledronic combat 79.7 

Fixed-wmg avionics 93.9 
Conv. misriles/ockets I 90.8 

Retalned 
totals 

15 

Percent 
exc... 

14557 
El 53 8 

9550 73.5 
5563 72.0 
7500 98.7 
5300 41.6 
2750 10.9 

Wgt. avg. 60.37 

Totals 
9463 
5503 
3234 
3775 
3743 
2480 

X 
A I B I C I D I E  

1 -1' 1 1 1 

3 3 3 2 1  

0 7000 0 0 0  
850 200 4500 0 0 

3000 0 0 0 
0 0 0 3500 0 

0 0 4 0  0 3 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0  

0 1908 0 0 0  
850 200 453 0 0 
671 0 0 0 

0 0 0 3!iOO 0 
0 0 0 0 1443 
0 0 0 0 0  

2.4 
-0 o 

Department 
Y 

A I B I  C I D I  E 

1 1 1 1 1 

2 1 3 2 1 

0 500 0 0 0 
0 0 2000 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1002000  
0 0 0 0 0 

0 500 0 0 0 
0 0 2000 0 

0 1 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 100 2000 
0 0 0 0 0 

1.8 
o o 

z 
A I B I C I D I E  

1 1 1 1  1 

3 3 2 3  1 

3000 1200 0 2857 0 
1000 0 lo00 0 0 

0 0 01543 20 
0 4 0 0 0  0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 200 

250 0 0 300 2200 

3000 1200 0 2857 0 
01OOO O l O o O  0 0 

0 0 01543 20 
0 2 7 5  0 0 0 
0 0 0 .O 200 

250 0 0 30 2200 

2.4 
-0.0 





Tab!c 4. M!ul?%V M~d8! i;i::h P u i i ~ y  imerative Output 

Department Mil. Val. I 

Function 

Retain-1, ClosrO 

Caprcltln 
Air vehicles 

Munitions 
Electronic combat 

Fixed-wing avionics 
C m .  rnissileslrodrels 

Satelites 

Workload asslgned 
Air vehicles 

Munilions 
Electronic combal 

Fixed-wing avionics 
Conv. miss%drockets 

Satelites 

Department 

DoD averrg. MV 
Percent change 

Retained 

6 

X 
A i B 1 C I D I E  

0 - 1  1 1 1 

Department avg. MV 
Percent change 

I DoD welghted N s  
I wet 

I Function I FV 
Air vehicles 1 78.3 

Y 
A (  B I C I D I E  

0 0 0 0 

2 3 
-6 3 

Conv. mirrilerlrockels 

Z 
A I B I C I D I E ' t o t a l s  

0 1 0 0 1  0 

Totals 
9463 
5503 
3234 ~ 3775 

1 3743 
I 2480 

0.0 
-IW o 

3.0 
25 o 



Table 5. Parameterization of the MINNMV Model 

0 2 3 
MAXFV ' 

Sltoslrctivitles open 15 13 12 

Percent excess 
Air vehicles 53.8 48.5 48.5 

Munitions 73.5 73.5 73.5 
Electronic combat 72.0 72.0 72.0 

Fixed-wing avionics 98.7 98.7 6.0 
Conv. missileslrockets 41.6 38.9 38.9 

Satelites 10.9 10.9 10.9 
Wgt. avg. % excess 60.37 58.24 45.83 

Weighted FV 
Air vehicles 81.2 81.1 81.1 

Munitions 79.6 79.6 79.6 
Electronic combat 79.7 79.7 79.7 

Fixed-wing avionics 93.9 93.9 93.0 
Conv. missileslrockets 90.8 90.7 90.7 

Satelites 92.0 92.0 92.0 
Average N 86.2 86.2 76.0 

weighted .VC. w 84.71 14.6 84.5 

DoD average MV 2.20 1 2.31 2.33 

5 

11 

1 .O 
69.9 
72.0 
6.0 

38.9 
10.9 

29.16 

80.6 
79.2 
79.7 
93.0 
90.7 
92.0 
85.9 
84.2 

2.27 

Percent of 
10 

9 

1 .O 
51.7 
72.0 
6.0 
4.2 

10.9 
21.00 

80.6 
76.1 
79.7 
93.0 
85.4 
92.0 
84.5 
82.9 

2.44 

weight on FV 
20 

8 

1.0 
51.7 
41.1 
6.0 
4.2 

10.9 
17.46 

80.6 
76.1 
72.3 
93.0 
85.4 
92.0 
83.2 
82.1 

2.50 

30 

7 

1 .O 
51.7 
41.1 
6.b 

22.9 
10.9 

19.94 

80.6 
76.1 
72.3 
93.0 
59.6 
92.0 
78.9 
78.6 

2.71 

40 

6 

1.0 
15.4 
41.1 
8.0 

17.6 
10.9 

12.14 

80.6 
65.2 
72.3 
93.0 
59.5 
92.0 
77.1 
76.5 

2.67 

60 

6 

1.0 
15.4 
40.5 
98.7 
12.2 
97.6 

31.39 

80.6 
65.2 
72.2 
93.9 
57.6 
64.2 
71.3 
73.9 

1.83 

99 
MINNMV 

6 

1 .o 
15.4 
40 5 
98.7 
12.2 
97.6 

31.39 

80 6 
65.2 
72.2 
93 9 
57.6 
64 2 
72.3 
73.9 

2.83 



- -  - - - -- -- - -  - - _ - - - 

Figure 1. Parameterization of MINNMV 

Weight on military value component 

_ _ - _ _  _. ___ _ - ------ - -- - 

excess capacity -c Average military value 

-I- Average FV x Missilelrocket FV 
- - - - -- - -- - - - - - .  - -  - -  



Table 6. MINNMV Model Output with Weight = 20 

Department 
X Y Z Retalned 

Function A I B I C I D I E  A B  I C I D I E  A I B I C I D I E  totals 

Department Mil. Val. 

Ca9.clU.. 
Air vehiies 

Munitions 
Eledronic &at 

Fixed-wuy avionics 
Conv. rnissiles/rockelr 

Satelites 

W o r k W  nslgnod 
Air vehicles 

Munitions 
Electronic m b a l  

Fixed-wing avionics 
Conv. missiledrockels 

Salelies 

DoD evest* WJ 
Pmrcent change 

3 3 3 2 1  

0 0 2500 0 0 
04500 0 0 850 
0 3000 0 0 0  

0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 -200 0 3000 

0 0 0 0 0  

0 0 2406 0 0 
850 0 1653 0 0 

167 1 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 200 0 3000 
0 0 0 0 0  

Dqmrbnw~i a r ~ .  W 
Percent change, 

I Function 1 FV 
Air vehicles 1 80.6 

1 
2.3 3.0 I 2.5 
-2 a 66.7 4 2 I 

2  1 3 2  

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 2000 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 200 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

1 3 3 2 3  1 

3000 1200 0 2857 0 
01000 0 0 0 0 

0 0 01543 20 
04000 0 0 0 
0 0 0 3 0 0  200 

250 0 0 300 2200 

Percent 
excess 

9557 
E l  

1 .o 
8350 51 7 
4563 41 1 
4000 60 
3900 4 2 
2750 10 9 

Wgt. avg. 17.46 



Department 
X Y Z Retained 

v Functlon A I B I C I D I E  A 1  B C I D I E  A ( B ( C I D I E  totals 
I 

Capaclti.. 
Air vehicles 450 0 2 5 0 0  0  0 

Munitions 850 0 4500 0 0 
Electronic combat 3000 0 0 0 0  

Fixed-wing avionics 0 0 0 0 0  
Conv. missiles/rockels 0 0 ,200 0 3000 

Satelites 0 0 3 0 0  0 0 

Workload assigned 
Air vehicles 

Munitions 
Electronic combat 

F ixed-wing avionics 
Conv. missileslrockets 

Satelites 

2500 0 8 
Wgt. avg. 6.1 1 

Ikpartment rvg. MV 2.3 1.5 2.0 
Percent change -2 8 -16 7 -18 7 

Totals 
9463 
5503 
32 34 
3775 
3743 
2480 

DoD avemg. MV 
Percent clung. 

I Functlon 
Air vehicles 1 64. 

Avenge N 78.4 
Wd@h(.d rvg. FV 74.2 



Table 8. MlNSlTES Model Output 

!he aver;gS m1 
Percent c h a m  

Function 

Retain=l, Close=O 

Department Mil. Val. 

Cap8ciUe. 
Air vehicles 

Munitions 
Electronic m b a t  

Fixed-wmg avlonru 
Cmv. dsriletlrockets 

Saleliles 

Workload amslgmd 
Air vehicles 

Muntiins 
Electronic combat 

Fixed-wing avionics 
Conv. missikslrockets 

Salelies 

Wpftmant SVQ. W-4 
Percent change, 

I Function I FV 
Air vehicles1 80.6 

Conv. missiledrockets 

Weightid avg. N 7e.b 

Retalned 
totals 

6 

Percent 
excess 

9557 
El 10 

6350 15 4  
4563 41 1 
4000 6 0 
4400 17 6 
2750 10 9 

Wgt rvg. 12.14 

Totals 
9463 
5503 
3234 
3775 
3743 
2480 

X 
A I B ~ C I D I E  

1 0 1 0 0 

3 3 3 2 1 

0 0 2500 0 0 
850 0 4 5 0 0  0 0 

3000 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 2 0 0  0 0 
0 0 0 0 0  

6 

0 0 2406 0 0 
850 0 3653 0 0 

1671 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 2 0 0  0 0 
0 0 0 0 0  

3 0 
25 o 

Department 
Y 

A I  6 I c  [ D I E  

0 0 0 0 0 

2 1 3 2 1 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0  

0 0 
-100 o 

z 
A I B ( C I D I E  

1 1 0 1 1 

3 3 2 3  1 

3000 1200 0 2857 0 
0 1 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 

0  0 01543 20 
0 4 0 0 0  0 0 0 

3000 700 0 300 200 
250 0 0 300 2200 

3000 1200 0 2857 0 
0 1 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 

0 0 01543 20 
0 3775 0 0 0 

2343 700 0 300 200 
250 0 0 30 2200 

2 5 
4 2 



Walghbd avg. FV 62.9 

h Table 9. MAXSFV Model output 

Function 

Rdalrr l ,  Clor0-0 

D.p.tbn.nt MII. Val. 

Cap8cHI.a 
Air vehiies 

Munitions 
Electronic combat 

Fixed-wing avionics 
Conv. missibslrodrets 

Satelites 

W0rkl08d 8 8 8 l ~ d  
Aii vehies 

Munitions 
Eledronic combat 

Fixed-wing avionics 
Conv. missikdradrets 

Saleliles 

Department rvg. MV 
Percent change 

Retalned 
totals 

6 

Percent 
excess 

10500 
0 11 .o 

5800 5 4 
3543 9 6 
7250 92.1 
3900 4 2 
4000 61 3 

Wgt. avg. 24.10 

T 0 b k  
0463 
5503 
3234 
3775 
3743 
2480 

X 
A I B I C I D I E  

0 .0' 1 0 

3 3 3 2 1  

0 0 2500 0 0 
0 0 4500 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 2 5 0  0 0 
0 O p O O  0 0 
0 0 0 4000 0 

0 02500 0 
0 04500 0 
0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 2 5 0  0 0 
0 0 4 3 0 0  
0 0 0 2480 0 

2.5 
4 2 

DoD average MV 2.67 
Percent change 21.2 

DoD mlghtod FV8 

Function 
A& vehicles 

Munif is 
Electronic combat 

Fixed-wing avionics 
Conv. mis~drockeb  

Satelites 

Department 
Y 

A I B I  I D 1  E 

1 0 0 0 0 

2 1 3 2 1 

5000 0 0 0 
300 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

05000 0 0 0 
0 3 0 0  0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

2.0 
11 1 

wgt 
FV 
64.9 
59.6 
61.9 
73.1 
56.6 
58.0 

z 
A I B I C  1 0 1  E 

1 1 0 1  0 

3 3 2 3  1 

03000 0 0 0 0 
01000 0 0 0 0 
02000 0 01543 0 

lo00 4000 0 2000 0 
3000 700 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0  

01963 0 0 0 0 
0 7 0 3  0 0 0 0 
02000 0 01234 0 

1000 525 02000 0 
0 3 M M 7 0 0  0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0  

3.0 
2s o 

Averago FV 62.3 



Table 10. MiNNMV Model Output: Alternative 1 

DoD average Wv 
Percent change 

F unction 

Ratrin-1, Clou-0  

Doparbrunt Mil. Val. 

CapacHk. 
Air vehicles 

Munitiis 
Eledronic combat 

Fixed-wing avionics 
Conv. rnisrledrockets 

Saleliter 

Workload assigned 
Air vahidas 

MunUis  
Electronic annbal 

Fixed-wing avionics 
Conv. misrileJrodtets 

Saleliles 

Department avg. MV 
Percent change 

Function 

Retalned 
- 

6 

Percent 
excess 

9557 0 1 .O 
7500 36.3 
3543 9 6  
7500 98 7 
4400 17.6 
5400 117.7 

Wgt. rvg. 34.41 

Totals 
9463 
5503 
3234 
3775 
3743 
2480 

X 
A I B ~ C I D ~ E  

0 0 1 1 0  

3 3 3 2 1  

0 0 2 5 0 0  0 0 
0 0 4 5 0 0  0 0 
0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 3500 0 
0 0 . 2 0 0  0 0 
0 0 3004OOO 0 

0 0 2406 0 0 
0 0 2503 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 3500 0 
0 0 2 0 0  0 0 
0 0 300 1080 0 

2.5 
4 2 

Department 
Y 

A I B ~  C I D I E  

0 0 1 0  0 

2 1 3 2 1 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 2000 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 200 0 0 
0 0 500 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 2000 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 200 0 0 
0 0 5 0 0  0 0 

3.0 
66 7 

z 
A I B [ C ( D I E ' t o t a l s  

1 1 0 1 0 

3 3 2 3  1 

3000 1200 0 2857 0 
0 1 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 
0 2 0 0 0  0 01543 0 

0 4 0 0 0  0 0 0 
3000 700 0 300 0 
250 50 0 300 0 

3000 1200 0 2857 0 
01OOO 0 0 0 0 

1691 0 0 1543 0 
0 275 0 0 0 

2343 700 0 300 0 
250 50 0 300 0 

3.0 
2s o 



Table 11. MINNMV Model Output: Alternative 2 

Do0 rvorrgo MV 
Percent chango 

Function 

~ ~ t r i n - 1 ,  CIOSO~O 

Doparbnont Mil. Val. 

C l p . ~ i t k .  
Air vehicles 

Munilions 
Eledronk combat 

Fixed-wing avionics 
Conv. missilerlrockets 

SateMes 

Workload arrignod 
Air vehidas 

M u n i l i s  
Ekclroniccombal 

Fixed-wing avionics 
Conv. missitedrodrets 

SataMes 

Doprrtmont r v ~ .  MV 
Porcont change 

Muni l is  
Elechonic combat 

F i w ~ a v i o n i u  
C m .  miuYerhodrels 

Retained 
totals 

6 

Percent 
mxcess 0 18 4 11200 

6550 19 0 
5000 54 6 
7500 98.7 
3900 4.2 
4600 85.5 

Wgt. avg. 37.42 

Totals 
9463 
5503 
3234 
3775 
3743 
2480 

X 
A B I C I D I E  

1 .i 1  1 o 

3 3 3 2 1  

0 7000 0 0 0  
850 200 4500 0 0 

3000 0 0 0 0  
0 0  0  3500 0 
0 0 ,200 0 0 
0 0 3004ooO 0 

0 5263 0 0 0  
850 200 3453 0  0  

3000 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0  3500 0 
0 0 2 0 0  0  0 
0  0 300 1880 0  

2.8 
14 8 

65.7 
65.9 
93.9 
56.9 

Department 
Y 

* I B I C ( D I E  

o o o o 

2 1 3 2 1  

0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0  0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0  0 

0 0  0 0  0  
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  0  
0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  

0.0 
-100.0 

z 
A ) B I C I D ) E  

0 1 1  0 0 0  

3 3 2 3  1 

0 3 0 0 0 1 2 0 0  0  0 0  
0 1 O O O  0 0 0 0 

2000 0  0 0 0  
0 4 0 0 0  0 0 0 

3000 700 0 0 0 
250 50 0  0  0 

3000 1200 0  0  0  
01OOO 0  0 0  0 
0 2 3 4  0 0 0 0 

0 2 7 5  0 0 0 
2843 700 0 0 0 

0 2 5 0 5 0  0  0 0 

3.0 
25 0 



Appendix A 

AMPL Model Input File 



# JCSG Model Example 

# Ronald H. Nickel, Ph.D. 
# LTC Roy Rice, USAF 

set X-sites; # The set of Department X sites. 
set Y-sites; # The set of Department Y sites. 
set Z-sites; # The set of Department Z sites. 

set SITE := X sites union {Y-sites union Z-sites}; 
 he set of all labs and T&E sites. 

set EXCLDl within SITE default { ) ;  # A solution to be excluded. 

set EXCLD2 within SITE default { } ;  # A solution to be excluded. 

set EXCtSINTER := if card(EXCLD2) > 0 then (EXCLD1 inter EXCLD2) 
else EXCLD1; 

set EXCLD-1DIFF2 := EXCLDl diff EXCLD2; # Sites in EXCLDl but not 
# in EXCLE2. 

set EXCLD-2DIFF1 := EXCL02 diff EXCLD1; # Sites in EXCLD2 but not 
# in EXCLD1. 

set EXCLD-COMPLEMENT := SITE diff (EXCLD1 union EXCLD2) ; 
# The set of sites not in EXCLDl or EXCLDZ. 

param excld-num : = max (0, card (EXCLD_INTER) -1) ; 

set FUNC; # The set of functions. 

set SITE-CAP within (SITE, F'UNC} ; # The set of site/function 
# combinations that are 
# meaningful. 

param CAPAC {SITE-CAP); # The functional capacity at each site for each 
# meaningful site/function combination. 

param no-func := card(F'UNC); # The number of function types. 

# Define the ret performing missile functions. 

set MISSLEPUNC within {FUNC); 

param missile-sites >= 0, default 15; 
# Number of rites allowed to perform the 
# missile function. Used in the policy 
# imperative example (missile-aites = 3 ) .  

param mw-sites >= 0, default card(S1TE); 
# Number of open sites allowed in the 
# aolution. 

param REQ {FUNC}; # The DoD requirement for each function. 
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param MV {SITE} ; # Mllitarf value for each site. 

param NMV (s in SITE) : =  4 - M V [ s ] ;  # Negative MV scorrng 

param FV (SITE-CAP} >r 0.0; # Functional value by slte and function 

param min-assign default 0.001; # Cannot assign less than 
# min-assign + CRPAC[s,fl of 
# function f to site s. 

# 
# Calculate upper bounds for the objective function components. 
# 

param MINNMV-VB := sum {s in SITE} NMVIs]; 

param MINXCAP-UB : = sum ( (9 ,  f) in SITE-CAP) CAPAC [s, f] /REQ [ £ I  ; 

param MAXSFV-KTB :=  sum ((s,f) in SITE-CAP} FV[s,lfl; 

param MAXFV-UB : = sum {f  in FUNC) max { (s, f') in SITE-CAP) FV [s, f I ; 

# 
# Use WGT-PCT to weight the functional value and non-functional value 
# components of the objective functions. 
# 

param WGT-PCT >= 0, c =  100, default 99; # Percent: of weight to put on 
# non-functional-value portion of the ob:~ective function. 

param WGTl := WGT-PCT; # Weight for non-FV'porti.on of the objective 
# functions. 

param WGT2 := 100-WGT1; # Weight for FV portion of the objective functions 

# 
# Decision variables 
# 

var OPEN {SITE) binary >I 0; # Open or closed decision variable for 
# each site. 

var SITE-LOAD {(s,f) in SITE-CAP} >= 0.0, <= CAPALC[S,~] ; 
# Amount of the requirement for function f to 
# be assigned to site s . Amount assigned 
# is limited by capacity of site s to perform 
# function f. 

var SITE-FUNC {(s,f) in SITE-CAP) binary; 
# 1 if any assignment of workload for function 
# f is made to site 8 ;  0 othewise. 

# The following variables, ALPHA, BETA,.nd !GAMMA, are uned to find 
# alternative solutions. 
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var U P H A  b i n a r y ;  # At least one site from the intersection is excluded 
# from the solution. 

var BETA binary; # At least one site from the complement of the union 
# is included is included in the solution. 

var GAMMA binary; # ~t least one site from 
# EXCLDl - (EXCLD1 intersect EXCLD2) 
# and at least one site from 
# EXCLDZ - (EXCLD1 intersect EXCLDZ) 
# are included in the solution. 

# 
# Objective bctions. 
# 

# Minimize total open site negative military value and 
# maximize the normalized M-weighted assignment of functional workload 
# to sites. 

minimize MINNMV: 
(WGTl/MINNMV-UB) * sum {s in SITE) OPEN[sl *NMV[s] 
- (WGTt/MAXFV-UB) + sum { (t,g) in SITE-CAP} FV[t,gl 

(S ITE-LOAD [ t , gl /REQ [gl ; 

# Minimize the number of open sites and maximize the normalized 
# FV-weighted assignment of functional workload to sites. 

minimize MINSITES: 
(WGTl/MINSITES-UB) sum {S in SITE} OPEN[s] 
- (WGT~/MAXN-UB) * sum {(t,g) in SITE-CAP} F V [ ~ , ~ I  

(SZTE-LOAD [t,gl /REQ [gl ) ; 

# Minimize total capacity and maximize the normalized FV-weighted 
# assignment of functional workload to sites. 

minimize MINXCAP: 
(WGTl/MINXCAP-UB) sum {s in SITE) OPEN [sl * 

(sum {(s,f) in SITE-CAP} CAPAC[s,fl/REQ[fl) 
- (WGTZ/MAXFV-UB) aum {(t,g) in SITE-CAP} FV[t,gl 
* (SITE-LOAD [ t , gl /WQ [gl ; 

# ~axirnize functional value without workload assignment weighting8 
# and maximize the normalized FV-weighted assignment of functional 
# workload to sites. 

maximize MAXSM: 
(WGT~/MAXSFV-W) + sum {(s,f) in SITE-CAP) FV[s,f] . 
- (WGT~/MAXFV-UB) sum ((t,g) iri SITE-CAP) FV[t,gl 

(SITE-LOAD[t,gl/REQ[gl) ; 

# 
# Constraints 
# 

# The requirement for each function has to be met. 
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sbject to func-assgn {f in FUNC}: 
sum ((s,f) in SITE CAP} SITE-L~AD[S,~] = REQ[f]; - 

# Cannot assign functional workload to a site unless 
# the site is open for assignment of that functiion. 

subject to func-open { ( s , f )  in SITE-CAP): 
SITE-LOAD[s,f] <= SITE_FCRJC[S,~]+CAPAC'[S,~]; 

# Sites with no functional requirement assigned 
# are closed. 

subject to site-closed (s in SITE): 
OPEN[sI cr sum {(s,f) in SITE-CAP) SITE-FUNC:[s,f]; 

# Allocation of functional requirements cannot ble made 
# to sites that are not open. 

subject to site-open (s in SITE}: 
sum ( (s, f 1 in SITE-CAP) SITE-FUNC [s, fl c= OPEN[sI no-func; 

# SITE-FVNC variables are set to 0 if 1itt:Le or no functional 
# workload is assigned to a site. 

subject to site-func-0 {(s,f) in SITE-CAP): 
SITE-FVNC[s,f] <= SITE-LOAD[s,fl/ (min-i~saign + CAPAC[s,f]) ; 

# This constraint is an example of a policy imperative. 
# Constrain the number of sites doing munit:ions work. 
# This constraint only constrains the model if 
# 
# missile-sites c card(SITE1 . 

subject to missile-2 (f in MISSLE-FUNC): 
sum { (s, f) in SITE-CAP} SITE-FUNC [s, f I <= mi:ssile-sites ; 

# This constraint is used to constrain the number of 
# open sites in a solution. max_sites has a defiault 
# value equal to card(SITE1, i.e., it does not constrain 
# the solution unless max-sites is set to a 1owe:c value. 

subject to no-sites: 
sum (s in SITE) OPEN(s1 <= max-sites; 

# 
# Exclude solutions defined by the sets EXC:LDl and EXCLDZ. 
# 

subject to alt-opt-cond-1: 
sum (s in EXCLD-INTER) OPENtsI c= excld,-num .c 1 - ALPHA; 

subject to alt-opt-cond-2: 
mum (s in EXCLDCOMPLEMKNT) OPEN[sl >= BETA; 

subject to .It-opt-cond-3.: 
sum (s in EXCLD-~DIFF~} OPEN[sl >- DAFPIIA; 
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subject to alt-opt-cond-3b: 
sum (s in EXCLD - ZDIFF~} OPEN[sl >= GAMMA; 

sublect to alt-opt cond-123: 
ALPHA + BETA + &ttA >- 1; 



Appendxx B 

AMPL Data Input File 



# Data f i l e  for JCSG o p t m l z a t i o n  examples. 

# Ron NIckel 
# 7 - 6 - 9 4  

set X - s i t e s  := 

X-A 
X-B 
x-c 
X-D 
X-E ; 

set Y - s i t e s  := 

Y-A 
Y-B 

set  Z - s i t e s  := 

Z-A 
Z-B 
2-c 
2-D 
Z-E ; 

set EXCLD1 := X-A X-C X-D Z-A Z-B Z-D; 

set  m c  :=  
Ai r-Veh 
Mun 
E-Cmbt 
Avion 
M i  s 
S a t :  

set SITE-CAP : Air-Veh Mun 

x-A + 
x-B + 
x-c - +  

. X-D - 
X-E - 
y-A + 
Y-B + 
y-c - 
y-D - 
Y-E - 
2-A + 
2-B + 
2-c - 
2-" + 
Z-E - 

Avion Mis 
+ + 
+ - 
+ - 
- - 
- - 
+ + - - 
+ - - - 
- - 
+ + - - 
+ - 
- + 
- + 

sat :=  - 

# Used to model the policy imperative. 
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pararn CAPAC: 

X-A 
X-B 
x-c 
x-D 
X-E 
y-A 
Y-B 
y-c 

Air-Veh M w :  
4 5 0 
7000 
2500 

t4ls Sat : =  

E-Cmbt Avion 
6 7 

Mi s Sat := param FV: 

X-A 5 0 
X-B 7 0 
X-C 6 8 
x-D 
X-E 
y-A 5 7 
y-B 72 
y-c 
Y-D 
Y-E 
Z-A 8 1 
Z-B 92 
2-c 
Z-D 8 6 
2-E 

Air-Veh Mun 
8 8 
71 

param REQ :I 

Air-Veh 9463 
Mun 5 5  03 
E-Cmbt 3234 
Avion 3775 
Mi s 3743 
sat 2480; 

# Banded military values for each site. 
# 3 is good, 1 is bad. 

param MV := 
x-A 3 
x-B 3 
x-c 3 
X-D 2 
X-E 1 
y-A 2 
Y-B 1 
y-c 3 
Y-D 2 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

3- DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON DC 2030 1 -3300 

CCoNOUlC 
December 27. 1994 

S C U R I T Y  

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILlTARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE J O N  CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARIES OF 1DEFEN.SE 
DIRECTOK DEFENSE RESIXRCH AND ENGINEERING 
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF TIE DEP.ARThENT OF DEFENSE 
INSPECTOR GENERAL OF 'IHE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL. TEST AND EVALUATION 
ASSISTANTS TO THE SECP'ErAR11 OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 

SL'BJECT: 1995 Base Realignments and Closures ( B M C  95) - Clarification of the 
Joint Cross-Service Croup Functional Analysis Process 

T h e  Deputy Secretary's January 7, 1994, memorandum initiating the BRAC 95 process 
established the'authority for the hnctional joint cross-service groups to provide closure and 
realignment alternatives for Military Department analysis. This memorandum clarifies that policy. 

As described in Policy Memorandum Two, the Military Departments will analyze 
alternatives provided for their consideration by the Joint Cross Se:rvice Groups. Alternatives w 
prok~ded by the Chairperson of the JCSG's should be anallyzed b:y the Mil~tary D e p m e n t s  
whether they are, or are not, consensus of all the member!; of the .JCSG. 

Policy Memorandum Two also notes that the JCSG's will use a linear programming 
optimization model as a tool, a "basis for further analysis and the application of judgment". A 
JCSG, its Chair or Co-Char, may rtcommend for analysi,s by the: Military Departments 
configurations other than those that are the result of particular runs of the optimization model. 
Tlus W ~ I I  allow Military Department analysis of the broadmest possiible range of interservicing 
alternatives w i t h  the Department's BRAC 95 process. 

. Some JCSG alternatives may prove infeasible, or the volume of these alternatives may 
preclude timely analysis of each proposal. The Chairperson of the JCSG's may withdraw 
alternatives from further analysis, or prioritize alternatives to ensure that the most significant 
proposals receive timely and thorough ws! and feasibility analysis. 



ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

3300 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

w WASHINGTON DC 20301 -3300 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION 
ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 

SUBJECT: 1995 Base Realignments and Closures (BRAC 95) -- Policy 
Memorandum Three 

Backsround 

This memorandum is the third in a series of additional 
policy guidance implementing the Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Act of 1990 (Public Law 101-510), as amended, and the 
Deputy Secretary's 1995 Base Realignments and Closures (BRAC 95) 
guidance of January 7, 1994. 

Final Selection Criteria 

The 1995 Base Closure and Realignment (BRAC 95) Selection 
Criteria at attachment one, required by Section 2903(b) of Public 
Law 101-510, form the basis, along with the force structure plan, 
of the base closure and realignment process. These criteria were 
provided by the Deputy Secretary's November 2, 1994, memorandum. 
DoD components shall use these criteria in the base structure 
analysis to nominate BRAC 95 closure or realignment candidates. 
The criteria will also be used by the 1995 Defense Base Closure 
and Realignment Commission in their review of the Department of 
Defense 'final recommendations. 

Activities in Leased S~ace 

This expands on the policy guidance contained in the 
DepSecDef January 7 ,  1994, BRAC 95 memorandum. - 

DoD Component organizations located in leased space are 
subject to Public Law 101-510. Civilian personnel authorizations 
of organizations in leased space, which are part of an 
organization located on a nearby military installation or one 
within the same metropolitan statistical area (MSA), shall be 
considered part of the civilian personnel authorization of that 



installation. Certain military activities performed in leased 
facilities constitute an installation because of common mission, w 
permanently authorized personnel, and separate support structure. 
Each DoD component should aggregate the remaining civilian 
personnel authorizations of their orginnizations in leased space 
within a MSA and consider the aggregate to be a single 
installation for applying the numerical thresholds of Public 
Law 101-510. In aggregating leased space #activities in the 
National Capital Region (NCR), the NCR, as defined by the 
National Capital Planning Act (40 USC 711, will be used as the 
MSA . 
Return on Investment (ROI ) 

. This expands on the policy guidance contained in the Under 
Secretary of Defense (Acquisition and Technology) memorandum of 
May 31, 1994 (Policy Memorandum One). 

o Medicare Costs Medicare Costs will not be included in DOD 
Component cost analyses. The Meclicarc? program consists of 
part A (hospital and related costs) and Part B (supplemental 
costs) .. Part A is financed by Medicare payroll taxes. The 
only appropriated funds used to support Medicare are those 
portions of the Part B costs that exceed the monthly 
premiums paid by the members/beneficiaries. Therefore, 
total Medicare appropriations will not: significantly change 
return on investment calculations. 

o Unem~lovment Costs The Military Departments and Defense 
Agencies annually budget unemployment contributions to the 
Federal Employees Compensation Account: for DoD military and 
civilian employees. DoD Components should include the 
contributions to this account attributable to closures and 
realignments in their cost calculations. However, state 
unemployment costs will not be included in DoD component 
cost analyses since such costs result only indirectly from 
BRAC actions and would not be bor:ne by DoD. 

o Costs to other Federal Aqencies and State and Local 
Governments In general, DoD components need not consider 
costs or savings to other federal agencies and state and 
local governments in their calculistions of BRAC 95 costs and 

+ savings. 

There are, however, a limited number of circumstances when 
DoD components should-include the costs of BRAC 95 actions to 
other Federal Agencies in their cost calculations. Costs to 
other Federal Agencies should be included only when they are 
measurable, identifiable costs that DoD would incur as a diroct 
result of BRAC-related actions. The key distinguishing features 
of costs to other federal agencies that should be included is (1) 
DoD is unambiguously responsible for paying such costs and (2) 
such costs would be incurred as'a direct, rather than indirect, 
result of BRAC actions. w 



For example, if a BRAC-related action would result in early 
termination of a lease agreement with the General Services 
Administration, and the lease agreement contains a provision that 
requires DoD to pay a penalty for breaking the lease, then the 
amount of the penalty should be included in cost calculations. 
Similarly, DoD components should include unemployment insurance 
costs for which they are liable. Both of these are costs to DoD 
that result dirmctly from BRAC actions. In contrast, DoD 
components need not consider cost impacts that BRAC actions could 
have on Federal programs such as Medicare because (1) such costs 
would not be borne by DoD and (2) they result only indirectly 
from BRAC actions, or (3) result from base reuse activities, 
wnich cannot be known during BRAC decision-making processes. 

-COBRA Analyses of Cross-Service/Aaencv Scenarios 

The Military Departments and Defense Agencies will use the 
following procedure for developing COBRA runs for closure and 
realignment scenarios involving more than one Military Department 
or Defense Agency: 

o Mi1itary.Departments or Defense Agencies having cognizance 
over a losing base in a cross-service scenario will identify 
the Departments or Agencies which have cognizance for the 
gaining bases in the scenario. The losing base Military 
Department will then task these Military Departments and 
Agencies to collect the necessary gaining base COBRA data. 

o Each losing base Department or Agency will then prepare a 
COBRA analysis. Savings associated with eliminated 
billets/positions, overhead and mission costs should be 
identified under the Losing Base in the scenario. In 
scenarios where more than one Department or Agency has a 
losing base, these separate COBRA runs can then be combined 
by using a new summarization function of the COBRA model, 
the Adder. 

Interaction among the Departments and Agencies will be 
necessary to coordinate scenario-specific data elements such as 
equipment transfers, MILCON requirements, consolidation savings, 
etc. 

DoD-wide Standard Factors for COBRA Analvses 

As noted in Policy Memorandum One, some standard factors 
used in the Cost of Base Realignment Actions (COBRA) are 
sufficiently different to warrant DoD Component-specific cost 
factors. However, most of the standard factors used in COBRA 
algorithms reflect standard rates which should be applied 
consistently in all DoD closure/realignment scenarios. 
Attachment two contains the DoD-wide COBRA standard factors which 
should be used in all COBRA analyses. 



Environmental Restoration Costs 

Environmental ~estoration costs at closing bases are not to 
w 

be considered in cost of closure calculations. DoD has a legal 
obligation for environmental restoration regardless of whether a 
base is closed or realigned. Where closing or realigning 
installations have,known, unique contaminatiion problems requiring 
environrental restoration, these will be cansidered as a 
potential limitation on near-term cornm.unity reuse of the 
installation. 

Environmental Com~liance Costs 

Environmental compliance costs can be a factor in a base 
closure or realignment decision. Costs associated with bringing 
-existing practices into compliance with environmental rules and 
regulations can potentially be avoided when the base closes. 
Environmental compliance costs may be incurred at receiving 
locations also, and therefore will be estimated. 

Environmental Im~acts 

For environmental impact considerations, there is no need to 
undertake new environmental studies. DoD Components may use all 
available environmental information regardless of when, how or 
for what purpose it was collected. If a DoD Component should 
choose to undertake a new environmenta.1 study, the study must 
collect the same information from all bases in the DoD 
Component's base structure, unless the study is designed to fill 
gaps in information so that all bases can be treated equally. 
Attachment three provides a sample of the reporting format used 
to summarize the environmental consequences of closure or 
realignment of an installation. 

Economic Im~act Calculations 

DoD Components shall measure the econo~nic impact on 
communities of BRAC 95 alternatives and recommendations using (1) 
the total potential job change in the econo~nic area and (2) the 
total potential job change as a percent of economic area 
employment. These measures highlight t:he potential impact on 
economic,area and also take into accourkt the size of the economic 

, area. In accomplishing this task, Components will follow the 
detailed guidance at attachment four. 

Base Realianment and Closure Definitions 

In order to ensure consistent ternlinology, DoD Components 
will use the definitions at attachment five to describe their 
recommendations. 



Reportinu Formats 

Attachments six and seven describe general reporting formats 
for: (1) the anticipated DoD report to the 1995 Commission, and 
( 2 )  Military Department and Defense Agency justification for 
their March 1, 1995, closure and realignment recommendations. 

br 
Joshua Gotbaum 

Attachments 



In selecting military installations for closure or 
realignment, the Department of Defense, giving priority 
consideration to military value (the first four criteria below), 
will consider: 

Military Valum 

1. The current and future nnission requirements and 
the impact on operational readiness of the 
Department of Defense's total force. 

2. The availability and condition of land, facilities 
and associated airspace at both the existing and 
potential receiving loca~tions. 

3 . The ability to accommoda.te contingency, 
mobilization, and future total force requirements 
at both the existing and, potential receiving 
locations. 

4. The cost and manpower implications. 

Return on Invm8taunt 

5. The extent and timing of potential costs and 
savings, including the number of years, beginning 
with the date of completion olf the closure or 
realignment, for the savings to exceed the costs. 

6. The economic impact on communities. 

7 .  The ability of both the existing and potential 
receiving communities' infrastructure to support 
forces, missions and personnel. 

8. The environmental impact. 



COBRA Standard Coat Factor Tablo 

The attached table is a listing of standard cost factors for 
use in COBRA analyses. These factors, defined below, are 
categorized as Joint Factors, Joint Methods and Unique Factors, 
further identified as applicable to gaining or losing bases. 
Those factors not identified as a gaining or losing factor should 
be applied consistently in all closure and realignment scenarios. 

Joint Factors: Joint Factors are a reflection of standard DoD- 
wide rates which should be applied consistently in all DoD 
closure and realignment scenarios. The value for each joint 
factor is provided in the table. 

Joint Methods: These are cost factors that are arrived at in a 
similar manner by all DoD Components, but the actual value may 
differ by Component. 

Uniaue Factors: Unique Factors are the result of differing 
policies and methodologies between the Components. 

Gaininq:   ad tors applicable to a gaining (receiving) base in a 
closure or realignment scenario. 

Losinq: Factors applicable to a losing base in a closure or 
realignment scenario. 
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JOINT FACTOR 

56 1 Air Transport Cost 
57 : Miscellaneous Expenses 

I 
58 1 Average Military Tour Length 

I 
5 9  1 Routine PCS Costs 

60 One-time PCS Costs- off 

JOINT FACTOR 

JOINT FACrOR 

UNIQUE 

UNIQUE 

UNIQUE 

UNIQUE 

UNIQUE 

61 One-time PCS Costs- En1 

. 2  O$ /MILE 

$700 

I CONSTRUCTION FACTORS : 

LOSING 

LOSING 

LOSING 

LOSING 

GAINING 



1 j clvlllans ~ o t  willing to Move JOINT FACTOR 

2 1 Frleght Cost Per Ton-Mlle JOINT FACTOR 



Environmental -act Conmiderationm 

m Y  OF ZNVIR0IUMENTA.L CONSgQ1JPOCSS 

RESULTING FROM CLOBVRIS/RWLIGZWENT ACTION AT: 

Inmtall8tioz1 I- Location 

(Provide a summarv statement and status for the following 
environmental attributes at each installation affected by the 
closure/realignment action, including receiving installations. 
These key environmental attributes are not meant to be all 
inclusive. Others may be added as appropriate.) 

o Threatened/Endangered Species 

o Sensitive Habitats and Wetlands 

o Cultural/Historic Resources 

o Land and Air Space Use 

o Pollution Control (Air Emissions, Compliance Issues) 

o Hazardous Materials/Waste (Clean-up 
Implications/Asbestos, LBPs,  PCBs, USTS, Radon) 

o . Programmed Environmental Costs/Cost Avoidances 



GUIDANCE FOR APPLYING THE ECOriOMIC IMPACT CRITERION 
Ih' THE 1995 BASE REALIGNMENT AND CLOSURE (BRAC 95) PROCESS w 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this attachment is to provide guidance fbr applying the economic impact 
criterion in decision making processes for the Dcpartmc:nt of Defense's 1995 recommendations to 
the Defense Bast Closure and Realignment Commission. The goal of this guidance is to apply the 
economic impact criterion in a reasonable, fair, consistent, and auditable manner that complies 
with statutory and regulatory requirements. This guidance supersedes the guidance issued on 
April 4, 1994, by the Chairman of the Joint Cross-Service Group on Economic Impact. 

BACKGROUND 

The Defense Base Closure and Realignment Aclt (PL 101 -510, as amended) states that the 
recornrner~dations of the Secretary of Defense for closure or rea.lignment of installations must be 
based on a force-structure plan and final selection criter~~a. "The economic impact on 
communities" is the sixth final selection criterion. 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Economic Impact, which was established by the 
Deputy Secretary of Defense (January 7, 1994, memoralndum on 1995 Base Realignments and 
Closures (BRAC 95)),  was tasked to provide guidance I:O DoD Components on how to calculate 
economic impact. The Deputy Secretary of Defense directed the Joint Cross-Service Group on 
Economic Impact: 

"to establish the guidelines for measuring economic impact and, if practicable, 
cumulative economic impact; to analyze DoD Compon~cnt recommendations 
under those guidelines; and to develop a process for analyzing alternative closures 
or realignments necessitated by cumulative economic irr~pact considerations, if 
necessary." 

PLICA TION OF T W C O N O M I C  IMPACT CRITERION 

In developing recommendations for BRAC 95 closures and realignments, DoD 
Components shall consider the economic impact, to incli~de the cumulative economic impact, on 
communities. The final selection criteria, however, state that priority consideration will be given 
to military value--the first four final selection criteria. 

ATTACHMENT 4 
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DoD Components shall measure the economic impact on communities of BRAC 95 
alternatives and recommendations using (1) the total potential job change in the economic area 
and (2) total potential job change as a percent of total--military and civilian--jobs in the economic 
area. These measures highlight the potential economic impact on economic areas and also take 
into account the size of each economic area. 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Economic Impact shall review and approve DoD 
Component assignments of each military installation to a particular economic area. For 
installations located in metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs), as defined by the Office of 
' Management and Budget, the economic area is generally the MSA. For installations located in 
nonmetropolitan areas, the economic area is generally the county in which the installation is 
located. I n  some cases, the economic area is defined as a multi-county, non-MSA area. The 
criteria listed at Annex A to this attachment shall be used to guide the assignment of installations 
to economic areas. These definitions of economic area take into account the area where most of 
the installstion's employees live and most of the labor-market impacts and economic adjustment 
will occur. (This gcidance uses the term "economic area." In earlier BRAC rounds, this concept 
was also referred to as "region of influence.") 

DoD Components will have the opportunity to identify, based on certified data, changes in 
the assignment of installations to economic areas. Such changes will be reviewed and approved 
by the Joinr Cross-Service Group on Economic Impact. 

For each economic area when a BRAC 95 closure or realignment is considered, DoD 
Components shall identify the total potential job change in the economic area and calculate the 
total potential job change percentage by dividing total potential job changes by total--military and 
civilian--jobs in the economic area. 

Total potential job change shall be defined as the sum of direct and indirect potential job 
changes for each BRAC 95 closure or realignment alternative or recommendation. 

Direct job changes shall be defined as the sum of the net addition or loss of jobs for each 
of the following categories of personnel: 

Military Personnel. Permanent authorizations for officer and enlisted personnel. 
Trainees shall be included on an annual average basis. For example, members of 
the Guard and Reserve who serve full time (i.e., AGRs, TARS, etc.) should be 
included. Members of the Guard and Reserve who serve part time (during 
weekends, during two-weeks a year for active duty training, etc.) should not be 
included. 



DoD civiliat~ employees. Permanent autlilorizations for appropriated fund DoD 
civilian employees are to be included as direct jobs. Direct jobs do not include 
non-appropriated fund activities, which are treated under indirect jobs. 

On-Base Contractors. Conuactors that vvork on the installation in ditect support 
of the installation's key military missions. These estimates should reflect an annual 
estimate on a full-time equivalency basis. 

As described in the section entitled "Responsibilities" below, the Military Departments and 
the Defense Agencies will be responsible for providing direct jolb changes. Only job changes 
directly associated with base closures and realignments am to be included as direct job changes. 
Direct job changes shall not reflect job changes that result from planned force structure changes. 

Indirect job changes shall be defined as the net addition or loss of jobs in each affected 
economic area that could potentially occur as a result of direct job changes. As described in the 
section entitled "Responsibilities" below, the Office of the Depu.ty Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Installations shall provide factors (multipliers) that, when multiplied by the direct job changes, 
will provide potential indirect job changes. 

Authoritatbe sources shall be used to determine total--miilitary and civilian--jobs in 
economic areas. 

MEASURES OF CUMULATIVE ECONOMIC IMPACT '1111 
During BRAC 95, DoD components shall consider the ci~mulative economic impact on 

communities for recolnnlended installation closures and realignments as pan of the economic 
impact on conlmunities criterion. Cumulative economic impact shall be considered only as part of 
the econonlic impact criterion, which is one of the eight selection criteria. 

Cumulative economic impact on a community shall be defined in two different ways: 

First, the cumulative economic impact on an economic area of a DoD Component's 
BRAC 95 recommendations, plus the future economic impacts (i.e., economic 
impacts that have not yet been nalized) of decisions of all DoD Components from 
DoD-wide BRAC 88, BRAC 91, and BRA.C 93 rounds (hereafter "prior BRAC 
rounds"); and 

Second, the cumulative economic impact on economic areas when man than one 
DoD component recommends a BRAC 95 closure or realignment in that economic 
area, plus the future economic impacts of decisions from priw BRAC rounds. 

These calculations will account for circumstances in which basing decisions in m e  BRAC 
round have been changed in  a subsequent BRAC round. 



The cumulative econoniic impact of actions that have already taken place as a result of 
prior BRAC rounds (1.e.. have already affecred economic area cmploymenr) will be considered 
under "Historic Econonlic Data" discussed below. 

m v e  Eco-: Pnor BRAC Rounds 

DoD Components shall include in their consideration of recommendations the cumulative 
future economic impact of prior BRAC rounds. 

When BRAC 95 alternatives occur in the same economic areas that have BRAC-related 
actions from the prior BRAC rounds, DoD Components shall review their recommendations by 
taking into account the cumulative future economic impact of prior BRAC rounds. The 

' cumulative economic impact of actions that have already occurred from prior BRAC rounds (i.e., 
have already affected economic area employment) will be considered in the "Historic Economic 
Data" section below. 

DoD Components shall consider the cumulative economic impacts of prior BRAC rounds 
that have not yet taken place by ensuring that the measures for economic impact (total potential 
job change i n  the tcononiic area and total potential job change as a percent of total--military and 
civilian--jobs in the economic area) include total potential job changes that have not yet taken 
place from prior BRAC rounds DoD-wide. 

Cumulati\te econon~ic impact will be considered within the overall context of the approved 
selection criteria. Such a review shall be conducted so that the cumulative economic impact of 
prior BRAC rounds will be considered only as part of the econon~ic impact criterion, which shall 
in turn be considered as part of the eight selection criteria. 

The fact that prior BRAC rounds affect an economic area shall not, by itself, cause a 
recommendarion to be changed. 

, . W ~ v e  Econorn~c I-. M w l e  BRAC 95 Rtctlrnrncndanons 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Economic Impact will review the BRAC 95 
recornmenhations submitted by the Secretaries of the Military Departments and the Directors of 

, the Defense Agencies to the Secretary of Defense. During this review, the Joint Cross-Service 
Group shall identify economic areas with multiple proposed BRAC 95 actions. 

The Joint Ooss-Service Group on Economic Impact shall direct the appropriate DoD 
Components to review their recommendations submitted to the Secretary of Defense when that 
are multiple BRAC 95 recommendations in the same economic area that were not considmd in 
the developnient of their recommendations. 



DoD Components will then reassess their BRAC 95 recommendations by taking into 
account the cumuiative econonlic impact of these multipile BRAC 95 recommendations and by W 
ensuring that the measures for economic impact for the economic area (the total potential job 
change in the economic area and the total potential job clhange as a percent of total--milimy and 
civilian--jobs in the economic area) include the cumulative economic impact of multiple BRAC 95 
recommendations, as well as the cumulative future economic im~pact of prior BRAC rounds. 

Such a review shall be conducted so that the cum~ulative economic impact of multiple 
BRAC 95 recommendations will be considered as part of'the economic impact criterion, which 
shall i n  rum be considered as part of the eight selection criteria. DoD Components will complete 
such reviews expeditiously in order to facilitate compliance with statutory deadlines for BRAC 
actions. 

DoD Components may consider alternative c1osu1-es and realignments, or mitigating 
actions, during this review. After the review is complete, DoD Components will r tpon back to 
the Joint Cross-Service Group on Economic Impact, with a recommendation as to whether or not 
to change their initial recomniendations. 

The existence of multiple BRAC 9 j  recommendar:ions in an economic area shall not, by 
itself. cause a recommendation to be changed. 

HISTORIC ECONOMJC DA TT4 

DoD Components shall consider the measures described above, viewed in the context of 
historic econon~ic data, in  applying the economic impact criterion. Historic data will, among 
other things, allow for consideration of the cumulative economic impacts that have already 
occurred (i.e., have already affected economic area  employment)^ as a result of prior BRAC 
actions. Because communities' economies are so complex, it is dlifficult to separate the effects of 
prior BRAC actions from the effects of other economic factors. To address this analytical 
difficulty, DoD Components shall use historic data to consider the general conditions of 
communities' economies. Considering the general conditi(ons of c:ommunities' economies will take 
into account the cumulative economic impacts that have already occurred due to prior BRAC 
actions, as well as the economic impact of other factors u:nrelatul to BRAC actions. 

Historic economic data shall be defined to include the following: 

Economic area civilian employment (1984 to 1993) 
Annualized change in economic m a  civilian employment, absolute and percent (1984 
to 1993). 
Economic area per capita personal income (1984 to 11992) 
Annualized change in economic area per capita personal income, absolute and percent 
( 1984 to 1992). and 
Economic area unemployment rates (1984 to 1993). 



The Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Installations will provide historic 
data, from authoritative sources. to the Military Departments and Defense Agencies. 

This guidance does not establish threshold values for measures and historic economic data. 
Rather, DoD components will use the measures and historic economic data for relative 
comparisons of the economic impacts and cumulative economic impacts of recommendations. 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Economic Impact shall analyze DoD Component 
recommendations and preliminary candidates to ensure that they are developed in accordance with 
this guidance, and shall monitor inlplementation of this and any additional guidance on economic 
impact that may be issued. The Joint Cross-Service Group on Economic Impact shall also carry 
out other analyses requested by the BRAC 95 Review Group or Steering Group. 

The Joint Cross-Service Group will work closely with DoD Components to resolve issues. 
Issues that the Joint Cross-Service Group and DoD components cannot resolve will be referred to 
the BRAC 95 Steering Group. 

Office of the DASD Ilnstallatlons) 

The office of the DASD (Installations) shall provide to the Military Departments and 
Defense Agencies a BRAC 95 Economic Impact Database tool that will contain the following: 

A listing of DoD installations 
The economic area to which each installation has been assigned 
Factors (multipliers) to estimate potential indirect job changes 

' Historic economic data to include: 
Economic area civilian employment (1984 to 1993) 
Annualized change in economic arca civilian employment, absolute and perant  
(1984 to 1993) 
Economic area per capita personal income (1 984 to 1992) 
Annualized change in economic area per capita personal income, absolute and 
percent (1 984 to 1992), and 
Economic arca unemployment rates (1984 to 1993) 



The capab~lity to calculate the measures for ecor~omic irnpact and cumulative 
economic impact described i n  this guidance baseld on the information provided by the 
Military Depanments and Defense Agencies 

The Military Depanments and the Defense Agencies shall provide and enter into the DoD 
BRAC 95 Economic Impact Database: 

Current Base Personnel: As discussed above on page 3, this data will reflect projected 
billets and positions as of the stan of FY 1996 for Officers, Enlisted, Military 
Students, Civilians, and Contractors, net of planrled force m c t u r e  changes. 

Job Changes (Out): the number of authorizations for DoD civilian, military (in 
training status), military (not in raining status), and on-base contractor jobs to be 
relocated and/or disestablished under each alternative and recommendation, by 
installrltion, as a result of BRAC actions, both far DoD Component proposed 
BRAC 95 actions and for actions yet to be naliztd (i.e., future) from prior BRAC 
rounds. by fiscal year, from 1994 through 2001; 

Job Changes (In): the number of authorizations for civilitan, military (in training status), 
nilitary (not in training status) and on-base contr;actor jobs being gained under each 
alternative and recommendation, by installation, i3s a result of BRAC actions, both for 
all proposed BRAC 95 actions and for actions yet to be ~rtalizcd (i.e., future) from 
prior BRAC rounds, by fiscal year, from 1994 through 2001. 

Because of the difficulty of obtaining accurate estimates, contractor job outs and ins may be 
aggregated into a single year. 

DoD Components will provide the projected job changes from prior BRAC rounds and 
current personnel data to the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretal-y of Defense for Installations. 
In identifying projected job changes associated with prior BRAC aci:ions, the DoD Components 
shall use plans that are consistent with the President's Fiscal 'Year 1995 Budget. 

The Military Depanments and the Defense Agencies :;hall collect information as necessary 
for the computer-based tool. Such data shall be collected and handled in accordance with the ' Internal Control Plan of the Joint Cross-Service Group on Economic: Impact and the respective 
internal Control Plans of each Military Department and the Defense Agencies. 

Shonly after submitting recommendations and preliminary c;indidates to the Secretary of 
Defense, the Military Departments and Defense Agencies shall provi~de to the Joint Cross-Service 
Group on Economic Impact computer files from the Economic Impact Database for their 
BRAC 95 recommendations and preliminary candidates. 



Annex A 

DETERMINATION OF ECONOMIC AREAS 

In response to changes by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) in 
metropolitan area definitions related to the 1990 Census, and a review of earlier 
BRAC economic area definitions, the Joint Cross-Service Group on Economic 
Impact has established the following rules to guide the assignment of installations 
to economic areas for BRAC 95: 

I .  The economic area should include residences of the majority of the military 
and civilian employees at the activity. 

3 . An economic area is generally defined as a metropolitan statistical area 
(h4SA) or a non-MSA county(s) unless there is evidence to support some other 
definition. 

3. In those cases where OMB's 1993 redefinition of an MSA added counties 
which increased the MSA population by 10 percent or more, then continue to use 
the old MSA definition unless certified residency data shows that the new MSA 
definition is more appropriate. 

4. An economic area should only be expanded to include an additional county 
if the resulting percentage increase in the number of employee residences included 
in the expanded economic area is greater than the resulting percentage increase in 
the total employment of the expanded economic area. 

5 .  Installations in the same county should be in the same economic area. 

6. If the economic area was pnviously defined (in prior BRAC rounds) as a 
non-MSA county(s), it should continue to be that county, even if that county has 
now been incorporated into an MSA. 



B a r e  R o a l i g n m m n t  and C l o r u r m  Definition8 

Cl0 .0  
All missions of the base will cease or he relocated. All - ~~ 

personnel (military, civilian and contractor) will either be 
eliminated or relocated. The entire base will be excessed and the 
property disposed. Note: A caretaker workforce is possible to 
bridge between closure (missions ceasing or relocating) and 
property disposal which are separate actions under Public Law 101- 
510. 

Cl0.0,  dxcmt 
The vast majority of the missions wlill cease or be relocated. \ 

Over 95 percent of the military, civilian and contractor personnel 
will either be eliminated or relocated. All :but a small portion of 
the base will be excessed and the property disposed. The small 
'portion retained will often be facilities in ,5411 enclave for use by 
the reserve component. Generally, active comlponent management of 
the base will cease. Outlying, unmanned ranges or training areas 
retained for reserve component use do not count against the "small 
portion retained". Again, closure (missions ceasing or relocating) 
and property disposal are separate actio~ns under Public Law 101- 
C ?  n 

Rmaliga 
Some missions of the base will cease or :be relocated, but 

others will remain. The active component will still be host of the 
remaining portion of the base. Only a portiom of the base will be 
excessed and the property disposed, with realignment (missions 
ceasing or relocating) and property disposal lxing separate actions 
under Public Law 101-510. In cases where the base is both gaining 
and losing missions, the base is being rcalicnled if it will 
experience a net reduction of DoD civilian personnel. In such 
situations, it is possible that no property will be excessed. 

R o l o c 8 t o  
The term used to describe the movement of missions, units or 

activities from a closing or realigning base t:o another base. 
Units do not realign from a closing or a realigning base to another 
base, they relocate. 

R o c o i v i n u  brmo 
A base which receives missions, units or activities relocating 

from a closing or realigning base. In cases where the base is both 
gaining and losing missions, -the base is a w e i v i n q  base if it 
will experience a net increase of DoD civilian personnel. 

M o t h b i l l ,  k ~ 8 - y  
Terms used when retention of facilities a d  real estate at a 

closing or realigning base are necessary to meet the mobilization 
or contingency needs of Defense. Bases or portions of bases 
'mothballedn will not be excessed and disposed. It is possible 
they could be leased for interim economic uses. 

IXh8cti~8t0, D i . 0 . t . b l i . h  
Terms used to describe planned actions which directly affect 

missions, units or activities. Fighter wings are inactivated, 
bases are closed. w 
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Rocmondation: Describe what is to be c1o:sed and/or realigned; 
functions, activities, units, or oraanizations that will be - - 

eliminated or relocated; identify the receiving installations, if 
applicable; and describe functions, act:ivities, units, or . 
organizations that will remain on the insta:llation, if 
applicable. 

Justification: Explain the reasons for the recommendation: i.e., 
force structure reductions; mission transfer, consolidation, 
collocation, or elimination; excess cagacity; cross-servicing; 
etc., as applicable. 

Return on Invostmont: Include the total estimated one-time costs 
of implementing the recommendation, expectecl total one-time 
savings during the implementation period, expected annual 
recurring savings after implementation with return on investment 
years, and the net present value of costs and savings over a 
twenty year period. Express costs and savings in FY 1996 
constant dollars. 

Impact: Describe the impact the reconur1endat:ion could have on the 
local comnunityls economy in terms of t.otal potential job change 
(direct and indirect) in absolute terms and as a percentage of 
employment in the economic area. Describe the impact the 
recommendation could have on the environment:. 
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IN REPLY 

REFER TO 

DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY 
H E A D Q U A R T E R S  

CAMERON STATION 
A L E X A N D R I A .  V I R G I N I A  22304-6 100 

CLOSE HOLD 

MEMORANDUM OF MEETING 

SUBJECT: Summary of Meeting with the Director - 23 January 1995 

I. PURPOSE: To present the outcome of the Executive Group's analysis of Inventory 
Control'Point (ICP) and Depot scenarios, in preparation to react to preliminary Service 
decisions, expected on 25 January 1995. (Army and Air Force decisions on maintenance 
sites will drive the scope of Depot decisions, and Navy action on the Aviation Supply 
Office (ASO) could constrain ICP decisions.) DLA decisions are due 48 hours after the 
Military Service decisions. A list of attendees is at enclosure 1. Briefing charts are at 
enclosure 2. 

11. BRIEF SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION: 

A. Service decisions to close more maintenance sites than we had initially thought 
could constrain DLA decisions regarding Stand-Alone Depots because of capacity 
shortfalls. Closing both Defense Depot Ogden and Defense Depot Memphis still make 
sense from a military judgment perspective. However, we may have to consider keeping 
some capacity at a site where the maintenance operation is closing, but the base, or some 
portion of the base, will remain open. 

B. There is an element of risk in any of the ICP options. However, worklord 
consolidation by the different type of management meded by weapon system items and 
troop and general support items increases synergy and allows better management control. 

1. The data says it requires more people to manage troop and general mppfl 
items tlqn it does to manage weapon system items. Different mixes of active urd inactive 
items explains some of the difference, but much is cultural (i.e., since knding is brsed an 
sales, the more purchase requests generated, the more an ICP "earns"). Smghq-up 
management of troop and general support items would sharpen managemat focus on the 
problem. However, the split at Defense General Supply Center WSG) and Defense 
Construction Supply Center (DCSC) needstube veritiad. 

2. If Navy closes the ASO, the cost for DLA to operate the base has to be fipmd 
into Options 2a and 2b. That makes Option I the highest pay back option. 



c AA.J(BRAC ) PAGE 2 CLOSE HOLD o w IM 
SUBJECT: Summary of Meeting with the Director - 23 January 1995 

3. Options I and I1 are the highest risk options because of turmoil and single point 
of failure. 

4. The Executive Group recommends either Option I or IIIa because Richmond is 
a much better facility, and there is some synergy in having a collocated ICP and Depot. 
However, the Executive Group did not reach a consensus on which Option they preferred 
because of the perception of greater risk inherent in Option I. However, Option I is more 
consistent with the Supply Management Concept of Operations. If the Agency does not 
take advantage of the opportunity to single up now, it will not be able to do so later. 

5. The advantage of moving management of Industrial Plant Equipment (IPE) 
items again is questionable, even though the Federal Supply Class is more similar to 
general support items than to weapon system items. Consider the impact of keeping IPE 
at DGSC in Option IIIa. 

111. FOLLOW-UP ACTIONS : 

A. Analyze a version of Option IIIa keeping IPE at DGSC--CAAJ(BRAC). 

B. Verify the split between equivalents supporting weapon system items and troop and 
general support items at DCSC and DGSC--MMS. 

2 Encl 
Team Chief 
DLA BRAC 

GARY S. THURBER 
Deputy Director 
(Corporate Administration) 

LAWRENCE P. F 
Major General, USAF 
Principal Deputy Director 
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CLOSING 2 ICPs 
Each of These Options FULLY Supports Supply and Distribution Conce~ts o f  O~erntions 

ICP Close: DGSC, DISC ICP Close: DGSC, DISC 
Stand-Alone Close: DDOU, DDMT Stand-Alone Close: DDOU, DDRV Stand-Alone Close: DDAIT, DDRV 
~ollocateb close: DDRT, DDST Collocated Close: DDRT, DDST Collocated Close: DDRT, DDST 
Depot Realign: DDCO, DDLP Depot Realign: DDCO, DDLP Depot Realign: DDCO, DDLP 

. . .....-, 



vr I lull W I 

I IMPACT BASED ON MILITARY VALUE 



1. COLUMBUS 766 

2. NEW CUMBERLAND 704 

1. TRACYISHARPE 623 

yr 
u 

3. MEMPHIS 571 

OPTION #v 
MPACT BASED ON MILITARY VALUE 

1. DDJC 822 

2. DDSP 758 

3. DDMT 507 

6. DDCO 469 

SE DDRV/DDOU 
r ICP 
L 

1. DCSC 738 

4. DPSC 
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571 6. DDCO I 469 

>OSE DDRV/DDMT 

ICP 

1. DCSC 738 
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CLOSING 1 ICP 

Stand-Alone Close: DDOU, DDMT . Stand-Alone close: DDOU, DDRV Stand-Alone Close: DDhIT, DDRV 
Collocated Close: DDRT, DDST Collocated Close: DDRT, DDST Collocated Close: DDRT, DDST 
Realign: DDCO, DDLP Depot Realign: DDCO, DDLP Realign: DDCO, DDLP 



IMPACT BASED ON MILITARY VALUE 

"CLOSE DISC "CLOSE DDOU/DDMT 

1. COLUMBUS 

3. RICHMOND 

. TRACYSHARPE 



I IMPACT BASED ON MILITARY VALUE I 









OPTlON 1 3(1 
ClocKdSites I NPV 

I 
DISC 1 -3001 

Total 

CortofKwping S b O p l n  
( Millions d Ddlrn ) 

F.t NPV, Option f a  - 

%a:: S!as 
Desaiption 

BMAR 
Maint 

/A.1 NPV, Option -1 ,1891 

OPTION lrJI 

OPTlON #b 
Closed Siem NPV I 

DCSC 

$31 
$1 3 

Clo8edSrt.r 

DGSC 

DDOUl DDRV 
I 

I Total 

DGSC I 4'1 

NPV 

-41 7 

-945 

-1,362 

DDMTl DDRV 1 -1,0191 

DGSC 

$16 
$7 

TOW M 

DPSC 

$6 
$5 

Open Sies 

DDCO 

$68 
$1 5 

Description 

BMAR 
Maint 

DDRV 

$25 

DCSC 

$3 1 
$1 3 

TOW 

$146 
$1 6 $56. 

DlSC 

$6 
$3 

DPSC 

$0 
$6 

DDCO 

$68 
$1 5 

DDOU 

$54 
$23 

TOW 

$1 59 
$60, 





a 8 II. CLOSE DGSC and DlSC 
FY99 PERSONNEL ENDSTRENGTH 

DCSC DGSC DlSC 

WEAPS 
T&G 
BASE OPS 
MlSC 

DPSC 

T&G 
BASE OPS 
MlSC 
TOTAL 
NSNs 
PRs 
SALES 



Ill. CLOSE DlSC 
FY99 PERSONNEL ENDSTRENGTH 

1 1 DGSC 

WEAPS 21 82 608 
T&G 450 621 
BASE OPS 381 307 
MlSC 0 292 

DlSC DPSC 

NET SVGS: 458 
NSNs MOVED: 
WEP SYS - 1 .OM 

T&G 0 0 
BASE OPS 381 307 
MISC 0 0 
TOTAL 2578 2068 
NSNs 1.67Mi 1.48M 
PRs 33% 32% 
SALES 27% 28% 



i I. CLOSE DlS$ and DPSC 
I i  FY99 PERSONNEL ENDSTRENGTH 
i BRAG i DCSC 

WEAPS i 21 82 I 608 

DPSC 

- - 
T&G 450 621 165 1462 
BASE OPS 381 307 0 20 
MISC 0 292 0 164 

AFTER BRAC 
NET SVGS: 823 
NSNs MOVED: 
WEP SYS - 1.5M 
TRPIGEN - 0.1 5M 

T&G 0 
BASE OPS . 381 
MlSC 0 
TOTAL 4246 
NSNs 3.1 5MI 
PRs 65% 
SALES 55% 



4 (I 
IV. CLOSE DGSC 

' FY99 PERSONNEL ENDSTP,ENGTH I 

BEFORE 1 BRAC I DCSC DGSC DISC 

WEAPS 2182 608 1332 
T&G 450 621 165 
BASE OPS 381 307 0 
MlSC 0 292 n 

DPSC 

u 

BASE OPS 
MlSC 0 0 0 
TOTAL 2578 0 

246 
1857 

NSNs 
2752 

1.67M 0 I .48M 
PRs 33% 0 

.38M 
32% 

SALES 27%. 0 
35% 

28% 45% 
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IN REPLY CAAJ(BRAC) 
REFER TO 

DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY 
HEADQUARTERS 

CAMERON STATION 
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22304-61 00 

CLOSE HOLD 

MEMORANDUM OF MEETING 

SUBJECT: Summary of Meeting with the Director - 3 February 1995 

I. PURPOSE: To provide the Director information on what we understand the Military 
Services are proposing, and the potential impact of the Sewices' recommendations on the 
options DLA is considering. A list of attendees is at enclosure 1. Briefing charts are at , 

enclosure 2. 

11. BRIEF SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION: 

A. Services' recommendations, which impact DLA, were discussed. 

1. As expected, Army recommends closing Letterkenny and Red River. The 
Army's Red River recommendation realigns the "DLA Regional Depot . . . to Lone Star." 
This remains a point of discussion. Army also recommended moving the Army Concepts 
Analysis Agency, and possibly one other Agency, into the new DLA Headquarters 
building at Fort Belvior. This has not been discussed with DLA, and is a major point of 
contention requiring DoD adjudication. The recommendation was not coordinated with 
DL A. 

2. Navy will dose Long Beach. This will influence our redirect of DCMD West. 

3. Air Force has not submitted any recommendations regarding maintenance. 
Recommendations may be in by 718 February. 

B. Numbers for the Inventory Control Point (1CP)IDepot options have changed. The 
Depot portion reflects Letterkenny closing and San Antonio remaining open, which is the 
best information we have from Air Force, at this point. Changes in the ICPs are the result 
of scrubbing the Federal Supply Class (FSC) data submitted in response to Supplemental 

- Data Call (BRAC95L09A), questions 20-22. Some FSC numbers had been incorrectly 
- 

transcribed, resulting in misidentification of whether the FSC belonged in weapon system 
or general support categories. 

C. A concenl was raised about the age and general condition of Depot buildings at 
sites being considered for closure compared to those not being considered for retention. 
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2 7 FH 1s 

The Agency needs to be sure that potential future replacement costs, distinct fiom 
projected wsts to maintain the fbciiity, have been adequatdy considered in tbe analysis 
process. 

111. FOLLOW-UP ACTIONS: 

A. Prepare a letter to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Economic Security) 
expressing DLA's concerns about Army's proposal to use the DLA Headquarters Building 
at Fort Belvoir as a receiver site--CAkT(BRAC). 

B. Re-veri@ the changes in the FSC breakout at the ICPs--MMS/KPMG PEAT 
Marwick. 

C. Re-examine the potential building replacement issue and the costs and benefits of 
the options being considered in relation to future replacement needs--MMD. 

2 Encl 

- 
GARY S. THLRBER 
Deputy Director 
(Corporate Administration) 

LA-CE P. FARRELL, JR. ' 
Major Genera USAF 
Principal DqKlty Director 
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AGENDA 

+ )SERVICE INPUTS 
+ DCMDW SCENARIOS 
+ ICPIDEPOT SCENARIOS 
+ COSTS FOR KEEPING BASES OPEN 



REVIEW OF SERVICE RECOMMENDATONS 
HIGHLIGHTS 

- ARMY CLOSES RED RIVER- AMMO STORAGE & TRAINING 
CENTERS TO LONE STAR ... LIGHT COMBAT VEHICLE 
MAINTENANCE TO ANNISTON ..." DLA REGIONAL DEPOT AND 
RUBBER PRODUCTION FACILITY TO LONE STAR" 

- ARMY REALIGNS LETTERKENNY ... VEHICLE MISSION TO 
I ANNISTON 8 MISSILE GUIDANCE WORKLOAD TO 

TOBYHANNA ... RETAIN AMMO STORAGE ENCLAVE & DoD 
TACTICAL MISSILE CONSOLIDATION STORAGE 

- ARMY CONCEPTS ANALYSIS AGENCY FROM BETHESDA TO 
NEW DLA FACILITY AT FORT BELVOIR (ZOO) ... ALSO ARMY 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS SOFTWARE CENTER (300) 

- NAVY CLOSES LONG BEACH SHIPYARD .... ONLY NEEDED 
'FAMILY HOUSING UNITS REMAIN 

- NOTHING SIGNIFICANT IN AIR FORCE 



DCMD West HQ Relocation Options 

Property Acquisition 

LA AFS 

$3.2M (FY 00) 

$93 5.2M 

Build 

BRAC 93 Cost Avoidance $1 1 OM 

Long Beach 

$3.2M (FY 00) 

$93 5.4M 





CLOSING 2 ICPs 
Each of These Options FULL Y Supports Supply end Distribution Concepts o f  O~erations 

L NSNs PRs SALES 1 NSNs PRs SALES 11. NSN. PRr SALES I 

a - . -  
r .  . . - -, .I 1 

.I - - - - - -  . - - - - 

QhQQl . \ 
. . Ogtion ia o,jtionZb -i .- :.; 

. . . ,. . '. 
'. * I .  . . 

k u DCSC 3.15M+ 65% 55% 

5; 3 DGSC .38M 35% 45% 
88 

. . -4  -7 ". . *&. * 

IC'P Close: DGSC, DISC 
Stand-Alone Close: DDhlT, DDRI' 

Collocated Close: DDRT, DDLP 

Depot I<ealign: DDCO 

ICP Close: DISC, DPSC 
; stand- lone Close: DDOU, DDMT 

Collocated close: DDRT, DDLP 

Depot Rcnlign: DDCO 

5! Capacity Shortfall: 0 ACF 
6 ICP Risk: High 

1CP Close: DGSC, DISC 
Stand-Alone Close: DDOU, DDRV 

Collocated Close: DDR'I', DDLP 

Depot Healign: DDCO 

*, . -. 

SS NPV 

4:: ICP 46M -487M 
Depot 88M ..:s. gj. -859M 

.,: :a ;, 
. .  . 

Total 134M -1346M 
. . . . .  . . .  . . . - .  . . . . .  . . . 

;;; .>:; ::.-. : 
?.. ; ..-$,?. . . -i ; +.: ... highest ,Tamrn NPV 12.3% 

A*'. . < . 

DDOU/DDMT 
NPV: S -241 M 

SS: $22 M 

DCSC 3.15M+ 65% 55% 

DPSC .38M 35% 45% 

-- 

DCSC 3.15M+ 65% 55% 

DPSC .38M 35% 45% 

Capacity Shortfall: 0 ACF 
ICP Risk: Moderate+ 

Capacity Shortfall: 0 ACF 
ICP Risk: b1oderate-t 

11 SS NPV 11 SS NPV I 
ICP 58M -630M 

Depot 85M -840M 
- - -  

Total 144M -1471M 
/o UII I .  If U I I I  

highest NPV 
4.7% 

DDOUIDDRV 
NPV: $ - I 8 8  M 

SS: $ 1 7 M  

ICP 58M -630M 

Depot 88M -904M 

Total 146M -1534M 

. highest NPV 

DDMTDDRV 
NPV: $0123 M 

SS: $11  M 
I 



CLOSING 1 ICP 

NSNs PRs SALES 

f;j DCSC 1.67M+ 33% 27% 

y DGSC 1 ! 4 8 ~ +  32% 28% 
DPSC .38M 35% 45% 

8 , Capacity Shortfall: 0 ACF 
4 ICP Risk: Moderate 

Eeck of Tkese Options PARTIALL Y Supports Supply and FULLY Supports Distribution Concepts ofoperntions 
. - - -  - . " -. - - - -%--. - 

&*4-;i 
.. .. ' - ;; " . DptiO*,'~t 

O~t ion  3d . 1% '. 
. . -* .-. -.*: .& - 

SS NPV 

.. - - .  . 
ICP Close: DISC (IPE moves) 

' Stand-Alone Close: DDOU, DDMT 
Collocated Close: DDRT, DDLP 
Depot Realign: DDCO 

ICP 29M -364M 

Depot 88M -859M 

- .  .. .. - . . ,- - -L:. - ?  - .-,~LZ-'- 

1CP Close: DlSC (IPE stays) ICP Close: DGSC 
Stand-Alone Close: DDOU, DDMT Stand-Alone Close: DDOU, DDRV 
Collocated Close: DDRT, DDLP Collocated Close: DDRT, DDLP 
Depot Realign: DDCO Depot l(ealigi-1: DDCO 

& @.. 

u H  Total 117M -1223M 
I 

*.,-.* . % am. rmm 
iA , > * -  . ~;;,~r- highest NPV 

6.4% 
.* .:. . . ,-* 

DDOUIDDMT 
NPV: $ -241 M 

SS: $22 M 

NSNs PRs SALES 
DCSC 1.67M+ 33% 27% 
DGSC 1.48M+ 32% 28% 
DPSC .38M 35% 45% 

Capacity Shortfall: 0 ACF 
ICP Risk: R1oder;ite 

SS NPV 

ICP 28M -348M 

Depot 88M -859M 

Total 116M -1207M 
U/O dlV. trom 
highest NPV 

7.7% 

DDOUIDDMT 
NPV: $ -241 M 

SS: $22  M 

NSNs PRs SALES 

DCSC 1.67M+ 33% 27% 
DlSC 1.48M+ 32% 28% 
DPSC .38M 35% 45% 

Capacity Shortfall: 0 ACF 
ICP Risk: hloderate 

%S NPV 
- - -  -- 

ICP 38M -403M 

Depot 85M -840M 

Total 123M -1244M 
Yo dltt. ffOM 4.8% 

, highest NPV 

DDOUIDDRV 
NPV: $ -188 M 

SS: $ 17 M 



CLOSING 1 ICP , 

DCSC 1.67M+ 33% 27-%-- DCSC 1.67M+ 33% 27% 
DISC 1.48M+ 32% 28% DGSC 1.48M+ 32% 28% 

Capacity Shortfall: 0 ACF Capacity Shortfall: 0 ACF 
ICP Risk: hlode~.ate ICP Risk: hloderate 

38M -403M 22M -230M 

Depot 88M -904M Depot 88M -859M 
Total 125M -1307M Total 109M -1089M 

DDMT/DDRV DDOUIDDMT 
NPV: $ - 123 M NPV: $ -241 M 

SS: $22  M 

Each of These Options PARTIAL L Y Supports Supply and FULL Y Supports Distribution Concepts of Operations 
..a- ,,:-.. . . .. - -. . -: :pF;;"-- . , -.T" ?. >*- . , - . - . - ; + . , a - .  . .I:*. , .  - . .. - . . 0btion 4b . I J: 

V C I  - - -. . 
< .  

. * 
'- - 4 ' -  r - -  . .. * ,:., - t .v . - - -  * 

ICP Close: DGSC 
Stand-Alone Close: DDMT, DDRV 
Collocated Close: DDRT, DDLP 
Depot Realign: DDCO 

I 

*. -..&.. -&:- .,..::&,.e- 

ICP Close: DGSC (ICP only) 
Stand-Alone Close: DDOU, DDhlT 
Collocated Close: DDRT, DDLP 
IJtpot liealign: DDCO 



Cost of Keeping Sites Open 
( Millions of Dolian ) 

OPflON I 1  
Closed Sies I NPV 

I 

DDOUI DDMT 1 -8591 

Open Sites I 

Description 1 DCSC I DGSC I DDCO I DDRV I Total 
I I I I I 

Total 1 -1,3461 

I ~ e t  NPV. Option # l  -1 ,1~31 

OPTION #Pa 
Closed Sites hl?Y 1 

I 

Maint 

DGSCl DISC I 6301 
DDOUI DDRV 

i 
Total 

$31 
$1 5 

Open Sies 
In---d-c-- I ---- 1 
vronlpur*l 1 ULX I DPSC / DDCO j DDMT I Total I 

1 I I I I 
BMAR 
Maint 

$1 6 
$7 

I ~ e t  NPV. Option $2. -1,2691 

OPTION t 2 b  

DGSCl DISC 

WMTl DDRV 

H 

$68 
$15 

Open Sites 
Dercription 1 DCSC I DPSC I DDCO I DDOU I Total 

I I I I I 

$25 
$16 

Total 1 -1,5341 

$140 
$53 

Maint 

NW, Option I2b . 
I 

lBMAR * $1 5 $5 $15 $23 $58 

$3 1 $6 $68 $54 $159 





Cost of Keeping Sites Open 
( Millions of Dollars ) 

OPTION #4a 
Closed Sites ( NPV 

I 
DGSC I -403~ 
DDOUl DDRV 1 -8401 

Total 

l ~ e t  NPV, Option Us -1,040i 

OPTION #4b 
C.!n~ed S&ss I 1 

Open Sites 

DDMTl DDRV 

Total -1 307 

p e t  NPV, O P ~  M b  1 ,osq 

Total 1 -1.080] 

OPTION #d Open Sites 

NW, optknr 

Description 

Maint 
DDMTI DDOU 

DCSC 

$31 
$1 3 

DISC 

$6 
$3 

DPSC 

$0 
$6 

DOC0 

$68 
$1 5 

DDRV 

$25 
$16 

Total 

$130 
$53 



IMPACT BASED ON MILITARY VALUE 

*CLOSE DISC/DPSC "CLOSE DDOUIDDMT 

1. COLUMBUS 

3. RICHMOND 

. TRACYfSHARPE 



OPTION # 2a 
IMPACT BASED ON MILITARY VALUE 

- "CLOSE DGSCIDISC "CLOSE DDRVDDOU 

1. COLUMBUS 

. TRACYISHARPE 



IMPACT BASED ON MILITARY VALUE 

"CLOSE DGSC/DISC 

1. COLUMBUS 

.- 

3. I 

4. TRACYISHARPE 



I "CLOSE DISC *CLOSE DDOUfDDMT 

I 

1. COLUMBUS 

3. RICHMOND 

. TRACYISHARPE 





IMPACT BASED ON 

"CLOSE DGSC "CLOSE DDOUDDRV 

1. COLUMBUS 

4. TRACYISHARPE 



B D 
1 
i 
I 

I "CLOSE DGSC 

1. COLUMBUS 

I 

I 

I . TRACYISHARPE 
I 

I 



Installations 

1. COLUMBUS 767 

2. NEW CUMBERLAND 681 

3. RICHMOND 
i 

649 

4. TRACYISHARPE 
d 623 

MPACT BASED ON MILITARY VALUE 

1. DDJC 822 

2. DDSP 759 

11. DCSC 740 

13. DISC 54! 

r ~ i S f i  14. DPSC 

5. DDRV 481 I 5. DFSC 



I 
I 

I 

Covered Storage Capacity FY 01 525M 
NEW CONSTRUCTlON * - 2M 

1 SUBSTD BLDGS + R&RlSLAND +22M 

BRAC 95 - 174M 
STORAGE CAPACITY 437M 

I 

Covered Storage Reqmt FY 01 461M 
BRpC95 25% SVCINV - 7M 
MINUS 15% OPERATING LEVEL - 2M 
STORAGE REQUIREMENT 452M 

qun1Drcnr 8 
- w m  m v r  1 8  I m.L - 21M 
* Includes 5M ACF from conversion of Ops Areas at Columbus, and 7 2M 
ACF R&R Island 



New Construction: +5M Conv DDCO Ops Area to Storage 
-4.5M Programmed New Construction 

I I - -2.7M Max Efficiency (racking projects ) 

-2.2M 

Substd Bldgs 
R&R Island 
BRAC 95 

overed Storage Requirement FY 01 
Addtw125% SVC Inv Red: -7M 



Covered Storage Capacity FY 01 525M 
NEMi CVNSTRUCTlON * - IOM 
SUBSTD BLDGS + R&R lSLAND +75M 
BRAC 95 - 107M 

. STORAGECAPACITY 423M 

Covered Storage Reqmt FY 01 

BRAC95 25% SVCINV - 7M 
MINUS 15% OPERATING LEVEL - 2M 
STORAGE REQUIREMENT 452M 

SHORTFALL 29M 
* lncludes 5M ACF from conversion ~f Ops Areas at Columbus, and 12M 
ACF RBR Island 



New donstruction: +51v7 Conv DDCO Ops Area to Storage 
-8.3M Programmed New Construction 
-6.6M Max Efficiency (racking projects ) 
-9.9M 

Substd Bldgs 
RBR Island 
BRAC 95 

overed Storage Requirement FY 01 
Addt'l25% SVC Inv Red: -7M 



Covered Storage Capacity FY 01 525M 
NEW CONSTRUCTlOfij * -7OM 

I SUBSTD BLDGS + R&R lsland +22M 
BRAC 95 - -  -- 
STORAGE CAPAClTY 

Covered Storage Reqmt FY 01 
- - 

BRAC95 25% SVCINV - 7M 
MlNUS 75% OPERATlnJG LEVEL - 2M 
STORAGE REQUIREMENT 45244 

SHORTFALL s+/v i  r )  Aria 

* Includes 5M A CF from conversion of Ops Areas at Columbus, and 12M 
ACF R&R Island. 



New Construction: +5M Cony DDCQ Ops Area to Storage 
-8.3M Programmed New Construction 
-6.3M Max Efficiency (racking projects ) 

- 9.6M 
Substd Bldgs 
R&R Island 
BRAC 95 

Covered Storage Requirement FY 01 
Addtn/25% SVC lnv Red: -7M 





New Construction: +10Plf Cunv DDMT Ops Area to Storage 
- 4.5M Programmed New Construction 
- 2.6M Max Efficiency (racking projects ) 
+ 2.9M 

w ~ v  u ~ M T  Ops Area to Storage 
- -  - .  A 

construction - L.OM Max E f f i c i e n ~ ~ ~  lr3-king projects) 

Substd Bldgs 
R&R lsland 
BRAC 95 

overed Storage Requirement FY 01 
Addt'/25% SVC It~v Red: -7M 





IN R E P L Y  CAAJ(BRAC) 
R E F E R  TO 

DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY 
HEADQUARTERS 

CAMERON STATION 
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22304-61 00 

CLOSE HOLD 

MEMORANDUM OF MEETING 

SUBJECT: Summary of Decision Meeting with the Director - 7 February 1995 

I. PURPOSE: To get a decision on which Inventory Control Point (ICP) and Distribution 
Depot options the Agency will recommend to the Secretary of Defense. A list of 
attendees is at enclosure 1. Briefing charts are at enclosure 2. 

11. BRIEF SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION: 

A. As requested at the 3 Februiiry meeting with the Director MMD reexamined 1:he 
age and general condition of the buildings at the depots recommt:nded for closure and 

6111 
retention. In general, the majority of our depot buildings are old. However, MMD's 
analysis confirmed that disestablish~ng the Defense Depot Ogden (DDOU), Defense Ilepot 
Memphis, Defense Depot Red River (DDRT), and Defense Depot Letterkenny (DDLP) 
conformed most closely to the guiding principles embodied in tht: DLA Decision Rules. 

B. Redirect of the Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) 93 recommendation 
concerning Defense Contract Management Command (DCMD) 'Nest is necessary because 
the Long Beach Naval Shipyard is on the Navy's BRAC 95 list, and the Navy has been 
unsuccesshl in negotiating a land-for-space-swap with the city of Long Beach. The 
BRAC Working Group is obtaining, data to cost out alternatives. Impacts of the redirect 
are not reflected in the totals presented, but disestablishing DCMD South and realigning 
the Defense Contract Management Command International are. 

C. The breakout of Federal Supply Classes has been verified. The primary decision for 
the ICPs was whether to have one or two weapon system ICPs. Because of the on-going 
Consumable Item Transfer and merger of the Defense Electronics Supply Center and the 
Defense Construction Supply Center (DCSC) as a result of BRAC 93, and sheer size of a 
single weapon system ICP, the con!;ensus was to disestablish the Defense Industrial 
Supply Center (DISC) and create two weapon system ICPs. 

-- . 
111. FOLLOW-UP ACTION: Scn~b all data for the selected recommendations-- 
C AAJ(BRAC). 



CAAJPRAC) PAGE 2 CLOSE HOLD 
4 I FEB 1995 

SUBJECT: Summary of Decision Meeting with the Director - '7 February 1995 

IV. DECISIONS REACHED: 

A. Disestablish DISC. Realign DCSC and Defense General Supply Center to create 
one troop and general support ICE' and two weapons system ICPs. 

B. Disestablish DDOU, DDMr, DDRT, and DDLP. Realip DDCO. 

2 Encl 
Team Chief 
DLA BRAC 

7 13 sc-. 
GARY S. THUREIER 
Deputy Director 
(Corporate Administration) 

- 
LAWRENCE P. F'ARRELL, JR. 
Major General, USAF 
Principal Deputy Ilirector 



LIST OF ATTENDEES 
7 FEBRUARY 1995 DESCISION MEETING WITH THE DIRECTOR 

D 
DD 
MM 
C A 
GC 
FO 
AQC 
MMS 
MMD 
MMDD 
DE 
DDE 
MMDO 
MMDOS 
MMDB 
DoDIG 
GAO 
CAAJ(BRAC) 
CAAJ(BRAC) 
CAAJ(BRAC) 
CAAJ(BRAC) 

VADM Straw 
Maj Gen Fsurell 
Maj Gen Babbitt 
Mr. Thurber 
Mr. Baird 
CAPT McC:arthy 
Mr. Scott 
RADM Chwnberlin 
BG Burch 
Mr. Roy 
CAPT Finley 
Col (Sel) Dillard 
CAPT Moore 
Mr. Sanche.~ 
Mr. Hartstock 
Mr. Paget 
Mr. Perkins 
Ms McManamay 
Ms. Kelleher 
Mr. Bourassa 
Mr. Geiger 





'CLOSE HOLD - CERTIFIED BRAC DATA 
. I 

~ L k f  sl Age Anal - f------- sis for Risk Assessmint - BRAC I85 
T- - T I -- 

I I u L a I - - -  
< % of total bu~ld~ng square foo\age~decade-- -- - 

L 
1930 1940 3950 - l%x! - 1960 

. - 
DLCO 35 0 01 0 0 0 0 

. , \ 
DDMT 0 0 63 21 ,y 

- - 0 0 B 
I 

7 
I 

L -__-_ L ----- L 1 L 1 -1 I -- I. DDRT is canfigured assuming the Distribution Center is completely constlucted 

Page 1 



SPLC SHIPMENT DESTINATIONS - FY-1994 
PAGE : 1 

DES'l' DEST 
SPLC C I T Y  SHIPMENTS WEIGHT COST 

TXKE;DRIV 
TXHOOD 
GASTEWAR 
CAFrIRWI 
CACONCOR 
ALANNIST 
OKFTSILL 
XY FTICNOX 
NCSUNPOI 
AtANNIST 
KCFTBPAC 
TXELPASO 
PANEWCUP.: ccf' - 
MSSHELBY 
K S R I L N  
WYLOVELL 
GABENNIN 
LAFTPOLK 
NCSUNPT 
CALATHRO CC r 
KYl?TCAMP 

2 , 3 6 5 , 0 9 8  1 . 8 ~  1 7 9 . 5 C 9 . 6 s  
2 , 2 2 2 , 0 5 2  / .7% 1 1 9 , 7 4 2 . 8 7  
2,146,571 / ,6p0 56,055.59 
2 , 0 9 2 , 2 1 2  / . b y 0  6 4 , 8 3 9 - 6 9  

-8,520 /.&,% 1 7 0 , 8 6 1 - 4 5  
1 , 9 1 0 , 4 9 7  1.4 Pj, 6 2 , 4 2 1 - 4 4  
1 , 8 3 1 , C 9 3  1 . 4 7 ~  9 6 , 5 2 8 . 3 2  
1 , 6 6 1 , 4 0 5  1. a 7~, 1 2 1 , 8 3 1 . 7 9  
1,590,12; /. d 2 1 1 5 ,  L t 2 . 7 5  
1,586,056 8 1 , 3 5 2 . 2 3  
1 , 3 9 6 , 9 8 3  4 3 , 2 5 0 . 9 7  
1 , 3 6 9 , 3 9 1  6 9 , 0 2 2 . 4 5  
1,212,037 23,900.92 
1,112,274 1 7 6 , 7 4 5 . 2 3  
1 , 1 1 0 , 3 1 2  el, 550.36 
1 , 3 6 7 , 1 7 9  41,565.82 
1, CCC, 351 4 7 , 9 E 4 . 1 5  

9 6 1 , 1 5 9  9 3 . 9 5 ' 6 . 2 2  

9 2 7 , 2 2 7  8 ? , 7 & 7  . a 7  

9 5 3 , 2 1 3  55,8:16.7e 
-. 

8.17, 395  ,,3,371.G3 
7 7 3 . 8 5 7  57,145.98 
7 6 6 , 2 6 0  35,5!81.85 
7 1 3 , 6 9 5  2 1 , 3 3 0 . 1 6  
655,s7? 1 3 6 , 2 2 4 . 5 3  
618,515 2 2 ,  L C > .  2 5  

5 9 6 , 7 4 6  5 2 ,  5 6 4 . 4 4  
5 8 8 , 9 : 6  113,540.00 
5 5 3 , 9 2 6  6 C , 4 6 2 . 6 4  

504 ,93C 33,1:5.84 . 
522,157 4 2 , 3 4 3 . 9 5  
4 3 3 , 7 2 5  4 2 ,  570.13 

4 7 2 ,  ;C6 2 4 . 5 5 5 . 3 2  
467.26'5 3 1 , 3 4 7 . E 3  

4.il.ZCP 3 2 , 3 2 6 . 6 '  
4 3 2 , 3 9 :  3 6 , 5 5 2 . 1 C  



0 0  ' 3P 

0 0 '  3 C  
0 0 ' 6 E  
0 0 - S F  
OO'OE 
0 0 - s e  
00 ' EP 
0 0  ' SE: 

C L ' : 3 8  
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Disadvantages - 
Columbus 

p Co-located, Easy t o  Vacate At  A Later Date o Obsolete Facilities 
o Spread Some OIH At Columbus Site u ; F . ~  D D R A  P - - L  ~ - - - - L I  ..I. --.. 

I I I ~ I I  1 1 1  IUI ~ U > L  , r V S ~ I U l e  IYIILLUN 

Memphis 
o Good Distribution Location Should Future o Stand Alone, Could Be A Problem To 

Dist Support Be Req'd Vacate At Late, Date. 
o Great Facilities, Both Storage & Operational, 
o Close To Fed Ex, Could Play In Specialized 

Customer Support. 
o Hazardous Facilities 
o Great Depot For Backup If Required During 

Contingency or Catastrophe, 
o May Be Needed To 

Support Customers In 3 Day Scenario 
o MIL Value #3 Behind 2 PDS's 

Red River 
o Could Provide Support To Army For o Oklahoma, San Antonio, Albany, and 

Serviceable End Items Antiiston Can Provide Army S t ~ p p ~ r t  
o Tenant To Lone Star, Easy To Vacate At Later Date o Not In as Good Of A Location As 
o Could Take Over Rubber Shop For Army Memphis to Support 3 Day Delivery 

o 65% of Whses are Less Than 30,000 SF 
More Costly To Maintain And Operate 









CLOSING 2 ICPs 
Each of These Options FULL Y Supports Supply and Distribution Concepts of Operations 

ICP Close: DISC, DPSC ICP Close: DGSC, DISC 
Stand-Alone Close: DDOU, DDMT 

Collocated Close: DDRT, DDLP 
Depot Realign: DDCO 

Stand-Alone Close: DDOU, DDRV 
Collocated Close: DDRT, DDLP 
Depot Realign: DDCO 

NSNs PRs SALES 

DGSC .38M 35% 45% 

Capacity Shortfall: 0 ACF 
ICP Risk: High 

-- - 

SS NPV 

ICP 46M -487M 

Total 134M -1361M 
% dm. from 
highest NPV 

11.9% 

DDOUIDDMT 
NPV: $ -241 M 
, SS: $ 2 2  M 

DCSC 3.i5M+ 65% 55% 

DPSC .38M 35% 45% 

Capacity Shortfall: 0 ACF 
ICP Risk: Moderate+ 

SS NPV 

ICP 58M -625M 

Total 'l43M -1481M - ~. . . - . - - . 

% dH. from 
highest NPV 

4.7% 

DDOUIDDRV 
NPV: $ -188 M 

SS: $ 17 M 
I 

ICP Close: DGSC, DISC 
Stand-Alone C\ose: DDMT, DDRV 

Collocated Close: DDRT, DDLP 
Depot Realign: DDCO 

NSNs PRs SALES 

DCSC 3.15M+ 65% 55% 

DPSC .38M 35% 45% 

Capacity Shortfall: 0 ACF 
ICP Risk: Moderate+ 

SS NPV 

ICP 58M -625M 

D e ~ o t  88M -91 9M 

Total 146M -1544M 
% diff. from 

0% 
highest NPV 

DDMTIDDRV 
NPV: $ -123 M 

SS: $11 M 



CLOSING 1 ICP 
1 

Each of These Options PARTIALL Y Supports Supply and FULLY Supports Distribution concepts of Operntions 

ICP Close: DISC (IPE moves) 
Stand-Alone Close: DDOU, DDMT 
Collocated Close: DDRT, DDLP 
Depot Realign: DDCO 

NSNs PRs . - SALES 
DCSC 1.67M+ 33% 27% 
DGSC I.48M+ 32% 28% 
DPSC .38M 35% 45% 

Capacity Shortfall: 0 ACF 
ICP Risk: Moderate 

' SS NPV 

. ICP 29M -359M 

Depot 88M -874M 

Total 117M -1234M 
% diff. from 
highest NPV 7.1% 

DDOUDDMT 
NPV: $ -24 1 M 

'SS: $ 2 2  M 

ICP Close: DISC (IPE stays) 
Stand-Alone Close: DDOU, DDMT 
collocated Close: DDRT, DDLP 
Depot Realign: DDCO 

NSNs PRs SALES 
DCSC 1.67M+ 33% 27% 
DGSC 1.48M+ 32% 28% 
DPSC .38M 35% 45% 

Capacity Shortfall: 0 ACF 
ICP Risk: Moderate 

SS NPV 

ICP 28M -344M 

Total 116M -1218M 
% diff. from 
highest NPV 8.4% 

DDOUDDMT 
NPV: $ -241 M 

SS: $ 2 2  M 

ICP Close: DGSC 
Stand-Alone Close: DDOU, DDRV 
Collocated Close: DDRT, DDLP 
Depot Realign: DDCO 

NSNs PRs SALES 

DCSC 1.67M+ 33% 27% 
DISC 1.48M+ 32% 28% 
DPSC .38M 35% 45% 

Capacity Shortfall: 0 ACF 
ICP Risk: Moderate - 

SS NPV 

ICP 37M -41 OM 

D ~ D o ~  85M -855M 
- 

Total 123M -1265M 
% diff. from 

4.8% 
I ' highest NPV 

DDOUIDDRV 
NPV: $ - 188 M 

SS: $ 17 M 



CLOSING 1 ICP 
Each of These Options PARTIALLY Supports Supply and FULLY Supports Distribution Concepts of Operations 

ICP Close: DGSC 
Stand-Alone Close: DDMT, DDRV 
Collocated Close: DDRT, DDLP Collocated Close: DDRT, DDLP 
Depot Realign: DDCO Depot Realign: DDCO 

NSNs PRs SALES 
DCSC 1.67M+ 33% 27% 
DISC 1.48M+ 32% 28% 
DPSC .38M 35% 45% 

Capacity shortfall: 0 ACF 
ICP Risk: Moderate 

SS NPV 

ICP 37M -41 OM 

Depot 88M -91 9M 

Total 125M -1329M 
% dif. from 
highest NPV 0% 

DDMTDDRV 
NPV: $ -123 M 

SS: $11  M 

NSNs PRs SALES 
DCSC 1.67M+ 33% 27% 
DGSC 1.48M+ 32% 28% 
DPSC .38M 35% 45% 

Capacity Shortfall: 0 ACF 
ICP Risk: Moderate 

SS NPV 

ICP 21 M -229M 

Depot 88M -874M 

Total 109M -11103M 
% dm from 
h i n h ~ ~ f  Alp\ /  

17.0% 
...a'.-.#. , .. 

DDOU/DDMT 
NPV: $ -24 1 M 

SS: $22  M 
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OPTION # 1 
IMPACT BASED ON MILITARY VALUE 

*CLOSE DISCIDPSC "CLOSE DDOUIDDMT 

Installations 

1. COLUMBUS 767 

Stand-Alone Depot 

7 .  DDJC 822 

IC P 

1. DCSC 740 
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I 
IMPACT BASED ON MILITARY VALUE 

"CLOSE DGSCIDISC "CLOSE DDRVDDOU 

















Cost of Keeping Sites Open 
( Millions of Dollars ) 

OPTION #4a 
Sites NP:~ L. 

" 

DDOUl DDRV 

Total I -1.2651 

Net NPV, Option #4a -1,06 

OPTION #4b 
Closed Sites ) NPV I 

DDMTl DDRV 

DGsc U 
Total 1 -1.3291 

[ ~ e t  NPV. Option #4b -1 ,I 1 

OPTION #4d 

I 

Total b 1 , 1 0 3 ]  

[ ~ e t  NPV, Option #4d -920 



. . 

Covered Storage Capacity F'I 01 525M 
NEW CONSTRUCTION * - 2M 
SUBSTD BLDGS + R&R ISLAND +22M 
BRAC 95 - 114M 
STORAGE CAPACITY 431M 

Covered Storage Reqmt FY 01 

BRAC95 25% SVCINV - 7M 
MINUS 75% OPERATING LEVEL - 2M 

I STORAGE REQUIREMENT 452M 
. .  

SHORTFALL. mid 
* Includes 5M A CF from conversion of Ops Areas at Columbus, and 1244 
A CF R&R Island 
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B -  P D 
3 Feb 95 Excess Capacity 64M 

Covered Storage Capacity FY 01 
NEW CONSTRUCTION * 
SUBSTD BLDGS + R&R Island 
BRAC 95 
STDRAG€ CAPACITY 

Covered Storage Reqmt FY 01 

BRAC95 25% SVCINV - 7M 
MINUS 15% OPERATING LEVEL - 2M I 

STORAGE REQUIREMENT 452M 

SHORTFALL 24M 
* Includes 5M A CF from conversion of Ops Areas at Columbus, and 72M 
A CF R&R Island. 



New Construction: +5M Conv DDCO Ops Area to Storage 
-8.3M Programmed New Construction. 
-6.3M Max Efficiency (racking prcjects j 

- 9.6M 

Substd Bldgs 
R&R Island 
BRAC 95 

Covered Storage Requirement FY 01 
- 

AddtR125% SVC lnv Red: -7M 



Covered Storage Capacity FY 01 525M 
fV'EW CONSTRUCTION * + 3M 
SUBSTD BLDGS + R&R ISLAND +20M 
BRAC 95 - 109M 
STORAGE CAPACITY 439M 

Covered Storage Reqmt FY 01 

BRAC 95 25% SVC INV - 7M 
MINUS 75% OPERATlNG LEVEL - 2M 
STORAGE REQUIREMENT 452M 

, *  

SHORTFALL 13M 
* includes' lOM ACF from conversion of Ops Areas at Memphis, and 7ZM 
ACF R&R Island 



New Construction: +70M Conv DDMT Ops Area to Storage 
- 4.5M Programmed New Construction 
- 2.6M Max Efficiency (racking projects ) 
+ 2.9M 

Substd Bldgs 
R&R lsland 
BRAC 95 

Covered Storage Requirement FY 01 
Addtf125% SVC Inv Red: -7M 


